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SOME FIELD EXPERIENCE IN SUBSYNCHRONOUS
VIBRATION OF CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS

Wang XI-xuan, Gu Iin-chu,
Shen Qin-gen, Hue Yong-li, Zhu Lan-sheng

ZheJiang University, Hangzhou
Du Yun-tian

Zhengzhou Polytechnic Institute, Henan
People's Republic of China

A lot of large chemical fertilizer plants producing 1000 ton
NH,/day and 1700 ton urea/day had been constructed in the 1970's
In China. In operation, the subsynchronous vibration takes place
occasionally In some of the large turbine-comprossor sets and has
resulted in heavy economic losses. In this paper, two cases of
subsynchronous vibration are described.

(I) Self-excited vibration of the low-pressure (LP) cylinder
of one kind of N.-H. multi-stage compressor.

(2) Forced subsynchronous vibration of the high-pressure (HP)
cylinder of CO. compressor.

THE SELF-EXCITATION OF N,-l, GAS COMPRESSOR

The general arrangement of the N.-H gas compressor is shown
in figure I and the sketch of rotor of the LP cylinder is shown in
figure 2. The specifications of the LP compressor are given belows

Shaft power, kw 8300
Max. speed, rpm 11230
Weight of rotor, kg 500

Length of rotor, mm 2050
Span, -m 1635
Diameter of main portion of the shaft, mm ISO
Diameter of Journal, mm driven end (DE) 114

non-driven end (NE) 104

L/D of tilting pad bearing 0.4 (DE)
0.41 (NE)

Length of oil ring seals, m outer 25.4
inner 23.8

Ist SEC 2nd SEC
No. of impellers 5 4
Suction pressure, bar 26
Discharge pressure, bar 54 94.S
Suction temperature, C 40
Discharge temperature, C 139 121

Both the thrust and journal bearibngs are of tilting pad type, and
the journal-bearings have S pads.The compressor is arranged
with back to back impeller staging. The length of the Interstage

labyrinth seat with 38 teeth Is about 120 am and the clearance
between the surface of shaft and the tips of teach is about
0.3-0.4 mm.
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in the early stage, the compressor sets ran at about 10050 rpm
for more than three years. its normal operation at 90 percent of
capacity lasted for about 100 days after the speed was raised to
10700-10750 rpm. But It was tripped off because of a studden
destructive vibration on one early morning in May, 1982. All the
bearings and labyrinth seals of the LP cylinder were destroyed.
The machine could not be started up again without the replacement
of these parts. But the operators could not find any unusual
prediction of abrupt change from the Instrument panel, and there was
no extraordinary signal on the recording charts before the violent
vibration occurred. The same failure occurred once again on another
morning one month later.

In order to make the machine more stable, several modifications
made during overhaul were as follows&

(1) Increasing the viscosity of the oil by using No. 30 turbine
oil replacing No. 20 and choosing 45C as the oil Inlet temperature.

(2) Decreasing the L/D ratio to 0.39.
(3) Using the seal rings which have the largest clearance.
(4) Creating a equalizing pressure zone in the middle of the

interstage labyrinth by turning off 6 teeth to a depth of 1-2
teeth height.

(5) Making a full speed dynamic balancing for the rotor.

After the overhaul, a violent vibration occurred again when
the compressor was started and ran up to a speed of 10200 rpm, and
later on start-up failed again and again for eight times. All
the modification steps taken during the overhaul were eliminated,
returing to the original condition. A nhw gear coupling was used
to replace the old one which had some wear-out on the surface of
the teeth. The lubrication condition of the coupling was also
Improved. The geometric dimensions of the tilting pad bearings
were carefully controlled according to the design requirements.
Atl these steps, however, did not make any significant progress in
instability.

According to the vibration spectrum analysis, It was found
that there was an instability component with a frequency of 75 Hz
Just over the 1st natural frequency of the rotor on rigid support.
The frequency was unchangeable, staying at 75 Hz. In fact, the
maximum wear-out of the labyrinth seals occurred in the middle
of the casing and the distribution of the abrasion wear along the
axial line of the compressor answered to the 1st mode shape of
vibration. This means that the vibration resulted from self-
excitation.

in order to get a better understanding of the characteristics
of the compressorp to search Into the mechanism of the instability
and to predict the effectiveness of the proposed modifications,
a stability analysis was performed.

A technique similar to that described by Lund (ref.1) was used

to solve the logarithmic decrement and the damped natural
frequency of the system. Though.the precision of calculation
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may be limited because of the boundary conditions, such as the
dynamic coefficients of the bearings and seals, the tendency
Indicated by the calculation is valuable.

The following system states were considered for stability
analysis.

(I) Rotor-bearing systems in the calculation of this state,
the rotor with the full speed dynamic balancing runs without the
casing, and all the aero/hydro-dynamic effects of seals were
neglected. So there are no excitation from labyrinth or oil ring
seals, etc.. in calculation, the internal friction and damping of
the shaft material were also neglected.

The results are presented in figure 3-a. The abscissa of points
at which the dotted line and the damped naltural frequency tines
intersect are critical speed values. The values printed beside
the points on the frequency lines are 8 in the corresponding
states.

As shown In figure 3-a, all the values of 8 are greater than
zero up to n=15000 rpm. It means that if only the effect of bearing
is considered, the system will not lose its stability within its
operation range. This conclusion tallies with the characteristics
of tilting pad bearing.

(2) Rotor-bearing-seal systems The action of an oil ring seal
on the rotor is something like a bearing though Its effect is not
Immense.

By considering the effect of seal elements, the sign and value
of 8 obtained in the stability analysis was changed to -0.038 at
a running speed of about 11000 rpm. Though the calculated Instabi-
lity threshold is some what greater than the pratical value, the
calculation indicates that, at least, the stability safety factor
of this machine is small. The small excitations produced by the
seal elements are great enough to cause instability, in order to
find a solution, the effectiveness of several proposed modifica-
tions was evaluated also by the stability calculation method.

it was found that the following measures were significant to
improve the stability of rotor systems

(i) To enlarge the shaft diameter and/or shorten the bearing
span, i.e., to Increase the let critical speed of the rotor system.

(2) To modify the parameters of the oit ring seats, especially
that of the construction of the long middle labyrinth.

(3) To use a flexible support squeeze film damper.

it will take much time to adopt any of the abov modifying
measures and the factory can not be permitted to stop Its pro-
duction for long. So effective and temporary measures were urgently
expected.

According to the experience with these failures, we found out

one rute that whenever the magnitude of the 7S Hz component grew
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up, the machine ran unstably. If the magnitude of this component
becomes greater than that of the main component, i.e., the
running frequency component, the catastrophic vibration can occur
at any moment. The spectrums of different conditions are shown
In figure 4.

This phenomenon was used to monitor the operation of the
LP cylinder when the compressor was broughtinto operation with a
reduced load of 80-B5 percent after a thorough fixing of the
whole system. Whenever the amplitude of 75 Hz component grew up and
approached that .of the running frequency component, the speed and
load must be reduced for a while until the peak of disturbance
exciting the LP cylinder rotor decreased to a safe limit.

The monitoring of 75 Hz component needs a real-time spectrum
analyzer, so It is not convenient. in consideration of the fact
that the figures of the shaft center track are closely related
to the amplitude of subsynchronous component and can be easily
observed on a screen of oscilloscope, so a cheap oscilloscope
as a temporary measure was installed in the field to monitor the
condition of LP cylicder.

The scheme of this Installation is shown In figure 5. When
the machine worked normally, the boundary line of the shaft center
track was clear and stable. Gradually, the boundary line became
indistinct and oscillatory, and the track became large as shown
in figure 6. With the help of this method, the production was
preserved for more than one year before the final modification
of the LP cylinder was performed.

THE FORCED SUBSYNCHRONOUS VIBRATION OF CO. COMPRESSORS

In China, centrifugal compressors have been generally used
In urea production to compress CO, gas to a final pressure of 145
kg/cm . The main parameters of the most common machines are shown
belows

Composition of gas CO,-94.504 Air-4H Others-I.S
Relative humidity 166O
Av. mot. wt. 41.2N (40C)
Suction temperature, C <40
Suction pressure, kg/cm 0.96
Discharge temperaturep*C 127
Discharge pressure, kg/cm? 144
Type of rotor turbine LP HP
Normal speed, rpm 7200 7200 13900
Ist crit. speed, rpm 4500 4200 8000
2nd crit. speed, rpm 9500 9200 17520

The schematic diagram of this compressor is shown in figure 7,
and the sketch of the HP rotor Is shown in figure 8. Most of the
HP cylinders of this type of CO, compressor suffered from the high
vibration. Up to now, the serious vibration problem has not been
solved completely. Many factories can only raise the alarm threshold
to continue working. Even so, the HP rotors often work over the

raised alarm threshold. This was the reason why we survey the vibration
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failure of this type of machines and collect the Information about
it.

There are nearly 20 similar HP rotors In Chinese urea synthesis
factories. These rotors were manufactured according to the same
detail drawings and can be used Interchangeably. The difference
between them Is only the dimension tolerances. Their performances,
however, seemed to be similar but not quite similar.

We put forward some typical cases for analysist

(1) A small portion of these machines work quite well. The
peak to peak amplitudes of HP rotor measured by eddy current probes
near the bearings are tess than 39 pm. For example, In factory A,
the vibration amplitudes of driven end (DE) and non-driven (NE)
of HP rotor are less than 30 pm and 25 pm, respectively. Their
vibration spectrums are shown in figure 9. The main vibration
component is a synchronous component. The subsynchronous components
are very small. Only the component at 180 Hz is slightly great.
The main component in the pressure pulsating spectrum of the
discharge pipe Is also at 180 Hz.

(2) in some factories, taking factory G for example, the vibra-
tion amplitudes of HP rotor are of high level (>100 pm). The
spectrum is shown in figure 10. The synchronous component is
leading. After full speed dynamic balancing, the amplitude can be
greatly reduced. So the vibration results from the loss of
balancing accuracy.

(3) The amplitudes of many HP rotors are not very high, but
the vibrations of the pipes are serious. The vent pipes, drainage
pipes and Instrument tubings connected to the discharge pipe were
often broken by strong vibration during the early stage after the
factories were put into operation, and it was the main reason
causing the compressor to shut down. The strong vibration of pipes
may result from a resonance of the pipe with one of the sub-
synchronous frequency in the discharge gas stream. in factory
B, the spectrum obtained during the measurement of the natural
frequency of pipes Is shown in figure It-a. the main compnent
Is at 115 Hz. The spectrum of discharge gas pressure pulsating
under normal condition Is shown in figure if-b. The main component
is at 190 Hz. The vibration spectrum of one pipe section Is shown
in figure Il-c. The main component Is at 1i6 Hz. The amplitude
of this pipe at that time is 12-18 pm. Under abnormal condition,
the spectrcm of discharge gas pressure pulsating is shown in figure
II-d. At that time, the main component Is at I10 Hz, nearly being
equal to the natural frequency of that pipe section. So the
amplitude Increased suddenly to 330 pm as shown in figure i-e.
in the spectrum of the rotor at DR, 115 Hz component as shown in
figure i1-f appeared simultaneously. In some factories, the pipe
vibration w*re eliminated by varying the turn radius or support
condition of discharge pipes.

(4) In the start-up period of many these machines, the
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subsynchronous components (mainly at 53, 120 and 180 ttz) were
small if the speed was less than 3000 rpm, but they grew up
gradually with the speed. During the period of raising pressure,
the amplitude of synchronous component grew up a little. At the
moment when the pressure rose up to 110 kg/c t , the machines
vibrated violently. For example, in factory C, the amplitude of
DE rose from 25 to 37 pm, and not only the pipes, but the
foundation and floor all vibrated so intensively as to generate
huge noise. The vibration spectrums of the rotor and pressure
pulsating of discharge pipe at that moment are shown in figure
12-a and b, respectively. As compared with the spectrum at 145

kg/cm' , there is a remarkable subsynchronous component at 58. 3 Hz.
its amplitude exceeds that of the synchronous component. At
145 kg/cm , the main component in figure 12-c and d is the
synchonous one.

(5) During the operation of many rotors, instantaneous high
amplitude vibration occasionally appeared. The total amplitude
reached a maxlum of 110 pm. At that moment, accompanying with a
low and deep sound of gas current pulsation, the vibration of
foundation and floor deck was excited seriously. The flow rate of
the compressor dropped 10 percent. In a case of violent vibration,
in factory c, the process parammeters were recorded that the
speed of HP rotor is 13400 rpm, the flow rate is 28000 NM'/hr
and the dischange pressure Is 145 kg/cm'.

The amplitude of HP rotor was greater than 50 pm. Foundation
and floor deck all vibrated seriously. The spectrums in normal
and alarm state are shown in figure 12-c and figure 13, respec-
tively. After making a comparison between these two spectrums, one
may come to the conclusion that the violent vibration was caused
by the 58.3 Hz subsynchronous component which grows up remarkably
and exceeds the synchronous component. The same condition occurred
in other factories. It is considered that the vibrations are
caused by rotating stall. Therefore, two methods have been used
to increase the volume flow rate of the fourth stage of HP
cylinders

(1) To Increase the temperature of the fourth stage Inlet gas.
(2) To increase the circulation flow in the fourth stage by

using a 4 to 4 by-pass valve.

These methods can decrease the vibration in some factories,
and a comparison between amplitudes (pm) gives the followings

Factory E Factory F
With 4 to 4 by-pass valve closed 96 94 81 68 53 31.7
With 4 to 4 by-pass valve opened 43 31 20 40 34 31.7

The effectiveness of these methods showes that the above
estimation is correct. The method (2) is rather simple but costs
extra 10 percent of energy. The method (1) has only limited
effectiveness. A better solution was expected at that time.

After a thorough study, a newly designed rotor with adjusted
Impeller structure parameters were constructed by Shen-yang
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Blower Manufactory. In operation, its performance Is satisfactory.
Under design condition, its total vibration amplitude can reach
a very low level and the amplitudes of subsynchronous compononts
are very small. The normal spectrums of rotor and gas pressure
are shown in figure 14-a and b. If the operation was not correct,
the large subsynchronous component at 55 Hz certainly appeared
and caused vibration. The abnormal spectrums are shown In figure
14-c and d. Subsynchronous components at 110 and 165 liz can also
be remarkable.

Some disscussions and concluding remarks about the vibrations
of CO. compressors are as fotlowst

(I) The high vibration of CO, HP rotor is belong to the forced
subsynchronous vibration caused by aerodynamic instability. Its
characteristics is similar to that pointed out by reference 2.
The amplitude is stable. Machine can run for a long time in a state
of serious vibration.

(2) On ocassion, the amplitude of 11P rotor Increases to 100 pm,'
but the sense of person beside the compressor set is still normal.
On some other conditions, however, the amplitude of HP rotor is
only about 40 pm, yet the floor deck and the foundation vibrates
seriously. These phenomena depand upon whether the pipes are
excited by the gas stream or not.

(3) The main subsynchronous components are about 60, 120 and
180 Hz. The component at 60 Hz (within the range of 57-64 Hz) which
is 25 percent of the synchronous frequency seems more powerful.
According to reference 3, It may be considered that the vibration
is caused by the rotating stall in the diffuser. A statistics
(ref. 4) shows, however, that the vibration is closely related to
the ratio of the relative Inlet velocity W, to the relative
outlet velocity W, of impellers. When HP rotor of CO. compressor
works with (W,/W.)<I.4, it operates quite well, otherwise the vibra-
tion will be high. This means that the impeller parameters have
more important effect on the rotating stall than the static compo-
nents even if the subsynchronous frequencies are as low as 25
percent of their own.
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Fig. I General arrangement of the N2 -H2 compressor set

Fig. 2 Sketch of the low pressure rotor

1 gear coupling
2,7 bearing
3,6 oil ring seal
4 impeller
5 interstage seal
8 thrust disk
9 thrust pads
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Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of orbit monitoring installation and
spectrum2-prb3-aplfr

I - shaft2-prb3-amlfe
4 - spectrum analyzer 5 - recorder 4 - oscillograph

Fig. 6 -aFig. b -b Fig. 6 -c
Fig. 6 Orbit of shaft certre

a - normal state
b - transient state
c - unstable state
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ROTOR INSTABILITY DUE TO A GEAR COUPLING CONNECTED TO A

BEARINGLESS SUN WHEEL OF A PLANETARY GEAR *

E.T. Biihlmann
Sulzer Brothers Ltd.

Laboratory for Vibrations
and Acoustics KSFE-1512

CH-8401 Winterthur

A. Luzi
Swiss Locomotive and Machine Works Ltd.

CH-8401 Winterthur

SUMMARY

A 21 MW electric power generating unit comprises a gas turbine,
a planetary gear, and a generator connected together by gear coup-
lings. For simplicity of the design and high performance the pinion
of the gear has no bearing. It is centered by the planet wheels only.
The original design showed that between 2 and 6.5 MW a strong insta-
bility and a natural frequency uncreasing with the load. In this
operating range the natural frequency was below the operating speed
of the gas turbine, n = 7729 RPM. By shortening the pinion shaft
and reduction of its Wment of inertia the unstable natural frequency
was shifted well above the operating speed. With that measure the
unit now operates with stability in the entire load range.

INTRODUCTION

Any new machine design is characterized by the manufacturing
cost and, for thermal machines, also by the overall efficiency.
Therefore, the machines become more compact, with a tendency to
smaller shaft size for the same power than in the past and a reduced
number of machine elements.

These rules were considered in the design of an electric gene-
rating unit comprising a gas turbine, a planetary reduction gear and
a generator (Fig. 1). The shafts are connected by gear couplings.
The rated power of the set is 21 MW, the operating speed of the gas
turbine n,, = 7729.4 RPM, and of the generator n = 1800 RPM. The
planetary'oear has a gear ratio of 1:4.294. For 29plicity of the
design (fewer parts) and improved efficiency (fewer bearings) the
sunwheel of the gear is centered by four planet wheels only, and not
as is usual by a bearing. The pinion shaft is connected to the power
turbine shaft by a gear coupling to accomodate transient and residual
misalignment between both shafts (Fig. 2). The vibrations of the gear
were monitored and recorded as well as the actual electrical power
and the oil temperature of the axial bearing etc.

* The publication of this paper was kindly supported by the Gas
Turbine Division of the Sulzer Group Ltd.
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During the commissioning period the unit was started and run up to
full power at synchronous speed. A typical recording of the
generated power, the gas temperature (T7) and the vibrations of the
gear is shown in Fig. 3. In all these run-ups a steep increase of
the vibration level on the gear was observed at a unit load range of
2 to 6.5 MW. From 2 to 4 MW the vibrations increased gradually, from
as low as 2 mm/s (RMS) to a prohibitively high level of 11 mm/s. They
remained at that high level in the range 4 - 6.5 MW and "fell" to a
low level at approximatly 6.5 MW load. During run-down similar
recordings were obtained; the vibrations of the gear were mainly load
dependant (Fig. 4).

MEASUREMENT OF THE VIBRATIONS

From the overall recordings (e.g., Figs. 3 and 4) a sound
analysis of the problem was not possible. However, the gear with the
coupling was expected to be the source of the excitation, as the
maximum vibrations occured at the gear box. Therefore additional
probes (eddy current transducers) were installed at the gear and the
gas turbine in order to observe the motion of the spacer of the
coupling. The relative radial and axial displacements were recorded
on tape and later analysed by a 2 channel FFT analyzer. Figs. 5, 6
and 7 were generated from the recorded start Nr. 29. Fig. 5 shows
the frequency spectrum of the "peak hold" amplitudes of the
displacement of the sunwheel in an axial direction, while the power
was increased from 2 to 7 MW. Several peaks at the rotational
frequencies and their multiples were observed. Excitations at
1800, 3600, 5400, 7200 RPM are caused by the generator, at 7730 RPM
caused by the gas turbine and the sunwheel and at 4680 RPM by the
planets. These excitations remain constant during the increase of
the load. As the speeds of these shafts remained unchanged during
operation the rest of the peaks could not be explained by excita-
tions of rotational speeds. Fig. 6 shows the frequency spectrum of
the radial displacement of the coupling. It is essentially similar to
Fig. 5; dominant peaks occured at the same frequencies as explained
above. In the frequency band 5100 RPM < f < 7300 RPM the peaks
were high but not dependant on operating speeds of the unit. In Fig.
7 the predominant frequency is given as a function of the load. In
start-up Nr. 30 the radial deflection of the coupling on the gear
side was analyzed at constant load. The result is plotted as
frequency spectra in Fig. 8. The dominant frequency and its amplitude
increased with the load of the unit from 2 to 6.4 MW. At 6.4 MW it
coincided with the operating speed of the turbine and at the same
point the amplitude reduced to the value of that speed.

During start-up Nr. 30 the oil temperature of the axial
bearings in the gear were also recorded. Fig. 9 shows the inlet
temperature and the outlet temperatures of the axial bearings on the
turbine and the generator side. The temperature on the generator
side remained almost constant while on the turbine side the tempe-
rature remained constant up to 6.4 MW, above this load it increased
gradually with the load. The friction forces became dominant and
prevented spontaneous relative movements in the coupling. However,
it decreased gradually over a long period of time at full load. It
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seems the gear coupling does not allow for relative movements above
6.4 MW as the spacer is blocked. This fact is also demonstrated by
the measurement of the axial movement of the pinion (see Fig. 9).
The relaxation of the pinion took a long period of time.

From these diagrammes one may conclude:

- In the load range 2 to 6.4 MW the unit shows unstable behaviour

- The natural frequency of the bending mode depends on the load of
the shaft

- If the natural frequency is above the operating speed of the
turbine the unit behaves in a stable manner

- The instability may be due to the indefined'position of the
spacer of the gear coupling. As there is no bearing for the pinion
the angular deflection of the pinion is not prescribed and the
spacer is free to move in both hubs.

THEORETICAL MODEL

Modelling

The measurements indicated an unstable lateral frequency on the
pinion side of the gear. From the strong dependence on the load of
such a natural frequency on the high vibrations of the gear a
nonlinear spring stiffness in the gear was expected. Two different
models were set-up:

a) Model 1 is a single degree-of-freedom system shown in Fig. 10.
The spring couple consist of the teeth of the pinion and planets.
The stiffness of the gear depends on the Hertzian stress which is
highly nonlinear, so that the stiffness increases with increasing
load. The mass may be given by the pinion and the spacer so that

Jp
m= + am

2 s
r

J = moment of inertia of the pinion
r = distance between center of spring couple and the

centre of the mass
ms  mass of the spacer

S coupling factor 0.5

Then the natural frequency may be estimated by

f 1 2a2 k
e 2I 2

rrm

k = spring stiffness (constant at constant load)
a = half the length of the pinion gear
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The natural frequencies are known by the measurement and the
calculation. The spring stiffness is composed by the stiffnesses
of, (a) gear contact between sunwheel-planets, (b) oil film
between sunwheel-planets, (c) oil film between planet and planet
shafts, (d) planet shaft and, (4) planet shaft bearings. The
resultant flexibility (reciprocal value of stiffness) is given in
Fig. 11.

b) Model 2 is a finite element model comprising the complete rotor
of the gas turbine, gear coupling and pinion shaft. Following
assumptions were made:

- the elastic rotor is undamped
- the radial bearings are damped
- the spacer of the gear coupling is hinged in its hubs.
These assumptions may be valid at very low load, when the
static friction force in the coupling is smaller than the
restoring force in the hub.

- the pinion is fixed by a spring couple. The magnitude of
the springs is estimated by model 1.

- the rotor behaves linearly at a set load and speed

The calculation of the natural frequencies and the mode shapes
were calculated by the computer program MADYN designed for rotor
dynamics.

RESULTS

The calculation of the natural frequencies and mode shapes were
executed for loads P = 2, 4 and 6 MW. The natural frequencies are
tabulated in Table 1. Most of them are hardly influenced by the
stiffness of the gear. However, the natural frequency which is
sensitive to changes at the gear compares well with the measured
ones. The mode shapes of that frequency show maximum amplitudes at
the coupling hub of pinion-coupling (Fig. 12). For completeness the
reduced model 1 was also compared with the measurements taking into
consideration the natural frequency and the spring stiffness of the
spring couple. The effective mass may be estimated by

m 2a2k

(27rfe)2 r
2

The values of the effective mass for different loads are also
tabulated in Table 1. For each load case this mass remains almost
constant.
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DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The measured and the calculated natural frequencies and mode
shapes compare very well. The assumptions made are confirmed, such
as

- the lateral natural frequency depends on the stiffness of the
meshing gears and

- the connection spacer-pinion is hinged

Both of the models may be used for any further discussions and
improvements of the design.The calculation revealed several natural
frequencies below the rotating frequency of the turbine. However,
apparently only one mode behaves unstably. The unstable mode shape
shows a maximum deflection at the hub between pinion and spacer.

IMPROVEMENTS OF THE SET IN SITU

Method

The high vibrations measured at the gear box and the coupling
was due to an instability in the rotor system. The unstable mode
shape was excited subsynchronously in the gear coupling. In order to
improve the system the natural frequency of that mode had to be
shifted above the rotating frequency of the gas turbine, f = 128.8
Hz. The operating load of the generating unit ranges from 2Tto 21
MW. Therefore, the measured frequency at 2 MW, f = 86 Hz, had to be
lifted above 129 Hz. Several measures may be congidered in a new
design e.g. at the gear box, a bearing for the pinion, which fixes
the pinion and supresses rotations around any axis perpendicular to
the axis of the shaft, or a reduced distance between the gear box and
gas turbine. However, such remedies were out of the question.To
discuss other measures one may observe model 1 which estimates the
unstable natural frequency

fe =  1 a 12k

2w r inM

This formula indicates the effect of the main parameters on the
frequency. An increase of a and k and a reduction of r and m will
increase the natural frequency. Changes on the gears, pinion and
planets, would have necessitated a new gear box, thus a change of a
and k was out of the question; therefore r and m had to be reduced
substantially. This measure was then further investigated. Finally m
was reduced by 2.5 % to m = 86.5 kg and r by 40 % to 179.5 mm.

The new design is shown in Fig. 13. A detailed calculation
(model 2) estimates the natural frequency f = 146 Hz at 2 MW which
is well above the operating speed of the rotor (see Table 1).
Fig. 14 shows the sensitive mode shape of the improved system. The
maximum displacement is still at the gear coupling.
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RESULT OF THE IMPROVEMENT

The pinion of the gear was changed in situ based on the drawing
shown in Fig. 13. In all of the later start-ups and run-downs the
vibrations on the gear and the bearings of the gas turbine remained
well below the limits (Fig. 15). The frequencies of excitation were
all rotating speeds or their harmonics and constant in the entire
load range of the unit from 2 MW to 21 MW. The unit now has stable
behaviour. The unstable natural frequency is above the operating
speed of the turbine.

CONTI-BARBARAN-NUMBER

Gear couplings are inherently unstable at low loads (Ref. 1)
This is due to the radial clearances between the teeth. At low load
the spacer is free to move as the contact (circumferential) force is
smaller than the inertia (centrifugal) force. An indicator of the
behaviour of the coupling is given by the Conti-Barbara-Number E (or
Newtons number).

F
E % U

F
C

E= 1.36 P
M D

2 N3

where P = transmitted power in MW
M = mass of the spacer in kg = 105 kg
D = pitch circle diameter in m = 0.28 m
n = operating speed in RPM = 7729 RPM
Fu = circumferential force in N
Fc = centrifugal force in N

Experience shows if

E > 10 no problems may be expected
5 < E < 10 problems may be expected

E < 5 problems should be expected

However, these limites are very rough and do neither consider
design and manufacturing quality of the teeth nor the alignment of
the units. For the gear coupling of the above unit

E = .358 P

applies for the original design and

E = .417 P

applies for the improved designed.
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In the entire load range 2 to 21 MW, E is < 10 at, e.g. 2 MW Eo
- 0.7 (E = 0.8). The instability occurs only if there exists a
feedbackpmechanism as in the original design, which was the instable
natural frequency below the operating speed of the turbine. The mode
shape of that natural frequency has its maximum displacement at the
gear coupling and therefore is easily excited by the gear coupling.
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SOME IN-FIELD EXPERIENCES OF NON-SYNCHRONOUS

VIBRATIONS IN LARGE ROTATING MACHINERY

Giuseppe Colnago
CESI

Via Rubattino 54, 20134 Milano, Italy

Claudio Frigeri, Andrea Vallini and Gian Antonio Zanetta
ENEL

Via A.Volta 1, 20093 Cologno Monzese (Milano), Italy

SUMMARY

The paper analyzes some problems associated with non-synchronous
vibrations by describing three cases experienced with fairly large
rotating machines in operating conditions.

In each case, a brief description is first given of the machine
and of the instrumentation used. The experimental results are then
presented, with reference to time or frequency domain recordings. The
lines followed in diagnosis are then discussed and, lastly, the
corrective action undertaken is presented.

INTRODUCTION

Self-excited vibrations have always been a major concern in the
field of the dynamics of rotating machinery, since they constitute a
serious risk to the integrity of the machines, apart from leading to
important losses in production.

In past years difficulties have mostly arisen from the fact that
these problems were not well known and from a lack of appropriate
experimental and analytical tools to cope with them. Nowadays,
troubles are more often caused by the more exacting demands made of
rotating machinery.

In any case, a grat effort has always been made to identify
these phenomena and to give them a proper theoretical description,
with the result that an extensive literature now exists on the
subject. However, most literature is still concerned with analytical
investigations or laboratory tests, in which, of course, experiments
are prepared in such a way that it is only possible to know parameters
and to consider their influence one at a time.

But this does not apply to the diagnosis of real cases. As a
matter of fact, in field experience shows that, nearly always, a large
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number of factors have to be taken into account at the same time and
it is neither easy to keep them apart nor to know or measure them
exactly. Furthermore, when comparing one's own experimental
measurements with references found in literature, one is faced with an
inconsistent and rather confusing vocabulary and, for some topics,
even by sharp discrepancies between different authors. All this, in
turn, makes diagnosis more difficult and, sometimes, less definite.

The paper presents three case histories of sub-synchronous
vibrations, that recently occurred on fairly large rotating machines,
and in one way or another exemplify the above remarks. The first case
regards the excitation of the first critical speed of an alternator
rotor. The second concerns the hydraulic instability of a boiler feed-
pump. The last one is about an instability with a component at exactly
half the running speed on an H.P. turbine.

SUB-SYNCHRONOUS EXCITATION OF THE FIRST CRITICAL SPEED OF AN
ALTERNATOR ROTOR

The machine was an alternator rotor weighing about 520 kN,
supported by 2 cylindrical oil-film bearings,in service at a plant for
short circuit tests; its operating speed ranged from about 47 to
62 Hz.

The machine had 2 eddy-current probes applied on each bearing.
For our investigation 2 accelerometers were added on each bearing
support and, together with a phase reference, all the signals
provided by these transducers were recorded on a magnetic tape for
subsequent digital analysis. It was thus possible to obtain the
harmonic analysis of the vibrations throughout the speed range, the
center loci of the journal in bearings, vibration orbits and spectrum
analysis. Inlet and outlet oil temperatures at each bearing were also
recorded.

Staff in charge at the plant and the manufacturer's technicians,
reported that the rotor developed occasional sudden, very high
vibration levels when spinning at maximum speed. Oil-film instability
was immediately suspected. Nevertheless, tests on oil temperature
failed to yield the usual results, since raising the oil temperature
did not cause the phenomenon disappear. On the contrary it seemed to
grow a little worse. Although this could not lead to any definite
conclusion about the nature of the instability, since it was only
appearent at maximum speed, in case of oil-whip a higher oil
temperature should have succeeded in making it disappear.

owing to the specific features of the machine, it was possible to
follow a number of run-ups and shut-downs and to keep it at maximum
speed at different oil temperatures. The results of these tests may be
summarized as follows:

-The machine had a number of critical speeds, with significant
differences in the vertical and horizontal planes. The first critical
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speed of the rotor was at about 1070 r.p.m. in the horizontal and at
1420 r.p.m. in the vertical plane. A 2nd critical rotor speed was most
probably at about 3250 r.p.m. in the horizontal and quite near the
maximum speed in the vertical plane. Other resonances might be
attributed to flexibility of the supports and foundation and, for all
of them, the phases indicated a 2nd vibration mode above 2000 r.p.m.
(Fig. 1).

-The machine was in a rather poor balancing state for the 2nd
vibration mode.

-The machine showed markedly non-repetitive behaviour when running
at its first critical speeds, most probably due to considerable
movement of the coils in relation to the rotor body.

-The centre loci of journal in bearings showed that, at the higher
speeds, the shaft moved strongly towards the bearing centre (Fig. 2).

Specifically as regards instability, the following point may be
made:

-During the investigation the phenomenon was observed only once,
which confirmed its purely random nature. Moreover, no definite link
with oil temperature could be established.

-In the presence of the phenomenon, the high vibration levels were
mainly determined by a sub-synchronous vibration component at 20.4 Hz
(1250 r.p.m.), while running speed frequency was 62.4 Hz (3750
r.p.m.). Maximum amplitude was reached by relative displacement in the
horizontal plane and was of about 650 pmpp, very close to total
bearing clearance at the design stage. A number of much smaller
harmonics of that component were also found and were considered to be
due to non-linear behaviour of the oil film (Fig. 3). Though it
almost coincided with 1/3 of the running speed, the frequency of the
sub-synchronous component was considered as corresponding to
excitation of the first critical speed of the rotor in those
conditions.

-When filtering signals around the sub-synchronous component at
20.4 Hz, it was observed that the growth of these vibrations was
rather slow and during some cycles they even kept stable (Fig. 4). The
expansion coefficient, equivalent to a critical damping coefficient
for the introduction of energy, was found to be equal to 0.005,
taking into account the logarithmic increment. The orbits showed that
the journal followed a forward whirl. Figure 5 shows a subsequent
series of orbits.

-The instability disappeared as soon as the running speed of the
rotor was lowered, developing and disappearing in the space of about
10 seconds.

-At maximum speed, a small component at about 20.4 Hz was always
present, but appeared and disappeared continously without reaching a
significant level, when the instability did not develop fully.
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A numerical investigation was then undertaken, in order to
determine the threshold speed of instability for the oil film
bearings. The simple Routh-Hurwitz's criterion, applied to the oil-
film only, indicated a value of 1200. r.p.m., but did not take into
account the characteristics of the supports and of the rotor. An
estimate of the flexibility values of supports and rotor around the
first critical speed was obtained by comparing the experimental
results with the numerical values given by a model of the shaft
(ref.1). Calculations were then performed in accordance with 2
slightly different methods (ref. 1, 2). The results indicated a
threshold speed value of 2500 r.p.m. according to reference 2 and a
value of 2560 r.p.m. according to reference 3.

Lastly, for a number of speeds, a coefficient Req, proportional
to the energy Ed dissipated in the oil-film bearings during one orbit
of revolution, was calculated. The coefficient was obtained by
dividing Ed by the mean square value of the relative vibration
amplitudes in each bearing multiplied by the frequency of rotation and
adding togbether the results for all bearings, according to the
following formula:

ERezj. E (1.1)
eq- 1V W*1 * Y X2.

Thus, Req has the dimensions of a damping coefficient. The Ed
terms were calculated by taking into account the theoretical values
for the oil-film coefficients and the experimental values for the
relative vibrations. In spite of a marked decrease with speed (Fig.
6), the coefficient was always positive, even at maximum speed.

More refined models were not used. These are most useful, if not
absolutely necessary, at the design stage; but for diagnostic purposes
in a real case, in our opinion, the uncertainty as to which values to
assign to the different parameters into action makes it difficult to
obtain results much more reliable than those obtained by simpler
methods at a lower cost.

At the same time, some of the existing literature on the subject
was analyzed (see reference 4 to 14) and compared with experimental
and numeric results. An oil-whip phenomenon was likely, but even a
hysteretic whirl could not be ruled out. In fact, the excitation of
the first critical speed, the high vibration levels reached and the
forward whirl are common to both phenomena, according to most authors
(ref. 4, 5, 6, 7). Others (ref. 8, 9) associate hysteretic whirl with
the presence of a component at half-frequency. Some facts (movements
of the coils in relation to the rotor body, the low expansion
coefficient of the vibrations, the erratic occurrence of instability,
the fact that the phenomenon did not persist when the speed decreases
just after its appearance) accorded well with a hysteretic whirl. On
the other hand, the numerical results were in favour of oil-whip
instability. The high ratio between the actual onset speed and the
calculated threshold speed of instability, as well as its random
appearance could also be explained by limits of the methods used,
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uncertainties in the parameters introduced (wear, angular
misalignment), actual oil temperature in bearings (ref. 10) and
effects of synchronous excitation. On this last subject, significant
disagreements were found in literature (compare references 5, 11, 12,
13). Other tests suggested by some authors (ref. 6) to improve the
diagnosis could not in practice be performed on a machine of that
size.

Luckily, both phenomena could be obviated by the same remedial
action, by substituting partial arc bearings (with an arc of 60
degrees) for the existing cylindrical ones. The threshold speed for
the new kind of bearings was found to be about 4000 r.p.m., according
to the above-mentioned methods. Furthermore, the new bearings
introduced a larger assymmetry between the horizontal and vertical
planes in bearing characteristics. This should have improved stability
for both phenomena under examination (ref. 5, 14). Moreover,
calculations were performed with a model of the rotor, to evaluate the
power loss in the oil film with cylindrical and partial arc bearings.
Excitation of the 1st and 2nd vibration mode were considered
separately, at both critical and maximum speeds. In all cases, the
amount of dissipated energy in one orbit of revolution was greater for
partial arc bearings, whose only drawback was to increase the
horizontal vibrations. This low-cost solution was finally implemented
and gave the expected results. So far, this problem has no longer
reappeared.

SUB-SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATIONS ON A BOILER FEED PUMP

The problem was encountered on one of the 9 boiler feed-pumps of
identical design installed in a thermal power plant with four 320 MW
turbogenerator units. These centrifugal pumps had 5 stages with plain
interstage seals and grooved seals at the glands and on the balancing-
drum. The operating speed ranged from 4200 to 6200 r.p.m., the
maximum capacity and pressure being 640 Tons/h and 18 MPascal,
respectively. The pump was driven by an electric motor and the power
was transmitted through a gear mesh, controlled in turn by 4 hydraulic
units. After a few years of normal operation the pump in question
began to register high vibrations, so that it could no longer be kept
in service.

In an initial set of measurements by the manufacturer, spectrum
analysis revealed the presence of a subsynchronous component at about
95 per cent of the rotational speed. It was reported that the fault
was more likely to occur below a certain pump capacity, yet was not
repeatable under seemingly the same conditions. No conclusions were
drawn as to its causes. The machine was then considered as a spare
pump, but its behaviour was most unreliable and, after some other
unsuccessful attempts to get it to work, a deeper investigation was
called for.

First of all an excitation test was performed with the machine at
rest. The force was applied on one bearing support by a sinusoidal
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sweep over the frequency range in question; measurement points were
set up on both bearing supports, oft the casing and on the pump
foundation. In the horizontal plane, 2 distinct maxima in the response
were observed at about 95 and 110 Hz, but they were strongly damped
and the measured compliance was not greater than 600 Wm/kN. No
specific information was obtained for the vertical plane. So
important structural problems could be ruled out.

Then the machine was fitted with 2 eddy-current probes at each
bearing, a pressure transducer on the delivery side of the pump, a
phase reference on the shaft, while retaining 2 accelerometers on each
support, and 3 other accelerometers on the foundation and on the
driving unit. The signals so obtained, together with the capacity
signal, were recorded on a magnetic tape for subsequent analysis.

The aim of the tests was to find out which parameter, such as
capacity, rotational speed, pressure, or which combination of them,
could start the phenomenon. In fact, the anomalous behaviour of the
pump and the very high vibrations prevented from achieving the planned
program in an orderly way. The following remarks may be made:

-The highest vibration levels were reached in the horizontal
direction on both bearings, with a maximum on the bearing next the
electric motor. The foundation and the driving units were only onlymarginally affected by the vibration.

-The pump was in poor balancing state with synchronous vibrations
far beyond admissible levels. Recordings at variable speed showed a
possible resonance at 6000 r.p.m. in the horizontal plane, but with a
low amplification factor and deformation shape in the 2nd vibration
mode.

-The instability developped in no more than 10 cycles and, once
fully established, the vibration was not steady (Fig. 7).

-Spectrum analysis during the instability indicated out that, in
such conditions, the vibration was mostly determined by a sub-
synchronous component whose frequency ranged from 0.85 to 0.97 of the
running speed (Fig. 8, 9). The frequency of this component was not
related to the rotational frequency, nor to the pressure or to the
flow rate, as evidenced in figure 8, where the spectrum, obtained by a
peak-hold average on only one time record 5 seconds long, showed 3
sub-synchronous components with different frequencies.

-With lower pressure at delivery it wai possible to reach the
maximum flow rate, but at that point the instability showed up again
and vibrations up to 400 pmpp were reached on that occasion.

-By correlating the support vibrations with frequency responses
to external excitation, it was possible to get a rough estimate of the
forces in play. These reached 30 kN on the support next the coupling
end with the motor.
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-An auxiliary mass damper, tuned to the middle of the frequency
range in question, was added in order to introduce some damping into
the system , but that was not enough to suppress the instability.
Under those circumstances, when the instability appeared, it was
calculated from the displacement of the support to which the damper
was attached that the inertial force of the auxiliary mass was about
7 kN.

-Moreover, relative vibration values at the bearing locations
greater than clearances and the deformation shape of the shaft at
those frequencies indicated the possibility of significant wear in one
bearing and in some seals.

By comparing these experimental results with the literature
available on the subject (ref. 15, 16, 17), a diagnosis of hydraulic
instability was arrived at. Most likely, it was due to forces
generated by the interaction of diffuser and impeller, on which a
negative influence could be exerted by the generally bad conditions of
the pump (balancing state or bent shaft and wear). Contrary to what
is stated in references 16 and 17, the problem was also present at
high flow rates.

Initially, a general overhaul of the pump was suggested; but
changes of bearings and to some details in seals or clearances between
impeller and diffuser, even at the cost of somewhat reduced
efficiency, were considered essential. The machine was opened and, in
fact, the bearing next the coupling end and a number of seals,
especially on the balancing drum, were found to be badly damaged.
After maintenance, the pump was restarted again in the original design
condition, since the changes suggested had not been completely
defined. During the first tests and for a little while after, it
looked as though the instability had disappeared. But afterwards, it
reappered again. So, in spite of proper diagnosis, it had not thus far
been possible to get rid of the problem.

EXACT HALF FREQUENCY WHIRL IN AN H.P. TURBINE ROTOR

The machine in question was an H.P. turbine in an old 70 MW
turbogenerator unit. The 3 rotors, H.P. and L.P. sections and the
generator, were supported on 6 cylindrical bearings. The H.P. rotor
weighed about 90 M. The seal-rings of the steam glands were made of
steel and very stiff. The operating speed was 3000 r.p.m.(50 Hz).

Two months after overhaul, the H.P. rotor showed a sudden
increase in vibration in bearing No 1, after load reductions during
normal operation. Surveillance instruments showed the phenomenon as a
sharp peak in the overall absolute shaft vibration of that bearing
only, the other bearings being apparently unaffected (Fig. 10).
Moreover, the phenomenon only lasted a few minutes, then disappeared
without tripping the unit. It was preceded by a continous increase in
vibration level at the same bearing, starting with the load reduction
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transient and in good correlation with metal and steam temperature
changes in the impulse wheel chamber. It is worth adding that load
reductions were achieved by partialization of steam admission.

Since then, a rubbing effect had been suspected. Detailed
investigation was therefore decided on and the absolute shaft
vibration at the 6 bearings plus the support vibration at each of the
four turbine bearings, plus a number of other quantities (metal and
steam temperatures, active and reactive power, vacuum of the
condenser, oil temperatures) were collected by a digital acquisition
system able to carry out the harmonic analysis after a synchronous
acquisition. Furthermore, it was possible to store 4 channels of time
history data for subsequent spectrum analysis. Although they would
have proved very useful on such an occasion, eddy-current probes could
not be used until the machine was stopped.

A few tests were devised with the machine still in service. First
of all, the uperation sequence that had given rise to the phenomenon
(load reduction from 70 MW to about 47 MW) was repeated, being careful
to start from and to arrive at steady thermal conditions. In fact, the
phenomenon appeared again, in almost the same way as shown in figure
10. Frequency analysis indicated that, during the first phase of load
and thermal transient, vibration rises at bearing No 1 were caused
mostly by a fundamental component of the signal, and 2nd harmonic
variations appeared after a certain vibration level, probably due to
non-linearities in the oil film. When the fundamental component
arrived at about 90 )impp a sub-synchronous component became visible;
but it was not yet stable and it appeared and disappeared suddenly
between one series of orbits of revolution and another. With a further
increase in the fundamental component over 100 pmpp, the phenomenon
continued to be present and the sub-synchronous vibration stabilized
on a definite value (Fig.l1). Values as high as 200 pmpp were read for
this component. In any case, its frequency was 25 Hz, exactly the half
the frequency of the running speed. Moreover, higher harmonics at 75
and 125 Hz were present, the others, at 50 and 100 Hz, being hidden in
the fundamental and 2nd harmonic components. The 25 Hz component was
very low for the absolute shaft vibration at bearing No 2, while it
was marked on both supports of bearings No 1 and No 2. Finally, when
the thermal transient died out and the vibration decreased to below
the above-mentioned levels, the sub-synchronous component disappeared.

The same test was repeated with the oil temperature in bearings 7
°C higher, but gave the same results. This time, with the machine at a
47 MV output and after reaching steady thermal conditions, a 40 °C
drop in the inlet steam temperature again caused a vibration rise and,
in turn, the sub-synchronous component made its appearance once more.

An analysis of bearing data showed the bearing No 1 was
underloaded and the first critical speed was found to correspond to
about 2000 r.p.m. (33 Hz) by a model of the shaft line, at least when
in theoretical alignement. If the stiffness of bearing No 1 was
reduced significantly, as it could be for the partialization effect,
the turbine behaved like a cantilever. In this way, the critical speed
might be less than 25 Hz and the deformation might resemble that
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corresponding to the experimental measurements of the component at 25
Hz.

At this point, an oil whirl instability was ruled out, because
the latter is characterized by a frequency content that is always
slightly less than exactly half the rotational speed (ref. 5). The
rise in oil temperature did not affect the phenomenon, which appeared
only after the synchronous vibrations had reached a high level. In
most authors' opinion, as already mentioned in the first case history,
high vibrations should counteract oil whirl instability. Moreover,
time recordings made here were not typical of that kind of
instability.

On the contrary the lifting of the rotor for partialization
effects, the shaft bending due to the thermal transient and the
increase in the vibrations themselves were enough to explain a light
rubbing effect, causing instability of a parametric kind, or due to
friction forces, with a sub-synchronous frequency content equal to
exactly half the rotating speed and its harmonics, like that described
in references 18 or 19. However, the results referred to in these
papers stem from theoretical developments and the experimental
evidence given in reference 19 is limited to a small model. According
to other authors (ref. 20), subharmonic components are unlikely to be
found in actual turbogenerator sets and, as far as we know, only very
few cases have been reported (ref. 21, 22). Vibration orbits might
have made a definite opinion possible, but unfortunately they were not
available.

In an initial attempt, it was suggested the turbine case be
raised by 0.2 mm in relation to the rotor. The operation sequence able
to produce the fault was repeated and this time only a little track of
the subsynchronous component around 25 Hz in the presence of the
fundamental component vibration levels was found.

During a subsequent short overhaul, the seal-rings were replaced
by others of a much more flexible type and the clearances were finally
revised. The problem has not so far reappeared. The rotor naturally
maintained high sensitivity to thermal transients and to
partialization effects. In order to reduce the influence of such
effects, it was suggested that the cylindrical bearing be replaced by
a tilting-pad bearing or, at least, be shortened, to increase the
equivalent load. This action, however, though scheduled, has not yet
been put into effect.

CONCLUSIONS

Three different in-field experiences of instability problems that
occurred in large rotating machines under operating conditions have
been discussed. Two of them were not so common and are scarcely
referred to in literature, at least as in-field cases.
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The lines followed in the diagnostic process have been
emphasized. It has been shown that frequency analysis alone is not
always enough to perform a definite diagnosis, since different
phenomena often give rise to the same, or almost the same, frequency
content. Knowledge of the structural characteristics of the whole
mechanical system and the correlation of vibrations with other
quantities are usually necessary, as well as comparison with other
experiences and studies. Mathematical models, too, may prove very
useful as an aid to diagnosis.

Once the problem has been correctly identified, the subsequent
remedial action is often quite straightforward. In other cases, the
complexity of the phenomena calls for special effort and good results
can be achieved only if it is possible to delve deeper into design
details and experimentation.
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THE SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF AN AERO-ENGINE ASSEMBLY
INCORPORATING A SQUEEZE-FILM DAMPER

R. Holmes
M.M. Dede*

Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Southampton, UK

INTRODUCTION

Aero-engine structures have very low inherent damping and so artificial
damping is often introduced by pumping oil into annular gaps bet ween the
casings and the outer races of some or all of the rolling-element bearings
supporting the rotors.

The thin oil films so formed are called squeeze film dampers and they can
be beneficial in reducing rotor vibration due to unbalance and keeping to
reasonable limits the forces transmitted to the engine casing. However.
squeeze-film dampers are notoriously non-linear and as a result can introduce
into the assembly such phenomena as subharmonic oscillations, jumps and combi-

nation frequencies.

The purpose of the research described in this paper is to investigate such

phenomena both theoretically and experimentally on a test facility reproducing
the essential features of a medium-size aero engine.

The forerunner of this work has been published in refs. [11,121. It was
concerned with the examination of a squeeze-film damper in series with housing

flexibility when supporting a rotor. The structure represented to a limited
extent the essentials of the projected Rolls Royce RB401 engine. That research

demonstrated the ability to calculate the oil-film forces arising from the
squeeze film from known motions of the bearing components and showed that the
dynamics of a shaft fitted with a squeeze film bearing can be predicted rea-
sonably accurately.

An aero-engine will normally have at least two shafts and so in addition
to the excitation forces which are synchronous with the rotation of one shaft,
there will also be forces at other frequencies from other shafts operating on
the squeeze-film damper. The present paper is concerned with theoretical and
experimental work to consider severe loading of squeeze-film dampers and to
include these additional effects. The theoretical methods are similar to those
discussed in references (I] and [2].

• Now with General Electric Company, Cincinatti, U.S.A.
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NOTATION

a Mass ratio me2/mh

b Linear damping coefficient

c Radial clearance of the squeeze-film bearing

d Seal end-gap

D Diameter of squeeze-film bearing

F Amplitude of force transmitted to engine frame

k Stiffness of the flexible bars 6 in Fig. 2

9 Squeeze-film bearing land width

L Radial depth of sealing ring

Lg Width of groove

mecw 2
2  Normalising parameter for forces

m rotor mass

mel,2 Effective mass of rotor 1,2.

mh Effective mass of rotor 1 plus bell housing 4,
squeeze-film bearing housing 5 and flexible bars 6 in
Fig. 2.

Pcav Cavitation pressure

Ps Oil supply pressure

Pcl,2 Unbalance force on rotor 1, 2

R Radius of the squeeze-film bearing

r1, 2  Radius of unbalance of mass m 1 ,2 from axis of rotation.

T Transmissibility = force reaching ground - unbalance
force

x Amplitude of rotor vibration

Ul, 2  Effective radius of unbalance of rotor (1,2) mass
from axis of rotation

g/cwn2
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O..."IL/(w)MR 3

me2wn c

boundary-condition factor

*Attitude angle

c Eccentricity ratio

PDynamic viscosity

ljwn(R/c) 2  Normalising parameter for pressures

'J1,2 Angular velocity of rotor 1,2.

Wn Undamped natural frequency

Differentiation with respect to wt

THE TEST FACILITY

Fig. I shows diagrammatically a section through the front end of a modern
aero-engine, having two nested rotors. The structure is subjected to a variety
of forces, for example forces arising from unbalance in the H.P. rotor are
transmitted into bearing housings supporting the L.P. rotor, which often incor-
porate squeeze film dampers. A test facility was designed to reproduce such
essential features of the aero-engine assembly, in particular to examine the
vibration of a rotor employing a squeeze-film damper, whose housing can be
under the influence of an excitation force which is different in frequency from
that of its shaft rotation.

A drawing of the test facility is shown in Fig. 2. The assembly consists
of two sub-assemblies comprising rotors I and 2, representing the aero engine
HP and LP shafts respectively. These are capable of being driven at different
speeds by variable-speed motors through pin-and-cord couplings. The unbalance
mass 3 produces a dynamic force which is transmitted through the bell-housing 4
to the housing of the squeeze-film damper 5, which is itself flexibly supported
at 6 and contains the roller bearing 7. The outer race of this bearing is
surrounded by the squeeze-film damper 8, which is provided with either RIO oil
or Shell calibration fluid. These have viscosities at room temperature of 15cp-
and 5cp respectively. The unbalance mass 9 provides a further force at the
inner race of the roller bearing, whose movement is permitted by the self-
-aligning bearing 10 and whose location represents a node of rotor 2.

The damper has two bearing lands which are separated by a central circum-

ferential oil-supply groove. End-plates are attached at both ends of the
squeeze film to afford some sealing. The axial end clearance between the
plates and the dampers and thus the extent of the sealing can be varied by the
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insertion of spacing shims. The rotation of the damper journal is prevented by
dogs located in one of the end plates, providing sufficient clearance to allow
the journal to move in any part of the squeeze-film clearance space. The

squeeze-film damper diameter' is set by the outer race of the roller bearing 7
(140 mm). The damper land length and its radial clearance are typical of aero
engine application (Fig. 3).

The rig parameters

Preliminary impulse tests were carried out to define the total effective

stiffness of the flexible bars 6 and to find the effective masses of rotors I
and 2 at the squeeze-film location. From tests on the flexibly-mounted housing
alone, its natural frequency was found to be 192 Hz. Using an effective
housing mass of g.9 kg the total stiffness of the flexible bars was found to be
about 5.68 x 10 N/m. With rotor 2 alone in position, the natural frequency
was 75 Hz in the horizontal and 71 Hz in the vertical direction. The differ-
ence was almost certainly due to the movement of bearing 7 within its squeeze

film annulus. This was empty of oil at the time of testing and promoted bounc-
ing of bearing 7, By taking 73 Hz as an averaged frequency, the effective mass
of rotor 2 was found to be 22.16 kg. A similar test was carried out with rotor
1 in position and with rotor 2 removed, and finally with both rotors in posi-
tion. Table 1 shows the findings of all the tests in a concise form.

Table 1

Arrangement :Horizontal: Vertical Effective Accepted:

(Hz) (Hz) mass Natural
(kg) Freq.

(Hz)

Squeeze film
(SF) housing 192 192 3.9 192

only

Rotor 2 and 75 71 22.2 73

SF assembly (rotor 2

only)

Rotor I and 94 103 10.0 98
SF assembly (rotor I

only)

Rotors I and 2: 61.2 63.6 : 2.4 62

The undamped natural frequency of the complete assembly was taken as 62 Hz
(3720 c/min) and it can be seen that the effective mass in the last case is
about equal to the sum of those in the previous two cases. The static load
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provided by rotor 2 on the squeeze-film was half its weight, corresponding to

50/2 or 25 kg. The dynamic loads arose from the unbalance masses 3 and 9, and
can be expressed as Pc1 w mlrlwl2 and Pc2 m2 rjw 22, where m, and m 2 are re-
spectively the unbalance masses on rotors I and 2, rl, r2 are the radii of the
mass locations from the centre of rotation of each shaft, and u I and W2 are the
speeds of the shafts. However, in the analysis it is more convenient to con-
sider the unbalance mass-radius product to have a magnitude equal 'to the total
effective mass of each rotor at an effective unbalance radius u.

SINGLE-SHAFT VERSION OF THE TEST FACILITY

The test facility was first separated into its two rotor components by
removing the bell housing 4. Tests were carried out on the LP rotor (2) alone
mounted in the squeeze-film damper to investigate its performance characteris-
tics.

A diagrammatic representation of the test facility in this configuration
is given in Fig. 4. The degree of damping offered by the squeeze-film is quite
critical. If it is too great the damper operates rather like a rigid link and
conveys little benefit to the system. On the other hand if the damping is too
small, excessive movements take place in the squeeze film annulus.

Assuming for a moment that the damping is linear, its effect in series
combination with the rotor mass and housing flexibility is shown in Figs. 5a,
b, c. From these figures it can be seen that there is likely to be an optimum
value of damping b to ensure reasonable levels of rotor vibration relative to

the engine frame (Fig. 5a), relative to the bearing housing (Fig. 5b) and of
transmissibility (Fig. 5c). Complications are introduced by the fact that due
to non-linearity of the squeeze-film its damping increases greatly with eccen-
tricity ratio c. Fig. 5b indicates that high values of c can arise over a
considerable frequency range, particularly at low values of b. Under these
conditions the apparent benefits of low damping indicated in Figs. 5a and 5c
may not be realised.

The most critical operating condition occurs at a speed corresponding to
the natural frequency of the assembly, _2 : 1. From Figs. 5a,b,c, three dis-
tinctive features can be observed. Wn

a) The non-dimensional amplitude of vibration of the rotor x 2 /u
increases with non-dimensional damping b/Akm.

b) The non-dimensional eccentricity of the rotor in the squeeze-
film damper, c/(u/c), is independent of non-dimensional damping
b/-m, where c = (x2-xl)/C.

c) The transmissibility T increases with non-dimensional damping
b /Jm.

Thus the assembly is quite unlike one having a damper in parallel with its

flexibility.



Preliminary tests were first run on the reduced test facility to ascertair

whether these trends were exhibited in the actual non-linear system. Various
means were adopted by which the effective damping could be altered. Foj
example, damping could be increased by

i) increasing the oil viscosity
ii) tightening the sealing, or
iii) increasing the supply pressure.

Figs. 6a, b, c show the results obtained for various sealing conditions,
oil viscosities and supply pressures. From these, conclusions can be drawr
which are consistent with the three distinctive features using the lineax

damping model. This model thus provides a reasonable qualitative guide tc

damper performance in the most critical region of rotor operation.

The next purpose of the reduced test facility was to look for evidence of
jump phenomena and sub-harmonic vibrations in the frequency responses as
these had been observed in certain engine tests where the oil viscosity was
low.

Efforts were therefore made to produce conditions on the test facility,
which were likely to be conducive to such Jumps. This indeed proved to be

possible when the support flexibility was locked out and when the suppi)
pressure to the squeeze-film was at a fairly low level. Fig. 7a shows
sequence of orbits of rotor vibration relative to the squeeze-film dampei

housing using a supply pressure of 5 psi. At about 3450 rev/min a pronouncec
jump up was observed. This was almost certainly due to a change in the
effective parameters governing system performance. This change was probabl1
brought about by sudden venting of the squeeze film clearance space from atmos-
phere, resulting in a change of level at which the negative hydrodynamic
pressure in the squeeze film was curtailed. Fig. 7a shows a set of pressurf

recordings which seem to bear this out. This would result in much smallel

squeeze-film forces and hence a much larger orbit of vibration of the rotoi
centre, and can be predicted by numerical computation (Fig. 7b). For tho

latter purpose, the hydrodynamic squeeze-film forces were numerically derive#
by integrating the oil-film pressure around the circumference of the damper
These forces depend on the oil-film cavitation model used and on the end-plat,

clearance expressed as a X factor [2]. The X-factor describes the boundar
conditions imposed at* the ends of the squeeze-film damper by the tightness o
the end-seals and in the present research has been extended to cover variou
I/ ratios (Fig. 7c). In the present case where the I/ ratio is 0.045

X-Factor of 0.09 was used, being appropriate to an end pate gap/clearanc
ratio of 0.23 and an end-plate clearance of 0.053 mm. The non-linear equa

tions of motion were then solved by integration at each time step of a marchin

scheme.

With regard to subharmonic vibrations, Fig. 8a shows a succession a
orbits of the LP shaft (2) relative to the squeeze-film housing for a u/c valu

of 0.33 and using Shell calibration fluid as the lubricant. The speed rana
covered was 3880 to 5075 rev/min. with the undamped natural frequency at 43C
rev/min (7 Hz). The centre of the LP rotor executed a butterfly type c
motion, such that it completed each "wing" for alternate revolutions of tt
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rotor. This half-engine order motion persisted over a wide range of opera-
tional speed. Eventually the "wings' coalesced after the critical speed was
passed to produce an essentially single orbit. The predicted orbits for the
same speeds are shown in Fig. 8b, in which the same double looping is clearly
evident. Coalescing is predicted somewhat later in the speed range than was
measured.

Z-MODULATION

The z-mod technique presents a great deal of useful information on the
harmonic content of a signal in a very compact way and by this means it is
possible to appreciate an overall performance signature of an engine over a
wide speed range. A z-mod is similar to a "waterfall" diagram used in rotating
machinery diagnostics except that engine speeds are arranged along the x
axis, instead of along the y axis, frequency content is displayed along the
y axis instead of along the x axis and the strength of a frequency component
is represented as a colour (or as a degree of blackness) instead of a laid-back
peak.

By way of elucidating this technique, consider Fig. 9a which shows an
experimental z-mod of horizontal components of LP rotor vibration relative to
the squeeze-film housing using a specially-adapted commercial spectral
analyser. It will be observed that half-integer order frequency components
manifest themselves strongly around the natural frequency of 73 Hz.

Software was developed to obtain theoretical z-mods with the wide range

of colours available on many microcomputers. This made possible direct com-
parisons of predictions with the experimental z-mods.

The z-mod presentation of numerically-predicted horizontal LP shaft vibra-

tion relative to the squeeze-film damper housing is shown in Fig. 9b, and
compares well with the experimental z-mod of Fig. 9a. Half engine orders are
indeed predicted around 73Hz. This is due to squeeze-film non-linearities
manifesting themselves when the overall vibration becomes appreciable, as it
does around the natural frequency of 73Hz.

Half-integer orders are a common feature in loose assemblies [3]. It is

not unreasonable to suppose that in the present case the squeeze-film damper
clearance was acting as a loose assembly on account of the fairly high unbal-
ance load together with the fairly short squeeze-film damper lands and the low

viscosity of the oil supplied. When heavier oil was introduced all half-integer
order harmonics disappeared.

A non-linear system can be conceived in which a subharmonic may be
excited, whose frequency is half that of the excitation frequency. To show that
this is possible, consider a system with a square-law restoring force subject
to a steady force (such as gravity) and to harmonic excitation (such as that
due to unbalance), both of which are provided by the test facility. Let the
system satisfy the differential equation,

mR + yx +' Ix2 = PO + Pl cos wt, say
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that is, the effective stiffness of the squeeze film is y+ fRx.

Let us assume that a possible solution is

x Acos -t.
2

Thus A(y ) cos + + p2 cos wt= P0 + P cos wt
4 2 2 2

This equation is satisfied for

A = (2P )

A = 2PI 1 1

and w = 2
m

The first two conditions imply that P0 = Pl which happens to be conducive
to rattle since then the gravity force P0 is just neutralised by the dynamic
lift-off force P1. This example shows that a second harmonic, resulting from
the non-linear term, can prevail, being compensated by a certain intensity of
excitation at some specific frequency. This frequency is illustrated most
strikingly when a squeeze-film damper is accompanied by a parallel spring of
stiffness y. In that case w corresponds to twice the first undamped natural
frequency and a subharmonic resonance of order 4 is exhibited 141.

Since both harmonics and subharmonics can occur simultaneously, oscilla-
tions having any half integer ratios to the excitation frequency are possible,
given the correct form of non linearity. These oscillations are in fact combi-
nation frequencies and will be discussed later.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS FOR COMPLETE CONFIGURATION OF THE TEST FACILITY

The dynamically-equivalent structure of the test facility with both rotors
connected is shown in Fig. 10. It may be shown 121 that a set of non-dimen-
sional parameters which describe this non-linear system can b expressed as W,

Pn' U1 2/c' a, 0, w2/1n, Pcav/p wn(R/c) 2 , and ps/Pwn(R/c)

The non-linear equations of motion were solved by again integrating at
each time step of a marching scheme. To obtain a feel for the kind of results
obtained, Fig. Ila shows a typical vibration orbit for the housing of the
squeeze-film bearing relative to ground while Fig. llb shows the vibration
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orbit of rotor 2 relative to ground. In Fig. lc the orbit of rotor vibration
relative to the squeeze-film housing is shown. For these cases the following
values were applied:

No-end sealing , f 0.28 = 2.0

n i 0.016 a = 1.5

PWn(R/c)2 = 154.5 psi w2/ n  0.93

ul/c = 0.23 Pcav = -20 psi

u2 /c = 0.23 Ps = 20 psi

By putting eL -2.0, counter-rotation of rotor 1 relative to rotor 2 is
represented. The resulting orbits for this condition are shown in Fig.12 in
the same sequence as for Fig. 11. The same cases were then treated with end-
plates included (Fig.13). These last orbits indicate a much more stable system
and steady states are achieved much more quickly, due to the higher damping
ensured by the end plates.

COMPARISON OF NUMERICAL ORBITS AND EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS FOR
COMPLETE CONFIGURATION OF THE TEST FACILITY

Fig.14 shows a specimen set of comparisons of rotor 2 vibration orbits
relative to the ground, when rotating at 3000 rev/min with rotor 1 stationary.
For these comparisons the full non-linear equations were solved again using

the X-factor approach developed in ref.[2]. Fig. 14 is for a case of fairly
tight sealing (X = 0.0356) and the agreement between experimental and pre-
dicted orbits of vibration is seen to be reasonable, the scale factors used for
each set of orbits being the same. This agreement is representative of com-
parisons over a wide range of speeds, oil viscosities, supply pressures and
unbalances and a cavitation pressure of -20 psi has been used throughout.

Consider now cases in which rotors 1 and 2 rotate in first co-rotation and
then counter-rotation relative to each other. Detailed comparisons between
predicted and experimental orbits are not appropriate here due to the indeterm-
inacy of the phasing between shafts 1 and 2 arising from slight drifts in
speed. However it is possible to observe certain distinctive features from
comparisons of experimental orbits of rotor vibration relative to ground for
the co-rotating and counter-rotating cases. The same distinctive features can
then be sought in the comparison of the numerically-predicted orbits.

Some experimental orbits are shown in Figs. 15 and 16 (upper) for wl/W 2
±1.3. The most distinctive differences are observed to be the rounded nature
of the orbits for the co-rotating cases as opposed to the spiky nature for the
counter-rotating. The same features can be observed in the numerically-pre-
dicted orbits, Fig.15 and 16 (lower). In addition, there is broad agreement on
orbit size.
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It was noticeable during running that the test facility was much more
noisy for counter rotation, suggesting that transmitted forces were higher,
perhaps due to the more sudden reversals in the orbits.

FREQUENCY CONTENT OF SYSTEM VIBRATION WHEN SHAFTS ARE IN CO-ROTATION
AND IN COUNTER-ROTATION : COMBINATION FREQUENCIES

In a linear system resonance occurs when the system is excited by a har-
monic force of frequency near to the undamped natural frequency of the system.
In a non-linear system other kinds of resonance are possible.

Consider a non-linear system subject to an excitation consisting of two

harmonic components as we have in this test facility. Thus,

mDI + f(x) = PI cos (wlt + 01 ) + P2 cos (w2 t + 02 )

in which we can expand f(x) in the form of a Taylor series,

f(x)= ax + a 2x2 + a 3x3 +

Now assume that x is roughly harmonic, that is
x = X1 cos wit 4 X2 Cos w2

t

Thus f(x) will consist of terms in
cos wi, 2 t

cos 2 wI, 2 t = 4 (1 +COS 2 wi, 2 t)

cos 3  'i,2 t = 13 cos L)1,2 + cos 31,i 1 , 2 t)

cos w it cos w2t = cos (w I + u2 )t + cos (wl - w2 )t

cos 2wlt cos w2t 4 cos (2w, + w2 )t + cos (2w, - w2 )t etc.

All possible linear combinations of the two frequencies w, and w2 thus
appear and in general it can be said that the solution will contain the fre-
quencies

nw i

alw 2

and "wI ± mw 2

where m and n are whole numbers, the latter being known as combination
oscillations. They also manifested themselves in half-integer orders during
tests on the single-shaft version of the test facility (Fig. 9).

Fig. 17 shows experimental z-mods for cases of co-rotation and counter-
rotation iii which tjl/w.2 = ±1.3. These relate to vertical vibration of the
squeeze-film housing relative to ground. Many LP and HP engine orders are
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present in both, as are probable combination frequencies. By taking a vertical

section of the z-mod at L.P. rotor speeds of say 40. 60 and 75 rev/s, frequency

spectra can be constructed. Figs. 18a, b show such spectra for co-rotation
and counter-rotation respectively. Some suggestions are made on Fig. 18 as to

what these frequencies might be in terms of HP and LP rotor speeds.

CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of the research described in this paper has been to reproduce

on a test facility phenomena exhibited in aero-engine tests. These included

subharmonic oscillations, jumps in frequency response and combination frequen-

cies. All of these effects were reproduced and could be predicted by numerical
computation or by appreciation of non-linear mechanics. Furthermore, at speeds

in the vicinity of the undamped natural frequency, a linear treatment gave a
sound understanding of trends in vibration performance.

A method was presented by which the above features could be appreciated in
a comprehensive way. This is known as the z-modulation technique and utilises
up-to-date computer graphics facilities.
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Fig. 1 :Diagrammatic section through aero-engine front end.
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ABSTRACT

The active control of rotordynanic vibrations and stability by magnetic bearings and
electromagnetic shakers has been discussed extensively in the literature. These devices, though
effective, are usually large in volume and add significant weight to the stator. The use of
piezoelectric pushers may provide similar degrees of effectiveness in light, compact packages.
This paper contains analyses which extend quadratic regulator, pole placement and derivative
feedback control methods to the "prescribed displacement" character of piezoelectric pushers.
The structural stiffness of the pusher is also included in the theory.

Tests are currently being conducted at NASA Lewis Research Center with piezoelectric
pusher-based active vibration control. The paper presents results performed on the NASA test
rig as preliminary verification of the related theory.

NOMENCLATU RE

[ADm ]  : Coefficient matrix associated with {X} in state space
B D ]  :Coefficient matrix associated with {FD}inslatespace

BU :Coefficient matrix associated with {U} in state space
[C] : Damping matrix

[C] : Uncoupled velocity feedback damping matrix
CiA  : Feedback positive active damping
[CF] : Feedback damping matrix
C. : Damping coef. of the piezoelectric stack
[Cs1 : Coef. matrix associated with the output vector
£1 : Eccentricity
Fi : Imbalance forces due to mass imbalance
{FD(t)} : External forces (disturbance)

Fp. : Force produced by the ith pusher

[G'j System gain matrix
[I] :Identity (unity) matrix

Support for this research was provided by NASA grant NAG3-763, ASEE-NASA Summer

Faculty Fellowship Program and the Texas A&M Turbomachinery Research Consortium (TRC).
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Ip Polar moment of inertia
IT: Moment of inertia
min J Minimize the performance index J
JK] :Stiffness matrix
[KD] Stiffness matrix induding the pusher stiffness
[KDD : Pusher stiffness matrix
[Kp] Feedback stiffness matrix
Kp :Preload spring inside the pusher
K, Stiffness of the stack of piezoelectric discs
M Number of piezoelectric pushers

IMI Mass matrix
N : Number of degrees of freedom
[P] : Matrix solution from Riccati equation
[Q) : Weighting matrix associated with state vector
r : Number of observer's output
(R] : Weighting matrix associated with control vector
t : Number of modes used
{U} : Control force matrix
{X} : State vector
{Y} : Output vector
{Z} : Space coordinates

Z : Pusher tip displacement
{o} : Prescribed displacement of the pushers

(i : it" modal damping
{} : Modal coordinates
[4 D] - Mode shape matrix
[I]T - Transpose matrix of mode shape matrix

[fli] ith natural frequency

[diag( )j Diagonal matrix

INTRODUCTION

An increasing amount of research is being devoted to developing effective active vibration
control packages for rotating machinery, machine tools, large space structures, and in robotics.
The advantages of active control over passive, i.e., absorbers and dampers, is the versatility of
active control in adjusting to a myriad of load conditions and machinery configurations. This
is clearly illustrated when one considers the very narrow bandwidth that a tuned spring mass
absorber is effective in.

Electromagnetic shakers and magnetic bearings have been used for actuators in the majority
of the active vibration control research mentioned in the literatures. Schweitzer (1985) examined
the stability and observability of rotor bearing systems with active vibration control, and
presented an analysis which related force and stiffness to electrical and geometrical properties of
electromagnetic bearings.
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Nikolajsen (1979) examined the application of magnetic dampers to a 3.2 meter simulated
marine propulsion system. Gondholekar and Holmes (1984) suggested that electromagnetic
bearings be employed to shift critical speeds by altering the suspension stiffness. Wiese (1985)

discussed proportional, integral, derivative (PID) control of rotor vibrations and illustrated how
magnetic bearings could be used to balance a rotor by forcing it to spin about it's inertial axis.
Humphris et al (1986) compared predicted and measured stiffness and damping coefficients for
a magnetic journal bearing.

Several papers describe active vibration control utilizing other types of actuators. Feng
(1986) developed an active vibration control scheme with actuator forces resulting from varying
bearing oil pressure. Heinzmann (1980) employed loud speaker coils linked to the shaft via ball
bearings, to control vibrations.

This paper develops theory and shows test results corresponding to incorporating piezoelec-
tric pushers as actuator devices for active vibration control. The usual application for these de-
vices is for obtaining minute position adjustments of lenses and mirrors in laser systems (Burleigh,
1986). In the proposed application the pushers force the squirrel cage - ball bearing supports
of a rotating shaft. The induced vibration counteracts the unbalanced vibration of the shaft by
contributing active damping to the system. The paper presents active vibration control theory
and test results for the piezoelectric pushers. To the authors knowledge this represents a new ap-
plication of piezoelectric actuators although there has been previous applications to the bending
vibration of non-rotating beams using layered piezoelectric materials (Tzou, 1987).

THEORY

The piezoelectric pushers consists of a stack of piezoelectric ceramic discs which are arranged
on top of one another and connected in parallel electrically. The stack expands in response to
an applied voltage which causes the electric field to point in the direction of polarization for
each disc. The extension of the pusher depends on the number and thickness of the discs and
the force depends on the cross sectional area of the discs. Figure 1 shows a sketch of a pusher
and the corresponding ideal model. The model consists of a prescribed displacement (a) which
is proportional to the input voltage and a spring (K,) representing the stiffness of the stack of
piezoelectric discs. The stiffness AK is preload spring which is typically 0.001 to 0.01 times the
stiffness K,. The figure shows that the device has a bilinear spring unless the tip is sufficient
preloaded to maintain a zero gap at all times. The model utilized in the upcoming analysis
neglects nonlinearities in the electrical and structural characteristics of the devices and damping
(C.) in the piezoelectric stack.

If pushers are attached to ra distinct degrees of freedom of the model, it's matrix differential
equation may be partitioned and re-arranged into the form;

[MJ(NN){Z}(N.,) +f [C](N.N){,}(N.)) + [K](N.N){Z}(NXI)

{FD(t)1(N ) - [KDDI (NxM { }1(d) (1)

where N and M are the number of degrees of freedom of the rotor and the number of piezoelectric
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pushers, respectively and;

.... ... . ...

... . . .. .. o

[KD](NxN) = [KI(NxN) +. ... ... k 2 ... (2)

... . .... ... .km...

i .... ... ... ...

[KDD](NxM) = _ ... (3)................. k3)

and

Ia2
{ = . (4)

The matrices [M], [C], and [K] are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices of the rotor bearing
system without the pushers installed, as defined in (Palazzolo, 1983). The Ki are the effective

stiffness of the pushers, which from Figure 1 are Ki = (1/K, + 1/Kp) - 1. The stiffness Ki is
inserted at the degree of freedom whose motion is the same as the tip motion of the corresponding
pusher. The parameter ai is the prescribed internal displacement of pusher i, which is assumed
to vary linearly with input voltage.

The following portions of the paper provide the mathematical means for incorporating the
piezoelectric pusher model into three standard active vibration control algorithms.

Part I: Optimal Control

Define the modal transformation

{Z}(NI) = [ 40 D]{I} (5)

where t is the number of modes used in the modal space and [IVD is the mode shape matrix for
the system that includes the pusher stiffness. Substitute Eq.(5) into Eq.(1) and premultiply by
[4pD]T, the transpose matrix of [ID]. Furthermore, assume that the system is proportionately

damped, and the mass matrix has been orthonormalized;

[€pD]T[M][ v ] : [I](t×-8 (6)
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Then, from the orthogons.3ty conditions, Eq.(1) can be expressed as;

{~} + [diag(2C PAD)1{ } + [diag( [(4DI2 )I{j } tD T F} _ [4pDJT[JK DDI{o} (7)

Eq.(7) can be written as a first order (state space) form by adding an identity equation as
follows.(i [1 [01 {j (dia(2(PUnP)I [diag(( 0) 2)] ~(~'P\) [ig(,)2))

[01 [diag(-()) (0] [dia(( (0

[4DIT {FD} --[D]TKDD]{O}(

0ii ) ) (8)

Multiplying Eq.(8) by the inverse of the leading coefficient matrix, this yields;

{X} ) [ADtm 2l )Xm}( 2 t.) + [BF](2tN{FD}(NX)

+ jB J2.)I}M1 (9)

where

[A"ml(2 .2 ) =-) (10)

[0]0

jB'](2.N = ... (11)([01T)

{X}oit) ") (13)

Since it is impractical to measure the displacement and velocity at all the system degrees of
freedom (dof), an observer system may be constructed to estimate the state vector from a smaller

number of measurements. This approach, however, may not be feasible for a large rotordynamic
system involving many degrees of freedom and excitation at high frequencies. Another approach
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is output feedback, i.e. linit the control measurements to only those defined in the output vector,
{Y}, defined by;

{Y}(,.) = [CSI(,2N) . (14)
\ {z} /(2Nxl)

The control for the prescribed "internal" displacements of the pushers is;

{a}(Mxi) = -[G0](MXr){Y}(rxl) (15)

where r is the number of sensors (velocities and displacements), and M the number of pushers.
Substituting Eq.(14) in Eq.(15) and converting this equation to the modal space with Eq.(5)
yields

{G}(Mx1) = -[G'][Cs ......... (16)

or in abbreviated notation

{}(MxI) = -[G(Mx 2 t)X( 2 t] ) (17)

where /' "D 101
'GI(m.2t) 1G'J,)( I(.2N) ... ) . (18)

101 [D 2.t

The objective of output feedback control in modal space can now be identified as obtaining
the gain matrix [G'] in Eq.(15) that suppresses the modal coordinates i in Eq.(5). The linear
quadratic regulator problem goes one step further and also simultaneously reduces the required
control displacements {ai}. The performance index to be minimized is defined as

min{,} J = min(,}) ({X}TIQI{X} + {}TtR]J{a})dt (19)

where [Q] and [R] are symmetric, positive-definite weighting matrices which govern the relative
importance of minimizing the modal coordinates i and the prescribed pusher displacements,
a,. Diminishing [R] will result in larger pusher "internal" displacements but smaller vibrations

(governed by the Ci). Optimal control theory produces the solution for Eq.(19) in the form of

Eq.(17). The gain matrix [G] is computed from;

'](Mx20 = 1RI^,XM) [B" ](M 2iPI(21 ,2 ) (20)
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where [P] is obtained as the solution matrix to the algebraic (steady state) Ricatti equation

(Palazzolo, 1988). The steady state (algebraic) Ricatti equation is;

[P][AD- ] + [ADm] T [PI _-[PI[BD']IRI-[BDm] T [P + [Qj = Io(2tx2 (21)

where the matrices [P], [ADm), and [Q] are 2t by 2t, the matrix [BV m j is 2t by M, and the matrix

(R] is M by M.

If Eq.(18) is to be solved exactly for G', the number of measured outputs r (sum of velocities

and displacements) must equal twice the number of modes, t, used in the modal space. Define

the matrix [)31 as

(r~ D] 10)
[flJ(,,,2,) =.[CSI(r×2N) ........ (22)

[0] 1- (2Nx2t)

Assuming that r=2t and [f0] is nonsingular, the gain matrix [G'] can be derived from Eq.(18) and

Eq.(20) as;

IG'] = [R]-'[B ]T [P][131-  (23)

The prescribed "internal" displacement of the ith pusher can now be expressed from Eq.(15) and

Eq.(23) as;
r

a,= - ZGijyj (24)
j=1I

The force produced by the i" pusher is

Fp, k,(z* - a ) (25)

where Z! is the pusher tip displacement. Substituting Eq.(14) and Eq.(15) into Eq.(1), yields;

[MI(N×N){Z}(N×I) + [C](N.N){Z}(N×1) + [KDI(NXN){Z}(N×1)

{Fo(t)}(N.1) + [KDDI(N M)jG'](Am.r)[CS]x 2 N)

(2Nxi)

{FD(t)}(Nx1) + [CF](NxN){Z}(N.×) + [JF(NXN){Z}(N.I) (26)

where

[rCFI(N.N)-(IKF1(NxN)] 11fDDjGIjjC~j (27)
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Thus, the closed loop equilibrium equation becomes;

[MI(N×N){Z}(Nx) + C] - [CFII(NXN) {Z}(Nxl)+

[[KD] -IKFI](NxN){Z}Nx1) = {FD(t)}(Nx1) (28)

This equation is very useful for conducting rotordynamic simulations with feedback control
utilizing piezoelectric pushers.

Part II: Pole Placement

Similar to optimal control, Eq.(1) can be written in first order (state space) form as([M] [01 (}' (['] [K DI'~(Z

[-KD] 10 o I

101 [0]

Premultiplication by the inverse of the leading coefficient matrix yields;

\ {21 \ I}\ /Ol[M]-(-MI) = (1 -'cI 1[ M [ I . +

[IN] 10] 1 0]

+ ( [01j( DV) jl(30)

This equation is written in abbreviated notation as

}(2Nj)= [A ](2N×2N){X}(2N×I) + [BF(]2NXN){FD}(NXI)

+ [BaI(2N×M){ }(M×I) (31)

where

{X}(2Nx) = (32)

The output vector, {Y}, and the output feedback control displacement, {a}, have the same

definitions as in Eq.(14) and Eq.(15), respectively. Substituting Eq.(14) into Eq.(15) yields

fa}(mx) = -G](mx,.)jCs(r× 2N){IX(ZNx1) (33)
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Substitute Eq.(33) into Eq.(31) and rearrange

{X} = ([AD] - [B.][G'][Csj){X} + [BFI{FD} (34)

Consider the unforced system with;

{FD} = {01 & {X} = [Ike"' (35)

The characteristic equation for the closed loop system becomes;

det(AIII( 2Nx 2N) - [AD]( 2N1 2N) + [BO1t2NXM)[G'(Mx)[CSI(,x2N)) = 0 (36)

Assume that A is not an eigenvalue of the open loop system, then Eq.(36) can be rewritten as

det(A[1 2N]- [ADI )(2Nx2N)det([I(2Nx2N) + {A[I2N] - [ADI}N 2N)-I

[BO](2NxM)[G'I(Mxr)[SI(rx2N)) = 0 (37)

Apply the following determinant identity (Brogan,1974)

det([I2N] + [PP(2NXM)[QQI(Mx2N)) = det([IM] + [QQI(Mx2N)[PP](2NxM)) (38)

to Eq.(37) which then implies;

det([IM] + [G'](Mxr)[CSI(rx 2N){A[I 2 N] - [A (}NX 2 N)[Ba](2NxM)) 0 (39)

Define
[1'(A)](2Nx2N) = {A[ 2 N]- AD]}(2Nx 2 N) (40)

and

['I(,\)(rxM) = [CSI(?x2N)[4 '(A)I(2Nx2N)[B](2NxM) (41)

Therefore, Eq.(39) becomes

det([ImI + [G'](Mxr)['(,)](rxM)) = 0 (42)

Eq.(42) implies that the solution will be satisfied if the column vectors of

[IM] + [G'][4(A)] (43)

are linearly dependent. Following (Fahmy, 1982) and (Stanway, 1984) this condition is expressed
by;

([IMJ + [G'][*(A)]) {fi}(^f. )= {0}(Mx ) (44)
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for some {f,} E R". For r prescribed values of A, Eq.(44) can be expressed as

[fi:f2:... fs](Mx.,) + •[•. - [0](M.) (45)

or in abbreviated notation;

[LI(M,-) + JG')JWJ(,x) = fo(rx ) (46)

The output feedback gain matrix is obtained from;

[G'] -[LI(M,,)[W],,) (47)

Note that r poles have to be assigned to compute the matrix inverse [W]-'. Eq.(47) provides
the gain matrix for prescribing r eigenvalues where r is the total number of sensor measurements
including velocities and displacements.

Physically, the gain matrix [G'] should be a real matrix, thus for each prescribed complex
eigenvalue Ai the complex conjugate Ai+1 should be prescribed too. In this case, set {fi+ } = {h}
or let both {fi} and {fi+l) be real vectors. This implies that 1 complex eigenvalue pairs (A,, Ai+ ,)
may be prescribed.

The pusher internal displacements are again obtained from Eq.(24). Furthermore, the
feedback equivalent damping and stiffness matrices are exactly those shown in Eq.(27) and
Eq.(28).

Part III: Uncoupled Velocity Feedback Damper

This is the simplest vibration control scheme in that it only involves the internal displacement
of the pusher and the velocity of it's tip. If the tip of the i t h pusher is in constant contact with
the 1i degree of freedom the control law becomes;

ai = -GiZ1 i, i = 1,2,...,m (48)

Then
0 0 0

00

[K DD0I z+..+ Zm (49)
0m m0 0
0 -kmGn

0
I0 0
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Substitution of Eq.(49) into Eq.(1) produces the closed loop equilibrium equation;

[M](NN){Z}(NxI) + tCI(N.N){Z}(Nxl) + [= (N.N{Z}(N.1) {FD(t)(Nxi) (50)

where

CA. ... •... C" ... .. clei =(C) + C2  7(1

. . .... . ... C .

and
Ci 4 =-kiG', i = 1,2,....,m (52)

Eq.(52) shows how positive active damping may be added into the rotor bearing system via the
simple control law in Eq.(48).

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

An air turbine driven rotor rig was instrumented to check the Uncoupled Velocity Feedback
Damper theory described in the previous section. The piezoelectric actuators utilized in the
tests were Burleigh Pusher PZL-100's, being driven by Burleigh PZ-150/150M Amplifier Drivers.
Figure 2 shows a typical voltage vs. tip displacement plot for this arrangement. The curve
in this plot provides an approximate description of the internal displacement (a) vs. voltage
relation, since the tip is unloaded and the preload spring in Figure 1 is very light (_ 20,000
N/M). Therefore it is assumed that the voltage sensitivity for a is SA=-57,000.0 V/M. This
value was nearly constant for the three pushers that were tested.

Load deflection characteristics of the pushers were obtained by securing each one in a solid
cylinder, applying load to the protruding tip of the pusher, and measuring the tip deflections

shown in Figure 3. Repeated tests with 3 separate pushers yielded an average stiffness of

approximately 3.5 x 106 N/M.

Figure 4 shows a simple sketch of the test rig, which consists of a 2.5 cm diameter shaft;
61.0 cm in length, a 14.0 N overhung disc; 13.0 cm in diameter and two squirrel cage mounted
ball bearings. The outboard bearing is externally forced by an orthogonal pair of piezoelectric
pushers, which are in turn positioned opposite to the two eddy current displacement probes d3

and d4 . The control law in Eq.(48), applied to the test setup becomes;

lho-- - G hor d4  (53)

= G er d3  (54)
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The horizontai and vertical active damping were set equal in the control arrangement of Figure 5.
The figure outlin*es how an effective damping value can be computed once the probe and actuator
sensitivities and actuator stiffness are known. The calculations for this test setup show that the
"active" damping coefficient is estimated to vary according to;

GNaec
CA = (275) x G - (55)

M

where G is the amplifier gain in Figure 5. The rotor was carefully balanced, and then intentionally
unbalanced by a known amount (10.2 gm-cm), in order to compare the test results with those
predicted by an unbalance response computer program.

Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the test vibration amplitude vs. speed plots for the disc probes
d, and d2 in Figure 4. The family of curves is generated by switching amplifier gains in Figure 5
and computing the effective damping according to Eq.(55). The computer simulation results for
either probe d, or d2, over the same range of damping values is shown in Figure 8. A comparison
of Figure 6, 7 and 8 show that although the test damping is less than the predicted value from
Eq.(55) a considerable amount of damping (10,000. N sec/M, 57 lb sec/in) is still produced.

Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the measured unbalanced response plots at the vertical (d3 )

and horizontal (d4 ) bearing probes, respectively. Figure 11 shows the theoretical response for the
same probes. The results again indicate that Eq.(55) overpredicts the active damping, however
by comparing the plots the pushers do provide approximately 14,000. N sec/M (80.0 lb sec/in)
damping at the highest amplifier-gain setting.

The above comparison was also performed including gyroscopics in the theoretical model.
This effect only caused minor changes in the predicted response.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper has examined the possible use of piezoelectric pushers for active control of
rotor-bearing system vibrations. Although their most common application is currently micro-
positioning of laser system mirrors and lenses; their stroke, force and frequency response make
them potentially very useful for vibration control. The obvious advantage of piezoelectric pushers
over other actuators is their compact size and light weight.

Three active theories were extended to treat the special prescribed "internal" displacement
(a ) character of piezoelectric pushers. The Uncoupled Velocity-Feedback Damper theory was
then tested by comparison to experimental results. The study showed that although the theory
overpredicts the amount of damping produced by the pusher the actual level is significant, being in
the range of 10,000-14,000. N sec/M (57.0-80.0 lb sec/in). The discrepancy between predicted and
measured results most likely arises from the nonlinearity and hysterisis in the voltage-deflection
and load-deflection characteristics of the pushers, and from the neglect of the structural damping
of the piezoelectric stroke, by the theory. We are currently working with the pusher manufacturer,
Burleigh Inc., to produce pushers that have reduced nonlinearity, hysterisis and stack damping.
Construction of a feedback box to perform optimal control (OC) and pole placement control
(PPC) is in progress. The device will accomodate up to 12 sensors and produce outputs to two
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actuators, which corresponds to a 2x12 dimension for the fC'] matrix in Eq.(15). Test results

from application of OC and PPC will be forthcoming in the literature.
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Figure 1. Sketch piezoelectric pusher and input voltage.
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Figure 10. Measured unbalanced response plot
at horizontal, d4 , probe.
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Figure 11. Computer simulation (theoretical)
predicted response at probe d3 .
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CAVITATION EFFECTS ON THE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
OF A SQUEEZE FILM DAMPER BEARING

Fouad Y. Zeidan and John M. Vance
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843

SUMMARY

High speed motion pictures have revealed several operating regimes in a
squeeze film damper. Pressure measurements corresponding to these distinct
regimes were made to examine their effect on the performance of such dampers.
Visual observation also revealed the means by which the pressure in the feed
groove showed higher amplitudes than the theory predicts. Comparison between
vapor and gaseous cavitation are made based on their characteristic pressure
wave, and the effect this has on the total force and its phase.

INTRODUCTION

Squeeze film damper bearings have become an integral part of most modern
jet engines. Their performance prediction is an important part of the rotordy-
narnic analysis which requires an accurate representation of the dynamic forces
generated within the damper. When operating in a cavitated regime and at high
eccentricities, the bearing exhibits a non-linear hardening spring behaviour. Mo-
han, Rabinwitz, and Hahn [1-3] investigated the effect this nonlinearity has on
the synchronous response of rigid and flexible rotors. Nikolajsen and Holmes
[41 reported the existence of non-synchronous vibrations which was witnessed
on experimental as well as on industrial installations. Since most if not all of
squeeze film dampers in actual installations operate in a cavitated mode, and in
light of the alarming characteristics described in [1-41, it becomes very impor-
tant to be capable of properly predicting the type and extent of cavitation. The
resulting influence on the radial and tangential forces generated by the squeeze
film should also be examined.

The treatment of cavitation in squeeze flr damper bearings has for the

Portions of the work reported here were supported by General Electric-
Aircraft Engine Business Group; technical monitor, A. F. Storace
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most pa-t been an extension of the treatment of cavitation in steadily loaded
journal bearings. The experimental work of Cole and Hughes [5] on a bearing
subjected to a rotating load, led them to believe that the region of cavitation
moved around the bearing and was similar to that in a steadily loaded journal
bearing. Thus the boundary conditions often utilized in the analysis of journal
bearings were directly applied to dynamic and squeeze film damper bearings.
White [S] provided experimental evidence that contradicted the assumption
stated above. He reported cavitation bubbles that persisted in the high pressure
region when operating at eccentricities larger than 0.3. Hibner and Basnal [7]
showed significant deviations in their measurements from predictions of the
theory as the cavitation extent in the damper increased. Other investigators
[8-10] also experienced significant deviations between theory and measurements.
The deviations were attributed to various reasons which ranged from inertial
effects that are commonly neglected in the classical lubrication theory, to the
presence of turbulence, vorticity, and rotordynamic effects. While it is clear
that there is a lack of consensus on the exact source for the deviations, there
is a general agreement on the notion that cavitation in squeeze film dampers is
far more complex than that in steadily loaded journal bearings. Squeeze film
dampers usually have seals to limit side leakage, and in general have different
configurations of oil feed such as circumferential grooves or inlet holes. These
features makes the analysis and specification of the boundary conditions a much
more complex problem than that associated with rotating journal bearings.

Partly because of the complexities associated with squeeze film dampers, the
treatment of the cavitation in these bearings lags far behind that for the simpler
journal bearings. To date cavitation in squeeze film dampers is treated by
assuming a 7r-flm model which neglects altogether the negative pressure region.
This model is often referred to as "unpressurized", while the term "pressurized"
refers to the 27r-film model or the uncavitated case. Furthermore, the pressure in
the circumferential feed groove is often assumed constant and set equil to zero
or equal to the supply pressure. The intent of this paper is to investigate these
underlying assumptions and check their validity. It is also hoped that a better
understanding will emerge from identifying the various forms of cavitation that
can take place in a squeeze film damper bearing.

EXPERIMENTAL APARATUS

Experimental test rigs utilized in the study of squeeze film dampers have for
the most part been low speed and of large clearances mainly for the convenience
of such designs in the laboratory and in order to reduce the dynamic effects
inherent in high speed operation. San Andres and Vance [111 used a low speed
test rig with a large clearance to investigate the inertial effects of the squeeze
film. The new test rig utilized in the current investigation is an outgrowth of the
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previous apparatus, and was designed to operate at higher speeds incorporating
a clearance closer to industry practice in order to determine if there are variables
pertinent to high speed operation that have not been adequately simulated by
the lower speed test rig.

The test rig is shown in figure 1. It consists of a rigid shaft supported
on three super precision angular contact ball bearings with the squeeze film
journal mounted on an eccentric piece to provide a controlled orbit. The shaft
is driven by a variable speed DC motor through a toothed belt at speeds up
to 5000 rpm. Oil is introduced to the circumferential feed groove through four
inlet holes 2.38 mm (3/32 in) in diameter and located 90 degrees apart. A solid
piston ring prevents leakage out of the feed groove with two serrated piston rings
located at the inlet and outlet of the squeeze film land and are shown in figure 2.
The serrated piston rings allow adequate flow through the damper and prevent
distortion of the pressure wave normally experienced with the presence of inlet
and outlet holes. They also produce higher pressures in the film than an open
end. The journal is 166 mm (6.539 in) in diameter and 25.4 mm (1 in) long with
a radial clearance of 0.635 mm (0.025 in) and an operating eccentricity of 0.45.

IDENTIFICATION OF CAVITATION REGIMES

The dynamic oil pressure is measured using piezoelectric pressure transduc-
ers located axially and circumferentially around the housing or outer ring. In
the early stages of this study it was desired to obtain an overall view of the
characteristics exhibited by this test rig throughout its operating speed range.
To accomplish this in a fast and efficient way, the peak to peak pressures were
obtained from a digital vector filter (DVF-2) as a function of speed and are
shown in figure 3. The oil flow for this measurement was kept around (0.4
gal/min), a value determined by the heat transfer requirements for a typical
squeeze film damper configuration. This pressure measurement identified three
distinct regions of operation. The lowest speed region has the damper oper-
ating uncavitated. The second regime shows a slight drop in the slope of the
pressure curve which is attributed to the presence of cavitation in-the damper.
The last region shows a drastic drop in pressure and an erratic signal. Based on
observations of the oil condition at the outlet of the damper, this behaviour is
attributed to a bubbly mixture of air and oil.

The characteristic exhibited in this measurement prompted a flow visualiza-
tion experiment in order to verify the hypothesis just presented and to further
clarify the type and extent of cavitation that takes place in a squeeze film damper
bearing. Details of the flow visualization experiment were reported in reference
[12]. Once the different regimes were identified through the use of high speed
photography, pressure measurements were obtained at conditions that corre-
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sponded to these regimes in order to outline and characterize the qualitative
visualization experiment by quantitative pressure measurements.

Regime I- uncavitated 27r-film: This region is characterized by a full film
in the bearing with no aparent film rupture. Operation in this regime takes
place when the test rig is operated in the low speed range, or at small orbit
eccentricities. It is also possible to achieve an uncavitated operation provided
the supply pressure is increased to at least the peak pressure in the oil film and
arranged so as to prevent the entrainment of atmospheric air into the damper. A
pressure wave characteristic of operation in this regime is shown in figure 4. The
pressure signal shows no discontinuity and is characterized by a slightly larger
negative pressure region. Integration of the pressure along and perpendicular
to the line of centers verifies the presence of a radial force directed outwards,
and this has been attributed to the effect of fluid- inertia in the damper [111.
The possibility for an engine to operate in such a regime with contemporary
bearing configurations and available supply pressures is considerably remote.
In spite of the limited need for the analysis of a damper operating in this
regime, the efforts have been numerous mainly due to the simplicity such a
model provides, and in many cases to highlight special effects such as those of
fluid inertia where uncavitated operation facilitates the separation of damping
and inertial coefficients.

Regime II- cavitation bubble following the journal: In this regime a venti-
lated cavity bubble forms and follows the journal around without affecting the
positive pressure region. Cole and hughes [5] witnessed such a behaviour on a
dynamically loaded journal bearing operating at a relatively low speed. This
evidence has been relied upon to treat cavitation in dynamically loaded journal
bearings in a similar manner to that in steadily loaded journal bearings. Figure
5 shows a of photograph that identify such a regime in a squeeze film damper
bearing when operated at a low speed, and an inlet oil flow of 0.4 gal/min. This
flow corresponded to an inlet supply pressure of 3 psig which allowed air to enter
the damper when the negative pressure exceeded that value. A pressure mea-
surement which corresponds to operation in this regime is shown in figure 6. The
pressure in the positive region is not affected by the presence of the cavitation
bubble. This was also confirmed by the flow visualization experiments which did
not reveal the presence of any bubbles in the positive portion of the cycle. The
operation in this regime can occur in low speed dynamically loaded bearings,
but in the case of squeeze film damper bearings this would more appropriately
represent a transition regime as the engine is accelerated to full speed. The
persistence of this regime once steady state conditions have been reached are
considerably remote.

Regime III- oil-air mizture: As speed is further increased transition from
regime II to regime III takes place. The higher speed operation traps portions of
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the air bubble, and in the presence of the higher pressure region the bubbles
will breakup into smaller cavities or diffuse into the oil. The higher speed
operation results in larger negative pressures which means the entrainment of
greater amounts of air into the damper. The air bubbles do not collapse as vapor
bubbles do, but compress and reduce in size as evident by the photograph shown
in figure 7. This ultimately results in a reduction of the pressure amplitude.
The size and amount of bubbles are found to be very much speed and pressure
dependent. The higher the speeds and pressures, the finer and more numerous
the bubbles are. The fluid content in the positive region of the cycle mainly
consists of a cloudy oil mixture of finely dispersed air bubbles, and fewer large
patches of air cavities. In the negative pressure region, the fine air bubbles
and the larger air cavities coalesce and expand to form larger cavities. The
presence of air bubbles in this region prevent the oil from achieving the high
negative pressure values it would otherwise attain. A pure oil in the absence of
air cavities would sustain a larger tensile force until vaporization can take place.
Figure 8 shows a pressure measurement that is representative of operation in this
regime. One of the distinguishing features is of course the relatively low positive
pressure amplitude, but of more importance is the reduced circumferential extent
of the positive pressure region. Another feature of importance is a phase shift
of the positive pressure peak further downstream, and a delay in the buildup of
the positive pressure which is attributed to the presence of the compressible air
bubbles as evident in the flow visualization experiment. The negative pressure
region occupies a much larger extent as compared to the uncavitated case. It is
the authors' belief that the majority of current squeeze film dampers inevitably
operate in such a regime considering the supply pressure and flows that are
typical of existing squeeze film damper applications.

Parkins and May-Miller [13] utilizing two flat plates with the top plate
oscillating normal to the oil film identified a regime which had some similarities
to the one just described. They referred to this type of cavitation as a cavitation
regime with bubbles fed from outside the film.

Regime IV- vapor cavitation: It is possible to operate in this regime if the
end seals have a very tight configuration so as to prevent the ingress of air from
the atmosphere, and provided the supply pressure is just below the peak pressure
in the film. In order to simulate this condition, the supply pressure to the damper
was increased from the 3 psig level utilized in generating the previous regime
to 25 psig. This served to prevent air bubbles from entering the damper, and
allowed the negative pressure to reach the vapor pressure level during a certain
speed range. Figure 9 shows a of photograph obtained from the high speed
visualization experiment which provided a good indication of the circumferential
and axial extent of the vapor cavitation regime. The vapor cavities exist only
during the negative portion of the cycle and are seen to immediately collapse as
soon as the local pressure increases beyound the vapor pressure of the oil. Thus
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their influence is limited to the negative pressure region and does not affect the
positive pressure region, a fact that was confirmed by the pressure measurements
which corresponded to operation in this regime as shown in figure 10. The
pressure signal shows a flat horizontal response once the vapor cavitation has
been reached. As the vapor bubble collapses, the pressure immediately resumes
the value it is predicted to attain. To further highlight the distinctive features
of this regime and that of regime III, additional measurements were carried out
as shown in figure 11. In this set-up the test rig was run at 4000 rpm in both
cases but with a supply pressure of 40 and 25 psig respectively. The case with
the 40 psig simulated the vapor cavitation case, and dearly showed the effect
the vapor collapse has on the pressure measurement which was evident by the
overshoot in the pressure as a result of the implosion that takes place. It is this
phenomenon which is associated with vapor cavitation that causes damage to
bearing surfaces resulting in pitting marks. The positive and negative regions
in this case occupy equal circumferential extents, unlike the gaseous cavitatied
case where the negative pressure occupies almost three quarters of the cycle.
The gaseous cavitation case shows a lower positive amplitude, and a delay in
the buildup of the pressure region, in addition to a shift in phase of the peak
pressure as compared to that of the vapor cavitation case. The presence of
bubbles in the gaseous cavitation case prevented the negative pressure from
achieving the value of the vapor pressure. Walton et al.[14 were able to produce
vapor cavitation in a damper bearing through the use of Teflon backup rings to
provide tight sealing.

Regime V- vapor and gaseous cavitation: This regime follows directly from
the previous regime as the speed is further increased until the peak pressure
in the film exceeds the oil supply pressure thus drawing in air bubbles from
the atmosphere due to the pressure drop across the seals. In this regime vapor
cavitation takes place first, followed by the ingress of air into the bearing. The
photograph shown in figure 12 illustrates the conditions in the negative portion
of the cycle where the trailing edge of the vapor cavity is seen to collapse at the
same time air bubbles are being drawn into the damper. This also demonstrates
the ability of the air bubbles to withstand the high pressure region where they
are seen to shrink in size but continue to exist througout the high pressure region
of the cycle. As the speed is further increased more air bubbles enter the damper
and interfere with the vapor bubble collapse reducing the effect of the implosions
as shown in the pressure wave of figure 13. In this figure vapor cavitation is
noted first as indicated by the flat portion of the negative pressure followed by
a slight reduction in the negative pressure caused by the ingress of air into the
damper. The ingress of air bubbles delays the increase of positive pressure, and
eliminates the overshoot that was associated with the implosion. This last effect
seems favorable however, and has been used to advantage in certain applications

[15] to reduce the severety of vapor cavitation which normally results in rapid
pitting and errosion of adjacent surfaces. Further increase in speed increased
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the amount of air bubbles in the fluid untill there was enough air to completely
prevent the formation of vapor cavitation, thus in effect transforming this regime
to that of regime III which was dominated by gaseous cavitation effects.

EFFECTS OF SUPPLY PRESSURE

The conditions which determine the type of cavitation regime a squeeze
film damper operates in depends on many design parameters which include the
type of seals and their effectiveness, the speed and operating eccentricity, and
most importantly the supply pressure. A squeeze film damper bearing features
a non-rotating journal, and so differs considerably from journal bearings and
dynamically loaded bearings. The pressure normally generated in all types of
bearings causes oil to be expelled from the bearing. In the case of journal
bearings, the oil is drawn into the high pressure region of the film by viscous
shear at the surface of the spinning journal. In dynamically loaded journal
bearings which normally operate in a flooded resevoir, oil is introduced by the
spinning journal as was described for journal bearings. In addition, the dynamic
motion results in seperation of the bearing surfaces during a part of the cycle,
and as they do.so they draw oil into the bearing lands from the sides since no end
seals are utilized with this type of bearings. This mechanism with the exception
of rotation is similar to that in squeeze film damper bearings, but these do not
normally operate in a flooded resevoir and are usually equipped with end seals.
This leaves the oil supply pressure as the only means of introducing oil into such
a bearing. Thus it is not surprising to learn how critical the supply pressure is on
the performance of squeeze film dampers. Despite the importance of the supply
pressure, some investigators including the authors have treated it superficially,
and addressed the effects of pressurization by considering its two extremes. The
term "pressurized" is often used to indicate an uncavitated bearing, while the
term "unpressurized" is used to imply a 7r-film model, a condition that is similar
to that described in regime IV with the additional simplification of neglecting all
the negative pressure region. The justification given for neglecting this region
which extends from zero pressure to about -35 psig, relies on the assumption
that the positive pressure region in actual engine applications which operate
at higher speeds and lower clearances extrapolates to positive peak pressure
values in the range of 500 to 1000 psig. This would render the negative pressure
region negligible in comparison. Simandiri and Hahn [16] have recognized the
effect of pressurization on the squeeze film damper, notably the elimination of
the jump phenomenon once the pressure was increased to prevent the bearing
from operating in a cavitated condition. They cite an equation from which one
can determine the required supply pressure to achieve the uncavitated operation.
However, these pressures in the case of a typical engine configuration translate to
a supply pressure in excess of 500 to 1000 psig, while most existing installations
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are only capable of providing pressures in the range of a few psig to about 60 or
80 psig. The required high pressures will also result in excessive flows which the
present scavenge pump installation would have difficulty in handling. Operation
in the uncavitated region is particularly un-attractive for squeeze film dampers
that are not equipped with a centering spring, since the damper in this case
would have to be relied upon to provide or generate the stiffness required for the
load carrying capability as demonstrated by Holmes and Humes [17].

Based on these current limitations, a cavitated damper is the most probable
model to consider for existing squeeze film damper installations. The question
however, is to determine the type of cavitation and the effect different supply
pressures have on the dynamic pressure and the resulting radial and tangential
forces. A plot of the dynamic peak to peak pressure for three different inlet
pressures is shown in figure 14. Unlike the plot in figure 3 this figure was
obtained by taking measurements at discrete speeds, however the general trend
and characteristics remained the same. The transition to the bubbly region
is still evident by the characteristic knee shape of the pressure curve, which
occurs at a speed of approximately 1500 rpm for the case of 3 psig supply
pressure. The upper two curves are for the supply pressures of 8 and 25 psig
respectively. The net effect of increasing the pressure is to cause a shift in
the characteristic knee shape of the pressure curves up in speed. Increasing
the supply pressure delays the onset of gaseous cavitation regime or "bubbly
region", but it is always reached as speed is increased or when the test rig is
operated at higher eccentricities. The supply pressure should theoretically have
no effect on the dynamic pressure, and this is actually reflected in the plots at the
low speed range where all three cases of supply pressures result in uncavitated
regimes. The influence of the supply pressure becomes more apparent as speed
is increased and the cavitation extent is expanded. The dynamic pressure in
the feed groove was also measured and is shown in the lower three curves of
figure 14. The groove pressure reflects the variations of pressure-in the squeeze
film land indicating that the commonly utilized assumption of constant pressure
in the feed groove is not appropriate. The pressures in the feed groove seem
to follow the pressures in the squeeze film land, despite the fact that in this
damper configuration a serrated piston ring is placed between the feed groove
and the squeeze film land. The flow visualization experiments provide a clue to
explain the mechanism by which the pressure in the feed groove can reach these
unpredicted values. The high speed motion pictures reveal that axial flow from
the squeeze film land into the groove is the major contributing factor. The oil
exits the squeeze film land at a relatively high axial velocity and is decelerated
as it enters the larger clearance in the feed groove. The velocity head transforms
into a pressure head at the interface and causes the pressure increase in the feed
groove.
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CAVITATION EFFECTS ON THE SQUEEZE FILM FORCES

The radial and tangential forces are obtained by integration of the measured
pressures along and across the line of centers. The radial and tangential damping
coefficients can then be derived from these forces as shown in the Appendix.
For the case of an uncavitated damper executing a circular centered orbit,
the cross coupled damping and inertia terms are zero. This allows straight
forward evaluation of the direct inertia and direct damping coefficients from the
radial and tangential forces respectively. For the case of a cavitated damper
it is not possible to separate the inertia and damping coefficients. Instead,
equivalent radial and tangential damping coefficients are defined, noting that
the radial coefficient represents the effect of the direct inertia plus the cross
coupled damping term, while the tangential coefficient represents the direct
damping plus the cross coupled inertia term. Figure 15 shows a plot of the
radial and tangential dimensionless coefficients for the three different cases of
supply pressure. While in the uncavitated regimes the tangential coefficient is
more or less constant, the effect of gaseous cavitation is to reduce it drastically.
The traditional i--film model predicts damping coefficients of half the value
obtained from the 2w-film model. This does not seem to be reflected by these
measurements as operation progresses from uncavitated to cavitated conditions.
The inertial coefficient which is the only term contributing to the radial force in
the uncavitated region is soon negated by the cross coupled damping term which
dominates as the cavitation extent in the damper increases. This fact is further
verified by calculating the phase angle from the measured radial and tangential
force components. The phase angle, which represents the angle between the total
damper force and the line of centers measured from location of maximum film
thickness, was obtained using equation (A10) for the three supply presure cases
as shown in figure 16. In all three cases, a phase angle larger than 90 degrees
is obtained when operating in the uncavitated region indicating that the radial
force is directed outwards. As air enters the bearing, the gaseous cavitation
effects increase. This tends to shift the phase angle from above 90 degress to
around 50 to 60 degrees depending on the extent and amount of gaseous cavities
present. The radial force at this instant has reversed directions and is oriented
inwards. It is interesting to note that the curve for the supply pressure of 25
psig showed a region of vapor cavitation in which the phase angle was actually
above 90 degrees and increasing just as was the case for the uncavitated regime.
This is one more feature that distinguishes the two types of cavitation and is
shown schematically in figure 17. It is of interest to further check the phase
angle for the forces in the feed groove and see whether they are in phase with
the forces in the squeeze film land. The phase in the squeeze film land and feed
groove for the case of 8 psig supply pressure is shown in figure 18. We note that
the difference is minimal in the uncavitated region, but as gaseous cavitation
increases the phase shift in the squeeze film land deviates further because the
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gaseous cavities occupy a larger portion of the total fluid in this region than
those in the feed groove.

CONCLUSION

The cavitation regimes in a squeeze film damper bearing are much more
complex and varied in nature than those for journal and dynamically loaded
bearings. Five distinct operating regimes were identified through the use of high-
speed motion pictures, and were subsequently characterized through pressure
measurements. A proper transient analysis requires adequate modeling of
the fluid film forces corresponding to each regime. This requirement further
highlights the inadequacy of the ir-fim model for transient analysis.

Air entrainment was shown to drastically modify the pressure wave. Its
effect is to reduce the negative pressure amplitude and prevent vapor cavitation
from taking place. The circumferential extent of the negative pressure is
enlarged, and subsequently the positive pressure region is reduced. The delay
of the positive pressure buildup is attributed to the presence of bubbles. The
bubbles are also responsible for the reduction of the positive pressure amplitude.
While in the uncavitated and vapor cavitation regimes, the measured force has
a phase angle of larger than 90 degrees. The effect of gaseous cavitation is to
shift the peak pressure further downstream and results in phase angles smaller
than 90 degrees. This effect is opposite to that of fluid inertia.

The pressuire in the groove was verified to be a direct consequence of the
axial flow from the squeeze film land into the groove.

This investigation highlights ways that existing squeeze film dampers could
be improved. The oil feed mechanism, seals, and outlet holes, in addition to
the supply pressure could be modified to reduce the entrainment of air into the
bearing and to enhance damper performance.
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APPENDIX

For a squeeze film journal executing a circular centered orbit, the radial and
tangential forces can be obtained by integration of the pressure wave,

fr = j fPcosOdO d# (Al)

ft = j fPsinOdOd/8 (A2)

where P=p w R 2 /c2 Dimensionless pressure

fr = -Cr.w (A3)

ft = -Ct.w (A4)

where
Cr = Crt - Drrw (A5)

Ct = Ctt + Dtrw (A6)
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for the case of o.n uncavitated damper Crt=Dtr=O
and

Cr =-Drrw (A7)

Ct Ca (A8)

The total film force:

F =-(ri + (ft)2 11/2  (A9)

and the force phase angle:

Oi=90 + tan C(fr Ifi) (A10)

measured from maximum gap location.
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Figure 1: Controlled Orbit Squeeze Film Damper rest Rig.
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Figure 5: Gaseous Cavitation Bubble (A-A).
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Figure 7: Air Bubble* fn the High Pressure Regio n

of Regfime III.
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Figure 9: Vapor Cavitation In Regime (IV).
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Figure 12: The Trailing End of the Vapor Cavitation Cloud
Is Shown as Air Bubbles just to the Left Enter
Through the Piston Ring Seals.
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AN ELECTROVISCOUS DAMPER1

J.L. Nikolajsen and M.S. Hoque
Texas A&M University

Mechanical Engineering Department
College Station, TX 77843-3123, U.S.A.

SUMMARY

A new type of vibration damper for rotor systems has been developed
and tested. The damper contains electroviscous fluid which solidifies and
provides Coulomb damping when an electric voltage is imposed across the
fluid. The damping capacity is controlled by the voltage. The damper has
been incorporated in a flexible rotor system and found to be able to damp
out high levels of unbalanced excitation. Other proven advantages include
controllability, simplicity, and no requirement for oil supply. Still
unconfirmed are the capabilities to eliminate critical speeds and to
suppress rotor instabilities.

INTRODUCTION

Electroviscous fluids have been known for almost a century. In 1885,
Koenig (11 tried unsuccessfully to demonstrate a viscosity change in a
fluid due to an imposed voltage. Duff [2] and Quincke 131 succeeded in
1896-97 with glycerin and other liquids. It has since been found that a
wide variety of fluids and fluid/solid mixtures (e.g. starch in silicone
oil) exhibit some level of electroviscosity [41,[51. However, the effect
remained too weak for practical applications until the early 1980's when
advances in polymer research led to electroviscous or EV-fluids with
sufficient strength to warrant patent protection, e.g. 161.

The main effect in the modern fluids is not the viscosity change but
the creation of a solid consistency with an initial shear strength which
must be overcome before the "fluid" will flow. In fluid dynamics
terminology, the fluid turns into a Bingham plastic when subjected to a
voltage, see Fig.1. Some important characteristics of the modern fluids
are as follows: the composition is roughly a 1:1 suspension of lOu DIA
polymer particles in silicone oil; the optimum thickness of the fluid layer
to be sheared is 1-2 mm; the required voltage for full activation is
5,000-10,O00OV; the maximum current is less than 10 m A; the maximum yield
strength obtainable is about 5-10 kPa; the fluid activation and
deactivation time is less than 1 ms. The invention of the modern fluids
led to a profusion of suggested applications in the early 1980's, e.g. [71,
[81, [9]. However, to the authors' knowledge, the damper proposed in this

1. This work was supported by the TAMU Turbomachinery Research Consortium.
The rig hardware was donated by John Crane-Houdaille, Inc., and the EV-fluid
was donated by Castrol Research Laboratories, U.K.
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paper represents the first application of EV-fluids to vibration control of
rotor systems.

THE EV-DAMPER PRINCIPLE

The electroviscous, or EV-damper design is shown in principle in Fig.
2. A rotating shaft is supported by a bearing with the outer race
connected to the damper housing via a so-called squirrel-cage which
provides radial support flexibility. The outer bearing race also supports
a non-rotating disk located inside the damper housing. The housing is
filled with EV-fluid. Two annular rubber membranes seal the damper
housing. The fluid films between the disk and the housing solidify when a
DC voltage is applied between the disk and the housing. The solidified
fluid provides Coulomb damping which impedes the radial motion of the disk,
thereby attenuating the radial vibration of the shaft. The damping
capacity is controlled by the applied voltage.

THE EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

Rig Hardware

An EV-damper with six moving disks and five stationary disks was
designed and built and incorporated in a simple flexible rotor system as
shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The entire apparatus is made of steel. The design
configuration simulates the low pressure shaft of a gasturbine engine with
the rotating disk simulating the fan stage. This configuration was chosen
to demonstrate the capability of the damper to attenuate the high load
excitation that follows a fan blade loss. The rotor is driven by a small
air-motor through a flexible rubber coupling. A small electric pump slowly
circulates the EV-fluid through the damper to prevent the polymer particles
from settling out.

The multi- disk damper configuration was designed to ensure that
optimum system damping could be reached. The optimum equivalent viscous
damping C was found by rotor analysis to be about 4000 Ns/m. The total
area A for fluid shearing in thc damper was then estimated from

4Fo
C - - +b (1)

nc.

0

see [101, with F - pA. F is the constant Coulomb damping force; p is the
maximum shear strength of ?he EV-fluid; w is the rotational speed; x0 is
the vibration amplitude; and b-IA/h is the viscous damping coefficient
between the disks where P is the fluid viscosity and h is the fluid-film
thickness. Thus, the 2total required area A of fluid shearing was estimated
to be roughly 4000 cm with a fluid-film thickness h=1.6mm. The maximum
possible radial rotor excursion at the damper location is 1 cm.
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The squirrel-cage consists of three outer beams and three inner beams
connected via an electrically insulating disk. The beams are 1200 apart.
Each beam is 4.8 cm long by 4.8 mm dia. The shaft is electrically
insulated from the damper at the bearing outer race. The damper housing is
electrically insulated from the base plate.

EV-Fluid

The EV-fluid used here has the following known characteristics:
Composition: 12 p dia particles in silicone oil
Max. yield strength: 4 kPa at 3.5 kV/mm
Viscosity: 100 cP at 300C (deactivated)
Density: 1110 kg/m at 25 C

Damper Power Supply

The circuit diagram of the damper power supply is shown in Fig. 5.
The damping capacity is controlled manually via the variable transformer.

Instrumentation

Two perpendicular pairs of inductive proximity probes pick up the
shaft displacements near midspan and near the damper as shown in Figs. 3
and 4. The DC-offsets of the probes are removed by standard op-amp summer
circuits. The signals are then AID-converted and recorded on a
micro-computer in the usual fashion. The signals are also displayed live
on an oscilloscope for critical speed identification and as a safety
precaution. The rotational speed is derived from a photodiode facing a
black and white painted stripe on the rotating disk. The speed signal is
also recorded digitally and displayed live by a digital timer/counter.

RESULTS

Controllability

The rotor system shown in Figs. 3 and 4 was run up to its first
critical speed (rigid body pitching mode) at about 1400 rpm and voltage was
applied to the damper. The shaft whirl orbit near the damper was reduced
by a factor 4 as shown in Fig. 6. Rapid voltage application resulted in
slightly smaller orbits which grew to the steady-state size shown within a
few seconds.

High Load Damping Capability

The rotor was run up to about 2000 rpm and an 8040 g.mm balance weight
was knocked off to simulate a blade loss. The rotor was then allowed to
decelerate slowly down through its critical speed. Fig. 7 shows the
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response, including the initial transient, with and without voltage
application. The reduction of the response after voltage application is
substantial. The critical speed is almost eliminated.

CRITICAL SPEED ELIMINATION

The EV-damper also has the potential capability to eliminate critical
speeds as shown in Fig. 8. As the rotational speed approaches the critical
speedQ lmaximum voltage is applied at Q. The EV-fluid will solidify
and it 11 remain solidified provided the yield strength of the "fluid"
films exceeds the unbalance force transmitted through the damper. The
effective rotor support stiffness will therefore increase so the critical
speed will increase and the response curve will move to the dashed location
in Fig. 8. The response at Q will then drop as shown and the rotational
speed can be increased to 92 The voltage is then disconnected and the
response curve jumps back to its original position as the fluid relaxes.
The fluid relaxation time is less than one millisecond which, for most
applications, is too short for any vibrations to build up. Thus, the
critical speed has virtually been eliminated. Rotor deceleration is
analogous.

The minimum response that can be achieved is represented by the bottom
point of the valley between the peaks. The elevation of this point depends
on the sensitivity of the critical speed to changes in rotor support
stiffness. It also depends on the bandwidth of the response peak which is
a function of the residual damping with the EV-fluid relaxed.

With the current damper, the response peaks could not be sufficiently
separated because the residual damping, due to fluid viscosity and the
rubber seals, is too large. The damper will be redesigned with fewer disks
and better seals to demonstrate the critical speed elimination. It is
expected that a reduction of the residual damping will also result in a
more dramatic rate of reduction of the unbalance response than demonstrated
in this paper.

CONCLUSION

A new type of rotor-damper has been built and tested for the first
time. The damper contains an electroviscous fluid which provides Coulomb
damping at a variable rate controlled by a DC-voltage applied to the fluid.

Widespread industrial application of this damper is anticipated due to
its simplicity, controllability, high-load damping capability and its
potential capability to eliminate critical speeds.
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ANNULAR IONEYCOMB SEALS: TEST RESULTS FOR'
LEAKACE AND ROTORDYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS;

COMPARISONS TO LABYRINTH AND SMOOTH
CONFICURATIONS

DARA CHILDS, PROFESSOR
DAVID ELROD, RESEARCH ASSISTANT
KEITH HALE, RESEARCH ENGINEER

TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS 77843

Abstract
Test results are presented for leakage and rotordynamic coefficients for seven honey-

comb seals. All seals have the same radius, length, and clearance; however, the cell depths
and diameters are varied. Rotordynamic data, which are presented, consist of the direct and
cross-coupled stiffness coefficient. and the direct damping coefficient.. The rotordynamic-
coefficient data show a considerable sensitivity to changes in cell dimensions; however, no
clear trends are identifiable.

Comparisons of test data for the honeycomb seals with labyrinth and smooth annular
seals shows the honeycomb seal had the best sealing (minimum leakage) performance, fol-
lowed in order by the labyrinth and smooth seals. For prerotated fluid entering the seal, in
the directior of shaft rotation, the honeycomb seal has the best rotordynamic stability fol-
lowed in order by the labyrinth and smooth. For no prerotation, or fluid prerotation against
shaft rotation, the labyrinth seal has the best rotordynamic stability followed in order by
the smooth and honeycomb seals.

'This work was supported in part by NASA Grant NAG3-181 from NASA Lewis Research
Center (Technical Monitor, Robert Hendricks) and AFOSR Contract F49620-82-K-0033
(Technical Monitor, Tony Amos).
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NOMENCLATURE

C, c Direct and cross-coupled damping coefficients (FT/L)
-a Normalized direct and cross-coupled damping coefficients (T),

defined in Eq. (3)
Cr Radial clearance (L)
D Diameter (L)
F Seal reaction-force magnitude (F)
f = k/Cw Whirl frequency ratio (dimensionless)
K, k Direct and cross-coupled stiffness coefficients (FIL)
K, k Dimensionless direct and cross-coupled stiffness coefficients,

defined in Eq. (3)
L Seal length (L)
P Fluid pressure (F/L 2)
R Seal radius (L)
R. Gas constant for air
T Fluid temperature (K)
U0o Seal inlet tangential velocity (L/T)
U00 = -- U0 /Rw Nondimensionalized seal inlet tangential velocity
X, Y Rotor to stator relative displacement components (L)
lb Flow coeflicient, defined in Eq. (4)
w Shaft angular velocity (1/7')

Subscripts

b Sump value (dimensionless)
r Reservoir value, radial component
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Introduction
Annular seals using honeycomb stators and smooth rotors are occasionally used in

turbomachinery, although not as commonly as labyrinths. This type of seal is illustrated
in figure 1.

CELL SIZE--\

CELL DEPTH--_.

CLEARANCE

"" / SIIAFT

Figure 1. lloneyconib seal geonietry.

The model used to define the reaction-force/motion relationship for a centered gas
seal is ]fXI+[c ] (1)

The test apparatus used here can separately measure the four coefficients of Eq. (1);
however, the magnitude of the cross-coupled damping coefficient c is comparable to our
measurement uncertainty, and is accordingly not presented. Fortunately this coefficient
has a minor influence on compressor and turbine rotordynamics. Data are presented for
the direct stiffness K, although (for gas seals) this coefficient also does not have a major
influence on rotordynamics. The cross-coupled stiffness k and direct damping C coefficients
are of primary influence with respect to rotordynamic stability, since k and C oppose each
other in trying to destabilize/stabilize a rotor.

The whirl frequency ratio
kS=

f = k(2)

is a useful nondimensional parameter for comparing the stability properties of seals. For
circular synchronous orbits, it provides a ratio between the destabilizing force component
due to k and the stabilizing force component due to C.

To the authors' knowledge, Benckert and Wachter (1980) have presented the only prior
test data for honeycomb seals. Their test rig could only measure stiffless coefficients. Their
data, for a single honeycomb configuration, showed large values for k as compared to results
for labyrinth seals. Experience with the SSME (Space Shuttle Main Engine) HPOTP (High
Pressure Oxygen Turbopump) provides contrary evidence which suggests that honeycomb
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seals are more stable than labyrinth seals; viz., replacement of a labyrinth turbine interstage
seal with a honeycomb configuration eliminated a rotordynamic instability problem and
reduced synchronous vibration levels. The data presented here were stimulated by the
SSME experience and is the first presentation of damping data for honeycomb seals and
the first systematic presentation of rotordynamic data for a range of honeycomb - cell
dimensions.

TEST APPARATUS AND APPROACH

The contents of this section review the test apparatus, test variables, and nondimen-
sionalization of these results before presenting leakage and rotordynamic data.

Test Apparatus

A complete description of the test apparatus is provided by Childs et al. (1986). As
illustrated in figure 2, the rotor shaft is suspended, pendulum fashion, from an upper,
rigidly-mounted, pivot shaft. This arrangement allows horizontal (harmonic) motion of
the rotor. A cam within the pivot shaft provides vertical (static) positioning of the rotor.
The rotor is excited, horizontally, by a hydraulic-shaker head which acts on the rotor-shaft
housing. The design of the test rig, which is further illustrated in figure 3, permits the
installation of various rotor/stator combinations. The test apparatus has been modified
since the 1986 reference to permit an increase in top operating speeds from 8,000 to
16,000 cpm. Changes include the use of a hydraulically fitted rotor, the introduction
of high-speed carbon seals, and the replacement of a roller-element thrust bearing with a
Torrington, water-lubricated, swing-pad bearing. The stator of figure 3 is supported in the
test section housing by three piezo-electric, quartz, load cells in a triliedral configuration.
These load cells measure the pressure-induced forces due to rotor motion within the stator.
Accelerometers are provided on the stator to correct for acceleration-induced forces which
are measured by the load cell.

4; LOAD CXLI.

SE[AL mqoron

Figure 2. Test Apparatus.
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Figure 3. Test-section cross section.

Honeycomb-Seal Dimensions

Table 1 Contains dimensions for the honeycomb seals. The cell sizes cover the normal

range for gas-turbine and compressor applications. The 0.74 mm cell depths tend to be
smaller than common practice because of earlier experience with liquid seals, Childs and

Kim (1985); however, the depths, 1.47 and 1.91 rnm, are comparable to industrial practice.

Table 1. Honeycomb Seal Dimensions;
L - 50.8mm, C, = 0.41mm, R = 151.36mm.

Seal Cell Size Cell Depth

1 0.51 mm 0.74 mm
2 0.51 mm 1.47 mm
3 0.79 mm 0.74 mm
4 0.79 mm 1.47 mm
5 1.57 mm 0.74 mm
6 1.57 mm 1.47 mm
7 1.57 mm 1.91 mm

Test Variables

When shaking about the centered position, the dynamic-seal-apparatus is capable of

controlling the following four independent variables: pressure ratio, rotor speed, shake

frequency, and inlet circumferential velocity. The actual test points for three of these
variables are shown in table 2.
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Table 2. Test Variables

Pressure Ratio Rotor Speeds Inlet Circumferential Velocities

1 - 3.03 1 - 3000 cpm -2 - High velocity against rotation
2- 4.45 2 - 6000 cpm -1 - Low velocity against rotation
3 - 5.70 3 - 9500 cpm 0 - Zero circumferential velocity
4 - 6.95 4 - 13000 cpm 1 - Low velocity with rotation
5 - 8.00 5 - 16000 cpm 2 - High velocity with rotation

The inlet circumferential velocities are controlled using the inlet guide vanes shown
in figure 4. The guide vanes are contained in sleeves and located immediately upstream of
the test seal. The no-prerotation case is obtained without guide vanes. "High" and "low"
prerotation velocities are obtained for the different, guide-vane-depths "A" of figure 4. The
inlet circumferential velocity is calculated from measured values for the volumetric flow
rate, upstream temperature and pressure, and a flow-turning correction in accordance with
Cohen et al. (1972). The circumferential velocity can not be varied arbitrarily, because it
depends on the supply pressure and the flow resistance of the seal bieing tested.

ii .(. ( ' --- "_

I I If61 I ,I

1: , : I, N 1

Figure 4. Inlet-gulde-vane detail.

Figure 5 illustrates the inlet circumferential velocity versus pressure ratio for the five
vane settings. The results are for 3,000 epm and show (To to be insensitive to changes in
the pressure ratio for a given vane setting. Although not illustrated, the velocity tends
to decrease with rotor speed, mainly because the rotor grows with increasing speed and
reduces the leakage. The ratio of inlet circumferential velocity to rotor surface velocity,
u@., ranged from about -3.1 to about 3.8. Although the larger numbers are unrealistic,
they give insight Into the effects of inlet circumferential velocity that would otherwise go
unnoticed. The insensitivity of WOo to changes in pressure ratio illustrated in figure 5 are
typical for all annular gas seals which have been tested.
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Figure 5. Jnlet-clrcuinfere jtial velocity
versus pressure ratio for seal 7 of table 1.

HONEYCOMB SEAL ROTORDYNAMIC
COEFFICIENT RESULTS

Relative Uncertainty

The uncertainty in the dynamic coefficients can be determined using the method
described by Holman (1978). The uncertainty in the force, excitation frequency, and
displacement measurements are 0.44 N (0.1 lb), 0.065 Hz, and 0.0013 mm (0.05 mils),
respectively. Before normalization, the maximum calculated uncertainty in the stiffness
and damping coefficients is 24.1 N/mm (138 lb/in), and 0.072 N-s/mm (0.41 lb-s/in),
respectively.

Frequency Dependency of Rotordynamic Coefficients

The stiffness coefficients of the honeycomb seals are shake-frequency-dependent. Pre-
viously, frequency-dependent results have been observed for an interlock seal Childs et
al. (1987). However, this characteristic has not been evident in tests of smooth (constant-
clearance or taper-geometry) seals, labyrinth-rotor/smooth-ptator seals, or labyrinth-rotor-
seals. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate K for seals 1 and 7 for the three test frequencies; 38.7,
56.8, and 74.6 Hz. Seals 1 and 7 represent extremes of frequency dependency. Seal I is
one of the stiffest seals and displays little or no frequency dependency, while seal 7 has
low stiffness values and considerable frequency dependercy. The results for seal 7 are
repeatable and the frequency dependency exceeds the relative uncertainty.

Although not illustrated, the effect on k of changing the shake frequency is greatest
for seals 5 and 7, which have the lowest cross-coupled stiffnesses. Changing the shake
frequency has little effect on the cross-coupled stiffness of the other five honeycomb seals.
The direct damping C Is independent of shake frequency.
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Figure 0. K versus pressure rntio for thrpe
excitation frequencies of seal I of table 1.
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Fignre 7. K versus pressure ratio for three
Pxrlti,, requencies of seal 7 of table 1.

Normalization of Coefficients

Due to thermal and mechanical stresses, the seal rotor grows with changes in the
shaft speed. To account for the resulting changes in the radial clearance, the growth was
measured over the range of speeds tested. To remove the effect of clearance change, the
coefficients are normalized in the following manner:

KCr - CCr

LD(P 7 -Pb) LDPr P) (3)
kCr cCr

LD(Pr - Pb) LD(Pr - Pb)
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Cross-Coupled Stiffness Results
Figure 8 illustrates k versus uo. at the highest inlet pressure and running speed of table

1 for the seven seals of table 1. Although not illustrated, similar results were obtained at the
lowest pressure and highest speed. The figure shows that k is positive, i.e., destabilizing,
even for negative u#.. The figure also shows that destabilizing forces are highest for seal 1
and lowest for seal 7. For the two smaller cell sizes, k decreases with increasing cell depth.
For the largest cell size, k increases and then decreases with increasing cell depth. For
seals 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7 of table 1, there is little depen,'ence of k on uoo.

Figure 9 shows 1 versus w for the high inlet pressure of table 2 with uoo = 0. Similar
results are obtained at the lowest pressure. Seal 7 has the best (smallest) k of all the
seals tested. There is no obvious pattern between changes in k and changes in the cell
honeycomb dimensions, although the deepest cell depth (seal 7) yields a minimum .

16000 cpm 8.26 bars
.10

.08

*.06

c .04
0
C

.02-

0.00

-.02,
-.6 -.2 .2 .6

-. 4 -0.0 .4 .8

CIRCUMFERENTIRL VELOCITY RRTIO

Figure 8. k versus ueo for the seven
honeycoznb seals of tnble 1.
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Figure 9. k versus w for the seven
honeycomb seals of table 1.
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Direct Damping Results

Figure 10 shows C versus Uo for the lowest and highest inlet pressures and highest
rotor speed of table 2. Seals 1 and 3 of table 1 have the highest values of C. Figure 11
shows that the normalized damping of honeycomb seals 1 and 3 increases with increasing
rotor speed. There is no clear trend with increasing w for the remainder of the honeycomb
seals. The highest (best) damping values are generally obtained for seals 1,3, and 4. The
worst damping performance is provided by seals 6 and 7 which have the largest cell sizes
and depth.

Whirl Frequency Ratio Results

Figure 12 provides comparisons of the whirl frequency ratio f for the seven honeycomb
seals at the highest inlet pressure and rotor speed. For the two smaller cell sizes, an increase
in cell depth results in a more stable seal (lower f). Seal 5, however, with large shallow
cells, is more stable than seal 6. Only seal 1 is less stable than seal 6. Seal 7, with 0.44
mm deeper cells than seal 6, is the most stable seal tested. Obviously, for the larger cell
size, f can be quite sensitive to cell depth changes.

Direct Stiffness Results

Figure 13 shows K versus uo for the seven honeycomb seals at the highest inlet
pressure and rotor speed. K is generally negative for seals 1 and 3 and positive for seals 2,
5, 6, and 7. K is highest for seal 6, and generally lowest for seal 1. Figure 14 illustrates K
versus rotor speed for no prerotation of the inlet air. Except for seals 1 and 3, K increases
as w increases at both the lowest and highest inlet pressures. About the same results are
obtained for the lowest pressure.

16000 Cp- 3.09 bar, 3.90 b.'s. S.irI-9
.23 .24

-- 44

.29 ~ #.-~..224

L 2

.5

1 0 .14ou. . ___o____.

I .a , . I0 - - '
1.1

. -.2 .2 .6 2000 6000 100 14000
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t 6 0 0 9 c p a 0 .2 6 b e . . .2 6 b . t , S . r | -9

.225 .24

! .2100
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• 125 .t
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.14

.100 0 .16.07
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ROTORDYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS: COMPARISONS
BETWEEN HONEYCOMB, LABYRINTH, AND

SMOOTH SEALS

Comparisons are made in this section for the rotordynamic coefficients of the following
seal stators:
(a) honeycomb seal 7 of table 1,
(b) the labyrinth stator of figure 15, and
(c) a smooth stator.

Seal 7 is the most stable honeycomb seal tested, based on a minimum whirl frequency
ratio. All seals have the same length (50.8 mm), radial clearance (0.41 mm) and rotor
diameter (151.36 mm). The comparative rotordynamic stability of the three seais is of
interest in this section. In the following figures, smooth, labyrinth, and honeycomb seal
data are labeled S, L, and H, respectively.

Rotordynamic Coellicients

Cross-Coupled Stiffness Results

Figure 16 shows k versus uo, at the lowest and highest inlet pressure rotor speed of
table 2. For the smooth and labyrinth seals (curves S and L, respectively), k is nega-
tive, i.e. stabilizing, for negative uo. For the labyrinth seal, k is even stabilizing for no
prerotation of the inlet air. For the honeycomb seal, k is positive (destabilizing) for all
inlet circumferential velocities. For positive uoo, k is almost equally destabilizing for the
labyrinth and honeycomb seals. A comparison of figures 8 and 16 reveals that, for positive
u 0 , "k is larger for most of the honeycomb seals than the labyrinth seal as reported earlier
by Benckert and Wachter (1980). Although not illustrated, the results of figure 16 also
hold for other test pressure conditions.

Figure 17 shows k versus w for the three seals. The results shown are from tests
with no prerotation of the inlet air and an inlet pressure of 3.08 bars. For the smooth
and honeycomb seals, k increases as the rotor speed increases. For the labyrinth seal,
I is increasingly negative as the rotor speed increases. Childs and Scharrer (1987) have
previously noted this type of results for labyrinth seals, as did Hiss et al. (1986). One
would expect k to eventually begin increasing as w increases.

Direct Damping Results

Figure 18 shows C versus u0 o for the smooth, labyrinth, and honeycomb seals. U for
the honeycomb seal is five or six times U for the labyrinth seal. At an inlet pressure of 3.08
bars, the smooth and honeycomb seals have about the samne normalized direct damping.
At 8.26 bars, C for the smooth seal is about one-half of C for the honeycomb seal when
ueo is positive. For non-positive uo, C for the smooth seal is greater than U for the
honeycomb seal. Note by comparison to figure 10, that most of the other honeycomb seals
have substantially higher damping values than seal 7.

Figure 19. shows C versus w for no prerotation of the inlet air and 3.08 bars inlet
pressure. In this figure, C for the smooth seal increases with increasing rotor speed. For
the labyrinth and honeycomb seals, there is little change in I with increasing w.
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Whirl Frequency Ratio Results

Figure 20 shows f versus u0o for the smooth, labyrinth, and honeycomb seals. For
negative ueo, the labyrinth seal is the most stable, and the honeycomb seal is the least
stable. For ueo = 0, the labyrinth seal is the most stable, and the smooth seal is the least
stable. For positive u0o, the honeycomb seal is the most stable, and the smooth seal is the
least stable. A comparison of figures 20 and 12 reveals that the least stable honeycomb seal
tested (seal 1 of table 1) is more stable than the smooth and labyrinth seals for positive
U 0 .

Direct Stiffness Results

Figure 21 illustrates K versus u0o for a rotor speed of 16000 cpm, and an inlet pressure
of 8.26 bars. For the honeycomb seal, 7( is positive and relatively insensitive to changes
in ueo. For the labyrinth seal, K is negative and independent of u0 o. For the smooth seal,
K is negative for no prerotation of the inlet air and increasingly positive for increasing,
positive u 0 . Recall from figures 13 and 14 that honeycomb-cell-dinension differences yield
markedly different direct stiffness values. Fortunately, the K values for annular gas seals
tend to have a second-order influence on rotor response and stability.
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Figure 20. Whirl frequency ratio versiut* . Figure 21. K verp'is wo, for
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LEAKAGE PERFORMANCE

Honeycomb Seal Results
Figure 22 illustrate the flow coefficient,

0 D(4)
irDCTPr'

for the seven honeycomb seals in table 1. All seven seals are unchoked at an inlet pressure
of 3.08 bars, and choked at 8.26 bars. i' is relatively insensitive to changes in the supply
pressure. By comparison to figure 8, note the absence of correlation between leakage
performance and k. Changes in effective stator roughness which increase or decrease
leakage do not yield corresponding changes in k.

Relative Performance for Honeycomb, Labyrinth, and Smooth Stators
Figure 23 illustrates 4 versus ug0 for the smooth, labyrinth, and honeycomb (seal 7

of table 1) stators. These are the same seals for which rotordynamic characteristics were
compared in the preceding section. The results of figure 23 show, that the honeycomb
seal leaks the least, followed in order by the labyrinth and smooth seals. Although not
illustrated, the results are insensitive to changes in running speed and supply pressure. By
comparison to figure 22, note that all of the honeycomb seals leak less than the labyrinth.

16036 cpm 0.26 bars .40 6000 cp. 8.Z6 bars

. . 5 - - .20

.5

3 3

g .26 0 .05
- .~ - . 95 - • ...

.9.0

-.6 -. . -. -.4 -0.0 4 a
-.4 -6.6 .4 .3 -.6 -.2 .2 .6 9.0

CIRCIrERENTIRL VELOCITY RfnttI CIRCUMrEPEt4TIRL VELOCITY RfTIO

Figure 22. Flow coefficient versus ueo at Figure 23. Flow coefficient versus u0o for
8.26 bars for the honeycoinb seals of table 1. the snooth, labyrinth, and honeycomb seals.

Discussion and Conclusions

The test results presented here show that honeycomb seals are sensitive to changes in
cell dimensions; however, no clear patterns emerged for the seven seal configurations tested.
Test results are needed for additional (deeper) cell depths to try to establish patterns
of changes in rotordynamic coefficients and leakage due to changes in cell dimensions.
Honeycomb seals are "damper" seals in the sense of von Pragenau (1982) in that the rough
stator reduces the tangential velocity. By comparison between honeycomb and smooth
seals, their effectiveness in reducing k (and presumably the tangential velocity) is clearly
demonstrated. However, there is no correlation between leakage performance (effective
roughness) and cross coupled stiffness magnitudes. Seals 2 and 6 are, respectively, the
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best and worst leakage performers of figure 22; however, k for seal 6 is equal to or less
than k for seal 2 in figure 9. Clearly, some physical factor other than surface roughness
must be accounted for to explain the effectiveness of honeycomb stators in reducing k.

The frequency dependency of the honeycomb-seal rotordynamic coefficients may be
explained, in part, by Tam et al.'s paper (1987). Their numerical solutions show that
"small" motion of a rotor which is sufficient to excite measureable dynamic forces, may

create secondary flow and disturb the "base" flow solution. The cell depths are much
too short to yield Helmholtz resonances of the gas within the honeycomb seal cavities
within the frequency range of interest. The fact that frequency-independent coefficients
are obtained for other seal configurations would seem to eliminate the dynamic response of
the test rig as a source of the observed frequency dependency. Future tests are planned for
honeycomb seals using a swept-sine-wave excitation which may provide additional physical
insight of the observed frequency dependence.

Leakage comparisons, at the same minimum clearances, demonstrates the superiority
of honeycomb stators followed in order by labyrinth and smooth stators. Rotordynamic
measurements show that the direct damping of honeycomb and smooth stators are greater
by a factor of approximately six than labyrinth stators. Obviously, increased damping
means reduced rotor response when operating near or through critical speeds. With respect
to rotordynamic stability, the honeycomb stators are best if the flow entering the seal is
prerotated in the direction of rotation. However if the fluid is not prerotated, the labyrinth
seal is better. In practical terms, the honeycomb seal is better, in the absence of an effective
swirl brake, and the labyrinth seal is better if used with an effective swirl brake. There is
no reason to use a swirl brake with a honeycomb seal.

As noted at the beginning of this section, the characteristics of honeycomb seals are
sensitive to changes in cell dimensions; hence, the present test results should be viewed as
preliminary. Additional tests are required at deeper cell depths and additional clearances.
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RYIORDYNAMIC CX)EFFICIEMITS FOR LABYRINTH SEALS CALCULATED BY
MEANS OF A FINITE DIFFERENCE TEQINIQUE

R. Nordmann and P. Weiser
Department of Mechanical Engineering

University of Kaiserslautern
Federal Republic of Germany

SwMARY

The compressible, turbulent, time dependent and three dimensional flow in a
labyrinth seal can be described by the Navier-Stokes equations in conjunction with
a turbulence model. Additionally, equations for mass and energy conservation and an
equation of state are required. To solve these equations, a perturbation analysis
is performed yielding zeroth order equations for centric shaft position and first
order equations describing the flow field for small motions around the seal center.
For numerical solution a finite difference method is applied to the zeroth and
first order equations resulting in leakage and dynamic seal coefficients respec-
tively.

SY)iBOLS

Fl, F2  Forces on the shaft in z, y direction

U1 , U2  shaft displacements

K. k direct and cross-coupled stiffness
C. c direct and cross-coupled damping
u,v,w axial, radial and circumferential velocity
p.k.e pressure, turbulence energy, turbulent energy dissipation
T temperature

l,/ t, e laminar, turbulent and effective viscosity

(Pe = Pl+At
p density
c specific heat for constant pressurep
t time
z.r,O axial, radial and circumferential coordinate
?radial coordinate after transformation
Pr turbulent Prandtl number

Oka 6  constants of the k-a model

C C1 . C2  constants of the k-a model

G production term in turbulence model
Diss laminar dissipation
S general variable

S general source term

C0  seal clearance for centric shaft position

6 seal clearance for eccentric shaft position
r 0radius of the precession motion of the shaft
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e = r IC perturbation parameter0 0

Wrotational frequency of the shaft
O precession frequency of the shaft
r1  radius from seal center to end of seal fin

r radius from seal center to stator

DIIO0 Transformation constants

o zeroth order variables
1 first order variables
R Rotor
S Stator
c cosine
s sine

INTROUCTION

The problem of subsynchronous vibrations in high performance turbomachinery has
been investigated for many years. However, for some destabilizing effects there is
no satisfactory solution from the qualitative as well as quantitative points of
view. In machines like turbocompressors and turbines, gas seals and especially
labyrinths have an important influence on the dynamic behavior. These elements with
turbulent flow conditions have the potential to develop significant forces

which may lead to self-excited vibrations of the shaft.

To predict the stability behavior of a high performance rotating machinery, the
rotordynamic coefficients (eq. 1) of the turbulent seals have to be known. Many
theoretical studies, numerical calculations and measurements have been carried out
to determine the stiffness and damping characteristics. Most of the recent theore-
tical developments are based on a bulk flow-theory, considering the shear stresses
only at the wall but not within the fluid. Nelson (ref. 1) has derived a procedure
with a 'one volume' model for straight and tapered seals. Iwatsubo (ref. 2) as well
as Childs (ref. 3) have also used the one volume model for labyrinth seals. How-
ever, in case of such complicated seal geometries difficulties may occur, when
neglecting the local turbulence characteristics within the fluid, particularly at
locations with strong velocity changes.
Wyssmann et al. and yssmann (ref. 4 and 5) have extended the bulk flow theory for
labyrinth seals, working with a two volume model. The latter takes into account the
shear stresses between the core flow and the Jet flow. Wyssmann's two volume model
is derived from results of a finite difference calculation for a rotationally sym-
metric single cavity turbulent flow (centered position of the shaft), based on the
time averaged Navier-Stokes equations with a k-a model. A first attempt to apply
finite difference methods to labyrinth seals was made by Rhode et.al. (ref. 6), who
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calculated only one chamber seals for centric shaft position. However. bulk flow
theories show a substantial lack in the prediction of labyrinth seal coefficients.
As already shown by Nordmnn, Dietzen and Weiser (ref. 7). the solution of the
time-averaged conservation equations for momentum. mass and energy in conjunction
with a k-e turbulence model by means of a finite difference technique is a physi-
cally more realistic way for calculating rotordynamic coefficients of gas seals.

This paper is concerned with the extension of the already mentioned calculation
procedure for annular seals to straight-through labyrinths.

GOVENING BQUATIONS

To describe the flow in a labyrinth seal. we use the time-averaged conservation
equations for momentum. mass and energy and the equation of state for a perfect
gas. The correlation terms of the turbulent fluctuation quantities are modelled via

the k-a turbulence model of Launder and Spalding (ref. 8).
All these differential equations can be arranged in the following generalized form:

17 1 18a
5t p#) + !a8r prv#) + 2=-9(pw#) + -(pu) =

(2)
18 86 18 1 r7 ) +_( r ) + - F0 (a + s#

where * stands for any of the depend variables, and the corresponding values of r#
and S#t are indicated in Table 1 (see Appendix A).

PERTURBTION ANALYSIS

Obviously. this set of equations is not solvable due to the limited performance
capabilities of today's computers. Therefore. a stepwise procedure is performed in

order to reduce the three dimensional and time dependent flow problem to a two
dimensional time independent one.

First. the governing equations are transformed to another coordinate system by
introducing a new radial coordinate -q whereby the eccentrically moving shaft is
converted to a shaft rotating in the center of the seal (Fig. 1).

r

Fig. 1: Coordinate Transformation )
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The transform functions are given in Fig. 2.

Strips on rotor:
C0 6(r-r,)

(C-)r-ri)+C 

(3)

Strips on stator:
C 0 (r a-r)

Tlra (C0 -6)(r a -r)-C 06
R0

E --- U4.euV- 4. ev - -ew

Fig. 2: Transform functions

Assuming small shaft motions on a circular orbit around the centric position we
perform a perturbation analysis by Introducing the following expressions for the
dependent variables Into the governing equations:

U u1 0 1 0 + 1
P Po + eP T T 0  T1  p + e Pi (4)

This procedure yields a set of zeroth order equations governing the centric flow
field and a set of first order equations describing the flow field for small
eccentric shaft motions.
The first order equations depend also on the circumferential coordinate 0 and on
time t. To eliminate the circumferential derivations, we insert circumferentially
periodic solutions for the first order variables in the corresponding set of equa-
tions:

I =-u lC cosa + uls sing vI = Vlc cosa + VIs sing

wI =WIc cosa + Wls sine Pi -plc cosa + pls sing (5)

T I=T cos +Ti sing P =lc Cosa +P sing

After separating the equations into sine and cosine terms and rearranging them by
introducing the following complex variables,
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u Il = UlIc + lUlIs Vl1=VI + IVI - I wI
u1u=i 1 V lc 1 ivls wI =Wl +1lWs

Pl Pc+ ~isT1 1'~c+1 i 6)PiaPc+'i = T Ic +IT Is Pl i c + 'ils()

a circular shaft precession orbit (Fig. 3) with frequency 11 and corresponding
solutions for the first order variables are assumed whereby the temporal deri-
vations can be eliminated:

iflt

(change in clearance)

Fig. 3: Circular shaft orbit

^ lit lit - tilt
u uI  I e v = v I e w I=wI e

p, = p, e TI1 T 1 e P1 = Pl e (7)

Finally the zeroth and first order equations are arranged to a generalized form:

-i Pouo = + - kiPoV )  1 _-=)=< (8)

Table 2 (see Appendix B) indicates the values for the zeroth and first order
equations.
The constants DI-DIo (given in the Appendix C) arise from the coordinate trans-

formation and depend only on zeroth order variables. These terms are zero for the
labyrinth chambers.

FINITE DIFFEREIM NEIHOD

For the numerical solution of the governing equations we apply a finite difference
technique in the same manner as suggested in many publications (see e.g. ref. 9).
First the calculation domain is covered by a finite difference grid (Fig. 4). Dis-
cretisizing the equations results in algebraic expressions linking every node point
to his four neighbours. Solution of zeroth order equations results in flow field.
pressure distribution, and leakage. For first order solution, the equations for the
turbulence quantities k. a can be dropped due to assumed small rotor motions.
Because Eq. (1) contains four unknown parameters (K.kC.c), first order solution is
performed for two different shaft precession frequencies 0. This results In two
sets of dynamic forces F1. F2 obtained from the integration of the pressure pertur-

bations (see Eq. 9).
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q

-F1 = I P dx

-F2 = ' f pis dx (9)

Finally the dynamic coefficients are calculated from Eq. 10.

F1

F20

-!- -k + CO (10)
0

I ltl Il IIil l

Fig. 4. Nonuniform finite difference grid for labyrinths

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

- Zeroth order equations

law. The entrance conditions are iteratively calculated depending on entrance
,ach number and loss coefficient. The entrance swirl is assumed to be known.

- First order equations

Due to shaft precession and coordinate transformation, one has to pay attention
to the following boundary conditions for the radial and circumferential velo-
cities:

s= (0., 0.) wiS (0.,0.)

vlR = (O..(O-)C ) w = ("co,O.)
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For the pressure, the exit perturbation is zero in case of exit Mach number less
than one ("undercritical" flow) which occured in the application examples.

APPLICATION

For testing our program, we made comparative calculations to measurements performed
by Benckert (ref. 10).

Seal Data:
Shaft diameter: 0.150 m
Strip height : 5,5 mm
Strip pitch 8 m
Clearance 0.5 m

Number of chambers : 3

Entrance pressure Po : 1.425 bar

Exit pressure Pa : 0.950 bar

Reservoir temperature: 300 K

Laminar viscosity : 1,8-10-5 Pa s
Perfect gas constant : 287.06 J/kgK
specific heat ratio : 1.4
Rotor surface velocity: 0 m/s

The calculation grid, the flow field and the pressure distribution are shown in
Fig. 5-7.
In Fig. 8-10 mass flow, direct and crosscoupled stiffness are plotted versus thes2/
swirl parameter, as defined by Benckert (E. = 0,5poW0 (po-Pa))0 0

fil I *I I I f I

=I -1-WH

Fig. 5: Finite difference grid
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Fig. 6: Flow field

Fig. 7: Pressure distribution
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CONCLUIONI

We have shown that a finite difference method based on the Navier-Stokes equations
in conjunction with a turbulence model is more suitable to describe the dynamic
coefficients of gas seals than the simpler models based on bulk flow theories. Of
course the calculation time Is also much greater. But great progress Is still
possible. For example, advanced solution algorithms like Nulti-Crid. Newton-Sche-
mes. SIP (strongly Implicit procedure) can be Implemented to speed up the computer
program.
Furtheron, a threedimensional calculation procedure Is currently under development
to determine the coefficients of more complex geometries like stepped and inter-
locking labyrinths (Fig. 11.12).

of -*64f*C b 4 * 6C a t . . . .04 ** . ** 4

J~~~~~~ J6*\\~* 4t~9..9q *%iA~t4 $* ' f 99 of' t t

~i~~&~~1 ~ ... 4. 0 *t 44 fi .11 99 1. ~~~9 4

Fig. 11: Stepped seal
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APPKDIX A

Table 1: Governing equations of turbulent seal flow

# r. S

Eqato is Stat 1or aefctgs

ot of Khe k- Kode 1 K

C =009 =1.4 C2 1.9 Ak  10 0O=1.2Pr=.

7PO -2 r
2r

a a

1 a', A. O 18 2
Ae r 00 r r I. r r

r2~ ~~~II N 30 i'r.

1 0 0

T /ft +( u +v I* -) L-(Dis + pe)
p p

k p/ak C - Ow

Equation of State for a perfect gas:

p = p RT

Constants of the k-a model

C = 0.09 C1 = 1.45 Ck = o=1.0 a = 1.22 Pr=0.9
A 2 k 1-1

Production term in the equations for the turbulence quantities:

C p[( w2 a 2 1Ov v2 Ov Ou2 lOw v w2

(a' 1Az2 2 Su law*18
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laminar Dissipation in the energy equation:

Dim a 2 &A 2 1 2O 1 O2 -O w 2K.., 2() "(9) +(" 1) -;N+ 1 K17 +( P
+(of + I ftu2 2 uIOr1 2

K (Vl I)2 (K+ ; N + kry)) ]

APPMIDX B

Table 2a: Zeroth order equations

* r, s,

p a*.

vPo 0 1 t 2 o-2

1 0 0

I Po
"o - e )  Lo o,O Pe 2ane1 0

o

k !L. C- pe

0A 7 0 0 .P( +1 (Dims p pe)

oPo

Equation of State: p =  o
o -: R -To

o

Table 2b: First order equations

fr1  T1 I
Equation of State: P1 jo
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Only the first order continuity-equation to determine p1 shows a slightly modified

form.

* i.P -1Op+DgDjo

APPD)IX C

First order transformation constants
Note: rx = ra for strips on stator

r = ri for strips on rotor
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ROTORDYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS FOR STEPPED
LABYRINTH GAS SEALS

JOSEPH K. SCHARRER
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL, ROCKETDYNE DIV.

CANOGA PARK, CALIFORNIA 91304

SUMMARY

The bask equations are derived for compressible flow in a stepped labyrinth gas seal.
The flow in assumed to be completely turbulent in the circumferential direction where
the friction factor is determined by the Blasius relation. Linearized zeroth and first-order
perturbation equations are developed for small motion about a centered position by an
expansion in the eccentricity ratio. The zeroth-order pressure distribution is found by
satisfying the leakage equation while the circumferential velocity distribution is determined
by satisfying the momentum equations. The first order equations are solved by a separation
of variable solution. Integration of the resultant pressure distribution along and around
the seal defines the reaction force developed by the seal and the corresponding dynamic
coefficients.
The results of this analysis are presented in the form of a parametric study, since there
are no known experimental data for the rotordynamic coefficients of stepped labyrinth gas
seals. The parametric study investigates the relative rotordynamic stability of convergent,
straight and divergent stepped labyrinth gas seals. The results show that, generally, the
divergent seal is more stable, rotordynamically, than the straight of convergent seals. The
results also show that the teeth-on-stator seals are not always more stable, rotordynam-
ically, than the teeth-on-rotor seals as was shown by experiment by Childs and Scharrer
(1986b) for a 15 teeth seal.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of self excited vibration in turbomachinery due to labyrinth seals has led to
the development of many analyses for the straight-through type of labyrinth seal e.g. Childs
and Scharrer (1986a), Iwatsubo (1982), Jenny et al. (1984) and Scharrer (1987). There
has also been an extensive amount of experimental data collected for the rotordynamic
coefficients of straight-through labyrinth seals e.g. Childs and Scharrer (1986b), Leong
(1983), Scharrer (1987) and Wachter and Benckert (1980). The stepped labyrinth seal is
as prevalent in turbomachinery as the straight-through laoyrinth seal, however, there has
been very little or no experimental or analytical work done to quantify the rotordynamic
characteristics of this type of seal. This paper presents an analysis of the stepped labyrinth
seal which is a derivative of the straight-through analysis of Childs and Scharrer (1986a).
The results of this analysis will be presented in the form of a parametric study, since there
are no known experimental data.
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NOMENCLATURE

A Cross-sectional area of control volume (L2 ); illustrated in figure (3)
B Height of labyrinth seal strip (L); illustratedin figure (1)
C Direct damping coefficient (Ft/L)
Cr Nominal radial clearance (L); illustrated in figure (1)
D1, Hydraulic diameter of cavity (L); introduced in equation (5)
H Local radial clearance (L)
K Direct stiffness coefficient (F/L)
L Pitch of seal strips (L); illustrated in figure (1)
NT Number of seal strips
NC = NT - 1 Number of cavities
P Pressure (F/L 2)
R Gas constant (L 2/Tt 2)
Re Radius of control volume (L); illustrated in figure (1)
R w Surface velocity of rotor (L/t)
T Temperature (T)
Tp Tooth tip width (L); illustrated in figure (1)
V Average circumferential velocity for control volume (L/t);

illustrated in figure (2)
ar, as Dimensionless length upon which shear stress acts; introduced

in equation (3) and (4)
c Cross coupled damping coefficient (Ft/L); in equation (16)
d Step height (L), illustrated in figure 1
e, Displacement of the seal rotor from centered position (L)
k Cross coupled stiffness coefficient (F/L); in equation (16)
th Leakage mass flow rate per circumferential length (M/Lt)
mr, nr, ma, ns Coefficients for friction factor
t Time (t)
w Shaft angular velocity (1/t)
p Density of fluid (M/LI)
v Kinematic viscosity (L 2/t)
e- e/Cr Eccentricity ratio

1Ratio of specific heats
Subscripts

o Zeroth-order component
1 First-order component
i i-th chamber value
z X-direction

y Y-direction
r Reservoir value
a Sump value
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PROCEDURE

The analysis presented here is developed for the stepped type of labyrinth seal shown
in figure 1. The continuity and momentum equations will be derived for a single cavity
control volume as shown in figures 2, 3, 4 and 5. A leakage model will be employed to
account for the axial leakage. The governing equations will be linearized using perturbation
analysis for small motion about a centered position. The zeroth-order continuity and
momentum equations will be solved to determine the steady state pressure and velocity
for each cavity. The first-order continuity and momentum equations will be reduced to
linearly independent, algebraic equations by assuming an elliptical orbit for the shaft
and a corresponding harmonic reponse for the pressure and velocity perturbations. The
force and force coefficients for the seal are found by integration of the first-order pressure
perturbation along and around the shaft.

I llli/ I _ tI IE/ 1I

L

-V 1l I i

I l I

RI

Figure 2. Cavity Control Volume.
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ASSUMPTIONS

(1) The fluid is considered to be an ideal gas.
(2) Pressure variations within a chamber are small compared to the pressure differences

across a seal strip.
(3) The lowest frequency of acoustic resonance in the cavity is much higher than that of

the rotor speed.
(4) The eccentricity of the rotor is small compared to the radial seal clearance.
(5) Although the shear stress is significant in the determination of the flow parameters

(velocity, etc.), the contribution of the shear stress to the forces on the rotor are
negligible when compared to the pressure forces.

(6) The cavity flow is turbulent and isothermal.
(7) Added mass terms are neglected.

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Continuity Equation
The control volumes of figures 2 and 3 have a unity circumferential width. Their continuity
equation is:

c'pA apVA Rsi+lrh+0 (1)

at R490+ Ra1

where the transverse surface area, A, is defined by;

A. = (B, + H, + Bi+t + H,+t)L,/2

Momentum Equations
The momentum equation (2) is derived using figures 4 and 5 which show the pressure
forces and shear stresses acting on the control volume.

8pViAj 2pViA aVi pV- 4A. V.A. ap Rsi+lhi+,V
at RO 8+ R a R O 8 +  R,

A, 8P',
- tni V-, =I s, + r, ari (Li + d) - r.iasi(Li + d) (2)

The shear stress model is the same as that used by Childs and Scharrer (1986a). The
differences are in the dimensionless shear stress lengths and the hydraulic diameter. The
dimensionless shear stress length is defined for the teeth-on-rotor labyrinth by

as, = 1 a7, = (2B, + L, + d)/(L, + d) (3)

and for teeth-on-stator seals by

ar= I as, = (2B + Li + d)/(L, + d) (4)
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The hydraulic diameter, Dhi is defined by

2(B, + H,)(Li + d)D Hi -- + A + Li + d(5

Reduced Equations
If equation (1) times the circumferential velocity is now subtracted from equation (2), the
following reduced form of the momentum equation is obtained:

pAi-E - + Rs aO + +hi (Vi - Vi- 1)
at Rai ae (6)

- A aPi + rari L - rasiLi

Rai 80

The number of variables is reduced by using the ideal gas law to eliminate the density
terms.

Pi = piRT (7)

Leakage Equation
The leakage equation (8), flow coefficient and kinetic energy carryover coefficient equations
are the same as those used by Childs and Scharrer (1986a). The kinetic energy carryover
coefficient has the added restriction of being unity when the step height is greater than
the clearance.

S= .,it2iHi, P2  (8)
V RT

Perturbation Analysis
The solution procedure will be summarized here as the details are given in Childs and
Scharrer (1986a). Introduction of the following perturbation variables into the governing
equations yields zeroth and first order continuity and momentum equations.

P = Pi + ePi Hi = Cri + cH,

V = Vj + 'EVi Ai = A, + cLiH,

where f = eo/Cr is the eccentricity ratio.

Zeroth-Order Solution
The zeroth-order leakage equation is

R= = 1o (9)
~Rs

and can be solved iteratively to yield zeroth-order cavity pressure values.
The zeroth-order circumferential momentum equation is

rho(Rse+tV 1/Rs, - Vi-) = (rrjari - r..masi)Li (10)
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and is solved using a Newton root finding technique to yield zeroth-order cavity circum-
ferential velocity components.

First-Order Solution
The governing first-order equations (11,12), define the pressure and velocity fluctuations
resulting from the seal clearance function. The continuity and momentum equations follow
in order:

OP1. V0. OP1  Pot av 1
G 1 - + G - + G -- + Gsi P

at Ri aO Rsi 8
OH, --Va OH1  (n

+ G4iPti-_ + Gs1Pii+i = -G 61 H1. - G2 - G2i - - (11)
at Rai 610

aVji XI Vo aVg, Ao, OP
Xui Ot R- O0 + - - + X2 Vi - ThoV _-

at -Rs 1  89 si 89
+ X 3jP1, + X 4iP 1i-j = XsiHi (12)

where the X's and G's are defined in Appendix A. With an assumption of an elliptical shaft
orbit, these equations can be reduced to the following system of linear algebraic equations:

[A._](x,_j) + [A4(x,) + [A,+,](X,+,) = a(B,) + -(C,) (13)

where

(X,_) - (p.+1 , P+ P ,P , ,V + V + , V-;
(Xi+ 1) = P+ 19+ I I psi 1 +  C;+I-

The A matrices and column vectors B and C are given in Childs and Scharrer (1986a). To
use equation (13) for the entire solution, a system matrix can be formed which is block
tridiagonal in the A matrices. The size of this resultant matrix is (8NC X 8NC) since
pressure and velocity perturbations at the inlet and the exit are assumed to be zero. This
system is easily solved by various linear equation algorithms, and yields a solution of the
form:

_ a F+.

P.- = aF., + b fC,

6 E~ (14)

Pi= a F + b Fb+

P = + b
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DETERMINATION OF DYNAMIC COEFFICIENT

The force-motion equations for a labyrinth seal are assumed to be of the form:

_{IF,; ,[L kJ {}+[c~ lJ (15)

The solution of equation (15) for the stiffness and damping coefficients is the objective
of the current analysis. The solution procedure used for this analysis is the same one
used by Childs and Scharrer (1986a). The desired solution for the stiffness and damping
coefficients is:

NC

K = 7rRs Z (F+j + F-,i)Li
i=L

NC
k = rRs (F+, + F;)Li

,=1 (16)
NC

rRs NC
==1

RESULTS

The geometry used in the parametric study is given in table 1. The pitch of the teeth,
the step height, the radial clearance, the tooth height and the inlet radius were all kept
constant. The number of teeth were varied between 5 and 15 for the three types of

seals investigated: straight, converging and diverging which are shown in figure 6. The
operating conditions used for the study are given in table 2. The only variable is the inlet
circumferential velocity ratio which was varied between 0.25 and 1.0.

Table 1. Basic Geometry Studied Table 2. Operating Conditions

Cr = 0.127 mm (0.005 in) Pr = 7.0 bar (101.0 psi)
B - 3.175 mm (0.125 in) Ps = 1.01 bar (14.7 psi)
L = 2.175 mm (0.125 in) w = 20,000 cpm
Ra = 75.6 mm (2.979 in) T = 300 K (80 deg F)
tp - 0.152 mm (0.006 in) V/Rsw = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0
d - 1.000 mm (0.04 in) Fluid is air

NT = 5, 10, 15
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Figure 6. Configurations Studied.

Leakage

Figures 7 and 8 show leakage versus number of teeth and configuration for teeth-on-rotor
and teeth-on-stator seals, respectively. The figures show that the leakage decreases with
increasing number of teeth for both teeth-on-rotor and teeth-on-stator seals. The figures
also show that the diverging seal yields maximum leakage while the converging seal has
the minimum leakage. This result is expected since the effective area of the diverging seal
is greater than that of the converging or straight seal.

STEPPED LABYRINTH SEAL SIEPPED LABYRItJTH SEAL
TELIM-ON-ROTOR 004 1E1M-ON-SIAI OR

6S4 O.S

0.01 0.02 -

005 O0.0

0.046 0.0-0

0.046- 0.046

0.44- 0.044.

0.042- 0.041

0.04 004 -

0.036-

C,036 -0.034-

0.04 0.034.

&.032 0.032

0.031 0.03

a Ut or TEtIM©mtmm ,,Im 1c I'rs mtm,0 CO$EVCNCN4O *1 s5AfH * Ofr~ttH@

Figure 7. Leakage versus number of teeth Figure 8. Leakage versus number of teeth
and seal configuration for a teeth-o-rotor seal. and seal configuration for a teeth-on-stator seal.
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Stiffne8a
Figures 9 and 10 show direct stiffness versus number of teeth and configuration for an inlet
circumferential velocity ratio of 1.0 for teeth-on-rotor and teeth-on-stator seals, respec-
tively. Figure 9 shows that for converging and straight teeth-on-rotor seals a maximum
stiffness occurs for the 10 teeth seal. Figure 10 shows that the same is true only for the
diverging seal. A maximum may occur for geometries other than those investigated in this
study. This phenomenon did not occur for inlet circumferential velocity ratios of 0.25 or
0.5. Both figures also show that the diverging seal yielded the largest value of stiffness.
This was true for all of the geometries and operating conditions investigated.

STEPPED LABYRINTH SEAL
rg[t--ON-OTOR V/S. -. 1.0

600.
ooo

5300

.00-

300

2l00-

L1K

0 o0 to

NUA*CER or TiH

a COMVERCING * STRAIGMT . DIVraRCIN

Figure 9. Direct Stiffness versus number of teeth
and seal configuration for a teeth-on-rotor seal.

Inlet circumferential velocity ratio is 1.0.

STEPPED LABYRINTH SEAL
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-80
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1 0S

NVH '.R 11" TELTH
S CONVEROINO - TR AIT * DWItCHc

Figure 10. Direct Stiffness versus number of teeth
and seal configuration for a teeth-on-stator seal.

Inlet circumferential velocity ratio Is 1.0.
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Figures 11 and 12 show cross-coupled stiffness versus configuration and number of teeth for
an inlet circumferential velocity ratio of 1.0 for teeth-on-rotor and teeth-on-stator seals,
respectively. Figure 11 shows that the straight teeth-on-rotor seal yields the maximum
cross-coupled stiffness for both the 10 and 15 teeth seals. This phenomenon did not occur
for the 0.25 inlet circumferential velocity ratio case. Figure 12 shows that the same is
true for the 10 teeth teeth-on-stator seal. This phenomenon did not occur for any inlet
circumferential velocity ratio case other than 1.0. The figures also show that the cross-
coupled stiffness increases as the number of teeth increase.

STEPPED LABYRINTH SEAL
IETH-ON-ROTOR V/RS- 1.0

1.4-

2 1.3-

1.1

0.0

y 0.7-

S 0.9-

4

0.3

CONVERGE $11A CHT OVERCE
oWIrCURAT7ON

SB SKEIN * T.I Is iTH

Figure 11. Cross-coupled stiffness versus seal configu-
ration and number of teeth for a teeth-on -rotor seal.

Inlet circumferential velocity ratio is 1.0.

STEPPED LABYRINTH SEAL
IEUH--OI4-SIAIOR V/RS- - 1.0
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450O

400

35O

CONVERGE STRAIGHT DIVERGE
C0NfIURAION

* S TEETH * CO#IN 11O . 1 TE[TE

Figure 12. Cross-coupled stiffness versus seal configu-
ration and number of teeth for a teeth-on-stator seal.

Inlet circumferential velocity ratio is 1.0.
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Damping
Figures 13 and .14 show direct damping versus configuration and number of teeth for
an inlet circumferential velocity ratio of 1.0 for teeth-on-rotor and teeth-on-stator seals,

respectively. Figure 13 shows that the straight teeth-on-rotor seal yields a maximum value

of damping for the 10 and 15 teeth seals. This did not occur for an inlet circumferential

velocity ratio of 0.25 or 0.5. Figure 14 shows that direct damping is a maximum for the

diverging teeth-on-stator seal and a minimum for the converging seal for the 10 and 15
teeth seals. The opposite is true for the 5 teeth seal. The figures also show that direct

damping increases as the number of teeth increase.

STEPPED LABYRINTH SEAL
TEETH-ON-ROTOR V/PS. - 1.0

500-

400

300

200-

100 •__

0
CONVERGE $I RACHT DIVERGE

* , £~~ * otIrICLIRAIION *~ EIU UMTit 4 10 TEIN S1[1

Figure 18. Direct damping versus seal configu-

ration and number of teeth for a teeth-on-rotor seal.
Inlet circumferential velocity ratio Is 1.0.

STEPPED LABYRINTH SEAL
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Figure 14. Direct damping versus seal configu-
ration and number of teeth for a teeth-on-rotor seal.

Inlet circumferential velocity ratio is 1.0.
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Relative Rotordynamic Stability
The relative stability of the seal configurations investigated will be compared using the
whirl frequency ratio which is a ratio of the destabilizing influence divided by the stabilizing
influence and is defined as:

Kxy
wCzx

Figures 15, 16 and 17 show the whirl frequency ratio versus inlet circumferential velocity
ratio for 5, 10 and 15 teeth respectively. Each figure compares all three seal configurations
for both teeth-on- rotor and teeth-on-stator seals. Figure 15 shows that for inlet circumfer-
ential velocity ratios below 0.75, the diverging seal is more stable for both teeth-on-rotor
and teeth-on-stator seals. For larger ratios, the converging seal is more stable. Figures
16 and 17 show that the diverging seal is more stable for all cases for both teeth-on-rotor
and teeth-on-stator seals. The interesting result shown in the three figures is that the
teeth-on-rotor seal is more stable than the teeth-on- atator seal, for the 5 teeth seal while
the opposite is true for the 15 teeth seal. The latter result is supported by the test data
of Childs and Scharrer (1986b).

STEPPED LABYRINTH SEAL
5 IrEV"
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Figure 15. Whirl frequency ratio versus Inlet
circumferential velocity ratio for a 5 teeth seal.
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Figure 16. Whir! frequency ratio vernue inlet Figure 17. Whirl frequency ratio versus inlet
Circumferential velocity ratio for a 10 teeth seal. circumferential velocity ratio for a 15 teeth seal.
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CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented an analysis for the rotordynamic coefficients of stepped labyrinth
gas seals. The results of this analysis were presented in the form of a parametric study,
since no known experimental data existed. The results of this study support the following
conclusions:

1) The converging stepped labyrinth seal leaks less than either the straight-through or
the divergent seals.

2) The diverging stepped labyrinth seal had a higher value of direct stiffness than either
the straight-through or convergent seals for both the teeth-on-rotor and teeth-on-
stator case.

3) A maximum direct stiffness was obtained for a 10 teeth convergent teeth-on-rotor seal
and a 10 teeth divergent teeth-on-stator seal for inlet circumferential velocity ratios
of 0.75 or larger.

4) Cross-coupled stiffness increases as the number of teeth, and therefore length (in this
study), increase.

5) Direct damping increases as the number of teeth, and therefore length (in this study),
increase.

6) For most of the cases studied, the diverging seal is more stable, rotordynamically, than
either the straight-through or converging seals for both teeth-on-rotor and teeth-on-
stator seals.

7) For the 5 teeth seals, the teeth-on-rotor seal was more stable, rotordynamically, than
the teeth-on-stator seals. The opposited was true for the 15 teeth seals.
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APPENDIX A: DEFINITION OF FIRST-ORDER COEFFICIENTS

G1 = A-i; G2 = R---
RT RT

G- hoPo roli+'(y - 1) ((P5 )-'a Rsi+l
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INFUENCE OF DIFFEREfT TYPES OF SEALS ON THE
SFABILITY BEHAVIOR OF TURBOPUMPS

W. Diewald. R. Nordmann

Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Kaiserslautern

6750 Kaiserslautern
Federal Republic of Germany

ASrACr

One of the main problems in designing a centrifugal pump is to achieve a good
efficiency while not neglecting the dynamic performance of the machine. The first
aspect leads to the design of grooved seals in order to minimize the leakage flow.
But the influence of these grooves to the dynamic behavior is not known very well.
This paper presents experimental and theoretical results of the rotor-dynamic
coefficients for different groove shapes and depths in seals. Finally the
coefficients are applied to a simple pump model.

IYOATION

C seal clearance

CL leakage coefficient = /(2R 2 ). (p/2Ap)5

D. d direct and crosscoupled damping
dij dynamic coefficients for damping

Fx , F external forces

H groove depth
K. k direct and crosscoupled stiffness
ktj dynamic coefficients for stiffness

L seal length
N. m direct and crosscoupled inertia
mitj dynamic coefficients for inertia

Ap pressure drop
R shaft radius
v leakage velocity
x. y coordinates for two orthogonal directions
a damping coefficient (real part of the eigenvalue)

E modal damping = -a/(a 2 2) -*5

Welgenfrequency (imaginary part of the eigenvalue)
W 0 etgenfrequency of the "dry" shaft

O rotational frequency
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INTRODUCrIOI

Like all kinds of machines, centrifugal pumps shall operate with a good efficiency.
Because of the high rotational speeds, contactless seals have to be used to seperate
areas of different pressures in the pump. But the leakage flow through these seals
reduces the efficiency of the machine (fig. 1).

As a result of this aspect, pump manufacturers very often use grooved seal surfaces
to give more resistance to the fluid flow and so to reduce the leakage.

Besides the efficiency, also the dynamic behavior of the seals is an important aspect
for todays turbopumps. The operational speed usually is much higher than the first
critical speed of the "dry" shaft. But a resonance problem is avoided because during
operation the seals introduce a great amount of stiffness to the system. Therefore
they are also called wear rings. But not only stiffness, also damping arises from the
seals and the physical mechanisms can cause instability for the centrifugal pump.

So the influence of seals to the dynamic behavior of turbopumps is very important,
and has to be taken into account (ref. I).
Especially the influence of grooved seal surfaces has to be investigated because
these kind of seals are used for better effectiveness as mentioned before.

These influences are studied in this paper. For three different groove shapes with
various depths (fig. 2) the dynamic coefficients of the seals are determined
theoretically and experimentally. The results are dis-cussed and the influence to the
rotordynamic behavior of a simple pump model is demonstrated.

THEORETICAL APROAOJFS T0 IDETERINE SEAL-COEFFICIENIS

It is the aim of the theoretical approaches to describe the relations between
external forces acting on a seal and the motions of the shaft by a mathematical
expression. The results can be easily included in a finite element procedure for the
overall behavior of a pump, if they are described in a matrix equation:

+ + =(1)

Mr21 22 y d21 d 22J y kt k2 y FY

m i, dlj. kij dynamic coefficients for inertia,

damping and stiffness
x, y coordinates for two orthogonal directions
F F external forces

In the following chapters two ways of calculating these dynamic seal coefficients are
briefly described. Both theories come out with skewsymmetric matrices.

m = m22 = M direct inertia

m12= -m21 = m crosscoupled inertia

d 1 1  d22 =D direct damping
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d12 = -t21 = d crosscoupled damping

kll = k22 = K direct stiffness

k12 = -k21 = k crosscoupled stiffness

Finite Length Theory

In 1982 CHILDS published a finite length theory (ref. 2.3) to calculate seal
coefficients. It is based on a bulk-flow model (fig. 3a) for the fluid behavior in
the seal. The force equilibrium equations together with continuity equations can be
solved by a perturbation method. Integrating the resulting pressure distribution over
the seal surface leads to the seal-forces from which the dynamic coefficients can be
extracted.

Enclosed in this calculation are empirical constants to include the friction at the
rotor and stator surfaces, which have to be determined experimentally.

Regarding grooved seals it is possible to extend the model. The continuity equation
in circumferential direction is enlarged by the additional crossections of the
grooves, and the empirical friction factors are determined seperatly for
circumferential and axial direction. Also the friction of the circumferential fluid
flow at the groove walls is taken into account.

This extended bulk-flow theory was developed by NORDMANN (ref. 4) and is applicable
to grooved seals, but some empirical constants have to be measured in addition.

Finite Difference Theory

In 1986 DIETZEN and NORDMANN (ref. 5) published a method to calculate
seal-coefficients by means of a finite difference technique. The method is based on
the Navier-Stokes-Equations. continuity equation and energy equation, so that every
fluid flow can be modelled.
To calculate the fluid flow in a seal. the seal gap is described with a grid of
calculation points (fig. 3b). Using also a disturbance method the fluid velocities
and pressure values are calculated for all nodal points as a function of the values
of the surrounding grid points.

The wall shear stresses are modelled by a logarithmical law, which only influences
the first grid line at the wall. So it is possible to calculate the fluid flow for
all seal geometries without using any empirical values. Again the resulting pressure
distribution is integrated yielding the forces and finally the desired seal
coefficients.

A disadvantage for this finite difference theory are the high compu-tational times it
takes, but the results are very good compared to measurements as the next chapter
will show.
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MEASRE]Il(I OF SAL-400EFFICIENTS

Test Rig

A test rig to measure rotordynamic seal coefficients was build at the University of
Kaiserslautern by KASSNANN and NORDXANN (fig. 4). (ref. 6).

Between a stiff shaft which is rigidly supported and a stiff housing two symmetrical
seal inlets are situated. During operation the shaft rotates and water is pumped
through the seals. Their dynamic behavior is measured by impacting the housing with a
hammer and recording the input (force) and oetput signal (motion of the housing in
relation to the shaft). A FFT-Analyser calculates the transfer function from wich the
dynamic coef-ficients are extracted.

Because of the large mass of the housing, which is moved during measurements, the
inertia coefficients cannot be evaluated by this test rig.

Leakage

A first result for the seal geometries shown in fig. 2 is the leakage performance.
Fig. 5 presents the dimensionless leakage coefficient cL for the different seal

geometries versus groove depth.

It is obvious that the smooth seal has the highest leakage. For increasing groove
depths, the coefficient goes down in general. Only the rectangular groove shape shows
an increasing leakage for larger depths. Over all, rectangular and sawshaped grooves
show the best performance.

Dynamic Coefficients

The resulting seal coefficients for one operational point are given in fig. 6. They
are compared with theoretical results coming from the two theories mentioned before.
The inertia coefficients are not shown in this figure. because they could not be
measured as mentioned before.

For all geometries the values for the direct stiffness term are influenced very much
by the various groove depths: they decrease. Cross coupled stiffnesses also decrease
slightly, while cross coupled damping stays nearly constant. Especially for the
rectangular groove shapes direct damping also goes down with increasing depths.

The comparison with the calculated data shows very good agreement for the finite
difference theory in all parameters.
Finite length theory predicts higher direct stiffness terms, but shows good agreement
for the other coefficients.

The results for other operational points are qualitatively similar.

Discussion

Using finite difference technique it is possible to calculate accurate dynamic seal
coefficients for all seal geometries, but it is very time consuming. and so it is
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also of interest to find out, in which case the finite length method works
satisfactory.

Direct damping is calculated pretty good by finite length theory. but this may arise
from the fact, that measured friction factors have to be included in the calculation.

Also finite length theory shows reasonable results for rectangular groove shapes, but
is very wrong for other geometries especially for the very important direct stiffness
terms. This can be explained regarding the fluid flow in the seals calculated by
finite difference technique (fig. 7). One can see a recirculation inside rectangular
grooves which does not affect the main flow very much. So the bulk flow model, with
an extended circumferential continuity equation can be applied successfully. For
other groove geometries the main flow direction is very much influenced by the
grooves, so that the bulk flow model is not aplicable.

INFLUENM ON EIGMXALUES

For real machines not the single dynamic coefficients are important but the resulting
overall behavior, for example critical speed, damping and stability behavior.
These informations are given by the elgenvalues of a centrifugal pump which consist
of eigenfrequencies and damping values.

In order to demonstrate the effect of different seal geometries on the rotordynamics
of turbopumps a simple rotor model is chosen. Fig. 8 shows a Jeffcott rotor as a
model for a double suction feed pump.

The coefficients for the different seal geometries are applied to this model. The
results at operational speed are shown in fig. 9.
A smooth seal increases the first eigenfrequency of the dry shaft with
96 X and all grooved seals have less stiffening effect, getting smaller with
increasing groove depths. The best groove geometry to introduce stiffness to the
system are saw shaped grooves. Values for modal damping are improving for grooved
seals, but a general characteristics cannot be observed.It has to be pointed out,
that modal damping is determined by both, the real and imaginary part of the
eigenvalue. The real parts of the elgenvalues decrease for grooved seals (fig. 10).

In fig. 10 eigenvalues and unbalance responses are shown versus running speed for
rectangular groove shapes. For a constant pressure drop versus speed, which is not
realistic for a pump. eigenfrequencies don't change very much, damping slightly
decreases and the unbalance responses show no dramatic differences for various groove
depths. The pressure drop in a real machine would be nearly proportional to running
speed squared. In this case the eigenfrequencies and damping values increase with
running speed. The unbalance responces for grooved seals are now much worse compared
to plain seals.

Finally the calculated elgenvalues of a multistage boiler feed pump are shown using
the data for grooved seals and plain seals respectivly (fig. 11). With one exception
all eigenfrequencies are increased using plain seals. The results for modal damping
show no uniform characteristics.

So from dynamic point of view it is hard to tell whether one should use plain or
grooved seals. The special application has to be investigated.
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The design of grooved seals for turbopumps reduces the leakage flow and so increases
the efficiency.

The Influence of these kinds of seals to the dynamic performance is investigated for
different types of seals. Rotordynamic seal-coef-ficients are evaluated
experimentally and the results are compared to calculated ones coming from finite
length theory and finite difference technique respectively. The latter gives the best
results for all seal geometries, while finite length theory seems to be applicable
for rectangular grooves only.

The influence to the eigenvalues of a simple pump model shows less stiffening effect
of grooved seals compared to plain seals. Whether from a dynamic point of view
grooved seals are better or worse compared to plain seals cannot be stated generally.
An analysis of the special application seems to be necessary.
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A 3-DIXENSIOrAL FINITE-DIFFEREIKE MEiIOD FOR CALJLATING
MIE DYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS OF SEALS

F.J. Dietzen and R. Nordmann
Department of Mechanical Engineering

University of Kaiserslautern
Federal Republic of Germany

ABSTRACT

This paper presents a method to calculate the dynamic coefficients of seals with
arbitrary geometry. To describe the turbulent flow the Navier-Stokes equations are
used in conjunction with the k-a turbulence model. These equations are solved by a
full 3-dimensional finite-difference procedure instead of the normally used
perturbation analysis. The time dependence of the equations is introduced by
working with a coordinate system rotating with the precession frequency of the
shaft. The results of this theory are compared with coefficients calculated by a
perturbation analysis and with experimental results.

INTR(MIUON

During the last years it has become evident, that it is important to include the
fluid forces caused by seals when predicting the dynamic behavior of turbopumps. To
calculate these forces and the dynamic coefficients which are normally used to
describe them (eq. 1)

several methods which are based either on the so called "bulk-flow" theories 11,2/
or directly on the Navier-Stokes equations /3,4/ have been published. A conunon
feature of these methods, developed for straight pump seals /I/ straight gas seals
/2.4/ or grooved seals /3/. is, that they are all based on a perturbation analysis
to determine the dynamic coefficients. But the perturbation analysis requires many
assumtions, e.g.

1. It is assumed that the shaft moves on small orbits around the centric position,
so that a perturbation analysis can be used for all flow variables

[Fz~ = [K4k z + [D z +  [M .....

and all terms with power of e greater than one can be neglected in the
equations without loss of accuracy (e -- perturbation parameter).
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2. The change of the perturbation flow variables In the circumferential directior
can be described by sine and cosine functions.

#1 = # 1CcosO + # ls sinO

3. The change In time can be described by

#1= # e t

because the shaft moves on a circular orbit.

To check how these assumptions effect the results we have developed a 3-dimensional
finite-difference procedure to calculate the dynamic coefficients. The only
assumptions In this theory are that the turbulence can be described by the k-6
turbulence model and that the shaft moves on circular orbits around the seal
center.

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

To describe the turbulent flow in a seal we have the Navier-Stokes equations and
the continuity equation. The turbulent stresses occuring in the fluid can be
handeled like laminar stresses by introducing a turbulent viscosity. The turbulent
and the laminar viscosity are then summed up to an effective viscosity p e

Pe = Pl + At

To describe pt the k-e turbulence model /5,6/ is used because it is simple and

often used to calculate the turbulent flow in seals /7,8.9.10/.

All these equations can be represented in the following form

+r +w )-7 r: t
x_ (pu#) _x r(r r* rpv#) - rr* # +i r 6(pw#)~ r 0 TOO) =#
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# r # S #

8 + 8u. 18 8v By 18 8wu e x~ + r;-r rpeoK) + r--@ p je )

+ a u Ila Iv.Pe - x +  r) + rr(rpe;)

1 7 1 ,w, 2 Iw 2 + 2
S 2 e r

1!2 +o C 1 I u. 1 . 7v. 17 ,I 7w.

1 v w 7 la2
r2Ie" - Ad + r-pev) rvw

0 0

k Pe/Ok C- pe

e e ICIG- C2

Table 1: Source terms of the ?Navier-Stokes equations, the
continuity equation and the equations of the k-e
model.
(constants of k-& model are given in Appendix A)

To determine the dynamic coefficients we assume that the shaft moves on a circular
orbit with precession frequency Q around the seal center. Since this would normally
result ;n a time dependent problem we introduce a rotating coordinate system which
is fixed at the shaft center (Fig. 1). In this system the flow is stationary.
Due to the rotating coordinate system centrifugal- and coriolis-forces occur in the
equations for the radial and circumferential momentum /11/. which are taken into
consideration by a modification of the source terms.

SO I +[2 r + M w
V v

w = Sw - z'

So the final form of the equations is given if Sv and Sw in Table 1 are replaced by

I I
S and Sv w
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Fig. 1: Rotating coordinate system

BOUNDARY CONDlITIONS

The above given equations are solved In conjunction with the following boundary
conditions (Fig. 2)

Fig. 2: Locations where the boundary-conditions ust be
specified
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Entrance: -2

n PB() 2 PUB(o)(+) =PA

Exit PC(9) = 0

Stator : u = 0 v = 0 w = -fOr
Rotor : u = 0 v = 0 w =(w-l)r

uB Is the average axial entrance velocity specified for every grid-plane.
For k and a the standard conditions of the k-F model /5.6/ are used at the walls.

FItITE-DIFFRE--PROCERE

This system of equations with the corresponding boundary conditions is solved by a
3-dimensional finite-difference procedure, based on the method published by Gosman
and Pun /12/. The seal is discretisized by a grid (Fig. 3) and the variables are
calculated at the nodes. To determine the pressure we use the PISO /13/ algorithm
instead of SIMPLE /14/.

Fig. 3: Mesh arrangement in the seal

DYAMIC OOEFFICm

As result of our solution procedure we get the pressure distribution in the seal
and by a pressure integration in axial and circumferential direction the forces. To
simplify the integration we consider the case when the rotating coordinate system

y. z coincids with the stationary system y. z.
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i . i I I I ~ I i -

F - f f pcosO r Id~dx F = ,, f psin~r I uux

0 0 0 0

When calculating the forces for 3 precession frequencies 0 = 0 1 = lw and 0 = 2w
we can determine the dynamic coefficients. To save computation time we calculate k.
e and p t only for 0 = 0 and keep it constant then for 0 = lw ans 0 = 2w.

RE ULTS

1. Example

First we compare the results of the 3-dimensional theory with those of a method,
based on a perturbation analysis in the Navier-Stokes equations and In addition
with experimental values.
For a straight seal with the following data the results are shown in Fig. 5.

L = 23.5 mm P = 0,7ml1-3 Ns/m3

rI = 23.5 m p = 996.0 kg/m3

C = 0.2 mm u = 16.46 m/s0

w(O.O.2000 RPM)/rw = 0.13 f(2000 RPM) = 0.35

;(O.O.4000 RPN)/riw = 0.17 f(4000 RPM) = 0.37

w(O.O.6000 RPM)/rtW = 0.19 f(6000 RPM) = 0.38

* 2. Example

For a grooved seal (Fig. 4) the dynamic coefficients are shown as a function of the
groove depth HR (Fig. 6.7).

Fig. 4: Geometry of grooved seals
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The seal data are:

L = 23.5 -* = 7N103 Ns/m3

rI =23.5 m p 996.0 kghn3

CO  0.2 m
0

w(O.O.u = 14.11 m/s)/rlI = 0.20 f (14.11 m/s) = 0.38

w(O.O.u = 11.76 m/s)/r I = 0.22 E(1l,76 m/s) = 0.39

In Fig. (8.9) the grid. the axial and radial velocity- the circumferential velocity
and the pressure are shown for a groove depth of 0.5 mm and an avarage axial

velocity of u = 14.11 m/s.

3. Example

In some further calculations we have investigated the influence of grooves on the
rotor and stator for the seal shown in Fig. 10.

The seal data are:

L = 35.0 - l = 0.710-3 Ns/m3

r I = 23.7 mm p = 996.00 kg/m 3

C0 = 0.2 mm n = 4000 RPM

f = 0.5 w(O.0) = 0.SrrI

groove depth on rotor and stator 0.4 mm
total pressure loss . 0.8 Mpa
radius of shaft orbit r = C /40

0 0

In Fig. 10 the total stiffness coefficients of the seal. and the portions developed
in each part of the seal are shown.
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1001900-

k

'100 000.

Fig. 10: Stiffness coefficients for a seal with grooves on
rotor and stator

From that diagram we can draw the following interesting conclusions:
1. Although the pressure loss for a centric shaft position has the same magnitude

for every land part, these lands develop different contributions to the total
coefficients.

2. Although the clearance in the chambers is 5-times greater than in the land
parts, the forces in the chambers can't be neglected.

3. The chambers have a strong destabilising effect, because they cause positive
radial forces and big positive tangential forces. (positive forces have the
direction of the z-y axes in Fig. 1)

4. E ample

We made further test calculations for the seal arrangement shown in Fig. 11.
The seal data for this example are:

P, = 0"7e-3 Ns/m2  f = 0,5

p M 1ooo c'/m3  ;(o.0O)/r I = 0.5

total pressure loss : 0.347 Npa n a 2000 RPM
Radius of shaft orbit : r = Co/40
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Fig. 11: Geometry of a reversing chamber

In Fig. 12 the flowfield in this seal Is shown.

pt 0

99.0

Fig. 12: Axial and radial velocity - X (ago

As a result the following stiffness coefficients for seal 1 and seal 2 (Fig. 11)

are obtained.

K (N/rn] k (N/rn]
seal 1 - 0.128 67 - 0.133 e6
Seal 2 - 0.921 e5 - 0.853 e5
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The result is surprising, because seal 1 yields a negative direct stiffness instead
the expected positive.
This can be explained if one looks at the pressure loss in the seal arrangement.

p p P
[ bar] A bar] A (bar] A B

1,97 B B 2,09 1,901,83 1,92 1.77

3 0 C c
0O 1 _J1 0.12 01o4
D 0 D

Fig. 13: Pressure loss for Pressure loss in the Pressure loss in the
centric shaft plane with nearest plane with widest
position gap in seal 1 gap in seal I

The main pressure loss is caused by the entrance loss of the flow from the chamber
into seal 2 (Fig. 13). If now, the rotating part moves in r-direction the increase
of the clearance of seal 2 (in the plane considered) results in a sharp drop in the
pressure loss B-C. And this drop in the pressure loss and the rise in the opposite
plane is responsible for the negative value of k in seal 1.

Ou"CUJSIOMS

The first two examples show that the perturbation analysis yields good results in
comparison with the 3-dimensional theory although it requires only a fraction of
the calculation time and storage needed for that method. On the other hand it is
only possible to determine the coefficients of look-through seals with the
perturbation analysis, while there are no restrictions concerning the geometry for
the 3-dimensional procedure.

Example 3 and 4 clearly demonstrate that in a arrangement of several seals, the
separated consideration of the single seals, even with big chambers between them.
ay lead to totally wrong results.
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F , F Forces on the shaft in z and y direction

K. k direct and cross-coupling stiffness
D. d direct and cross-coupled damping
M. m direct and cross-coupling inertia
u.v,w axial, radial and circumferential velocity
p pressure
k turbulence energy
a energy dissipation
Pe.Pl.-Pt effective, laminar and turbulent viscosity

p density
t time
x.r., axial, radial and circumferential coordinate
C production term in k-e-model

k, -o 6Constants of the k-e-model

C. l.C2  Constants of the k-e-model

# general variable standing for u.v.w.p.k e
St  general source term

C seal clearance0

ra radius of the precession motion of the shaft

e = r /C perturbation parameter

W rotational frequency of the shaft
.O precession frequency of the shaft
fentrance lost-coefficient
L Length of the seal
ri radius of the rotor (shaft)

r radius of the stator
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APPENDIX A: Constants and production-term of the k-e model
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An Experimental Study on the Static and Dynamic
Characteristics of Pump Annular Seals

T. Iwatsubo

B. C. Sheng
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The Faculty of Engineering, Kobe University,
Rokko, Nada, Kobe, Japan-

Abstract

A new test apparatus is constructed and is applied to investigate static and
dynamic characteristics of annular seals for turbopumps. The fluid forces acting on
the seals are measured for various parameters such as the preswirl velocity, the
pressure difference between inlet and outlet of the seal, the whirling amplitude,
and the ratio of whirling speed to spinning speed of the rotor. Influence of these
parameters on the static and dynamic characteristics is investigated from the
experimental results. As a result, preswirl affects on the dynamic characteristics
strongly. Especially, the preswirl opposing the rotating direction acts as a
stabilizing role on the rotor system.

1. Introduction

A turbomachine such as a pump tends to be operated at high speed and high
pressure by severe requirement of the performance. But with increasing of the speed
and the pressure, the fluid force causes an instability of the rotating machine by
the non-contact seal, such as balance piston and wearring. So, it is necessary to
make the dynamic behavior clear and to supply accurate data in order to predict and
prevent the unstable vibration, still more to design a stable rotating machine.

Many theoretical and experimental analysises on the characteristics of non-
contacting seal are reported. As an experimental research on annular seals, Childs
et al. (Ref.2,3) investigated fluid forces acting on the seals and their
characteristics with a test apparatus which has an eccentric rotor. Nordmann (Ref.4)
used an impulse force type test apparatus to carry out an experiment on the
characteristics of annular seals. Kaneko et al. (Ref.7), Kanki et al. (Ref.8), and
Hori et al. (Ref.9) also reported their test results on the seals. All these results
are important for the reseach on annular seals. However in these experimental
apparatus, casing inertia force of the test rig is larger than the flow induced
force by the seal, so signal/noise ratio is not good. Childs et al. investigated the
characteristics under the condition of rotor whirling motion, but limited by the
test apparatus, he only investigated the characteristics in the synchronous
motion of the rotor. Recently, Kanemori and Iwatsubo (Ref.1O) used a test apparatus
in which the rotor gives spinning and whirling motion independently to test a long
annular seal of submerged pump for various whirling speeds. But, they did not test
on the preswirl velocity which strongly affects the stability of a rotor system
because their interest is limited to the dynamic characteristics of submerged pump.
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The dynamic characteristics of annular seals have not been investigated yet in

various operating conditions.
This paper shows the experimental results obtained by an experimental

apparatus which is newly desinged to obtain the high SIN ratio. In the test the
fluid force acting on the seals is measured and the stiffness, damping, and inertia
cofficients are obtained. Influence of the parameters such as whirling
amplitude pressure difference between inlet and outlet of the seal, preswirl,
rotating and whirling speeds, and their directions is investigated.

2. Nomenclature

Fx,Fy : Fluid forces in x and y directions
Fr,Ft : Fluid forces in r and t directions
Kxx,Kyy,Kxy,Kyx : Stiffness coefficients
Cxx,Cyy,Cxy,Cyx : Damping coefficients
Mxx,Myy,Mxy,Myx : Inertia coefficients
x,y,z : Fixed coordinates
r,t : Radial and tangential coordinates
p($,z) : Pressure distribution
P(o) : Average pressure in axial direction
Pin : Inlet pressure to the seal
Pex : Outlet pressure from the seal
AP : Pressure difference between inlet and outlet of the seal
W : Spinning angular velocity of the rotor
1 : Whirling angular velocity of the rotor
e : Whirling eccentricity of the rotor
* : Phase difference between principle force and displacement
R,D : Rotor radius and diameter, respectively
L : Seal length
C : Seal clearance
Vt : Preswirl velocity
Vts : Preswirl velocity without a rotating motion
Va : Fluid average velocity in axial direction

3. Test apparatus and measuring instruments

3.1 Test apparatus

Figs.1 and 2 show assembly of a test apparatus and layout of test facility,
respectively. In Fig.l, a working fluid, that is, water is injected through three
pairs of swirl passages to accomplish different inlet swirl velocity shown in a
cross section B. The water passes through the clearances of the seal and flows out
to outlets of both sides of the housing. Cool water is continously applied to the
tank in order to maintain the water temperature constant.

The inlet part consists of six tubes connected with swirl passages for
injecting the water, and swirl speed is adjusted by the six valves in order to
obtain the arbitrary swirl velocity in the rang of 0 - 6.5m/s.

A seal part consists of a seal stator and a seal rotor. The seal rotor, of
which diameter is 70mm, is connected with a motor by a flexible coupling. The motor
is controled in speed range 0 - 3500r.p.m. by an electric inverter and also selected
a rotational dirention, too. Four types of parallel annular seals shown in
Table 1 are prepared for the test. The seal stator has holes to measure the
dynamic pressure in the seal, as shown in a cross section C. Both long and short
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Table 1 Specification of seals

I______Lensth(mm) Diameter (Rm) i./D Clearaice(mm)

Seal 1 70 70 1.0 0.175

Seal 2 35 70 0.5 0.175

Seal 3 70 70 1.0 0.5
Sea 4 35 70 0.5 0.5

seals have three holes in axial direction and four holes in x and y directions. The
dynamic pressure is measured by strain gauge type pressure gauge shown in a cross
section C. Fluid dynamic force acting on the stator is also directly measured by
load cells shown in a cross section C in order to compare with the data of the
pressure transducers.

A bearing part has two ball bearings to make a spinning and a whirling motions.
To make a whirling motion, an inside sleeve and an outside sleeve, which have a
0.05mm eccentricity each other, are attached between the two bearings as shown in
the cross section A of Fig.1. The two eccentric sleeves can be rotated,
relatively. So an arbitrary eccentricity can be adjusted in the range of 0 - 0.1mm.
The sleeves of both sides are driven by a motor through the timing belts. The motor
can also be controled by electric inverter in the rotating speed range of 0 -
3500r.p.m., and selected rotational direction by an inverter.

3.2 Measuring instruments

Measuring procedure illustrated in Fig.3 consists of four kinds of phisical
variables, that is, rotating and whirling speed, dynamic pressure in the seal, seal
forces and displacement of the rotor. Signals from measuring instruments are
recorded by a data recorder and analyzed by a computer.

Displacement pickup Load cells

--- Test apparatus

Amplifiers Pressure pickups

1 Tape reoe xPrinter
Tape recorder Hx Cx Kx Fr

(XR-50) HxY CxY Kx Ft

A / D (PC-9030)
= fill fill Plotter

Computer (TEAC-300) Curves

Fig.3 Measurement procedure

The rotating and whirling speed are measured by eddycurrent type pulse sensers
and digital counters.
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A pressure transducer of semiconductor strain gauge type is used to measure
the dynamic pressure through the syringe needle. The pressure in the seal is
measured at three points in the seal shown in Fig.4. The seal stator is mounted on
the housing by O-rings as shown in Fig.4.

Dynamic fluid force can be directly measured by a load cell shown in Fig.5. The
force measured by the load cell is calibrated to rewise the influence of the 0-
rings and the inertia of the seal.

Pressure Syringe
pickup'-4 lI e

.A-

RoLor

Fig.4 Detail part of pressure measurement

Load cell 0 rimig

Rotor

Fig.5 Detail part of force measurement

An eddycurrent type displacement sensor is used to measure the displacement and
this displacement, is used as a reference signal to obtain the phase difference
between the displacement and the flow induced force.

The test data are recorded by a data recorder and sent to the computer through
an A/D converter. In the computer the pressure values are integrated in the
circumferential direction to obtain the fluid force, then the characteristic
coefficients are calculated.

A special pitot tube set is used to measure the preswirl velocity in the inlet
of seal, as shown in Fig.6. The static and total pressures are measured by the
pressure transducers instead of usual U-tube.

Axial flow velocity in seal and the leakage are determined from the outlet flow
velocity directly measured by a pitot tube.

3.3 Calibration

As a preliminary test, the static and the dynamic characteristics of measuring
instruments, i.e. the pressure transducer, the load cell and the pitot tube, are
calibrated.

As the pressure measuring set is constructed by a pressure transducer and a
syringe needle, a phase difference between real pressure and measured pressure is
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Fig.6 Detail part swirl velocity measurement

investigated. Then, it is found that the pressure measuring set has a phase lag
relative to the real pressure and the phase lag increases with the frequency.

Dynamic calibration of the load cell is done in various working conditions. A
periodic force is excited on the seal by a shaker, and the force is simultaneously
measured by strain gauges attached to the shaking rod and by the load cell fixed on
the other side. These data are used to calibrate the measured data in the real test.

A pitot tube set is used to measure the inlet preswirl velocity. Its pitot tube
coefficient for calibration is determined by means of a standard pitot tube.

4. Discussions on the accuracy measured by the test apparatus

4.1 Comparison with the data by two measuring methods

Fig.7 illustrates the fluid forces measured by load cell unit and pressure
transducer unit. These results show a reasonable agreement because a relative error
between the two results is within 5.5 percent.

4.2 Comparison with other researcher's results

A comparison of the author's experimental result with Childs'(Ref.2) results
is shown in Fig.8. These results can not be compared quantitatively, because the
working fluids and test conditions are different. However, these results have the
same tendencies. Fig.9 is the test result of Kanemori et al.(Ref.10). This
result also demonstrates good agreement with the author's result of Fig.10 in
quantity.

5. Calculation of fluid force and characteristic coefficients

It is assumed that the motion equation of the rotor system is represented as
follows

[MJ(X+[C]{i)+[K](X)=(f(t))-(F)
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Fig.1O Result for forward and backward spinning speeds

where [M],[C],[K] are mass, damping, and stiffness matrix and (f(t)) is force
vecter. {FJ=(Fx Fy}T is fluid reaction force acting on a rotor and is represented
as a linear function of rotor displacement, velocity an( acceleration, as follows.

IFxlr= Mxx NO14yl X Cxyi .j rKxx Kxy)[(x1
III4 " Kyx Kyy'F' Hyx my Y~ Cyy~ bN

For small whirling motion about a center position, the relation of the
coefficients may be expressed by
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Mxx = Myy, Myx = Mxy = 0, CXX = Cyy,
Cyx = -Cxy, Kxx = Kyy, Kyx = -Kxy ""(2)

where the cross-coupled inertia coefficient is neglected because it is negligible
small.

A rotating coordinate system rotating with rotor is adopted so as easily to
analyze the fluid force. The relation between a fixed coordinate system and a
rotating coordinate system is illustrated in Fig.11, where Fx and Fy are
represented by radial force Fr and tangential force Ft.

t Y r

Fx Rotor o

/

Fr
7/ 17/ Ft

Stator T"

Fig.11 Model of annular seal

In the test, whirling motion is given by

x = e-cosft, y = e'singt
k =-e-P-sin t, $= e-P-cos bt
x =-e-j12-cosft, j =-e_ 2 .sinf2t

Substituting Eq.(3) and Eq.(2) into Eq.(1), the following expressions are
obtained

Fr = e (-Kxx-SlCxy+p 2 Mxx)

Ft = e ( KxyCxx) (4)

or

-Fr/e = Kxx+QCxy-fl2Mxx ""0(5)

-Ft/e =-Kxy+gCxx

where -Fr/e and -Ft/e are called restitution force coefficient and tangential force
coefficient, respectively.

The displacement of the rotor, pressure and force can be directly measured by
the displacement sensor, the pressure transducer and the load cell, respectively. So
the dynamic coefficients are determined from these data.

The fluid force are obtained by integrating pressure distribution along axial
and circumferential direction of the seal, that is,
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Fr = $efeP(O,z)°cost$R4dt"dz

= R.LiP(4)cossd

..-(6)

Ft = J flp(i,z).sin$'R-ddz

23= Rt.L-J* P(4)-sin 'd

=(L-D.n/N)fP(4J).sinsJ
jai

where N is the time series total data number of pressure within one period. P( ) is
average pressure in the axial direction,

P(4t) = (1/L)f.p(,z)'dz

3= (1/gIPi'Li

where Pi is pressure measured at different points, and Li is length between these
points.

To determine the coefficients Mxx, Cxx, Cxy, Kxx, Kxy of Eq.(5), Fr/e and Ft/e
at 12 different forward and backward whirling speeds are measured for a given
spinning speed, and Ft/e is approximated by a linear function, Fr/e by a quadratic
function of Q. From Eq.(5), inertia coefficient, damping coefficients, and stiffness
coefficients are represented by the curvature, the slopes and the crosses,
respectively. The experimental conditions are shown in Table 2.

Table 2 Experimental Condition

Pressure dirferenceA P(kPa) 196,294,490,588,882

Whirling amplitude e (mm) 20,30,40,50,60

Spinning speed (o (r.p.m) 500 - 3500

Whirling speed Q (r.p.m) t 600 - 1 2400

Presvirl velocity Vt (/s) 0 - t13

6. Experimental results and discussion

Since the fluid forces measured by the pressure transducer and load cell are
about the same, the fluid force measured by the pressure transducer is used as the
experimental results in this discussion.

6.1 Pressure distribution and leakage (static results)

The static pressure distributions in axial direction of seal 1 and 2 are shown
in Fig.12 and the dynamic pressure distributions of seal 1 is shown in Fig.13 for
various inlet pressure. It is known from Fig.13 that the dynamic pressure
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Fig.13 Dynamic pressure falls

distribution is more sensitive to the inlet pressure.
The leakages of seal 1 to 4 are shown in Fig.14. They increase as the pressure

difference and the seal clearance increase but reduce slightly with the increasing
of spinning speeds. Also they are insensitive to preswirls, whirling amplitude, and
whirling speeds of the rotor.

6.2 Fluid force

6.2.1 Effect of spinning speed
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Fig.14 Leakages

Fig.15 illustrates the experimental results of fluid force coefficients Fr/e
and Ft/e for rotor spinning speeds. These results show that Fr/e does not obviously
vary with the spinning speed, but Ft/e increases with the spinning speed. That is,
the increasing of the spinning speed gives an instabilizing effect to the rotor
system. The changes of Fr/e and Ft/e with spinning speed are independent on the
pressure and the whirling amplitude, and they appear the same tendencies for the
four types of seal.

The radial and the tangential forces, i.e. Fr/e and Ft/e, for the ratioes Q'w
are shown in Fig.16 where the oblique fillet is the instabilizing region of Ft/e. It
is known from the results that Fr/e and Ft/e are varying with the spinning speed,
even if the ratioes of Q/w are same. This may be the effect of viscosity of the
fluid.

6.2.2 Effect of preswirl velocity

Fig.17 shows the effect of the whirl ratio Q/w on Fr/e and Ft/e of seal 1 for
various preswirl velocities. The results illustrate that the preswirl of the same
direction to the spinning affects the unstable area of fluid force largely. The
preswirl in the direction of rotation extends the unstable area, but the preswirl in
the opposite direction of rotation reduces the area, even reduce it to negative
values for enough opposing swirl. However, for both of the swirls the intersection
point of Ft/e and zero axis approach to about Q/W =0.5 with the increasing of the
spinning speed.

This phenomenon Is illustrated as the relation between the whirling speed and
the average circumferential velocity rotating about OR/2. That is, when the
whirling angular velocity of the rotor is lower than the average angular velocity
of fluid, the whirling motion of rotor will be accelerated by the rotating fluid,
conversely, when the whirling angular velocity is faster than the average angular
velocity, the whirling motion will be restrained, so that the sign reverses about
A/w = 0.5. The circumferential velocity distributions in radial are shown in Fig.18
where Figs.(b) and (c) are for the cases of enough preswirl and inverse preswirl
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Fig.15 Force coefficients for spinning speed

velocities. The distrbution demonstrates that the preswirl strengthens the fluid
average velocity Vm, and the opposing preswirl weakens the average velocity Vm. From
these effect, the unstable area varies.

By these discussions it is said that the preswirl in the direction of the rotor
rotation gives an instabilizing effect to the rotor system and the opposing preswirl
gives a stabilizing effect to the rotor system.

6.2.3 Effect of pressure difference

Fr/e and Ft/e are measured for various pressure differences between inlet and
outlet of the seal. The results show that Fr/e and Ft/e only change their values,
but they do not change their qualitative characteristics. One of these results is
shown in Fig.19.

6.2.4 Effect of seal length

The effect of seal length is shown in Fig.20. The result shows that two seals
have the same tendencies for Ft/e, but they do not for Fr/e. Comparing with the long
seal (L/D=1), Fr of the short seal (L/D=0.5) acts ai'a stabilizing force. This is
because if the axial flow velocity increases, the tangential force which is
generated by the circumferential flow decreases by the decrease of flow passing time
through the seal.

6.2.5 Effect of whirling amplitude

Fig.21 shows the effect of whirling amplitude (eccentric ratio) on Fr/e and
Ft/e of seal 1. The result shows Fr/e and Ft/e increase with the increasing of the
whirling amplitude.
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Fig.16 Effect of spinning speed on force coefficients
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6.3 Stiffness, damping and inertia coefficients

The stiffness coefficients, damping coefficients and inertia coefficients
obtained from the fluid forces are shown in Figs.22 and 23. From these results the
inertia coefficients are independent of the pressure difference, the eccentric
ratio, and the swirl velocity, and they always get positive values. Therefore, the
inertia force decreases an eigenfrequency of the rotor system.

The direct damping coefficients are always positive and much larger than Cxy,
So generally, the damping forces act as stabilizing forces on the rotor system.
These damping forces are not affected by swirl velocity and seal length.

The stiffness coefficients Kxx and Kxy are largely affected by the swirl
velocity, especially Kxy. These can be recognized from Fig.22. Kxy increases with
the preswirl velocity, and decreases with the opposing swirl velocity. That is, the
stiffness force related to Kxy may act as a stabilizing force or as an instabilizing
force according to opposing preswirl or preswirl velocities.

As shown in Fig.23, coefficient Kxx has a negative value for the long seal 1,
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but Kxx has a positive value for the short seal 2. Namely, the short seal is more
stable than the long seal from the viewpoint of the stiffness coefficients of
diagonal terms.
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Fig.20 Effect of seal length on force coefficients
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7. Conclusions

The experimental study reported here derives the following conclusions,

(1) The leakage grows with the increasing of the pressure difference, but reduces
slightly with the increasing of the spinning speed. The leakage is insensitive to
the preswirl velocity, the whirling amplitude, and the whirling speed.

(2) The flow induced force increases with the increase of the whirling
amplitude, but decreases with the increase of seal clearance.

(3) The preswirl velocity strongly affects the stability of the rotor system.
Preswirl velocity in the rotating direction acts as a tendency of instability, but
opposing preswirl has a tendency of a stability in the rotor system.

(4) Tangential fluid force increases with rotor spining speed, as a result, it may
become an instabilizing force.

(5) Axial flow through the seal has a tendency of stabilizing to rotor system.

(6) The inertia force related to the inertia coefficient Mxx always acts to
decrease the eigenfrequency of the rotor system.

(7) The damping force related to the damping coefficients Cxx and Cxy usually acts
as stabilizing forces. As for the values, Cxx gets larger.

(8) The preswirl velocity has no effect on Mxx,Cxx,Cxy; however, it affects the
stiffness coefficiets Kxx and Kxy largely, especially on Kxy.
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Industries Co.Ltd. is gratefully acknowledged. The authors wish further to thank to
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A SEAL TEST FACILITY FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF ISOTROPIC

AND ANISOTROPIC LINEAR ROTORDYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

M. L. Adams and T. Yang
Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland, Ohio 44106, U.S.A.

S. E. Pace
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SUMMARY

A new seal test facility for measuring high-pressure seal rotor-
dynamic characteristics has recently been made operational at Case
Western Reserve University (CWRU). This work is being sponsored by
the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). The fundamental concept
embodied in this test apparatus is a double-spool-shaft spindle which
permits independent control over the spin speed and the frequency of
an adjustable circular vibration orbit for both forward and backward
whirl. Also, the static eccentricity between the rotating and non-
rotating test seal parts is easily adjustable to desired values. By
accurately measuring both dynamic radial displacement and dynamic
radial force signals, over a wide range of circular orbit frequency,
one is able to solve for the "full" linear-anisotropic model's 12
coefficients rather than the 6 coefficients of the more restrictive
isotropic linear model. Of course, one may also impose the isotropic
assumption in reducing test data, thereby providing a valid qualifica-
tion of which seal configurations are well represented by the iso-
tropic model and which are not. In fact, as argued in reference [1),
the requirement for maintaining a symmetric total system mass matrix
means that the resulting isotropic model needs 5 coefficients and the
anisotropic model needs 11 coefficients.

INTRODUCTION

The new test facility described in this paper was born out of an

earlier test apparatus described in reference [2]. The earlier
apparatus, while conceived and designed by the first author of this
paper, was assembled by a third party in their commercial test labora-
tory (herein called Laboratory "X"). Basically, Laboratory "X" spent
all the funds allocated for the assembly, debugging and test work
without ever getting beyond the debug stage. EPRI then terminated
funding this Laboratory "X" work and the hardware remnants of this

unsuccessful effort remained in dormant storage at Laboratory "X" for
about two years, until it was transported to CWRU in late 1985. Since
than, two years have been spent redesigning certain critical portions
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of the apparatus and building the new facility at CWRU. In early
1988, the test facility was ready for full system testing and the
results demonstrated that the facility was capable of providing reli-
able test results. Consequently, this work is now moving into its
next phase, i.e., testing several different seal geometries and confi-
gurations for applications in power plant centrifugal pumps. Specifi-
cally, interstage sealing annulus geometries vit, improved wear-
resistant damping characteristics will be sought and rotordynamically
quantified using this new test facility. The main body of this paper
contains a brief description of the test facility, details of design
changes and samples of the first group of results.

SYMBOLS

[Cij] damping coefficient matrix

[Vij]j inertia coefficient matrix

{Fj single peak amplitudes of measured-force
fundamental component

{fj J interactive dynamic force

R vibration orbit radius

IKij stiffness coefficient matrix

03.) phase angles of measured-force fundamental
component

vibration orbit frequency

THE ISOTROPIC VERSUS THE ANISOTROPIC MODELI,,-I [ _K k] 1 1( [ _- [ _D d] 1fxy K k C c d ""

The isotropic model, equation (1), is now commonly used for seals
for two apparent reasons. First, the isotropic model lends itself to
test apparatus configurations which have already been successfully
demonstrated to provide usable engineering inputs to rotor vibration
analyses, e.g., the various published results of Childs. Nordmann and
others. Second, the isotropic model is probably a reasonable
engineering assumption for deep groove seal configurations and
situations where the rotor-to-seal concentricity is accurately
controlled by the bearings and other factors such as manufacturing/
assembly tolerances and maintenance of highly axisymmetric temperature
gradients within the overall machine and axisymmetric seal inlet pre-
swirl velocity distribution.
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Conversely, in dealing with the rotordynamic characteristics of
fluid-film journal bearings, the strong anisotropic property stemming

from journal-to-bearing eccentricity and from non-axisymmetric

geometric properties has long been recognized. One might therefore

expect that the more a seal resembles a journal bearing (i.e., smooth

without serrations or grooves), the worse is the isotropic model
approximation, and vice versa. In fact, the recently published

results of Kanki and Kawakami [31 support this hypothesis. Their

experimental results show a strong anisotropic effect of static eccen-

tricity on the rotordynamic coefficients of a smooth (no grooves) seal
and an almost negligible anisotropic effect of static eccentricity on

the rotordynamic coefficients of a circumferential ly screw-grooved

seal.

The anisotropic linear model can be expr'essed as follows.

fy Kyx  Kyy y yDy , O xX DXyy (2)

Based on arguments made in reference [1], the seal inertia matrix
should be symmetric, and this translates into d - 0 in equation (1)
and Dxy = Dy x in equation (2).

Most of the currently operational test rigs for experimental
determinaticn of seal rotordynamic characteristics are configured to

extract only the isotropic model coefficients and are correspondingly
not capable of quantifying how good is the isotropic assumption for
any particular seal tested, except indirectly by computing the dynamic
force signals from the extracted coefficients and comparing these with
the measured dynamic force signals.

To extract all the coefficients of the anisotropic model requires

not only independent control over spin speed and vibration orbit
frequency, but also requires a significantly two-dimensional orbit.
Thus, a synchronous orbit test can not provide the necessary data to

extract the anisotropic-model coefficients. Also, even with independ-
ent control over spin speed and orbit frequency, a straight-line
oscillatory orbit can not provide the necessary data to extract the
anisotropic-model coefficients.

It would appear that the optimum orbit to make these measurements

is a circular or nearly circular orbit. The new CWRU/EPRI test
apparatus described herein utilizes an independently controlled fre-
quency and adjustable magnitude circular orbit.
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DESCRIPTION OF TEST FACILITY

Overview

Various aspects of the test facility are shown in Figures I
through S. The conceptual schematic of the test rig spindle and seal
differential pressure chamber are shown in Figure l(a) and a layout of
the original configuration, as it was first dezigned and built, is
shown in Figure l(b). Figure 2 shows the floor plan and elevation
views of the complete test facility and Figure 3 shows the schematic
of the data acquisition system. Figure 4 shows a more detailed flow
chart of the data acquisition system and data reduction steps. Both
the clock and trigger for the A/D conversion is external to the PC
microprocessor. A 360 slot disk rotates with the orbit-frequency
shaft and is used in conjunction with a fast acting optical switch to
sequentially fire all data channels.

Modifications to Original Configuration

After considerable critiquing of the original test rig, two
factors became obvious. First, the links for connecting the test-seal
ring to the peizoelectric load measuring transducers did not suffi-
ciently guarantee adequate axial play to insure that the hydrostatic
thrust bearing maintained a non-contacting axial load support.
Second, the design of the piezoelectric load measuring system relied
on the concept that the primary load path (through the piezoelectric
load cells) was orders of magnitude stiffer than the parallel load
pat'h through the static seals (0-rings). After extensive thought at
separate solutions to these two problems, a single design solution
emerged which addressed both of these problems. This design evolution
is shown in Figures 5 through 8.

This final configuration has shown itself to work to the maximum
satisfaction. It contains four connecting links which are relatively
flexible in the axial and tangential directions but relatively quite
stiff in the radial direction. The axial flexibility permits the
hydrostatic thrust bearing to function as intended. The tangential
flexibility nearly eliminates measurable cross-talk between the two
mutually perpendicular load measuring axes. The high radial stiffness
maintains the stiff load-path concept of the original design, embody-
ing very stiff piezoelectric load cells. Finally, by making these
four support links each a mtrain gaged transducer, they provide a
second and independent measurement system for the dynamic force
signals. Thus, the accuracy of the dynamic force measurements can be
confirmed independently, provided both force measuring systems are
simultanously working as intended. In effect, with independent dual
force measuring systems, a very high degree of confidence is possible
because the dual measurements are self checking. Furthermore, the
addition of strain-gaged transducers permits measurement of the static
radial force, which was not part of the original test rig capability.
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In-Place Force System Calibrations

A linkage has been designed which attaches to the exposed closure
bolt circle when the front closure head is removed. It allows a known
force to be applied directly to the test seal ring, in any of the
multitude of radial directions of the bold circle holes. A schematic
of this calibration system is shown in Figure 9. Both force measuring
systems are simultaneously calibrated with this setup. It is quite
easy and quick to use, thus allowing frequent recalibration, such as
at the beginning and end of each test sequence, if desired. Actually,
both force measuring systems are quite stable and do not require such
frequent recalibration.

FIRST TEST RESULTS OBTAINED (JANUARY 1988)

Figures 10 through 13 show typical measurement output samples.
Figure 10 shows a cycle of force output, time averaged over only two

cycles, whereas Figure 11 shows the same case time averaged over 20
cycles. Figures 10 through 12 are from the F x load axis piezoelectric
measurements. Figure 12 shows the fundamental Fourier series compo-
nent (i.e., f2 ), which is the portion of the signal that is utilized
in extraction of the rotordynamic coefficients. Figure 13 shows a
superposition of the same Fx signal fundamental component extracted

simultaneously from the independent strain-gage system and the piezo-
electric system.

In making the comparison of signals shown in Figure 13, it is

important to know that the seal tested was a deep groove labyrinth
configuration with only a 50 psi pressure drop through it. Also, it
was a concentric orbit, i.e., nominally a zero static eccentricity.
The dynamic eccentricity (orbit radius) was only 1.3 mile.
Consequently, the force signals were quite small (10 lb. maximum)
which was intentionally devised in order to subject the two
independent force measuring systems to a most stringent comparison
test. With the present load measuring links, the peak dynamic load
capability is approximately 700 lbs, being set by the strain-gaged
links' strength limitation. The Kistler piezoelectric system has a
much higher maximum load limitation. We believe these results
indicate that the test rig is capable of making reliable measurements
of rotordynamic characteristics.

Table 1 summarizes the data-reduction simultanous equations for a
circular orbit. Table 2 shows a sample of reduced data, comparing the
two sets of rotordynamic coefficients derived from the two independent
force measuring systems. It is important to bear in mind when
evaluating these initial results that the dynamic forces were quite
small.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The CWRU/EPRI seal rotordynamic test facility described in this
paper is now operational and all indications are that it provides
reliable test data. It provides the anisotropic coefficients and
thus provides a valid qualification on the validity of the isotropic
model for any seal tested. The addition of a strain-gage based back-
up force measuring system provides independent self-checking capabi-
lity and the additional feature of measuring the static load compo-
nents in addition to the dynamic load signals. Also, the adjustable
static eccentricity and dynamic eccentricity (0 to 0.060 inches)
allows testing to determine limits of the linear model's validity as
vibration orbit magnitude is increased. Furthermore, in addition to

making accurate determination of seal rotodynamic coefficients, this
facility will be used to make fundamental investigations into the
validity of the basic mechanical impedance hypothesis as it is now
taken for granted by most investigators. These are fundamental inves-
tigations related to topics recently reviewed in reference (1].
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1 - Test rotating element 7 - Inner spindle rotor
2 - Test annulus ring 8 - Outer spindle rotor
3 - Piezoelectric load cells 9 - Spindle housing
4 - Hydrostatic axial ring supports 10 - Support base
5 - High-pressure compartment 11 - V-belt pulley
6 - Low-pressure compartment 12 - V-belt pulley

l(a) Conceptual Sketch of Rotor Support Component Test Apparatus

l(b) Assembly Layout of Rotor Support Component Test Apparatus

Figure 1. Test Apparatus, Reference (2)
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Fig. 2. Floor plan and elevation view of test facility.
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Fig. 3. Schematic of data acquisition system.
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IDATA ACQUISITION
DIGITIZED BY EXTERNAL CLOCK
IN 3 MODES
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OFX &Y
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Fxs T y

SIMUTANUOUS ALGEBRA EQUATIONS FOR
SOLUTIONS OF 12 DYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
USING ALL COMBINATIONS OF DIFFERENT
ORBIT FREQUENCIES

Fig. 4. Data acquisition and analysis overview.
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Fig. 5. Original load measuring and support system.

Fig. 6. New load measuring and support system.
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2 
a

IEMERATME COWENAT IN CIRCUIT

Fig. 7. New load measuring and support system with strain
gage transducer.

Fig. 8. New load measuring system, showing complete
assembly with water-seal barrier.
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Fig. 11. Sample as in Figure 10, but time averaged
over 20 cycles.
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Fxk
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Fig. 12. The fundamental (Q) frequency component from time-averaged

signal given in Figure 11.
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Fig. 13. Comparison of fundamental (n) frequency component

measured simultaneously with both force measuring
systems.
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(Fx COSOx)R=Kxx - f CxY+ 2 Dxx

(FxSINOx) R Kxy- f Cxx- flj2xY

(Fy C y)/R= Kyx- CCY+ Y fl Dyx

(Fy SINOy ) / R = Ky -f Cyx - fl.2Dyy

J 1, 2, 3

Table 1. Simultaneous coefficient-extraction equations

for a circular orbit.

Kk LB/INCH Ks LB/INCH

2678 1838 [ 2106 1954

-2351 2654 [ -2172 1870

Ck LB*SEC/INCH Cs LB*SEC/INCH

S 1.875E-2 3.315E-3 1[ 1.595E-2 4.539E-31

-3.021E-3 2.12iE-2 -2.633E-3 1.846E-2

Dk LB*SEC*SEC/INCH Ds LBSSEC*SEC/LB

[ 3 .812E-9 -8.142E-9 1[ 4.261E-9 -7.314E-91

1.028E-8 3.046E-9 9.359E-9 2.922E-9

SHAFT SPEED = 1500 RPM

ORBIT FREQ. = 676, 1446, 1952 RPM

ORBIT RADIUS = 1.40 NIL

Table 2. Sample rotordynamic coefficients, comparing results

from piezoelectric measurements with results from

strain gage measurements.
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FINITE DIFFERENCE ANALYSIS
OF ROIORDYNAMIC SEAL COEFFICIENTS

FOR AN
E NITRIC SHAFT POSITION

R1. Nordmann and F.J. Dietzen
Department of Mechanical Engineering

University of Kaiserslautern
Federal Republic of Germany

wS7WCr

The dynamic coefficients of seals are calculated for shaft movements around an
eccentric position. The turbulent flow is described by the Navier-Stokes equations
in connection with a turbulence model. The equations are solved by a
finite-difference procedure.

INTROUIJFION

To model the dynamic behaviour of turbopumps properly it is very important to
consider the fluid forces which are developed in the seals. This has been clearly
demonstrated by some authors, like for example Diewald (1987). The fluid forces are
normally described by the following equation.

I• y

But this equation is only valid for a shaft moving around the center of the seal.
which is very seldom in reality. In most machines the shaft will orbit around an
eccentric position, so that the fluid forces must be described by:

Fz [Kzz kzy[ [D dz[ z ] + M [ ] (2)-F k z K Y Y --dy D+

The dynamic coefficients in such a case have been investigated by Jenssen (1970).
Allaire et al (1976) and recently in an excellent paper by
Nelson and Nguyen (1987). To model the turbulent flow. all these have used so
called "Bulk-Flow Theories" in which the shear stress at the wall is described as a
function of the average fluid velocity relative to the wall. Because some authors
affirm that in the case of great eccentricities recirculation in circumferential
direction occurs, what can't be described by a bulk-flow model, and strongly
effects the dynamic coefficients, we extended the theory of Dietzen and
Nordmann (1986) and Nordmann (1987) to investigate the flow and the coefficients in
the case of an eccentric shaft. In that theory the Navier Stokes equations in
connection with the k-e turbulence model were used to calculate the dynamic
coefficients of incompressible and compressible seals for a shaft motion around the
centric position.
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mOV UI B UATIWS

In a turbulent flow, turbulent stresses occur which are often modeled like laminar
stresses by Introducing a turbulent viscosity. The turbulent and the laminar
viscosity are then added to an effective viscosity.

1e = IUl + Pt (3)

The turbulent viscosity must be described by a turbulence model. We use the k-a
model, but also much simpler mixing-length models will be appropriate for a
straight seal. The turbulent viscosity is given by:

lt = c p k (4)

So we have the Navier-Stokes equations, the continuity equation and the equations
of the k-e model to describe the turbulent flow in a seal. These equations have the
fol lowing form.

(5)
Ot + L(pui) - + 0 -r +r r-pwq -- r+j - S
at ax"Oax rar-a arpr~8  raO raO rae -P

10 or lS. Ov 0 w

Pe -Ox ax +xrO-r t Pe i ) +O- _7( peon.

v Pe -r axear) +rr(rPejr) + ro-(rpeo-(r )

2 Ow 2 + 2 W 2

- 5Pe - r2 rev  r

12 a .1 8u, 18 +v 18 1 Ow
'le r8o Ox r eO +rrr(Ae ) + rO-r e57 )

+1 Ov w 18 (2 " _ Pvw
+ 211eF - r2j-r(rpe) +r-4i/ v  r
r e r88r

1 0 0

k pe/ok C- pa

a2
a pe/ea C, - - C2 pk

Table 1: The governing equations of the turbulent seal flow

(The constants of the k-e model are given in appendix A)
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PERIRBATION ANALYSIS

Fig. 1 Geometry of the eccentric shaft

To describe the flow if the shaft is moving around an eccentric position we follow

the procedure of Detzen and Nordmann (1986) and use a similar transformation.

r(6) - r

= ra( ) - 6(0,t) Co( ) 
(6)

aa

Fiut n omentC r e fucinof6 Ti snts f the eai shaft mvsaon h

center. is the seal clearance, varying with angle 6 and time t.

The radius r can be described by 
the following equation:

ra(1) = r --- x2-- 2"(0 - ex cos( ) 
(7)

As result of this transformation the shaft orbiting raround an eccentric position is

transformed to the stationary eccentric position.
If we introduce this transformation into our equations, we must obey the following

= 'aT + ( )0(O6'r a8tr =  (c-Ia tat r
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To calculate the rotordynamic coefficients we assume that the shaft moves aroun
the eccentric position on small orbits, so that we are allowed to introduce
perturbation analysis.

6 = Co - eh, u = u0 + eu, v = vo + ev (9)
w = wo + ew, p 1  Po + ep

If we introduce these expressions and the coordinate transformation in ouz
governing equation, neglecting terms with power of e greater than 1 and seperatin@
the parts with and without e we will get a set of zeroth order and first orde
equations. The zeroth order equations describe the stationary flow for the
eccentric shaft, the first order equations the perturbation of this flow. if the
shaft moves around the stationary position.

We assume that the shaft moves with the precession frequency 0 on a circular orbit
with radius ro around the eccentric position. So the change of the clearance is
given by:

eh, = ro(cosflt cosO + sinrt sinO) (10)

Because this change is periodic in time we introduce also periodic functions for
the flow variables.

U1 = c cosOt + us sinflt v1 = vtc.cos()t + V1s sinflt (11)

wl= wic cosft + ws sin~t Pi - Pic cosilt + Ps sinfit

By seperating now in the first order equations the terms with cos~t and sinf2t wk
obtain two real equations for every l.order equation. These equations are ther
arranged in a new form by introducing complex variables.

U= u--- + tu1  V1 = V1 c + iv(u5 s (12)

w, =W +c +iw1  = +'pis

Finally supplementary to our real zeroth order equations we have a set of comple:
first order equations. These equations have the following form.

iVo)- ai +- + 4 d + l - (FL4) = S (13)
T" naq'~ Rqo .pW0o q ae
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uo Pe  S VVO Pe S
0 Vo

Wo l1e SV

1 0 0
ko le/°k %

u, P/. S E

- C + ip1 d + D w)

-c +iap u la+D
u 1)

+~~~ WW,10 C) 0 Ws 2 __. 2 pWs

ij16erj ij e86 i e 1101

-C + ipOv1 + D
vI V0

1 __ ,I auI) 18 O _ a Iw_ws e raO0 +- eFO ) +f-q'eOO )  +-F-ejO' )

I !I w, , . la .2 ^  . -, 'eW

n eCO .- JT q1 ) + ~{eVI)-
- C + Ipfw + D

Table 2: Source terms of zeroth and first order equations.

Only the first order continuity equation to calculate P, has a slightly different
form.

Y- , -tv,) + Tp(pw,) = Do (14)

You get So Sv Sw. S ko, So, if you replace in table I in the corresponding

terms r by Ti and u.v.w.p.k.& by uo,vo.wo.po.koo.e The terms C . C . C result

of the perturbation of the convective terms in the Navier Stokes equations. Du0.

Do, D . D are constants resulting of the coordinate transformation. which are

not functions of ul, v1 , w1 , Pi. The terms with fl represent the time dependent
parts.
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Because we assume that the viscosity p e remains constant for the small motions, w

needtn't a ki and aj equation.

(Du. D . D . D . C . C, C are given in appendix B)
U0  VO V0  Pa U I V, Vj

D(UIDARY (XITIONS

The zeroth order boundary conditions are:

stator : u =0 vas= 0 w0 = 0

rotor uo =0 v r =0 Wor = Rt

entrance : P1E PRes 2 e +f)

exit : PoEx = 0 •

uEn is the average axial entrance velocity for every plane with 8 constant. PRes is

the reservoir pressure and w the rotational frequency of the shaft.

The first order boundary conditions are:

stator :u 1 s = (0.0) vis = (0.0) W1 s = (0.0)

rotor :U 1 r = (0.0)

V r = [coN(1 --w) sinO. -CON( -wi) cosO

WIr = [cO. cosO. C0 fl sinO]

entrance : PEn = - p uOEn(l + f) UE n

exit : PiEx = (0.0)

TIlE FINITE DIFFERENCE NEMU

For solving these equations a finite-difference procedure is used which is based on
the method published by Gosman and Pun (1974). The sea: is discretisized by a grid
(Fig.2) and the variables are calculated at the nodes. The velocities uo,vo. wo

a A
(u.vj.w) are determined at points which lie between the nodes were the variables

po.ko,eo (pl) are calculated (Fig.3)
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Fig. 2 3-dimensional grid Fig. 3 Velocities and pressure

in the seal. in a staggered grid.

To calculate the flow we proceed as follow:

1. We start our procedure with guessed values for all variables.

2. First the velocities uo,vo,wo (u1 ,v1 ,w,) are calculated.

3. Then the velocities and the pressure are corrected to satisfy
the continuity equation.
To do that we use a modified version of the 'PISO' procedure
of Benodekar et al (1985)

4. After this k and a are calculated (only for the zeroth order solution).

We repeat step 2 to 4 until we reach a convergent solution. First we solve the
zeroth order equations and then the first order equations.

Of course we need a 3-dimensional finite-difference method to calculate the flow in
the case of an eccentric shaft.while a two-dimensional method is sufficient for
movements around the centric position.

DETERNINATION OF THE DYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS

By integration the pressure p1 around the shaft we get forces in z and y direction.

Then we introduce z, y, z. y. z. y resulting of our circular orbit into
equation (2).
This gives us the following equations:
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L 2w

f f pc cosO RiN dO dx = CoN (Kzz + dZY a N zz g2)
00
L 2w

If f p, cssO RIN dedx =CON (kZY - Dz z l)

O00

L 2w

S o, dOdx = CON (-k y+Dyz 0)
00
L 2w

f p P16s1 R IN dOd 6 Ky za-Nyy02
00

If we calculate the forces for several precession frequencies 0 of the shaft, we
can obtain the coefficients by a 'Least-Square-Fit'.

RESULTS

We compare our theory with the model of Nelson and Nguyen (1987) and some
experimental results of Falco et al (1986) which also have been published in the
paper of Nelson and Nguyen (1987).

In Fig. 4-10 dynamic coefficients are calculated as a function of the eccentricity.
We compare our results with Nelson and Nguyen's theory and the stiffness
coefficients also with experimental and theoretical results of Falco et al.

The seal data are:

length : L = 40.0 mm pressure drop : 1.0 Mpa
shaft radius : RIN = 80.0 ow shaft speed : 4000 RPM

nominal clearance : CON = 0.36 mm

density : p = 1000 kg/m*

preswirl ratio : w (O.O)/RiNw = 0.3

viscosity : 1 
=  .0*I10-3 Ns/m 2

entrance lost-coefficient : f = 0.5

aUINaSIO

We have shown that it is possible to calculate the dynamic coefficients of
eccentric seals by a finite difference method based on the Navier Stokes equations.
This method can also be extended to calculate the coefficients of eccentric gas
seals by following the procedure of Nordmann (1987) and to calculate the dynamic
coefficients of bearings by neglecting the turbulence model.
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NO EIN"URE

Fz. Fy Forces on the shaft in z and y direction

K. k direct and cross-coupling stiffness
D. d direct and cross-coupled damping
N. m direct and cross-coupling inertia
u.v,w axial, radial and circumferential velocity
p pressure
k turbulence energy
6 energy dissipation

'e"'"t effective, laminar and turbulent viscosity

p density
t time
x,r.e axial, radial and circumferential coordinate
x.y.z rectangular coordinate directions
Y.Z rotor displacements from its steady-state position
11 radial coordinate after transformation
G production term in k-e-model
Okaf constants od the k-c-model

C ,C.C 2  constants of the k-e-model

)general variable standing for u.v.w.p.k a
S general source term

C nominal seal clearance0

C steady-state clearance for an eccentric shaft
oN

6 varying seal clearance for orbiting shaft
r 0radius of the precession motion of the shaft

r
e 0 perturbation parameter

rotationl frequency of the shaft = RPM*Yr/30
RPM revolutions per minute

precession frequency of the shaft
fentrance lost-coefficient

L Length of the seal
ra stator radius (Fig. 1)

aNR a.nominal stator radius (Fig. 1)

RiN shaft radius (Fig. 1)

h 1 change in the clearance

ex eccentricity

w average circumferential velocity
UEn average axial velocity at the entrance

PRes sump pressure
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APPENDIX A: Constants of the k-a model.

C =0.09 C = 1.44 C2 =l1.92 cak = 1.0 a = 1.3

and G Is a given by:

G=I.[2(( -'!4+ (K) + (Fa+X)+ + (5W + 5) + (7-~..!+(- +

APPENDIX B: Terms of first order souirce term.
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INFLUENCE OF IMPELLER AND DIFFUSER GEOMETRIES

ON THE LATERAL FLUID FORCES OF WHIRLING CENTRIFUGAL IMPELLER

Hideo Ohashi
University of Tokyo
Tokyo 113, Japan

Akira Sakurai Jiro Nishihama
Kobe Steel, Ltd. Asahi Glass Co.
Kobe 651, Japan Yokohama 221, Japan

SUMMARY

Lateral fluid forces on two-dimensional centrifugal impellers, which whirl
on a circular orbit in a vaneless diffuser, were reported at the 3r& Workshop
in 1984. Experiments were further conducted for the cases in which a three-
dimensional centrifugal impeller, a model of boiler feed pump, whirls in vane-
less and vaned diffuser. The influence of clearance configuration between casing
and front shroud of the impeller was also investigated.

The result indicated that the fluiddynamic interaction between impeller
and guide vanes induces quite strong fluctuating fluid forces to the impeller
but nevertheless its influence on radial and tangential force components aver-
aged over a whirling orbit is relatively small.

INTRODUCTION

The lateral fluid forces acting on two-dimensional (2-D) centrifugal impel-
lers, which whirl on a circular orbit in vaneless diffuser, were studied experi-
mentally as well as theoretically at the authors' laboratory and the results
were reported at the Ist and 3rd Workshop in 1980 and 1984 [ref. 1 and 2].
The results were later summarized and published in reference 3 and 4.

The apparatus for forced whirling motion was then replaced by a newly de-
signed one (ref. 53 and the studies were further conducted for a three-dimen-
sional (3-D) impeller (model of a prototype boiler feed pump) installed in vane-
less and vaned diffuser.

From these experiments following results are summarized in the present
paper:
1) Comparison of lateral fluid forces on 2-D and 3-D impellers in vaneless
diffuser.
2) Comparison of lateral fluid forces on 3-D impeller in vaneless and vaned
diffuser.
3) Comparison of lateral fluid forces on 3-D impeller for various clearance
configurations between casing and front shroud.
4) Fluid forces induced by impeller/guide vane interaction.
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Similar experimental studies on whirling impeller force have been conducted
at California Institute of Technology, Sulzer Brothers, Ltd. and Mitsubishi

Heavy Industries, Ltd. A 3-D impeller installed in a volute casing was tested
4st Cal Tech facility for forced orbital motion [ref. 6 and 7]. The result indi-
cated that the tangential force became excitatory at low whirl speed ratio, i.e.
at high super-critical speed, regardless of the pump discharge.

A model impeller of boiler feed pump was tested at Sulzer facility, by
which the test impeller was forced to a linear oscillatory motion [ref. 8 and
9]. The results were qualitatively similar to those obtained at Cal Tech but
the forces induced by impeller oscillation were considerably (4 to 5 times)
larger than those obtained at Cal Tech and our laboratory. This difference
could be attributed to the fact that the test impeller of Sulzer was a precise
scale model of real configuration and thus the clearance between impeller and
surrounding casing was kept as small as possible for reducing disk friction
loss. This situation resulted in a large restrictive force for any impeller
motion in the casing.

Mitsubishi built a new whirling test facility for circular orbital motion
and tested a 2-D impeller in a volute casing [ref. 10]. The results indicated a
similar quantitative tendency to those of Cal Tech and ours and tangential
force became excitatory at low whirl speed ratio regardless of pump discharge.

The 2-D and 3-D impellers tested in our laboratory indicated less instabil-
ity. The whirl excitation was observed only when the impeller operated at par-
tial discharge [ref. 4 and 5].

TEST FACILITY

The test facility is virtually a single-stage, vertical shaft, centrifugal
pump. The overall test setup is illustrated in figure 1, which has been funda-
mentally unchanged since the start of this study. The new apparatus for forced
whirling motion is illustrated in figures 2 and 3. The section views of figures
4 and 5 describe how test impeller is installed in the casing for 2-D and 3-D
impellers. The experiments on 2-D impellers are done principally for the com-
parison with theory, while those on 3-D impeller for obtaining data of impellers
in practical application. The specifications of test impellers and diffusers
are listed in tables 1 and 2.

In the previous test facility, the main pump shaft was driven by a constant
speed induction motor (530 rpm), while the whirl shaft by a variable speed DC
motor, so that the ratio of whirl speed 9 to rotational speed W , 1/w,
can be arbitrarily adjusted and kept constant. By this way, however, it was
impossible to keep the phase relation between whirl and rotation angles, B and
82 (see fig. 6 ), in a prescribed way.To improve this situation, the DC motor for whirling motion was replaced by

an AC servo motor. After counting signals from encoders attached to pump shaft
(1500 ppr) and whirl shaft (3000 ppr), proper pulse series are fed to the con-
troller of servo motor, which keeps the whirl angle e in a prescribed relation
to the rotation angle 8 . At Q/(0-1/2, for example, the impeller rotates twice
and returns exactly to tge same relative position to guide vanes while the whirl
shaft rotates once. By introducing these equipments impeller /guide vane in-
teraction, which varies sensitively according to the relative position between
impeller and guide vanes, can be measured with a better resolution.
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DATA EVALUATION

The data acquisition and evaluation were made fundamentally in the same way
as described in the previous reports. The fluid force F(6 1 , 2 ) is divided into
radial and tangential components, F and Fe, as illustrated in figure 6. The
average forces on the orbit, F andrFe, are then normalized by the equation;

fr _ / MCW2, fe F7 / 2. ..................... (1)

2
where reference mass M f r2 b, C - eccentricity, p - fluid density, r2 = outer
radius and b - impeller exit width.

In the comparison of normalized fluid forces on 2-D and 3-D impellers, the
following difference must be kept in mind.
1) For 2-D impellers, fluid forces acting on impeller blades, excluding all
other fluid forces on front and back shrouds, impeller hub, etc. are normalized
by MW , where b of the reference mass M is the exit width of impeller blades
only. Reference mass is therefore the mass of fluid in the volume enveloped by
the rotating impeller blades.
2) For 3-D impellers, fluid forces acting on the whole imeller, blades as
well as shrouds and hub, are normalized by the quantity MCW , where b is the
exit total width of the impeller, that is, blade width plus width of two
shrouds.

The former definition is convenient for comparing the experimental result
with the theoretical one. The latter is for the convenience of practical appli-
cation, since the fluid forces on impeller blades and shrouds have the same
significance on the rotordynamic behavior of the rotating system.

FLUID FORCES ON 2-D AND 3-D IMPELLERS IN VANELESS DIFFUSER

Comparison of two impellers is dealt with in this chapter. The first is a
2-D impeller whirling in vaneless diffuser or in free space as shown in figure
4. The other is a 3-D impeller whirling in the casing shown in figure 5. The
discharge from the impeller is diffused in the succeeding parallel walled vane-
less diffuser (11 vanes are removed). The clearance between casing and front
shroud of impeller is sufficiently large (without spacer) and the effect of
fluiddynamic restriction by surrounding casing is seemingly week.

Figures 7 (a) and (b) show how normalized tangential and radial force com-
ponents of 2-D and 3-D impellers vary with whirl speed ratio, £/L, at design
discharge 4/ M1.0 and at partial discharge 4/ D -0.2. As seen from these fig-
ures, lateral Pluid forces on 3-D impeller is slightly larger than those on 2-D
impeller. The most of this difference could be attributed to the fact that 3-D
impeller has wider inlet passage than at exit and the real volume enveloped 2by
rotating impeller is considerably larger than that of the reference mass, Irr b.
In other words, the forces on 3-D impeller are normalized by relatively smahler
quantity compared to the case of 2-D impeller.

It can be concluded from the result that fluid forces on whirling impellers
in vaneless diffuser, regardless of 2-D or 3-D, are caused mostly by unsteady
fluid forces on whirling impeller blades and coincide with those predicted by
theory quantitatively [ref. 3 and 4]. This is only the case, however, when the
impeller is installed in casing with ample clearance.
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FLUID FORCES ON 3-D IMPELLER IN VANELESS AND VANED DIFFUSER

In this chapter the influence of interaction between impeller blades and
guide vanes on whirling fluid forces is dealt with. A 3-D test impeller was
installed in the casing as shown in figure 5. Eleven guide vanes attached
between two parallel walls (see fig. 10) are removable and whirling tests were
conducted for the cases with and without guide vanes. The mean radial clearance
between impeller outer periphery and guide vane inner periphery is 5 mm. When
the impeller whirls with eccentricity E-1.5 mm, the clearance varies between 3.5
and 6.5 nun. Every time a trailing edge of impeller blades passes by in the
vicinity of a leading edge of guide vanes, a fluiddynamic interaction takes
place and the blade receives an impulsive force. The impeller /guide vane
interaction can be understood as the sum of these individual impulses. The
clearance between casing and front shroud is kept wide (without spacer) through-
out this test series.

Figures 8 (a) and (b) show the comparison at design discharge */ D=1.0 and
at partial discharge 4/A D=0.2. It is obvious that the fluid forces on impeller
in vaned diffuser are about 50 % larger than those on impeller in vaneless dif-
fuser. It should be noted that the pressure rise in vaned diffuser is also
larger by about 15 to 20% at the same discharge. The general qualitative tend-
ency of both cases are essentially the same. As described in the latter chap-
ter, impeller/guide vane interaction generates quite a large fluctuating fluid
forces on whirling impeller, however, its influence on fluid forces averaged
over an orbit remains relatively small.

As seen in figure 8 (b), both tangential and radial components indicate a
local increase at around S/W=O.l to 0.2 at partial discharge. This phenomena
are hardly seen near design discharge and are considered as characteristics of
partial discharge. The real reason is still unknown. The coupling of whirling
motion with the rotating stall in diffuser, which is usually 10 to 20 % of rota-
tional speed, can be considered as a possible cause.

INFLUENCE OF CLEARANCE BETWEEN CASING AND FRONT SHROUD

The influence of clearance between casing and front shroud of impeller on
whirling fluid forces is dealt with in this chapter. Tests were conducted for
3-D impeller in three casesv (a) Without spacer (original layout); (b) With
spacer, C1=2.7 n, C2-3.0 mm (see fig. 5)1 (c) 24 radial grooves with 10 mm
width and 5 mm depth are added to the spacer surface facing to the front shroud.
Other conditions are the same as of case (b).

The result obtained at design discharge is summarized in figure 9. As the
clearance between casing and impeller shroud gets smaller and thus the restric-
tive effect of fluid contained in the narrow space becomes greater, the fluid
forces on the front shroud of the whirling impeller increases. This results in
the increase of radial component and the decrease of tangential one. Narrower
clearance between impeller and casing leads obviously to the expansion of whirl
excitation range at positive whirl.

The grooves on the spacer surface, which are expected to brake the rotation
of fluid in the clearance, resulted in the increase of tangential component to
positive direction, thus reducing the range of whirl excitation at positive
whirl.
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IMPELLER/GUIDE VANE INTERACTION

The fluid forces on whirling impeller are function of both whirl angle e1
and rotation angle 8 As understood from figure 10, which illustrates the
relative disposition o6 impeller blades and 11 guide vanes, the fluid force at
a location of whirl orbit is different according to the relative angular posi-
tion of impeller to guide vanes. Since six impeller blades are equally located
on the periphery, the rotational condition becomes identical after every rota-
tion of 60%

Figure 11 illustrates how fluid force on the whirling impeller varies on
the orbit due to the impeller/guide vane interaction. The measurement was done
at W/w=l and at five discharge condition, that is, */oD =1.4, 1.0, 0.6, 0.2, 0
(shut off). At C2/w=l the trailing edge of a specific impeller blade with the
narrowest gap passes by successively near the leading edges of 11 guide vanes
with during one rotation. This is the reason why 11 distinct interactions can
be observed on a orbit. As seen from the figures the interaction becomes obvi-
ously weaker as flow rate decreases. At partial discharge the separation in
impeller and diffuser causes large random fluctuation of flow and it applies a
strong masking effect on the blade interaction.

Figure 12 illustrates fluid force vectors on the orbit for various whirl
speed ratio, f2/W=2/3, 1/2, -2/3 and -1. The figures are for over-discharge
condition, 1/$ D 1 .4, where the interaction takes place most distinctly. The
frequency of periodicity on the orbit varies with whirl speed ratio and can be
explained by tracing the mode of impeller/guide vane encounter near the minimum
gap region.

The impeller/guide vane interaction takes place at every encounter of mov-
ing blade and stationary vane, however, the resultant fluid force on the whole
impeller is predominantly induced by the blade interaction to a specific guide
vane, which is located closest to the least gap point. As illustrated in figure
10, we chose a guide vane with the least gap and a blade closest to the vane.
The angle a is then defined as the angle difference between trailing edge of the
blade and the leading edge of the vane. All interaction data at / D=1.4 are
then replotted against this angle a for three whirl speed ratios, Q/W1.0, 1/2
and 1/6, as shown in figure 13, where the tangential and radial components indi-
cate the deviation from the average values on the orbit. This figure suggests
that the interaction at various whirl speed ratio are almost identical in its
nature and is primarily controlled by the local geometric condition near the
minimum gap point.

It should be noted again that the interaction, though it appears quite
distinctly, is only a local event and it gives relatively small effect on the
fluid force averaged over the orbit.

CONCLUSION

Fluid forces on whirling centrifugal impellers are studied experimentally
for various configurations of impeller and diffuser. The result obtained is
summarized as follows:
1) Comparison of fluid forces on 2-D and 3-D impellers whirling in a vaneless
diffuser indicated no significant difference.
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2) Fluid forces on 3-D impeller whirling in a vaned diffuser were about 50 %
larger than those in vaneless diffuser, partly due to the interaction between
impeller blades and guide vanes and partly to the increased pressure rise.
3) The fluid forces acting on the front shroud of whirling impeller are af-
fected by the clearance configuration between casing and the shroud. The smal-
ler the clearance, the bigger the fluid forces on the whirling shroud. Grooves
cut on the spacer surface facing to the shroud do augment the damping effect at
positive whirl.
4) Impeller/guide vane interaction generates strong fluctuating fluid forces
on the impeller. The effect of this strong interaction on fluid force charac-
teristics is relatively mild as stated above, because high frequency fluctua-
tions are smoothed out during averaging process.
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SYMBOLS

F lateral fluid force 0 : flow coefficient
f i normalized fluid force i, W : whirl and rotational frequency
M : reference mass subscript
81 : whirl angle D s design (shock-free entry)
82 : rotation angle r, 8 : radial and tangential
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Table 1 Specifications of 2-D impeller

Impeller: Two-dimensional, closed type
outer blade diameter; 350 mm
inner blade diameter; 175 m
exit blade width; 35 m
exit total width; 45 au
nmber of blades; 6
exit vane angle to radius; 68*(logarith. spiral)
mas; 4.1 kg

Diffuser: Parallel walled, vaneless
exit diameter; 700 m
width; 70 m

Table 2 Specifications of 3-D impeller

Impeller: Three-dimensional, closed type
outer blade diameter; 330 mm
inner blade diameter; 180 mm
exit blade width; 28 mm
exit total width; 43.5 mm
number of blades; 6*
exit vane angle to radius; 65.5
mass; 5.6 kg

Diffuser: Parallel walled, vaned and vaneless
inlet diameter; 340 mm
exit diameter; 480 mm
width; 30 mm
number of vanes; 11

Motor f or
Motor tor main shoft drive

eccentric drive
" I-FlexibleScreen coupling

S1230 Load cell

Ton i-Impeller

Figure 1. Layout of test facility
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SUMMARY

The fluid forces on a centrifugal impeller rotating and whirling in a vaned dif-
fuser are analysed on the assumption that the numbers of impeller and diffuser vanes
are so large that the flows are perfectly guided by the vanes. The flow is taken to
be two dimensional, inviscid and incompressible but the effects of impeller and dif-
fuser losses are taken into account.

It is shown that the interaction with the vaned diffuser may cause destabilizing
fluid forces for whirling motion even at design flow rate. Discussions are made to
elucidate the physical mechanisms to produce the destabilizing fluid forces. From
this discussion, it is found that the whirling forces are closely related to the
steady head-capacity characteristics of the impeller. This physical understanding of
the whirling forces can be applied also to the cases with volute casings.

At partial capacities, it is shown that the impeller forces change largely when
the flow rate and whirl velocity is near to the impeller and/or vaned diffuser at-
tributed rotating stalls onset capacity and the stall propagation velocity
respectively. In such bases the impeller forces may become destabilizing for impel-
ler whirl.

INTRODUCTION

It has been made clear by pioneering experiments by Ohashi et al. (ref. 1) and
Acosta et al.(refs. 2 and 3) that the fluid forces on centrifugal impeller may become
destabilizing for whirling motion under certain conditions. Even if the impeller
forces are stabilizing, it is important to estimate the forces since there are many
cases in which the whirling instability is caused by bearing or seal forces.

(So far the following examples have been reported in which the impeller forces
become destabilizing for whirl. Ohashi et al.(ref. 1) have measured whirling forces
on two-dimensional impellers in vaned or vaneless diffusers to capture the basic na-
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ture of the forces and to compare with their two-dimensional potential flow analyses
(refs. 4 and 5). In this, it was found that the forces are bs9gically stabilizing but
it becomes destabilizing for whirling with small positive whirl velocity ratio at
partial capacity. Recently a new testing equipment was developed (ref. 6) and
preliminary results on a three-dimensional boiler feed pump impeller model whirling
in a vaned diffuser were reported. The impeller forces becomes very large compared
with the 2D cases but they are stabilizing both at design and shut off capacities.

Acosta et a]. focused upon the interaction with volute casing and have shown
that the forces on impellers whirling in a volute may become destabilizing even at
design capacity (refs. 2, 3 and 7). A two-dimensional unsteady flow analysis (ref.
8) was carried out assuming that the impeller has infinite number of vanes and it was
found that it can simulate the experimental results fairly well.

Bolleter and Wyss (ref. 9) used a "rocking arm" test apparatus to measure force
matrices of a boiler feed pump impeller with outlet guide vanes. Whirling forces
were synthesized on the assumption of the linearity of the disturbance and it was
sho n that the forces are destabilizing for small positive whirl even at design
cap aci ty.

Two of the present authors have made an analysis (ref. 10) of impeller forces on
a two-dimensional impeller whirling in a vaneless diffuser. There, it was shown that
the whirling forces are basically stabilizing, as shown by Ohashi et al.(ref. 1), but
they may become destabilizing if the flow rate and the whirling velocity is near the
onset flow rate and the stall propagation velocity of rotating stalls due to impeller
or vaneless diffuser.

The present study treats the cases vhen a impeller whirls in a vaned diffuser on
the assumption of a two-dimensional inviscid incompressible flow. Numbers of impel-
ler and/or diffuser vanes are taken to be infinite and the total pressure losses in

the impeller and the diffuser are taken into account. It is assumed that the outlet
of the diffuser is open to a space of constant pressure. The problem is linearized
on the assumption that the eccentricity and hence the unsteady components are suffi-
ciently small.

FLOW ANALYSIS

We consider the case when, as shown in Fig.1, a logarithmic centrifugal impeller
with a vane angle # , inner and outer radii ri and r2 rotates with an angular
velocity S and whirls with an eccentricity E and an angular velocity ", , in a
logarithmic vaned diffuser with a vane angle a , inner and outer radii r3 and r4. We
take a stationary frame z' = x' + iy' : r'e1O' with its origin at the center of the

diffuser, and a moving frame z = x + iy re 1 0 with its origin at the center of the
impeller translating with its axes parallel to the stationary frame. We put ' on the
velocities relative to z' frame and the velocities without ' represent the velocities
relative to z frame. The total velocity, the steady and unsteady components are rep-
resented by v, V and va respectively. For unsteady components, we use a complex rep -
resentation with respect to an imaginary unit j such as vrpd = 7rp expfj(( t - 0 ))
where the suffix r means radial component and p 1 1, 2, 3, 4 means the values at r =
ra,,r,, rs, and r4. We consider that the real part carries the physical meaning. .
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Relations governing unsteady components

The followings of the relations and expressions obtained for vaneless diffuser
case (ref. 10) could also be used here.

Velocity at the impeller inlet: The velocity disturbance is composed of that
due to relative dislocation of a source Q at the origin of z' frame and an unknown
potential disturbance

Or -E Q (2 7r r,2) + Vr ()

-E Qj / (27 r') - iVr (2)

where vr1: is an unknown complex constant.

Velocities at the impeller outlet and the diffuser inlet (p 2, 3): The steady
velocity in the -vaneless part (r: < r < r3) is given by (Vr, VA )= (Q/27r r,I' / 2 7r r)
where P = 27r rz(r Q - Q/(27r r2) cota I is the impeller circulation. We assume a
vorticity C shed from the impeller is transported on this steady velocity. Then
the unsteady velocities can be given as a sum of the velocity induced by the vor-
ticity field of magnitude 2 2 and a potential flow disturbance of strength A.

p = Zrp? 2 + ArPA (3)

4sp = Znp z 2 + AnrA (4)

where
Zrp = (RR - jRj )rp - (r2/rp)2 e-,ir (Rm - jRx),2

ZAP = ( (nP - j8 I),p - j(r2/rp) 2 e-2Jr (R, - jRi)r

Ar, 1 - (r,/rp)2 e-,I , Anp = -j( 1+(r,/rp)2 e-2,j I

Ra - jRi -j(S + T) , 0. - j(-) = S - T

S(r) (1/2) (,'A. (no, O)(ro/r)2 dro

T(r) = (1/2) JVA(ro, 0) dro

A (r, ) exp[ -j ( ?r'()(r2 - r)/Q + a - ('/ Q ) log(r/r2))]

The expressions (3) and (4) are so determined that the flow tangency condition at the
impeller outlet Oe2 = -Or, cot# is satisfied.

Continuity of mass flow between impeller inlet and outlet: Defining -
- 2 = cot # log(r,/r,) as shown in Fig.1, we obtain the following continuity rela-
tion between r = r, and ri.

r Or, = rt9,2eP - (5)

Stremth of shed vorticity: We obtain the following expression by integrating
the momentum equation from inlet to outlet of the impeller and using the e component
of Euler's equation at the impeller outlet.

r2Vr2 ?. 2 = J~rz + D (6)
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where

J = (( - Q ){rz(1 j cot,8 ) + M) -jLi

D = E Q e- J*2ra( -u - La)/ (2 1r r1 2 )

and M - .1 rz/(r sine )ds = rz(sinfl )- 2log(r/rt) is the effective length of the
flow channel of the impeller, Li and Li are parameters representing the effects of
total pressure loss in the impeller. These are given as follows. We assume that the
loss can be given as a sum of incidence and hydraulic losses:

Ap,/o = I S (1/ta - 1/td)2 + *) Vry2/2 Z(ta)vr,/2 (7)

where ta is the tangent of mean flow inlet angle Pi, and tad = tanR . The
hydraulic and incidence loss coefficients ' and s a are evaluated from

* = 2(1 - 17 )(r/r2)2 (l - CP d cot )/@ d2

s = 0.3 + 0.6/f*/90*

using the shock free flow coefficient 0 d and the impeller efficiency 1 h at Q d.
For simplicity, we neglect the delay of loss and evaluate the loss from quasisteady
application of equation (7). After linearization on the assumption of small
disturbance, we obtain the following expressions for L, and L2

Li = Vri(r2/r,){Z + (I/2)ta ,<i(l - j tarkn )Z'J

L2 = Vr, Z'tan2XPi

The condition at diffuser outlet

We assume that the outlet of the diffuser is connected to a space of constant
pressure. From this condition, we derive a relation that should be satisfied at the
diffuser inlet. Taking the total pressure loss A Pid in the diffuser into account,
we can express the unsteady Bernoulli's equation as follows.

p3/p = p4/P + 1/2(v4' - v 2 '2) + J) .Vs'/ t-ds + Aptd/p (8)

We evaluate Apid by equation (7) after replacements of Z(ts) with Zd(tan i 3) and
vr with V'r3. After the linearization of equation (8) with respect to the unsteady
component and the differentiation with 0 ', we obtain

1/P -4p3/. a' -j[(Ed + Lid)Or' - (r/27r + L2a/2) 4'j (9)

where
Ed = Vr4(r/r4)(l + cot'a ) - Vt + jU,,Md

Md = effective length of diffuser flow channel

= ra(sina )-2log(r4/rs)
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Lid = ZdVr3 + (1/2)Vr3Zd' tani a

Lad = VrsZd' t-an 2 . 3

and the relation Ap4/ 0 3' = 0 has been used. iy 3 = tan-1 (Q/1 ) is the mean flow
angle at the diffuser inlet.

The unsteady component of the absolute velocity at the diffuser inlet is given
as a sum of the unsteady component in the moving frame, a component due to the dis-
location of the steady flow field (Vr, Ve ), and the whirling velocity:

17r' = Or, + s (Q- jr)/(27rr32 ) + Ec ,j
(10)

OR., ' = Vn. + E (F + JQ)/(27rr3 2 ) + E U)

Putting equations (9) and (10) in the & ' component of a linearized Euler's equation,
we finally obtain the following equation representing the diffuser outlet condition.

P4 2 + PAA = G (11)

where

P = (ju) + Vr3/r3 + jL2d/2r3)Zn -j(Ed + Lld)Zr3/r3 + Vr3Za

PA = (jU + Vr3/r3 + jL2d/2ra)As.', -j(Ed + Lld)Ar3/r3 - jZbVr3

G -E (jUw + Vr3/r3 + jLad/2r3) (U) + Vni/r3 + jVra/r3)

+ a j(Ed + Lld)(Vr3/r3 + j3w - jVs, /rs)/rj + 2,r Vr3(Vl*, + jVr3)/r 3 2

Za = A (r3 , 0) - 2S(r3)/r3 + 2j(r22 /r3) e-10 (RR - jRl)r2

Zb = -2(rz2 /ra3 )e-2i

Determination of flow and impeller forces

From equations (1) to (6) and (11), we obtain

A = (G(r2Vr2 - JZra) - P4 D}/(P4 JAr2 + PA(r2Vrz - JZr2)) (12)

Other unknowns are determined by the successive use of equations (1) to (3) and (11).
Each term of the numerator of the above equation has a factor e . By considering the
case with a = 0, we find that the rotating stall onset conditions under the interac-
tion of impeller and diffuser are obtained by setting the denominator of equation
(12) to be zero.

The impeller forces are determined from the balance of momentum. If we separate
the impeller forces into components normal to (n) and tangential to (t; positive
counter clockwise) the whirling orbit, each component stays constant. The impeller
forces (Fa, Ft) normalized with p 7r (ril )to are given by summing up the following
components. ( 9 a Q / 2?r r: IQ is a flow coefficient)
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Force due to inlet pressure

(Fa + jFt) pi (rl/r2)[(c,,r,/Q 2r2){-2j(rz/r1) 
2  + ,,,/Q2}

(13.1)
-Orai(E )e J* {j, + cp (r2/rJz)2)

Force due to inlet momentum

(F. + jF)n 1 = p [2c (r2/ri) 2 + 2ju, / 2 + 3e)* vr2(r2/rl)/E 2 I

....... (13.2)
Force due to outlet pressure

(Fn jFt)p2 = -(()/.2 )2 - je-J* (L2/r2Q ) c (r2/r,)
2

- 2jp (rz/ri)e-J* (1- Q/ )
(13.3)

-(j(1 + M/rz)(1 - '.,/ ) -Q C 1 + cot2 )

- Lx/(r2 )VPr2/(a Q )

Force due to outlet momentum

(F. + jFt)M 2 = -12w + j(1 - 2ocotil IPr2/(E 2
(13.4)

- 2jr ( / 2

Force due to change of momentum of the fluid in the impeller

(Fa + jFt): -j(,,'Q ) - (rl/r2)eJ* }i'rz/(.E Q

(13.5)
+ ( (,)/Q )2{1 - (rulr 2 )

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We consider an impeller with ri/r2 = 0.5, ? 30". The shock free flow coeffi-
cient for this impeller is 9 d s vrt / (rf2 } 0.1443, which is looked upon as
"design" condition, and is also shockless for diffusers with a = 11". The loss
coefficients of the impeller was estimated from the equatioas shown in the last sec-
tion assuming 17 b = 0.9. The hydraulic loss coefficient for the diffuser was es-
timated from the expression of the coefficient after multiplying by ( rt/r, ) 2 and
using v7 h = 0.9. The diffuser incidence loss coefficient was obtained from the ex-
pression for the impeller after replacing # with a.
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Impeller forces at design flow rate

Figure 2 shows the plots of Fn and Ft against the whirl velocity ratio U)./ Q
There, the diffuser inlet radius r3 is changed keeping (r4 - r3)/ rz to be 0.25. It
has been known that if Ft is in the same direction as the whirl it is destabilizing,
and vice versa. We find a destabilizing region for small positive whirl for r3/r2 <
1.5. This region diminishes as the increase of r3/r2. Similar destabilizing region
is observed also for the cases with a volute. Discussions on this will be made
shortly. Fn for c,,)/Q < 0 increases as the decrease in r3/r2, which is considered
to be caused by the increase of the apparent mass due to interaction with the vaned
diffuser. If we increase r3/r2, F2 and Ft tend to the values for the case with a
vaneless diffuser with outer radius r3/r2 = 5.25.

Figure 3 shows the effects of r4/r2. We see that Fe for , / Q < 0 increases as
the increase in r4/r3 but Ft is not affected by r4/r3 systematically. Note that the
destabilizing region do exist even for the case with r4 = r3. On the other hand, if
we change the vane angle a and r4/r3 keeping the effective length of the diffuser Md
to be constant, as shown in Figure 4, Fh dose not change largely but Ft for small
positive to negative ,,,/ Q decreases as the increase in a . Now we can say that F.
for (,) / Q < 0 is mainly affected by Md. Ft for ,,, / Q .C 0.4, and hence the exist-
ence of the destabilizing region, is largely dependent on the value of a .

In Figure 5 the impeller forces are separated into components corresponding to
equations (13.1) to (13.5). We see that the component due to outlet pressure is
dominant for u,/Q2 < 0.4. Although not shown here, the contribution of outlet pres-
sure is larger for the cases with smaller r,/r2. This is true also at partial
capacities.

In all of the above calculations the effects of impeller and diffuser losses are
taken into account. The above tendencies are not changed by the neglection of the
losses. After all, it is considered that the flow turning effect of the vaned dif-
fuser is responsible for the existence of the destabilizing region.

Let us consider about the physical mechanism with which the impeller forces be-
come destabilizing. To simplify the problem we take the limits r3 - r2 and ( + 0.
For such cases we can obtain purely analytical solution without numerical integra-
tions with respect to the shed vorticity. By letting a 4 0 in the continuity equa-

tion (v4') 2 = (ra/r4)2(vr3') 2/sinra , we find that a small increase in vr,' in some
part of the circumference results in a large increase in v4' and hence in P3 there,
from equation (8). Then the outflow from the impeller to that part will be
diminished: a diffuser with small a has a smoothing effect on the circumferential
flow rate distribution through the diffuser. By letting Vr 3 ' - 0 and r3 4 r2 in
equation (10), we obtain

r - (Q - j.' )/(27r r2 2 ) - , j
(14)

= ( [-p + (- ccot ) -,,/ ) j I

'Ibis means that an outflow distribution iFr2 from the impeller is so determined as to
cancel the radial absolute velocity disturbances due to the dislocation of the flow
field of impeller circulation F and source Q, and to the whirling velocity. This
equation can be obtained also by letting a 4 0 in the analytical solution.

We estimate the imIpl er forces due to n pressure distribiition which is obtained
by assuming that the inertia on the fluid in the impeller due to r2 is balanced by
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the outlet pressure distribution. Then we have

(Fn + jFt)P2 = -j(1-/o ) M Vrz/(r2 6 ) (15)

From the definition of complex representation, we find that the complex plot of
Vr2 gives the azimuthal direction where the radial velocity becomes maximum and the
amplitude of the radial velocity fluctuation, in a plane with its real axis in the
direction of eccentricity (n) and the imaginary axis in the tangential (t) direction.
Equation (14) shows that the radial velocity will become maximum in the direction
(n,t) = ( -p , I - 1 - 9 cot# ) for w /Q = 0 and the pressure in the direction (-
0 , -p ) where p and 0 are flow and head coefficients. The resulting force is,
from equation (15), in the direction of (0 , cp ), i.e., outward and in the direction
of rotation. Thus the impeller force is closely related to the steady impeller
characteristics. Next is considered the effects of impeller loss. Near design flow
rate, the loss becomes maximum in the direction of Zr2. There the outlet pressure is
diminished and the resulting force can be expressed as Z(rz/r,) 2 

(p 'Zrz/(a Q ), which
is in the same direction as 17r2.

Figure 6 shows the above relations for a - 0 and r3/rz 4 1 in which impeller
and diffuser losses are neglected. This figure shows that equation (14) can estimate
;r2 fairly well for a = P, and that the impeller force may be approximated by the
outlet pressure force of equation (15) for o / Q < 0. Figure 7 shows an example for
more realistic case with r3/r2 = 1.05, a = If" with the effects of losses taken into
account. The absolute value of ir2 is significantly smaller than that estimated from
equation (14), which is mainly caused by the finiteness of a • We see that the im-
peller force may be estimated from the simple relations if we use the exact value of
Vr2 in equation (15) and take into account the effect of loss discussed above. The
real part of '7r2 and correspondingly Ft for w/ Q 0 approach zeros by increasing
r3/r2 and hence the destabilizing region diminishes.

From the above discussions we may understand the mechanisms of the destabilizing
impeller forces as follows. A vaned diffuser with a small vane angle a has the ef-
fect to smooth out the circumferential flow rate distribution through the diffuser.
This effect brings about a circumferential flow distribution through the impeller to
cancel out the absolute radial velocity disturbances at the diffuser inlet due to the
dislocation of the flow field of impeller circulation F and source Q, and to the
whirling velocity. Such a flow distribution through the impeller is established by a
pressure distribution around the impeller, which balances with the inertia on the
fluid in the impeller caused by the flow distribution. In cases of a 4 0 and r3/r2

1 the flow through the impeller for w/Q = 0 becomes maximum in the direction of
(n,t) = (-9 ,0 ) and the impeller force (Fo, Ft) due to the outlet pressure distribu-
tion caused by the flow distribution is positively proportional to (0 . p ). This
tendency is carried over to general cases of finite but small values of a and r3/r2

1, resulting in a destabilizing region at small positive w/£.

Tle tendencies that the outlet pressure force is more dominant for the eases of
smaller r3/r2 and w/Q may be understood by considering that the above mechanism
becomes more definitive for those cases. When the diffuser angle is not. constant,
the outlet angle will have more important effect on the impeller forces. In cases
with a volute, the radial velocity on the volute is strictly controlled by the volute
surface. Hence the latter half of the above discussions can be applied also for the
cases with a volute.
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Impeller forces at partial capacity
(Cases with infinitesimally small impeller/diffuser gap)

We consider the cases with r3/r2 4 0. As mentioned before, the solution becomes
purely analytical for such cases. Figures 8 and 9 show the impeller forces at par-
tial capacities with impeller and diffuser losses considered and neglected
respectively. For , / 92 < 0, Fa increases and Ft decreases as the decrease in o .
This tendency can be understood from the discussions for a 4 0 in the last section
through the effect of c on 4'rz. The destabilizing region is enlarged by the
decrease in c . It is interesting to note here that the value of w / Q2 for which
ImagU r,) = 0 increases as the decrease in <P . In Figure 7, the impeller forces for

/%V d = 0.2 change largely near w /Q = 0.35. This condition corresponds to the
rotating stall onset flow rate and the stall propagation velocity which can be deter-
mined by putting the denominator of equation (12) to be zero. lt can be shown that
the onset flow rate thus determined equals to the flow rate at which the difference
between the diffuser outlet static pressure and the impeller inlet total pressure be-
comes unchanged by a change in flow rate. Those conditions agree with those obtained
by Railly & Ekerol (ref. 11). The onset condition determined from equation (12) for
this case is (/'p, , ,, )=(0.21,0.34). If we neglect the losses, as shown in
Figure 8, we do not have the large change in the forces. For ,) /Q.2 < 0, the losses
has little effect on F. but they have the effect to increase Ft near the design
capacity and to decrease Ft at lower capacities. This is because the change in
losses due to the change in incidence angle becomes significant at lower capacities.
In Figures 8 and 9, we observe destabilizing regions in .,)/ 2 < 0 at very lou
capacities. This has not been observed experimentally and it is questionable if the
present model can be applied to such a small capacity.

Impeller forces at partial capacity
(Cases with small impeller/diffuser gap)

At small capacities the impeller forces change ]argely with a small change in
ra/r2 and the effect of rotating stall observed in Figure 7 for r3/r2 I cannot be
spen for ra/r2 = 1.03. Figure 10 shows the impeller forces for ri/r, 1.10. The
impeller forces change largely in the region , I/L2 ( 0 at partial capacities. The
denominator of equation (12) becomes zero for (I / Q d, w,, / 2 = (0.288,-0.16). Un-
like the cases with ri/rz = 1.0 shown in Figures 8 and 9, the large change dose not
disappear by the neglections of impeller and diffuser losses.

The vaned diffuser rotating stall onset condition can be obtained by a method
similar to the present study under the assumptions that the pressure is constant at
the outlet of the diffuser and that the flow upstream is irrotational. If we neglect
the delay of loss, the onset flow rate coincides with that at which the difference of
the inlet total pressure and the outlet static pressure is unaltered by the change in
the flow rate under a constant inlet circumferential velocity. For the present case
the diffuser rotating stall onset condition thus determined is (cp / c ', , / Q -
(0.320,0.0396). The impeller rotating stall onset condition for the present case
determined under the condition of constant impeller outlet pressure is (ref. 10) (
4p / , (,/Q ) = (0.349,0.914). Both of these conditions are far apart from the
condition above mentioned.

As the flow rate gets mller, the flow angle in the vaneless region becomes
smller and the time required for a fluid particle to pass through the region becomes
larger. We consider a case when the shed vorticity decaya proportionally to exp(-Dv
t), where Dx is a positive constant and t is the time passed after the vorticity is
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shed from the impeller. Such cases can be treated by simply multiplying -D. ir (r2

-r2 2 )/Q on A (r,e ) in equation (4)'. Figure 11 shows the results with D,' / Q =
2.0. We do not have the large change in (,./ o < 0 as seen in Fig. 10. This fact
may show that the large change is caused by the irteraction of the vorticity with the
vaned diffuser. The denominator of equation (4) becomes zero for (@ / 9 , ( w / / ) =
(0.40,0.02) and the impeller forces change largely near this condition. This condi-
tion is close to that of diffuser rotating stall onset. This large change in the
impeller forces disappears if we neglect the diffuser loss. Hence, the large change
for D6 / 2.0 is considered to be related with the diffuser rotating stall.

Impeller forces at partial capacity
(Cases with large impeller/diffuser gap)

Figure 11 shows the results for r,/r2 - 1.5 and D, / 2 0.25. The dencminator
of equation (12) becomes zero at (Q /cp, w/ U2 (0.33,0.02) and (0.08,0.98),
near which the impeller forces change irregularly. The former and the latter solu-
tions disappear if we neglect the diffuser and impeller losses respectively. The
diffuser and the impeller rotating stall onset conditions when they are alone are (
P/ , d, (,/ 2 ) = (0.328,0.021) and (0.349,0.914) respectively and these are near to
the above conditions. Hence the irregular changes of the forces in Figure 12 are
considered to be related to the diffuser and impeller rotating stalls. The change of
the forces near the diffuser stall onset condition is smaller than that in Figure 11
for r3/r2 = 1.1. It decreases further by the increase in r3/r2. On the contrary,
the impeller stall onset flow rate increases as the increase in r3/r2 and its effect
on the impeller forces becomes more significant.

In any case the impeller forces change largely near the diffuser and impeller
rotating stall onset conditions and may become destabilizing for whirl. However, we
should use a non-linear analysis for the exact determination of the impeller forces
near rotating stall onset conditions, since rotating stalls are highly non-linear
phenomena. In the present calculations with vaned diffusers, no phenomenon was ob-
served which could be related to rotating stalls in the vaneless part of the
diffuser.

CONCLUSION

Major findings of the present study may be summarized as follows.

(1) The fluid forces on an impeller whirling in a vaned diffuser may become des-
tabilizing for whirling motion even at design capacity. Discussions are made to
elucidate the cause of the destabilizing fluid forces and it was shown that the des-
tabilizing fluid forces are closely related to the steady head-capacity characteris-
tics of the impeller.

(2) The destabilizing whirl velocity region is larger for smaller diffuser vane
angle, impeller/diffuser gap and flow rate.

(3) For infinitesimally small gap between impeller and diffuser, effects of a rotat-
ing stall on the impeller forces are observed at partial capacity. These effects
disappear by a small increase in the gap but instead the effects of the interaction
of shed vorticity with the vaned diffuser appears. If we take into account the decay
of shed vorticity, effects of diffuser rotating stalls are observed.
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(4) As we increase the gap further, the effects of the diffuser rotating stall gets
smaller. The impeller rotating stall onset flow rate increases and its effect on the
impeller forces becomes more significant. In either case the impeller forces change
largely near the rotating stall onset conditions and may become destabilizing for im-
peller whirl.

(5) For small positive to negative whirl velocity ratio, the contribution of the im-
peller outlet pressure distribution has the most significant effect on the impeller
forces. It increases as the impeller/diffuser gap is decreased.

The present authors would like to express their sincere gratitude to Professors
H. Ohashi and C. Brennen for their helpful discussions. Acknowledgments are also to
Mr.S. Takatsugi for his assistance in numerical calculations.
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ABSTRACT

The shrouded-impeller leakage path forces calculated by Childs (1987) have been
analyzed to answer two questions. First, because of certain characteristics of the results of
Childs, the forces could not be modeled with traditional approaches. Therefore, an
approach has been devised to include the forces in conventional rotordynamic analyses.
The forces were approximated by traditional stiffness, damping and inertia coefficients with
the addition of whirl-frequency-dependent direct and cross-coupled stiffness terms. The
forces were found to be well-modeled with this approach. Finally, the effect these forces
had on a simple rotor-bearing system was analyzed, and, therefore, they, in addition to seal
forces, were applied to a Jeffcott rotor. The traditional methods of dynamic system
analysis were modified to incorporate the impeller forces and yielded results for the
eigenproblem, frequency response, critical speed, transient response and an iterative
technique for finding the frequency of free vibration as well as system stability. All results
lead to the conclusion that the forces have little influence on natural frequency but can have
appreciable effects on system stability. Specifically, at higher values of fluid swirl at the
leakage path entrance, relative stability is reduced. The only unexpected response
characteristics that occurred are attributed to the nonlinearity of the model.

(
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INFLUENCE OF IMPELLER SHROUD FORCES ON
TURBOPUMP ROTOR DYNAMICS

INTRODUCTION

The vibration of centrifugal pumps has received increasing attention recently
because of the inability of current analysis techniques to adequately predict the dynamic
characteristics of pump designs. Failure to accurately predict vibrations has resulted in the
loss of considerable amounts of money in down time from severe vibration problems.
Massey (1985), for example, described an eleven-stage pump that became unstable when
its running speed exceeded its critical speed by 25%. In other words, it whirled at 80% of
running speed. Another example occurred in the High Pressure Oxygen Turbopump
(HPOTP) of the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) which also whirled at 80% of running
speed (Childs and Moyer, 1985).

The hydrodynamic forces generated in many of the fluid-filled gaps within the
pump are well-established contributors to the problems cited above. This article is
concerned specifically with the forces developed along the leakage path between the
impeller and the shroud, as shown in Figure 1. As the fluid is discharged from the
impeller, some will return to the lower-pressure, suction side by way of this leakage path.
Leakage is minimized typically with wear ring seals, as shown. Hydrodynamic forces are
developed along the entire leakage path, i.e. the shroud section as well as the seal. Note
that these are only parts of the total force on the impeller and that the impeller/volute region,
balance drums, inducers, shaft, etc. also contribute to the dynamics of pumps, although
they are not considered here.

Unfortunately, measurements of the total force on actual impellers have typically
been obtained using pumps that have been modified to minimize leakage path forces.
However, some results have been reported that are of importance here. For example,
research at Cal Tech (Adtkins, 1976) led to the conclusion that the pressures in the shroud
annulus contributed from about 50% to 75% of the total stiffness acting on the impeller.
The pump used included separation rings and an enlarged shroud clearance space to
minimize leakage flow forces.

Bolleter et al. (1985) useca a rocking-arm mechanism to vertically translate the
spinning impeller. Their pump had normal clearances in the leakage path; and, therefore,
the forces measured were more realistic. The results demonstrated that the
nondimensionalized cross-coupled stiffness value was about twice that measured on the
pump at Cal Tech (Jery et al., 1984). This suggests that the leakage path region in pumps
can also reduce the stability of impeller motion.

Almost all of the analytical attempts at predicting leakage path forces have been
concerned with seals. However, Childs has extended his previous techniques in seal
analysis (1980, 81, 82a, 82b, 82c) to apply them to the flow within the clearance space
surrounding the shroud (1987). His work will be used to model the seal and shroud forces
in this article and will now be summarized.
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Childs used a bulk-flow approach to obtain the governing equations of the flow of a
differential element of fluid. In the seal problem, three equations were required: axial- and
circumferential-momentum equations as well as the continuity equation. In the shroud
problem, the axial-momentum equation was replaced by a path-momentum equation,
introducing additional terms which described the centrifugal and Coriolis accelerations of
the fluid element. After a perturbation expansion of the equations in the eccentricity ratio,
the resulting relationships were solved at various values of the whirl frequency, Q.
Integration of the resulting pressure distribution on the shaft or shroud yielded the radial
and tangential force as functions of whirl frequency. In addition, solution was carried out
at various circumferential velocities at the shropd entrance. This variable is of primary
importance in system stability (cross-coupled stiffness). Figure 2 shows the results of the
shroud problem for three different values of the inlet swirl velocity. The leakage path
analyzed corresponded to that used by Bolleter et al. (1985) which ran at 2000 rpm. Figure
3 provides the dimensions of the pump and other data of importance.

In the articles cited above, Childs initially suggested the following conventional,
linear relationship to model the forces. It applies for small motion of the rotor about the
centered position.

{fF } C[M0 M){5J+[C {X}t +[ K J{ k1)

If circular whirl at frequency, fl, and radius, Q, is assumed such that

x = Qcosl2t

y = Qsinflt, (2)

the radial and tangential force components can be stated

FQI -M" 2+ ci+K (3

tCO - k (3)

After nondimensionalizing the terms as defined in (Childs, 1987), equations (3) become

Fr =Mf- f - RK

F= Cf + , (4)

where the definitions of the coefficients are included in the List of Symbols and the other

variables are defined as follows.
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- FF nondimensionalized force
2RLLA&P
2R A = 8nondimensionalized clearance

f= - , whirl frequency ratio

force coefficient.

The quadratic relationships of equations (4) are to be used to obtain the dynamic
coefficients of equations (1). Specifically, a least-squares curve fit of the force curves will
yield the coefficients. This is an adequate approach for seal forces because they, in
general, do follow a quadratic trend. However, the curves of Figure 2 illustrate that shroud
forces can not be approximated by equations (4); and, therefore, a traditional linear model
as expressed in equations (1) will not adequately represent the forces. Although these
results are unexpected, experimental measurements made by Franz and Arndt (1986) of
impellers with inducers yielded very similar results.

PROBLEM DEFINITION

At this point, it is not known, assuming the force curves of Figure 2 are valid, how
they can best be included in traditional rotordynamic calculations of stability, response,
critical speeds etc. To solve this problem, the present research has been conducted to
answer the following questions.

I. How can the force curves found by Childs (1987) be incorporated in the
traditional rotordynamic analyses of system response, stability, critical
speeds etc.?

2. What effects do the forces have on a rotor-bearing system with respect to
stability, natural frequencies, imbalance response, etc?

Before answering these questions, observe that the forces present no new problems in a
transient analysis because they could be applied as whirl-frequency-dependent forcing
functions to a simple rotor model such as that developed by Jeffcott (1919). The equations
of motion would be nonlinear because the forces depend on the whirl frequency, defined
kinematically as

R x- yk (5)
WO O)s(x 2 + y2)'

but this could be handled by integrating the equations of motion numerically with traditional
methods. However, a transient analysis alone is not sufficient to obtain an understanding
of the forces, and this is why an answer to the queftions posed above is necessary. The
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following section describes the model used to analyze the shroud forces, and results are
( then given for the eigenvalue problem and frequency response, respectively.

ROTORDYNAMIC MODEL

As shown in Figure 4, the model is a Jeffcott rotor (Jeffcott, 1919) under the
application of seal and shroud forces. The rotor itself represents a double-suction impeller,
yielding two symmetrical leakage paths. In summary, the forces on the rotor are the shaft
stiffness, two identical seal forces and two identical shroud forces. The mathematical
representation of each force will now be discussed.

A 90.7 kg (200 lb) rotor is assumed. In addition, the shaft stiffness used (Ksh =
.2987 MN/m) makes the natural frequency of forward whirl (to be defined later) equal to
80% of shaft speed. This choice is not completely arbitrary since this frequency
corresponds to that observed in the examples cited in the Introduction (Massey, 1985;
Childs and Moyer, 1985).

The seals modeled are smooth, wear ring seals with a clearance and diameter of .36
mm and 236 mm, respectively. The least-squares approach of Childs described earlier has
been carried out, and the resulting dynamic coefficients are given in Table 1. The analysis
used under-predicts the true value of the direct stiffness coefficient which, therefore, is
doubled later when the coefficients of the entire model are assembled.

Table 1. Coefficients for one wear ring seal.
! UtL Ms Cs CS K, ks

-- kg Ns/m Ns/m MN/n MN/n

.5 .3111 3356.0 78.6 .6121 .4628

.6 .3398 2167.0 89.6 .5443 .4611

.7 .3714 970.9 101.3 .4755 .4455

As described in the Introduction, conventional stiffness, damping and mass
coefficients can not completely describe the impeller-shroud forces calculated by Childs and
shown in Figure 2. Therefore, the following method has been devised. First, a curve fit
of the force curves is carried out, yielding dynamic coefficients which describe the
quadratic variation of the forces with respect to the whirl frequency ratio as described
above. The difference between these curve fits and the actual force curves is modeled by
direct and cross-coupled stiffness coefficients which are functions of whirl frequency ratio.
The mathematical equivalent of this approach will now be discussed.

The following modified forms of equations (4) express the method with which the
impeller-shroud forces are modeled.

F l.f2. CLf- [IL + K*(f)]
q

F=t - Lf + k + k(),(6)

(
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where K* and k* represent the nondimensionalized deviations between the force curves and

the approximating quadratic expressions. Figure 5 illustrates K* and i, respectively.
Note that, although they represent forces proportional to displacement, they are not
traditional stiffness coefficients since they are functions of whirl frequency ratio. In
addition, because of the perturbation approach used by Childs, the original forces are
linearly proportional to rotor displacement. This fact supports the usage of stiffness
coefficients to model the forces in Figure 5. Equations (1) are now rewritten as

WK L+k(f) (7)}=[0 ) [-CL L -kL-k*(f) KL+K*(f) Y }

Finally, observe that equations (7) are, in general, nonlinear differential equations. To
undersma this statement, recall that the general definition of the whirl frequency ratio, f, is
given in equation (5). If the rotor precession has a constant radius and rate, f is a constant
and the motion is linear. However, for general motion, f is variable and a function of the
motion.

After performing the asymptotic least-squares curve fit to Figure 2, the resultingcoefficients of equation (6) are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Approximating coefficients for one leakage path.
ML CL CL. KL kLkg Ns/m Ns/m LMN/m MN

3.469 2037 969.9 .06781 .3137

Note that the above values apply for all three inlet tangential velocities to the leakage path.

The frequency-dependent coefficients, k" and k, are illustrated in the curves of Figure 5.

In summary, the following equations represent how the overall coefficients for the
model are defined.

M = Mr + 2(M, + ML)

C =2(Cs + CL) +

c = 2(c, + cj)

K = Ksh + 2(2K3 + KL) + 2K = K + 2K"

k = 2(k, + kL) + 2k* = k + 2k*. (8)
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Particular coefficients are doubled because there are two seals and two leakage paths in a

double suction pump. The quantity, C, must be added to the model to yield reasonable

stability. If the eigenvalues of the overall system are obtained without adding C, the

system is found to be unstable. Therefore, by adding another damping term (C = 10,422
Ns/m), reasonable stability, which is consistent with operating pump experience, is
ensured.

The following equation represents the complete model used to approximate the
forces on the rotor.

M. 2 +[ . +,_.,<<.>,<<.,,,.j -.,=,xJ (9)

Table 3 contains the numerical values used for this analysis. These coefficients combine to

make the damping for the uncoupled system, defined by 24KM, equal to 63%, 59% and

54% of critical damping for the three swirl ratios shown, respectively. Again, K" and k*
are illustrated in Figure 5 and are defined analytically with cubic-spline curve fits.

Table 3. Coefficients for overall model.

UL M C c Kk
-- kg Ns/m Ns/m MN/m MN/r

.5 98.240 21208 2097.1 2.8827 1.5549

.6 98.298 18830 2119.1 2.6115 1.5494

.7 98.361 16438 2142.4 2.3363 1.5184

EIGENVALUE DETERMINATION AND INTERPRETATION

The characteristic equation for equation (9) is

(Ms 2 + Cs + K)2 + (cs + k) 2 = 0. (10)

Traditionally, the roots of the above quartic polynomial in the complex variable, s, are the
system eigenvalues, the real part of which determines the stability while the imaginary part
is the natural frequency. However, this description is not altogether complete as will be
explained below. It can be shown that the four roots of equation (10) are two pairs of
complex conjugates, corresponding to the forward whirl and backward whirl modes.

In solving equation (10) for the eigenvalues, there are of four roots for any whirl
frequency ratio. Figures 6 and 7 show how only the forward-whirl eigenvalue varies with
whirl frequency ratio for the three inlet swirl ratios.
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The physical meaning of the eigenvalues is of interest, and Figure 7 will be used to
explain this. In linear systems, the frequency of free vibration is determined by the
imaginary part of the eigenvalues. However, this is not exactly true in the present whirl
frequency-dependent model. Free whirl of the rotor occurs only when the imaginary part
of an eigenvalue equals the whirl frequency. In Figure 7, therefore, only those points
where the abscissa equals the ordinate can correspond to free vibration of the rotor.
Further, stability is determined at the eigenvalue whose imaginary part equals the whirl
frequency ratio.

To find this "natural frequency" and stability of free whirl, the following iterative
technique has been used. First, a whirl frequency ratio is assumed. From this value, the
corresponding values of K and k are obtained from the data shown in Figure 5 from which
the eigenvalues are found using equation (10). These first two steps are equivalent to
finding a point on the curves of Figure 6 and 7. The imaginary part of the forward-whirl
eigenvalue is compared to the whirl frequency used. If they are the same, the natural
frequency at which free vibration takes place is defined. If they are different, the imaginary
part of the forward-whirl root becomes the assumed whirl frequency ratio, and the same
steps are carried out until convergence occurs.

Tables 4 and 5 show results of the above algorithm. Also included are the
eigenvalues of the same model neglecting K* and k*, which correspond to a pure quadratic
approximation of the leakage path forces as in equations (4). The eigenvalues illustrate at
least two important conclusions about the effects of the values of K* and k*. First, the
natural frequency increases when K* and k* are included as well as when the swiri ratio is
increased. The variation of K* in Figure 5 explains these observations. More importantly,
the percent differences between the two models show that the values of K* and k* have
very little effect on natural frequency. Second, stability is reduced when K* and k* are
included and when the swirl ratio is increased. The variation of k* in Figure 5 is the cause
of these observations. Finally, the percent differences between the two models shows that
K* and k" can cause appreciable reductions in relative stability.

Table 4. Natural frequencies of free vibration for the pump model with and
without K" and k*.

a with without percent

K* and k* K* and k* decrease

.5 .747 .727 2.68%

.6 .777 .724 6.82%

.7 .800 .715 10.63%

To show that the stability and frequency of free vibration are determined only by the
root obtained from the iterative approach described earlier, the equations of motion (9) were
integrated in a series of transient, free-vibration simulations. Initial conditions were an
initial displacement of .127 mm (.005 in) and velocity equal to RLO)S (synchronous whirl).
Figure 8 includes the resulting orbit and a time history of the whirl frequency ratio for free
vibration and an inlet swirl ratio of .7. As shown, the rotor executed a well-damped spiral
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orbit. The whirl frequency ratio of the orbit was exactly .8, which corresponds to the
natural frquency found earlier. The other two swirl ratios yielded similar results.

Table 5. Real parts of the eigenvalues for the model with and without K*
and k*.

%L real part with real part without percent
K' and k* K* and k* decrease

1/sec 1/sec --

.5 -55.9 -60.3 7.87%

.6 -31.1 -47.2 51.80%

.7 -13.8 -34.5 150.00%

To verify that the stability of the model is described only by the real part of the
eigenvalues obtained with the iterative approach described above, the direct damping
coefficient was reduced by 12.5% producing a range of unstable eigenvalues as shown in
Figure 9 where the real part of the forward-whirl root is positive between whirl frequency
ratios of .41 and .57. The natural frequency of this altered model corresponds to a stable

eigenvalue and is .825o. Integration of the equations of motion showed that free vibration
was indeed stable and occurred at the new natural frequency. In addition, the equations of
motion were altered to include a harmonic forcing function with an amplitude of 5 N which

forced the rotor in a circular direction at a frequency of .5os. Figure 10 includes the
resulting orbit, whirl frequency ratio time history and a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of
the x-coordinate, respectively. Even though the forcing frequency was within the unstable
range of frequencies, the figures show that the system was stable in that its orbit did not
grow without bound. The loops and limit cycle behavior are the results of the
nonlinearities in the model. The FFT shows that the steady state orbit consisted of

response at both the forcing frequency, .5wo,, and the natural frequency, .825(0,. Other

forcing frequencies were also tried. Using a stable value of .70s, for example, the
response did not behave in the same manner; instead, the orbit reached a steady state
circular path at the excitation frequency as would be expected from a linear system.

However, forcing at .375o,, the characteristics of the results from forcing at .5o, occurred
again, as can be seen in Figure 11, which again contain the orbit, time history of the whirl
frequency ratio and an FFT of the response. Only forcing frequencies below and within
the unstable zone resulted in this behavior. Only when the direct damping coefficient was
reduced until the natural frequency corresponded to an unstable eigenvalue did the response
become unstable in a linear sense, where the orbit grew without bound at the natural
frequency. The fundamental result from this analysis is a verification that a range of whirl
frequencies yielding eigenvalues with positive real parts does not cause the system
response to grow without bound unless it includes the system natural frequency. In
addition, the nonlinearities of the system can cause a limit cycle to occur under certain
conditions.

Finally, the critical speed of the rotor can not be calculated unless force curves are
available at other shaft speeds. In this case, the natural frequency is calculated with the
iterative method just described, but at a number of shaft speeds. A plot of natural
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frequency as a function of shaft speed is then drawn, analogous to "critical speed maps" in
fluid-film bearing analysis. The critical speed is defined as the speed where the natural
firquency is equal to the shaft speed.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

As discussed earlier, the following are the equations of motion of the model

[Mo j9+C c] l+r -K(O k("J cosit
L0OM lJ-c CJL -kWf)K(f)lyJ F sinfltJ

where the right-hand side represents a harmonic forcing function appropriate to frequency
response analyses. As in traditional methods, the transient solution is assumed to decay
with time, and only the steady-state response of the rotor is considered. The forcing
frequency is defined by l1 which has been used to represent whirl speed. Since the steady-
state motion is assumed to occur at the same frequency as the excitation, this should not
cause confusion. Note that the model is now linear because the whirl frequency ratio and,
hence, the stiffnesses are constant. Multiplying the second equation by the complex
number i, the equations can be combined into one in terms of the complex variable z.

MI + (C - ic)i + (K - ik)z = Feiflt. (12)

Assuming steady-state motion of the following form

z = ReiO, (13)

where R denotes the whirl amplitude, and 0 is the phase angle yields

R K
F-' = 4[K - MJ 2 + cf"j2 + [(CO -k2

-tan-[ k-n ]c (14)IK - MC12 + cf I

Equations (14) were solved using the present model data, and the results for a swirl
ratio of .7 are shown in Figures 12 and 13. Also included are the same results for the
model with K* and k* neglected. Again, in obtaining frequency response curves as shown
in Figures 12 and 13, the stiffness terms must be calculated at the corresponding whirl
frequency ratio.

The swirl ratio of .7, shown, exhibited the largest variation in amplitude and phase
at the whirl frequency ratio of .80, the sytem natural frequency. An amplitude difference of
about 60% is shown between the curves, suggesting that K* and k* have significant
influence on the system primarily at this frequency. The swirl ratios of .6 and .5 exhibited
similar but decreasing results in both the amplitude and phase curves, having differences in
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amplitude at the peak value of 35% and 6%, respectively. In fact, the curves were almost
identical in the case corresponding to a swirl ratio of .5. Note that these resonance peaks
occurred in all cases at the corresponding natural frequencies found in the previous section,
further verifying the preceding results. The difference in the response to imbalance
excitation between the two models is small, and this suggests that the leakage path forces
have negligible effects at this frequency especially at low inlet swirl ratios. However, the
presence of a subsynchronous excitation near the natural frequency can result in large
increases in response amplitude when k* is included. Finally, these results depend on the

choice of C. The denominator of the first of equations (14) demonstrates that the amplitude
increases as CM approaches k. Therefore, the observations stated above apply only for the
damping values stated earlier.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The impeller-shroud forces have been separated into a.) constant (whirl frequency-
independent) stiffness, damping and inertia coefficients and b.) direct and cross-coupled
added stiffness coefficients which are functions of whirl frequency. With this approach,
the model can be analyzed using traditional techniques with a few modifications. A new
iterative technique was used in the determination of system stability and free vibration
natural frequency. The whirl-frequency-dependent stiffness terms were seen to be
convenient and effective models for the impeller-shroud force nonlinearities.

When the values of the added stiffness coefficients, K* and k*, were included in
addition to the frequency-independent coefficients, a number of effects resulted. First, the
natural frequency was seen to increase by a small amount, suggesting that K* could be
neglected when only the natural frequency is important. In addition, the stability is seen to
decrease when k* is included. This effect is appreciable, so stability calculations should
include k*. The frequency response analysis showed synchronous response to imbalance
is increased by the stiffnesses although by only d small amount. Appreciable differences in
response due to subsynchronous excitation occur only at or near the natural frequency and
become negligible at low values of the inlet swirl ratio.

To find the natural frequency and stability of the system, a new iterative technique
was used. The resulting eigenvalues were shown to completely describe the characteristics
of free vibration. The nonlinearities in the model resulted in loop-filled orbits and limit
cycles under specific conditions.

(
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

CQOW nondimensionalized direct damping coefficient

cQo 3
E = nondimensionalized cross-coupled damping coefficient
~rt FF

o= nondimensionalized radial and tangential forces on the rotor

F0 = 2RLLAP (Childs, 1987) (F)

f = Q whirl frequency ratio

k=K nondimensionalized direct stiffness coefficient

K* direct stiffness coefficient which is a function of the whirl
frequency ratio (F/L)

kff -nondimensionalized cross-coupled stiffness coefficient [19]

k* cross-coupled stiffness coefficient which is a function of the
whirl frequency ratio (F/L)

L length of seal or impeller-shroud path (L)
M= Q0  nondimensionalized direct mass coefficient [ 19]

Q rotor whirl radius (L)

QO clearance at leakage path entrance (L)

clearance ratio

R rotor whirl amplitude (L)
RL,, sinlet radius of shroud leakage path or seal (L)

ffL = UtL/3 nondimensionalized tangential fluid velocity at leakage path
RLOs

or seal entrance (inlet swirl ratio) [19]
x, y rectangular coordinates of rotor center (L)
Z complex rotor whirl amplitude (L)
z = x +iy complex rotor coordinate (L)
*b phase angle of whirl from harmonic excitation

rotor whirl frequency (1/T)
Wn natural frequency of free vibration (lIT)

0) shaft speed (l/T)

L shroud leakage path coefficient subscript
r rotor coefficient sub'script
s seal coefficient subscript
sh shaft coefficient subscript
none overall coefficient subscript
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Figure 1. Typical seal configurations for a muld-stage pump.
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MAGNETIC BEARING STIFFNESS CONTROL
USING FREQUENCY BAND FILTERING

By
H. King Chen

Mechanical Technology Incorporated
968 Albany-Shaker Road

Latham, New York 12110, U.S.A

SUM ARY

Active magnetic bearings can be implemented with frequency band-reject filtering
that decreases the bearing stiffness and damping at a small bandwidth around a chosen
frequency. The control scheme has been used for reducing a rotor dynamic force, such as
an imbalance force, transmitted to the bearing stator. This study reveals that the
scheme creates additional system vibration modes at the same frequency. It also shows
that the amount of force reduction is limited by the stability requirement of these
modes.

INTRODUCTION

The attractive-type active magnetic bearings (AMBs) usually have four quadrants of
electromagnets (ref. 1). A pair of opposite quadrants.independently control the jour-
nal motion in one direction by a Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller
(ref. 2). Steady-state (bias) currents are induced in the quadrants so that the total
control current in each quadrant never changes polarity. This provides a base for line-
ar feedback control and greatly simplifies the control circuitry (ref. 3).

There appears to be a growing interest in applying the AMBs not only for their
advantageous basic bearing function, but also for their potential to be the rotor force
isolator (ref. 4). An AMB can be made extra "soft" at narrow frequency bands, and the
rotor forces to ground at these frequencies can be dramatically reduced at the sacrifice
of large rotor runouts. For example, the well-publicized AHB control feature,
"auto-balancing," was designed to reduce imbalance force to ground with the rotor
rotating about its inertia axis (ref. 2). However, the creation of these stiffness
"valleys" also creates instability problems for the rotor-AMB system. Herein this type
of instability problem is addressed analytically while an experimental project is in
progress.

NOMENCLATURE

AMB active magnetic bearing

a phase-lead network zero parameter

B frequency bandwidth of band-pass filter

b phase-lead network pole parameter

C radial air gap

Cd proportional feedback gain
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Cv phase-lead feedback gain

Ce  integral feedback gain

Cp band-pass filter gain.

CPO band-pass filter stability threshold gain

F regulating magnetic force

FI,F3  magnetic force per pole due to bias current in quadrant 1 or 3

FODE first-order differential equation

f band-pass factor

C power amplifier gain

I1,I3 bias current in quadrant I or 3

i regulating current

K AMB stiffness

Ki current stiffness

IC, magnetic (negative) stiffness

LHS left hand side

N mass supported by A.IB

PID proportional-integral-derivative

Q integrator output

R nondimensional frequency parameter defined at a stiffness valley

RHS right hand side

S Laplace variable

t time

U real stiffness at wc after filter implementation

u real stiffness at Wc before filter implementation

ur  RlS stiffness

Ut LHS stiffness

V imaginary stiffness at W after filter implementation

v imaginary stiffness at Mc before filter implementation

Y *14 journal displacement in Y-direction

Yp band-pass filter output

Z phase-lead network output

ACd net proportional feedback gain contributing to real stiffness

w exciting frequency

W c band-pass filter center frequency

W IL LHS slope frequency

WO  integrator cut-off frequency
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Wr RHS slope frequency

dot d/dt

Aw w -w

a magnetic pole angle

AXB CONTROL WITH FREQUENCY BAND FILTERING

Assuming the bias currents are much larger than the regulating currents and the air
gap is much larger than the journal's normal excursion, the two perpendicular axes of a
radial AMB can be controlled independently (ref. 3). A control scheme for each axis is
presented in figure 1. There are four parallel loops processing a journal displacement
measurement. The top three loops, including a phase-lead network (b > a), form a
conventional PID controller. The fourth loop comprises a typical second-order
band-pass filter with the center frequency at wc, bardwidth B, and gain Cp (ref. 5).
The filter can have a fixed center frequency or it may vary the center frequency with
rotor speed. The latter is called a tracking filter and its implementation was
explained by SKF (ref. 6). The filter output is subtracted from the displacement meas-
urement that is fed into the phase-lead network. Also, the output multiplied by a gain
ACd is added to the basic PID signals that control the power amplifier. The gain ACd is
defined below.

ACd - Cd - Ka/(KiG) (1)

where

Cd = proportional loop gain, volt/m

C a amplifier gain, A/volt

Km = magnetic stiffness
a 2 (Fl/C + F3/C)cosO, lb/m

Ki - current stiffness
a 2 (FI/Il + F3/I3), lb/amp

C - radial air gap, m

11,13 - bias current of quadrants I or 3, respectively, A

FIF3 - magnetic forces per pole due to bias currents, N

The parameter Km is the "negative spring" effect of the AXB magnetic field. The
part of the proportional gain to overcome this effect is Km/(KiC). Therefore, ACd is
the net proportional gain contributing to the AKB stiffness.

Assuming the power amplifiers are current sources in the bandwidth of interest (G =

constant), the AMB regulating force across the quadrants 1 and 3 is

F aKi i + KE Y (2)

(From figure 1, the regulating current is

i C -Cd Y- Cv Z- Ce Q + ACd Cp YpI (3)
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where

Z - (S + a)/(S + b)] (Y - CpYp) (4)

Q -( [(S + Wo)] Y (5)

Yp - [BS/(S2 + BS + Wc2)] Y (6)

Incorporating equations (4), (5), and (6) into equation (3), which in turn is incorpo-
rated into equation (2), the AMB reaction transfer function can be expressed by equation
(7).

-FlY - KiC[(&Cd + Cv(S + a)/(S + b))f + Ce/(S + Wo)] (7)

where

f l 1 - CpBS/(S 2 * BS + Wc2)

The filter gain Cp ranges from 0 to 1. For AMB without frequency band rejection,

i.e., Cp = 0, the complex stiffness as a function of exciting frequency is

-F/Y = [KiC(ACd + Cv(ab + wl)/(b2 + W2 )) + KiCCeWo/(W2 + W02)]

+ j w[KicCv(b - a)/(b2 + W2 ) - KiCCe/(W2 + W0
2 )] (8)

The real part of equation (8) is the AMB stiffness and the imaginary part is the
AMB damping. The second terms of both parts are the main contributors to the AMB "stat-
ic stiffness" (for small W). The stiffness and damping of a typical AMB are presented
in figure 2. It may appear unusual that the bearing damping can be negative, but as
long as no rotor natural vibration mode exists in the frequency range with negative
damping, there should be no dynamic problem.

Figure 3 shows the magnitude of the complex stiffnesses for the same AMB with a
frequency band rejection. The filter creates a stiffness valley with a depth propor-
tional to Cp. As Cp approaching one, a dynamic force exerted on the rotor at the center
frequency can be mostly balanced by the rotor inertia force. Only a small part will be
resisted by the AHB and thus transmitted to the bearing stator or ground. In the
following section, a potential stability problem of creating such a stiffness valley
will be discussed.

AMB STABILITY AT FILTER CENTER FREQUENCY

Figure 4 is a zoomed-in view oi the stiffness valley of figure 3. The local
complex stiffness decreases and increases sharply but continuously around a center
frequency wc in a small bandwidth B.

Let

M - rotor mass associated with the AMB

u, v - real and imaginary parts of complex stiffness, respectively,
at W before the valley was created
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and

which implies a natural frequency exists above the filter center frequency.

Imagine applying a dynamic force to the mass at a frequency W that is slowly
increasing across the valley. There will be (if the valley is deep enough) an exciting
frequency, wp, associated with a LHS slope stiffness, ut, such that,

um IH

Therefore, wt is a resonance frequency. Similarly, there is a RHS slope resonance
frequency:

/-u 1Ky

r r
These discussions are best illustrated by an example shown in figure 5. Note that

these two resonance modes are not due to the filter circuitry alone. They are also
related to the mass which the AMB sees. It is of less concern how well the modes are
damped. Presumably, if the exciting force frequency, such as the rotor speed, is not
drifting away from the filter center frequency, these modes can only be excited by
impact type loads. Since the filters are usually implemented with narrow bandwidth,
they will not be excited easily as long as they are reasonably damped and no persistant
impact load exists. It is a major concern, however, that these modes may not be stable,
i.e., associated with positive growth factor or negative damping. This can happen when
the gain CP is made large or approaching one. For example, the LHS slope mode at 59.4 Hz
in figure 5 is unstable (growth factor a 120) with Cp a 1. It is therefore important in
implementing this type of filter to know a threshold stable gain Cp, which is determined
in the following analysis.

Let
AW= w - w

and 
C

R - (B/2)/Aw

The band-reject factor in equation (7) is

f a I - Cp(jBw)/[(c - w 2 ) + jBw]

( [ + 0 - Cp)R1 - jCpR]/(l + R2) (9)

The complex stiffness around Wc is approximately

-FlY a (u + jv) f - U + jv (10)

where

U = u [ - CpR 2 I(1 + R)J v CpRl(l + Ra) (11)

V - v [I - CpR/(I + Rz)] - u CpRl(l + R2) (12)
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Both U and V are functions of R, which in turn is a function of the exciting
frequency near W . According to equation (12), the RHS mode (R < 0) is always more
damped than the LIS mode. Note that at the center frequency (R = e), equations (11) and
(12) become

U = u (l-Cp)

and

V = v (-Cp)

Also note that for effective force isolation, the frequency /[u(l - C )]/M should
be one-third of W or less. To determine the threshold gain (Cpo) for stability, it may
not be overly conservative to require

v>0

which implies by equation (12)

cpo (1 * Ra)/[(u/v)R + R2] (13)

In the range of 0 to 1, the minimum value of CpO occurs at the LHS slope where

R - v/u + /'u' + 1 (14)

Incorporating equation (14) into equation (13), the relationship between CpO and v/u is
plotted in figure 6. For normal AMB applications with v/u < 1, the gain value of Cp
should be less than 0.83 according to this plot.

STABILITY OF ROTOR-AMB SYSTEM USING FREQUENCY BAND FILTERING

When two or more radial AMBs are supporting a rotor, the mass that each AMB sees is
different at different critical modes. The location of the filter center frequency
relative to these critical frequencies has a definite influence on the stability prob-
lem mentioned above. Since the influence is not straight forward, it would be appropri-
ate to investigate the stability problem in a rotor-AMB dynamic system as follows.

In a conventional rotordynamics approach, the rotor is modeled as sections of
circular beams using a finite element method. Concentrated masses and inertias are
assigned at the nodes of the beam elements for any attachments to the rotor. Gyroscopic
effect is included. For simplicity, circular orbits can be assumed and are adequate for
most AMB amplications. For each radial AMB there are two independently controlled axes.
For each axis, there is a set of first-order differential equations (FODEs) represent-
ing the AMB dynamics. For example, the control scheme of figure 1 can be represented by
four FODEs according to equations (4), (5), and (6), which include the frequency band
filtering. The rotor-bearing coupling terms exist in equations (2) and (3).

Combining the dynamic equations of the rotor and AMNs, an electromechanical system
model can be formulated for eigenvalue evaluation. The formulation procedure is
straight forward and will not be presented here. An example eigenvalue analysis for a
simple rotor supported by two identical AKBs (fig. 7) is used to demonstrate this system
approach. The key AMN control parameters are identical for all four controlled axes
(table I). The stiffness and damping of this ANB as functions of frequency have been
plotted in figure 2.
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Without the filtering, the system has natural modes at 3000 cpm, 10,000 cpm and
35,000 cpm. The rotor-AMB system has been analyzed for the filter centered at 30 Hz andV 60 Ha separately. The additional LOIS mode, which is less stable than the RHS one, is
presented in table II for different values of Cp. The predicted values of Cpo using
equations (13) and (14), as noted on table II, are consistently conservative.

CONCLUSIONS

A frequency band-reject scheme for reducing dynamic force to stator at a selected
frequency may create AMB instability problems.

From the generic bearing point of view, this study has shown the following:

1. Depending on the mass supported by the AMB, there can be a natural vibration
mode corresponding to the stiffness somewhere on each slope of the stiffness
valley. Thus the frequencies of the induced modes are close to the filter
center frequency.

2. There is a limit how deep the stiffness valley can be made without causing
these modes to be unstable. The limit is related to the local damping-to-
stiffness ratio before the valley is created. A conservative limit in terms of
the ratio has been established.

From the rotor-AMB system point of view, the AMB mass varies with the rotor crit-
ical mode shapes. A rigorous approach to determine the stability is to find the eigen-
values of the electromechanical system.
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TABLE I -RADIAL AMB PARAMETERS

Ki 53.5 N/A
5

KID 2.27ml0 N/rn

a163.3 red/sc

b978.8 rad/sec

w 0 3.14 rad/sec

Cd 5921 volt/rn

C, 5626 volt/rn

Ce 31500 volt/rn-sec

Op0tolI

w c 188.5 red/sec or 377.0 tad/sec

B 7.54 red/sec or 15.08 tad/sec

TABLE II - ADDITIONAL LHS MODE

Speed = 1800 rpmn Speed a3600 rpm

w a30 Hz; Id 60 liz;

v/u - 0.25; v/u 0.46;

______ po - 0.4 CPO 06

Frequency log. Frequency log.

CP(cpu) decrement (cpu) decremnent

0.0 1800 0.126 3600 0.126

0.4 1798 0.045 3597 0.064

0.5 1798 0.025 3597 0.049

0.6 1797 0.006 * 3596 0.034

0.8 1796 -0.034 * 3595 0.003 *

1..0 1794 -0.072 * 3593 -0.027 *

*marginal or unstable mnodes
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AN ACTIVE MAGNETIC BEARING CONTROL SCHEME

WITH FREQUENCY BAND-REJECT FILTERING
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COMPLEX STIFFNESS OF A TYPICAL ACTIVE MAGNETIC BEARING
WITH BAND-REJECT FILTERING
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A MAGNETIC DAMPER FOR FIRST MODE VIBRATION
REDUCTION IN MULTIMASS FLEXIBLE ROTORS

M. E. F. Kasarda
Rotor Bearing Dynamics, Inc.
Wellsville, NY 14895 USA
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Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
University of Virginia
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SUMMARY

Many rotating machines such as compressors, turbines and pumps have long thin
shafts with resulting vibration problems. They would benefit from additional damping
near the center of the shaft. Magnetic dampers have the potential to be employed in
these machines because they can operate in the workin fluid environment unlike
conventional bearings. This paper describes an experimental test rig which was set
up with a long thin shaft and several masses to represent a flexible shaft machine.
An active magnetic damper was placed in three locations: near the midspan, near one
end disk and close to the bearing. With typical control parameter settings, the
midspan location reduced the first mode vibration 82, the disk location reduced it
75% and the bearing location attained a 74% reduction. Magnetic damper stiffness and
damping values used to obtain these reductions were only a few percent of the bearing
stiffness and damping values. A theoretical model of both the rotor and the damper
was developed and compared to the measured results. The agreement was good.

NOMENCLATURE

SymbolJ Meaning

A Area of magnetic pole face (one)
C Capacitance
Ceq Equivalent damping

F Force
C Controller transfer function
h Gap thickness -
hs  Steady state gap thickness

i Current
is  Steady state current

ib  Bottom magnet current
it  Top magnet current

( Ka Current'amplifier gain
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Keq Equivalent stiffness

K Proportional gain

Ki  Current stiffness

K Rate gain

Kt  Controller total gain

Ky Position stiffness

M Mass
N Number of turns (per leg)
R Resistance
s Laplace variable
W Weight
y Vertical position
WAngular velocity

Magnetic flux
#0 Permeability of free space

T Time constant

INTRODUCTION

Compressors, turbines and other rotating machines often have long thin shafts
which give rise to high vibration problems. Currently, many compressors operate
above the first [1] or second critical speed. Steam turbines also operate above
several critical speeds. Seals inside compressors give rise to cross coupled
stiffness terms which may drive a machine into large subsynchronous vibrations [2].
Nicholas, et. al [31 report on the effects of flexible supports which tend to
increase vibration levels in steam turbines. Generally it is desirable to increase
the damping effects near the center of these long, thin shaft machines. One method
of doing this is to place a damper inside the machine casing.

The concept of using a damper inside these machines is not new. Such a damper
would be located somewhere between the bearings and apply damping, and perhaps
stiffness, to the rotor. What has been lacking until recent years is a damper which
could operate in the environment of the working fluid. Conventional rolling element
and fluid film bearings require an oil supply. A central damper in a compressor
would have to be sealed so that the oil does not contaminate the gas. In most cases,
the additional complications do not warrant the damper. In steam turbines, the
temperature is so high that an oil damper could not be used inside the turbine.

Magnetic dampers are now a real possibility for these types of machines.
Commercial magnetic bearings [4,5] are increasingly being used for compressors and
other machines. These do not require oil and can operate at high temperatures, thus
removing the limitations indicated above. To date, the authors are not aware of the
use of a magnetic damper in a field application in North America.

A magnetic bearing can be used as a magnetic damper simply by having it carry no
load. Thus the machine is completely supported in regular bearings. Typically these
are oil lubricated bearings. If the damper is not active then the machine reverts
to its normal behavior without a damper effect. Some earl work on simple rotors
with active control was reported in [6,7] by Allaire et. al.
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Several studies have been carried out by Holmes, et. al [8,9] on the suppression
of vibrations in long transmission shafts. A magnetic damper was placed at various
locations along the shaft to determine the reduction. These studies differ from the
present paper because there were no large masses located along the shaft such as
occur in compressors and turbines.

A magnetic bearing/damper has been developed at the University of Virginia. It
was used as the damper in this work, so the relevant publications are described in
some detail here. The basic bearing geometry and control algorithm was described by
Ilumphris, et al. [10]. The effects of the bearing employed to support a flexible
rotor were measured and reported in Allaire et a [11-13]. Adjustment of the
bearing stiffness properties via the control system gains allowed movement of the
rotor first critical speed from approximately 800 rpm to 2,000 rpm, which is more
titan a factor of two. Variation of the bearing daping properties gave a reduction
in rotor vibrations of as much as an order of magnitude. The first results using the
magnetic bearing as a damper (not supportin any steady state load) were reported in
14 ]. Also, initial results of employing digital control to operate magnetic
earings were published in [15].

The purpose of this paper is to report on the use of an active magnetic damper
in a multimass flexible rotor. Three large disks were placed on a shaft, supported
in conventional bearings, to represent a multimass compressor or steam turbine. The
magnetic damper was placed in various locations to observe the vibration reduction
capabilities. The magnetic damper was placed near the midspan, near one end disk,
and as close to the outboard bearing as possible.

ACTIVE MAGNETIC DAMPER

An active magnetic damper is essentially an active magnetic bearing with no load
support capacity. The magnetic damper used in this analysis consists of four
electromagnets located radially around the rotor shaft. The electromagnet currents,
which determine the force in each magnet, were determined by a controller which
maintained the shaft in the center of the damper by continuously monitoring the shaft
position and adjusting the electromagnet currents accordingly. There were air gaps
between the shaft and the magnets and the shaft did not contact the mbonets. The
dynamic properties of the damper (i.e. damping and stiffness) were electronically
regulated by the controller.

A diagram of the four electromagnets which made up the damper is shown in Figure
1. They were located radially around a laminated ferromagnetic disk which was
attached to the rotor shaft. The purpose of this laminated disk was to provide a
continuous flux path between the magnet pole faces with a minimum of eddy current
losses.

Each electromagnet in the damper consisted of a solid soft iron core forming a
horseshoe, with two pole faces cut to a diameter of 60.5 mm (2.38 inches). This gave
a nominal radial clearance of 1.0 mm (0.040 inches). Each leg of the coil was wound
with 920 turns of wire. All electromagnets were the same with equal steady state
currents. Presented in appendix A is the theory of the damper characteristics.

Two proximitor (eddy current) probes located vertically and horizontally near

the damper (unless otherwise specified) were used as rotor position sensors for input
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to the electronic controller. Various tests were previously conducted to insure that
the magnetic fields from the damper did not affect the readings of the probes.

TEST RIG

A four mass laboratory rotor was constructed with a 19.0 mm (0.75 inch) shaft
supprted in conventional sleeve bearings with a bearing span of 660.4 mm (26.0
inches). Three steel disks were placed four inches apart at the center of the shaft
leaving 190.5 mm (7.5 inches) between each outboard disk and the closest support
bearing. Each of these three disks was 139.7 mm (5.5 inches) in diameter, 25.4 mm
(1.0 inch) in thickness, and weighed 28.48 N (6.4 lbs). The fourth mass was the
laminated ferromagnetic damper disk which weighed 4.90 N (1.1 lbs) and was 58.4 mm
(2.3 in) in diameter with a thickness of 25.4 mm (1.0 inch). The total rotor length
and weight, including the laminated magnetic disk, was 762 mm (30.0 inches) and 107.2
N (24.1 lb), respectively.

This damper disk was placed at three different locations on the rotor,
illustrated in Figure 2, depending on the desired location of the magnetic damper.
The three locations were at the midspan near the center disk, near the third disk at
the quarterspan of the rotor, and at a location just inboard of the outer bearing.
These locations were chosen to demonstrate the effect of a damper at optimum and less
than optimum rotor locations for control of one or more modes of vibration. These
locations represent situations where there may be design constraints on an actual
machine as to the placement of a magnetic damper on the rotor. As shown in Figure 2,
shaft displacement sensors were placed at 3 different locations to monitor sh aft
motion. These locations will be referred to from left to right as the disk 1 probe,
midspan probe and disk 3 probe, respectively. The four mass rotor will now be
referred to as the 3-mass rotor, due to the relatively small mass of the laminated
ferromagnetic disk compared to the three large steel disk masses.

The 3-mass rotor was attached to an aluminum baseplate which was fixed to a
large concrete block by anchor bolts. Shim stock was placed underneath the aluminum
baseplate to correct a slight bow in the baseplate. The shaft was also twisted
(bowed) with a significant shaft bow which could not be corrected. For example, when
the shaft bow at the midspan probe was reduced to below .0254 mm (1 mil), the bow
near the first disk was still close to .0508 mm (2 mils).

The rotor was driven by a 1/2 hp electric motor which was rated at 10,000 RPM.
The motor transmitted power through a flexible rubber coupling as shown in Figure 2.

A total of three vertical and three horizontal proximitor probes were used to
monitor shaft displacements. A separate proximitor probe was used as a key phasor.
Signals from the probes were run to two digital vector filters, where amplitude and
phase information at the probes was determined. One set of proximitor probes was
also used as input .sensors for the magnetic damper controller. These sensors were
always located close to the damper.

The three-mass experimental rotor was used to study the effects of a magnetic
damper located at the three locations on the shaft. The magnetic damper, used in
conjunction with a controller exhibited some nonlinear effects above 4,000 RPM.
Therefore this paper will be limited to operation below 4000 RPM (66.7 lz). The
first rotor bending mode is located at about 1600 RPM (26.7 lz), with all other modes
located at frequencies greater than 4000 RPM (66.7 1lz).
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DAMPER AT MIDSPAN

The first location of the magnetic damper to be investigated was the midspan
location as shown in Figure 2a. This was expected to be the optimum position for
control of first mode vibrations.

The effect of increasing rate gain (Kr) or damping and proportional gain (Kg) or

stiffness of the electromagnetic damper was studied at each location. The rate gain
(Kr) was varied from a nominal value of 2.0 to a maximum value of 20.0. Due to

stability problems, it was not possible to use this damper with pure damping or rate
gain (Kr) and therefore, the controller was set with a nominal proportional gain (Kg)

of 2.5, while the rate gain (Kr) was varied for analysis. Similarly, the

electromagnetic damper could not be used with pure stiffness or proportional gain
(Kg) and the controller was set with a nominal rate gain (Kr) of 5.0 while the

proportional gain (K ) was varied from 2.5 to 10.0. Finally, a comparison of the

effect of the damper location for fixed values of rate gain (Kr) and proportional

gain (K ) was carried out.

The effect of using the damper at the midspan is shown in Figure 3. The rotor
was run with the damper off and with rate gain (Kr) equal to 2.0, 5.0 and 10.0.

Proportional gain was held constant at 2.5. There was an 82 reduction in amplitude
with a rate gain of 10.0 over the case with the damper off.

An unbalance response model of the rotor was developed to compare to the
measured data. Stiffness and damping coefficients were evaluated for the damper as
described in Appendix B. Also, the unbalance level in the rotor was determined by
balancing the rotor to a low level and then adding a known unbalance weight in the
center disk.

The forced response predictions for the magnetic damper at the midspan of the
3-mass rotor are plotted in Figure 4 for cases with the magnetic damper off, and with
the damper on with a rate gain (Kr) equal to 2.0, 5.0, and 10.0, respectively. A

maximum reduction of 88 in the amplitude of vibration occurs theoretically with
Kr = 10 as compared to the value of 82% for the measured case.

It may be seen from these results that even a small amount of damping can
greatly reduce the vibration level. For Kr = 2.0, the estimated damping value was 31

N-sec/m (0.18 lb-sec/in), which produces a 49 decrease in amplitude at the rotor
center. The estimated bearing damping was 1050 N-sec/m (6.0 lb- sec/in). Thus the
actual midspan damping is only approximately 3% of the bearing damping. At Kr = 10,

the estimated damping was 122 N-sec/m (0.70 lb-sec/in) or approximately 12% of the
bearing damping. This produced an 82 reduction in amplitudes of vibration.

Figure 5 shows the experimental values for the midspan damper location as the
proportional gain (Kg) had the values 2.5, 5.0 and 7.5. The rate gain was held

constant at Kr = 5.0. The critical speed increased from 1600 rpm (26.7 Iz) to 2570
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rpm (42.8 lz) with K = 7.5. The value of K = 7.5 corresponds to a damper stiffness
of 210,000. N/m (1200 lb/in). This stiffness value is only about 107 of the bearing
vertical stiffness.

The calculated forced response is shown in Figure 6. The predicted increase in
critical speed is 38. for K = 7.5. This is somewhat lower than the 60 measured

increase in critical speed. Also, the theory predicted a steady increase in
amplitude with increasing Kg, whereas the measured values decreased and then

increased. Overall, however, the agreement is good.

DAMPER AT DISK THREE

The second location of the magnetic damper is the disk three location aZ shown
in Figure 2. This was expected to be the next best position for control of the first
mode vibrations.

The effect of using the damper at disk three is shown in Figure 7. The rotor
was run with the damper off and the rate gain (Kr) equal to 5.0, 10.0, and 20.0.

Proportional gain was held constant at 2.5. There is a 75% reduction in amplitude
with a rate gain of 20.0 over the case with the damper off.

An unbalance response model of the rotor with the damper at disk three was also
developed for comparison with the measured data. The forced response predictions for
this configuration are plotted in Figure 8 for cases with the magnetic damper off,
and with the damper on, with a rate gain (Kr) equal to 5.0, 10.0, and 20.0,

respectively. A maximum reduction of 85. in the amplitude of vibration occurred
theoretically with Kr = 20, as compared to the value of 75 for the measured case.

Again, it may be seen from these results that even a small amount of damping can
greatly reduce the vibration level. At Kr = 20, the estimated damping was 175

N-sec/m (1.0 lb-sec in) or 17. of the bearing damping. This produced a 75% reduction
in amplitudes of vibration.

Experimental data was also taken for the disk three damper location with
proportional gain (K ) values of 2.5, 7.5, and 10.0, while the rate gain (Kr) remains

at 5.0. The critical speed increased from 1600 RPM (26.7 l1z) to 1920 RPM (32 Hz)
with K = 10.0. The value of K = 10.0 corresponded to a damper stiffness of 262,000

(1500 lb/in). This stiffness value was only about 13. of the bearing vertical
stiffness.

The corresponding forced response calculations predicted a 25% increase in the
critical speed frequency for K = 10.0. This was somewhat higher than the measured

value of 19%. Once again the theory predicted a steady increase in ampiitude with
increasing Kg whereas the measured values decreased and then increased. In general,

however, the agreement was good.
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DAMPER AT BEARING

The third location of the magnetic damper to be investigated was the bearing
location as shown in Figure 2c. This was expected to be the least effective location
for control of the first mode of vibrations.

The effect of using the damper at the bearing was similar to the effect of the
damper at other locations. However, experimental data was taken for the rotor when
the rate gain (Kr) was equal to 5.0, 10.0, and 20.0, while the proportional gain (K )
equals 2.5. There was a significant 74% reduction in amplitude with a rate gain of
20.0, over the case with the damper off whereas forced response calculations
predicted only a 52 decrease.

Similar data was taken when the proportional gain (Kg) was set at 2.5, 7.5, and

10.0, with the rate gain (Kr) equal to 5.0. There was a measured 11% increase in the
first critical speed from 1620 RPM (27 lz) with the damper off to 1800 RPM (30 lz)
with the proportional gain (K ) equal to 10.0. Forced response calculations

predicted a 6% increase in critical speed.

EFFECT OF MAGNETIC DAMPER LOCATION

A summary of the measured effect of magnetic damper location is shown in Figure
9, when the proportional gain (K ) equals 2.5 and the rate gain (Kr) equals 5.0. As

noted, the optimum control of the first mode vibrations occurs when the damper is at
the midspan location, with a 70% reduction. The next best location is at disk three,
with a 61% reduction in vibration. While the least optimum location for control of
the first mode of vibrations is the bearing location, there is still a 48 reduction
in vibrations over the case with no damper.

The corresponding forced response predictions are shown in Figure 10. There is
a predicted 84% reduction when the damper is at the midspan and an 81 reduction when
the damper is at disk three. Also there is a 34. predicted reduction when the damper
is at the bearing.

A summary of the overall measured responses at the first mode is shown
graphically in Figure 11 with K = 2.5. This figure shows the effect of the damper

at various locations on the first mode response. It can also be noted that the
vibration reduction approaches a minimum level as the damping is increased.

CONCLUSIONS

Overall, the magnetic damper achieves the desired result of a large reduction of
first mode vibration at the center of the rotor. The largest reduction is 82 with
the damper in the optimum location near the rotor center. These results indicate
that even less than optimum placement or less than optimum control parameter setting
values can produce very significant vibration reductions. This is very encouraging
for the potential use of magnetic dampers in industrial applications.
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It can also be noted, however, that there is a limit to the vibration reduction
which can be attained by a single damper in the machine. Beyond a certain level,
even a large increase in the stiffness and damping of the damper essentially produces
very little further reduction of vibrations.

Generally, the agreement between the theoretical modeling of the shaft/damper
system compared to the measured results is good. The magnitudes are close and the
trends in the results are consistent. This indicates that the design of magnetic
dampers, done on a theoretical basis before construction, has a high probability of
success.
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APPENDIX A
ACTIVE MAGNETIC DAMPER

This Appendix briefly discusses basic electromagnetic theory relating to the
force and control of a magnetic damper. For an active magnetic damper there are four
electromagnets located radially around the shaft. For the vertical direction there
would be an identical top and bottom magnet and the force is

F2F i0AN2it2  oAN2ib2

Ftota = g(top )  g(bottom) - h (1)

In a damper, for steady state conditions,

it = ib
The total force or load capacity in a magnetic damper is thus equal to zero.

Ftotal = W = 0

This, of course, would not be true in a magnetic bearing.

In an electromagnetic damper, two independent parameters can change -- position,
x, and current, i. Define the position and current stiffness as

Ky = - A= Position Stiffness

K = - A= Current Stiffness
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The gap thickness and current expressions are

h = hs - Ay
i = i s + Ai

for small changes about the steady state. The total force expression, Equation (1),
becomes

Ftotal .(h 8 - "Y) _

or approximating by the binomial expansion,

t ,oAN2it2  A &i A AN2ib2
F(1+ 2F T -0 -2- (1- 2F - 21-)

For steady state conditions,

it = ib = is
so the total force equation reduces to

PoAN2is2 (4 + _i
Ftotal = 2 Fs +

s s
The two stiffnesses Ky and Ki can now be obtained.

First setting Ai to zero,

F = V - KyAY = 0°2is 4&

Recalling that W = zero for a damper, the total positive stiffness is

40 AN2 is 2Ky =- 3~- (2)
h s

Second, setting hy to zero,

F = W - KiAi 0 AN2 i 2  i

The total current stiffness is,

4poAN2 isKi  h s (3)
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Both the position and current stiffnesses for the combination top and bottom
(electromagnets are simply two times the position and current stiffnesses for a single

electromagnet, respectively.

The purpose of the electronic controller is to condition the position voltage
signals from the proximitor probes and feed back the correct amount and phase of
current to the magnets for optimum control of the rotor. The stiffness of the
electromagnet damper is determined by the controller and can be varied by changing
the proportional gain (K ) of the controller. The damping of the electromagnetic

damper is also determined by the controller. The position voltage signal from the
proximitor probes is electronically differentiated so that the damping can be
determined by the amount of velocity or rate signal present. The damping can be
varied by changing the rate gain (Kr) of the controller.

A block diagram for the controller is shown in Figure 12. A feedback control
diagram of the entire magnetic damper is shown in Figure 13. The transfer function
for the electronics from the sensor amplifier through the position and currentamplifier is am e is KtKaKp[Kg+(Kg+Kr)RCs](s+l/

2)G(s) = (1+71s)(s+1/7 3 )(1+RCs) (4)

Finally, the total transfer function for the magnetic damper is
1

Ms2 + K

~Y
ext =  Ki G(s)

Is + Ky

Simplifying

1 (5)
ext Ms + Ky + Ki G(s)

It is easily seen that adjustment of controller proportional and rate rains
(Kg and Kr) are used to adjust the stiffness and damping of the magnetic damper.

An effective damper stiffness and damping can also be obtained. The transfer
function for an equivalent mass-spring-damper system is

1Ss2 + Ceqs + Keq

Equating this expression with Equation (5) gives

Keq Ky + KiRe{G(jw)}

-KiIm{G(iw)} (6)

( eq W

where s has been replaced by jw for synchronous vibrations.
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APPENDIX B
DETERMINATION OF DAMPER DYNAMIC PROPERTIES

A single mass rotor as shown in Figure 14 was used to experimentally evaluate
the dampin and stiffness characteristics of the magnetic damper for various settings
of rate gain (Kr) and proportional gain (K ). The effective stiffness of the damper

is determined by the proportional gain (K setting only. The effective damping of

the magnetic damper is determined primarily by the rate gain (Kr) setting, but is

also affected by the proportional gain (Kg) setting.

A rotor model of the single mass rotor was established, including support
bearing characteristics, shaft bow, and unbalance in the rotor. The support bearings
had a vertical stiffness of 4,030,000 N/im (23,000 lb/in) and a vertical damping of
10,000 N-sec/m (57 lb-sec/in). This model was used in a forced response program and
the predicted response was compared to experimentally measured rotor response.
Various values of stiffness and damping were added to the rotor model at the
electromagnetic damper location until predicted response (i.e. frequency and
amplitude of the first mode response) matched the experimental rotor response to
within approximately 5%. An example of experimental data and its corresponding or
"matching" calculated response is shown in Figure 15 for the case when the
proportional gain (K ) equals 2.5 and the rate gain (Kr) equals 2.0. In this manner

stiffness and damping characteristics for the electromagnetic damper were determined
for various values of rate gain (Kr) and proportional gain (K ). The stiffness

values are listed in Table 1 and the damping values are listed in Table 2.

The damping and stiffness characteristics of the magnetic damper determined in
this manner were used in the rotor model of the 3-mass rotor for forced response
calculations.

Table 1 - Horizontal and Vertical Stiffness Values of the
Magnetic Damper at Approximately 2500 RPM (41.7 11z).

Proportional Gain (K ) 0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0

Kx  (N/m) -35,000 44,000 190,000 210,000 260,000

(lb/in) (-200) (250) (1100) (1200) (1500)

Ky (N/m) -35,000 70,000 175,100 210,100 263,000

(lb/in) (-200) (400) (1000) (1200) (1500)
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Table 2 - Borizontal and Vertical Damping Values lb-sec/in)
of the Magnetic Damper at 2500 RPM (41.7 lIz)

K - 0.0 2.0 5.0 10.0

-e b-s.c _-c lb. N-sec lb-sec -scb-secKg -m(-TF (rj • ) -h * • •i • •

0.0 C 33(C .. 19)
.Va3OC . -17)

2.5 U C,.49(CX=. 28) C- 00(C-.62) C150 (C-. 95)
Ca 32(C-. 18) C y. 4(Ca..48) CY=120(C y .70)

5.0 u C 51 (Ca.. 29)

C-42(C -.24)

7.5 U U Ca 47(C =.27)

C = 47(C y.27)

10.0 U U U U

U - Unstable

RIGID HOUSING

HORSESHOE

MAGNET

DIS

Figure 1 Magnetic Damper Model
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Figure 3 Experimental Results for the Damper at Midspan (Increasing Rate Gain (Kr))
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Figure 4 Forced Response Program Predictions for Damper at Midspan (Increasing Rate
Gain (Kr)) at Vertical Midspan Probe - Kg = 2.5
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Figure 5 Experimental Results for the Damper at Midspan (Increasing Proportional
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Figure 6 Forced Response Program Predictions for Damper at idspan (Increasing
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INCORPORATING GENERAL RACE AND HOUSING FLEXIBILITY AND DEADBAND IN ROLLING
ELEMENT BEARING ANALYSIS*

R.R. Davis and C.S. Valiance
Aerojet TechSystems Company

P.O. Box 13222
Sacramento, California 95813, USA

(PRA-SA-ATC 9 Oct 87)

SUMMARY

New methods for Including the effects of general race and housing compliance and outer race-to-housing
deadband (clearance) in rolling element bearing mechanics analysis is presented. It is shown that these
effects can cause significant changes in bearing stiffness characteristics, which are of major importance in
rotordynamic response of turbomachinery and other rotating systems. Preloading analysis is demonstrated
with the new finite element/contact mechanics hybrid method applied to a 45 mm angular contact ball
beiring.

ITRODUCTION

Accurate analytical prediction of the rotordyrA . cperformance of turbomachinery has foremost
dependence on accurate knowledge of the stiffness of bearings and bearing support components. Classical
methods of rolling element bearing loading analysis developed by Jones [1] and Harris 121 have proven quite
useful in cases where the inherent race rigidity assumption (except local contact deformation) is reasonable.
However, critical speed and rotordynamic stability predictions for turbomachinery using these techniques are
often inaccurate. Comparisons with test data usually indicate that the predicted bearing stiffness is too high,
sometimes by large factors which have eluded quantitative explanation.

Most conventional turbomachinery using angular contact ball bearings has outer race clearance or
deadband to accommodate radial growth and axial movement of the shaft assembly in response to thermal or
thrust balance forces. The presence of deadband violates the classical assumption of race rigidity because
the outer race is allowed to deform within the clearance annulus when the bearing is loaded. The result is a
reduction of bearing stiffness as seen by the rotor, and nonlinearity introduced by the clearance gap.

Despite the possible importance of the aforementioned effects on rotordynamic behavior, they have not
received significant attention in the literature. Kleckner, Pirvics, and Castelli 131 have included radial housing
and simplified race compliance as influence coefficients In their high capability software CYBEAN and
SPHERBEAN, but discussion centered on thermal and other effects pertinent to bearing internal motions
only. Childs and Moyer 141, among others, have simulated the bearing deadband effect on rotordynamics
and have shown that it can cause resonance frequency shifts and subsynchronous response. However, no
one known to the authors has documented in detail the effect of race flexibility, In fact, it is largely ignored
even today In very comprehensive turbomachinery bearing Investigations such as described in reference (51.
Bearing stiffness testing is often done by back-calculation from shaft critical speeds for lack of confidence in
predicted values. For example, see the work of Beatty [6. These tests may be subject to significant error, as
critical speeds depend on other factors that may be difficult to accurately control or model. Furthermore,
deadband and bearing stiffness effects are not separable In these tests, leading to questionable results.

This work will expand on the analysis of [31 to describe in detail new methods to incorporate general housing
and race flexibility models, including deadband, in the mechanics of rolling element bearing loading. The
techniques will be developed in the context of angular contact bearings only In the Interest of brevity;

*This work was supported by company IR&D funding at Aerojet TechSystems Company, Sacramento,
California, project number NLRDA6, and is approved for public release.
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extension to other bearing types is analogous. The objective Is to provide straightforward tools to better
address the stiffness characteristics of rolling element bearings in rotordynamic analysis. The results are
applicable to bearing life evaluation and dynamics as well. Discussion will begin with qualitative description
of flexibility and deadband effects. The methods will be developed mathematically, and then demonstrated
for bearing preload analysis. General bearing loading examples are extensive and will appear in a separate
paper.

NOMENCLATURE

BD : Unloaded distance between curvature centers, (m)
c : Radial deadband, (m)
cij, Cirj. Cizj : Inner race component Hertzian contact compliance, (m/N)
Coi, Corj , Cozj : Outer race component Hertzian contact compliance, (m/N)
C : Total bearing tangent compliance matrix, (m/N)
Ci, Co  : Race ball contact tangent compliance matrices, (m/N)
Crr, etc. : Partitions of race compliance matrix, (m/N)
dm  : Bearing pitch diameter, (m)
D : Ball diameter, (m)
fi, fo : Raceway osculations
Fr, Fe  External loads on bearing along r, S. (N)
Frk, Fzk Radial and axial loads at deadband gap k, (N)
kr, kz Gap closure stiffnesses, (N/m)
K Contact stiffness parameters, (N/m 1 -5)
Ki, Ko  Bearing race stiffness matrix, (N/m)
Kii, Koj Contact stiffness parameters at ball j, (N/m 1 .5)
Koo. etc. Partitions of race stiffness matrix, (N/m)
KLO, KL1, KL2, KL3 Configuration labels

l j, 2j Ball load lever arms for Inner race, ball j, (m)
o :Ball load, (N)
ij, OQoj Ball loads at ball J, (N)

QirjQizj Inner race component ball loads at ball j, (N)
Qorj, .ozj : Outer race component ball loads at ball j, (N)
r, 0 : Radial and lateral coordinate directions
rhk, Zhk : Housing deflections at gap k, (m)
rj, zij : Radial and axial inner race deflection at ball j contact, (m)
roj, Zoj : Radial and axial outer race deflection at ball j contact, (m)
rrk, Zrk : Outer race outer surface deflection at gap k, (m)
'i.wo  : Radii to raceway curvature centers, (m)

Ur, us : Inner race deflections along r, 9, (m)

x, y, z : Cartesian axes, z axial

A : Inner race axial offset from load application point to curvature center locus, (m)
ar" : Unloaded contact angle, (rad)
aij, aoj : Contact angles, (rad)
&Fx : Vector of AQirj , AQIzj

AF6  : Resultant load error vector
A0 1 j, A0oj : Incremental ball loads at ball J, (N)
Arbj, AZbj : Arj, Azj augmented by race deflection contributions, (m)
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Arj. Azi : Radial and axial ball contact deflections due to inner race rigid body
displacements, (m)

Aroj, Azoj : Incremental versions of roj, Zoj, (m)
Axz : Vector of Ar l . Az
Axh : Incremental housing deflection, (m)
Axr : Incremental outer race outer surface deflection, (m)

Coh, etc. : Partitions of race stiffness matrix due to gap stiffness. (N/m)
ex . ey : Total or incremental rigid body rotations of inner race, (m)
AF : Resultant load summation matrix
A6  : Inner race kinematic transformation matrix
6 : Contact deflection, (m)

: Vector of dx, By, 6a, Ox. Oy

6ij. 6oj : Hertzlan contact deflections at ball J. (m)
6irj. 6izj  : Inner race component Hertzian contact deflections at ball J, (m)
orp 6 ozj : Outer race component Hertzian contact deflections at ball 1. (m)

6x. 6 y. 68 : Total or Incremental rigid body translations of inner race, (m)
Oi) : Ball azimuth angle from Cartesian x, (rad)

)T : Transpose

( )-1 : Inverse

( )o : Outer race
( )i : Inner race
( )j : Ball index

)k : Gap index
( )rk : Pertaining to outer race outer surface at gap k
( )hk : Pertaining to housing at gap k

EFFECTS OF RACE/HOUSING FLEXIBILITY AND DEADBAND

The reduction of bearing stiffness due to outer race freedom has already been mentioned in general terms,
and some discussion in the context of roller bearings and simple thin ring assumptions can be found in 12],
Chapter 6.11. Outer race bulk deformation can cause redistribution of ball loads within the bearing and
change in stiffness characteristics. Besides reduction of bearing axial and radial stiffness, asymmetry of
stiffness also results as a by-product of the deadband. Referring to Figure 1. deadband allows the outer race
to roll along the housing bore surface In response to load. As a result, the stiffness of the bearing in the
direction lateral to contact, 0 in Figure 1, may be much smaller than in the contact direction r. In the case of
zero contact load, the 0 stiffness Is in fact zero, while the r stiffness is some finite value in compression. For
non-zero load along r, the 8 stiffness is greater than zero due to development of a contact area by race bulk
deformation that can resist moments. Figure 2 shows the general load-deflection relationships for a given
preload system. In rotordynamic analysis, this data would be used in two different ways:

1. Lare Steady Radial Load - If steady radial loads exist to hold the rotor and bearing against the bore,
the slope of the curves for Fr given and F# - 0 could be used as linear stiffness for small perturbation
modal, Imbalance harmonic, or transient analysis. In this case, bearing stiffness is very asymmetric, In
fixed directions.

2. Small Steady Radial Load - In this case, deadband nonlinearity must be included in transient analysis.
Bearing stiffness in conjunction with deadband can be modeled using the radial load-deflection curve
only and Instantaneous shaft/housing position which can be expressed in r only. The rolling effect is
then implicit and bearing stiffness changes in magnitude and direction in proper response to shaft
motion.
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It is important to note that deadband Itself has Its own effects on rotordynamics separate from the induced
bearing stiffness reduction. Clearance can lead to impact phenomena and complicated response, which will
not be discussed in detail here. Clearance has been shown (4) to reduce critical speeds just as a softer
bearing would, so the effects are not readily separable unless one carefully quantifies the true stiffness
reduction first. The objective is thus to accurately determine the curves of Figure 2 to be used in
rotordynamic analysis. Housing/race flexibility and gap closure will determine the shape of the curves, along
with the nonlinear Hertzian contact between the rolling elements and the races, described by

0 = K6312  (1)

NEW FINITE ELEMENT/CONTACT MECHANICS METHOD

Approach

Finite element modeling is readily available and allows general modeling capability, Including arbitrary
geometry, thermoelastic Interaction, and gaps. It is possible to model any Inner race, outer race, and housing
desired, but accurate calculation of rolling element kinematics is difficult. On the other hand, bearing
mechanics software has been well developed for many years, but does not include general race compliance
and deadband effects. The logical new approach outlined below augments the bearing mechanics software
with a full stiffness representation of the hardware derived from finite element analysis. The existing
capability to analyze detailed kinematics, Hertzian contact, and centrifugal loading is used with minor
modification.

Modification of Contact Algorithms

The nonlinear equations governing bearing mechanics are commonly solved by Newton-
Raphson methods as follows:

1. Guess bearing race rigid body relative deflections.
2. Compute resultant ball deflections and loads by kinematic and Hertzian contact equations.
3. Compare the vector sum of ball loads to given external loads. The difference is error loads.
4. Convert load errors to incremental displacements using an updated linear compliance based on

current ball loading (tangent compliance).
5. Return to 2. with new displacements until convergence.

Inclusion of flexibility/deadband effects can be achieved by appropriate modification of step 2, ball load
calculation, and step 4, linear compliance calculation. In the new method, the ball loads from step 2, which
act equal and opposite on the races, are used to compute race deflections r0 j, z0j, rij, zij at the contact points
of each ball j (subscripts o, I Indicate outer and Inner race). These deflections are returned to step 2, along
with the updated total relative rigid body deflections 6 x, 6y (along external radial loads), 6a (axial), and ex , Oy
(angular about external moment axes). The rigid body motions require conversion to individual relative race
motions Arj, Azj, at each ball. Given rigid body radii to raceway curvature centers -o andfi, and ball j
azimuth angle from the x direction oj, the Individual ball rigid body motions are, 12],

Arj = 6xcosij + 6ysln*j (2a)

Azj = 6a +49ifxsinj - XifyCOSoj (2b)

The actual deflections seen by the ball are less than these values due to race compliance motions,

Arbj - Arj - roj + rtj (3a'

=Zbj - AZj - Zoj + zij (3b)
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Note that cylindrical coordinates are assumed for all race deflections, with positive sense outward for r and in

the direction of positive axial loading for z.

As Figure 3 shows for the race flexure case, the variables Ali and A2j used in solving the nonlinear equations,

[2!. can row be redefined as

Ali - BDsinac * Azj - Z ij (4a)

A2j a BDcosa0 + Arj - roj + rij (4b)

while the definitions of Xlj, X2j are unchanged by the flexure, [2].

Xj = [ (fo - 0.5)D + 6oj Jsinaoj (5a)

X2i = I (fo - O.5)D + 6oj JcoSaoj (5b)

See Harris 12] Chapter 8.3 and 8.6 for details of the subsequent ball load solution using Ali, A2j, X1j, X2i.

Actual computation of the current race flexure roil zoj, rill zij is straightforward if bearing race compliance

matrices are available for the current ball load levels. Incremental deflections are computed using
incremental ball load by

Aril = Co(Qoj) &Qo jcosaoj  CoAF (6)

AZ0  &Qoisinaoi

and added to the deflections from the previous iteration (similarly for the inner race). Generation of the race

compliance matrix Co will be discussed later. First, consider step 4 of the solution augmented by this new
compliance. The race compliances are in series with the ball compliances, and both vary with ball load.
Consider the outer race contact relation, [2],

Qoj - Koj6oj3/2 (7)

which can be broken Into r and z components by noting

0 orj = Qojcosao and 6orj = 6ojcosaoj (8a)

Qozj = Qojsinaoj and 6ozj = 6ojsinaoj (8b)

The result in r and z compliance form is

64acosl/3a~ ooi 2o o23oFrj (9a)

sin 1/31foi

6°zJ a - Koj2/ 3  Qozi2/3  
(9b)
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Linearized tangent compliance at the current o| can be obtained by taking the partials of (9) with respect
to Qori, Qozj. This is greatly simplified by assuming aoj constant, which Is reasonable for small load
increments. The compliance is then

mod 2 (10)
Corj = 3Koj2/30oj1/i= co

c ozj 2 (10b)
Coz = aQoz= 3Koj2 /3 Ooj1 /3 co

These ball compliances, with similar results for the inner race contact, can be summed with the race
compliances to give approximate total bearing tangent compliance in individual ball terms of

C = Co(Qoj) + Ci(Qij) col + cii (11)

C can then be used to determine the incremental rigid body displacements 6x.6y, da, Ox , Oy, due to load
error by using constraint matrices constructed as follows. With multiple applications of equations (2), the
conventional (Reference 121) kinematic relationship can be written in matrix form,

Ax = A6 6 (12)

where

AxT a [•••Arj Azj*eel (13

6T = 16 x 6y 6 a ex ey1  (13b)

and Ax and 6 are now defined to be incremental quantities for the current external load error, and

A 6 = cosoj sin*j 0 0 0 (14)

0 0 1 Sfisinoi - ,icos*j

0

By definition of the compliance matrix C,

Ax CAFx (15)

where

AF - [*AQirjAQizj .0.1 (16)

are individual ball load errors. The summation of ball load errors gives the external load error, and can be
written in matrix form as

AF 6  A T AFx (11,F

Im if I 38 I I Ii



where

L 0 I
AF = coOj~ sinl~tj 0 "[2jsinlj t2jcoOj (8

0a 0 1 !ljsln~j .!ljCOSvj (8

fliand !2j are ball load lever arms about the load application point on the inner race,

flj = i-fiDcosaij (1 9a)
t2j = 4i - fiDsinaij (19b)

where "" is the constant axial distance from the load point to the plane containing the inner raceway
curvature center locus. The effect of inner race deflection on flj and t2j is negligible.

Inverting (15), and using (12) and (17) yields the compliance relationship in terms of rigid body incremental
deflections,

6 Fc-1A 6 1-1 AF6  (20)

Note that the matrix computation of AF must be performed in each iteration unless one is willing to neglect
the varying terms.

Although some approximations are made in the foregoing (Ox , ey small, for example), the result (20) is of
sufficient accuracy to ensure good Newton-Raphson incrementation and convergence. Absolute accuracy is
not critical in the Newton-Raphson compliance update steps. The total ball load summation, however, must
be accurate to obtain a correct solution, i.e., the load balance must be correct on the inner race. Equation
(17) should be used for this purpose. Conventional bearing mechanics programs use flj = dm/ 2 and
t2j = 0 which is convenient because AF becomes constant, but is not strictly correct. Such an

approximation neglects moment due to radial ball loads as well as lever arm changes with contact angle.

Bearing Rame/Housing Models

The calculation of CO and C i required for equations (6) and (11) can be handled as a separate process
within each Newton-Raphson iteration. The four types of bearing/housing configurations of interest are the
following:

KLO: flexible Inner race.
KL1: flexible outer race and housing with no deadband.
KL2: flexible outer race with deadband, and housing assumed rigid.
KL3: flexible outer race and housing with deadbnnd.

All of these types are amenable to general finite element modeling such as that shown in Figures 4 and 5
with balls omitted. The models need not be symmetric, and can be subjected to thermal loads, interference
fits, and so on within the finite element program. The finite element models can be substructured (static
condensation) in cylindrical coordinates to only degrees of freedom (DOFs) at nominal ball contact points
and gap interfaces. Figure 6 shows the DOFs of interest for each configuration type, and the unloaded
reduced stiffness matrix form. The choice of gap Interface location and number is left to the analyst.

To ensure invertability of KO. it Is necessary to add soft springs across enough gaps within the finite
element model to restrain rigid body motion (indicated by Eoh, Erh). The springs should be just soft enough
to produce negligible load at gap closure. Similarly, invertability of Ki requires soft springs from several ball
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contact points to ground. These springs should be several orders of magnitude softer than the expected
bearing stiffness, so that they generate negligible loads. With invertability assured, the total compliance
matrices are

KLO: Ki' =[Ci] (21a)

KLI: Ko0  -[Co] (21b)

CO Cor (21c)
KL2: Ko -1 LCor CrrJ

r'c o r Cr oh
KL3: Ko 1 N Cor Crr C rh (21d)

Lcoh Crh ChhJ

where the partitions C i and CO are the matrices needed for equations (6) and (11).

During solution iterations, the incremental race deflections are computed using equation (6) with Ci or Co
from above and the current ball incremental loading. First, Ko 1 must be iteratively modified to account for
gap closure or opening. The gap interface deflections must be checked by evaluating the increments, which
are computed using current ball incremental loading AF

AXr - Axh a (Cor - Coh) AF (22)

since the ball loads are the only external loads on the race. The increments are then added to the previous
gap deflections, and the totals are compared to the specified gap sizes. If a gap has closed, then Ko must be
augmented by a high stiffness across the gap which can be represented in the matrix form as

FFrk 1 [ kr  0  kr 0 z] rrkl

Fzk 0 kz 0 -kz Zrk
FrkJ -kr 0 kr 0 /rhk (23).Fzk I10 -k z  0 kz J LhkJ.23

Similarly, an opened gap requires augmentation with the negative of above. A new Ko' 1 is computed and the
gap checking process is repeated until no gaps change. Then the resulting Co can be used in equations (6)
and (11). Excessively large values of kr and kz can cause solution instability, and should be avoided. A good
scheme to determine these values is to find the largest term in the unloaded Ko and multiply that by 100 to
1000. It is prudent to check the conditioning of Ko-1 during the analysis and adjust kr, kz as required.

Combied Analysis

The overall analysis can now be summarized by the following steps. Steps that are new are highlighted in
bold.

1. Supply "rigid" bearing dimensions, parameters and loads, to bearing mechanics program.

2. Reed race matrices K1 and KO into program, along with gap size list.

3. Perform first Iteration using race rigidity assumption to obtain bell loads.

4. Compute rae deflections by equation (6).
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5. Recalculate ball loads using existing code modified by equations (4).

6. Check resultant load errors using the more exact equation (17). If negligible, stop.

7. Update tangent compliance of outer race using KO and equations (22). (23) in an iterative loop, given
incremental ball loads for this iteration.

S. Compute incremental race deflections by equation (6), given incremental ball loads and updated race
compliance.

9. Update total tangent compliance C and incremental rigid body motion 6 using equations (10), (11), (19),
and (20).

10. Return to 5. with all updated displacements (previous + increments), both rigid body and flexural. This
allows determination of Alj. A2j.

Note that since steps 7 and 8 use incremental ball loads for the current iteration and not for the total load
error in step 6, the compliance corrections and race deflections lag the Newton-Raphson update.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to uniquely determine the Individual ball load errors due to total load error in
step 6. An approximate determination of AFx could be made by using a least squares estimate of equation
(17) given ,F 6 load errors. However, the improvement in Newton-Raphson convergence would be offset by
the least squares computations required. For now, the least squares estimation is omitted.

BEARING PRELOADING ANALYSIS

The case of axial loading only at zero speed (preloading) greatly simplifies the computations discussed. All
contact angles become equal for a symmetric bearing, radial and moment load resultant are zero, and all
balls behave the same given a symmetric race model. The simplified versions of the general equations
presented are easily incorporated into existing bearing mechanics software. The sample analysis shown
below was performed using an augmented version of the readily available bearing mechanics program
developed by A.B. Jones. The new program has been named ROBEAN (ROlling BEaring ANalysis).

The Bearing Model

The bearing described in Table I was used for the sample preloading analysis. Figure 4 shows the outer
race model. The inner race was assumed rigid. Figure 5 shows a schematic of the gaps at each ball and race
restraint used. In addition, very soft springs of 17,520 N/m (100 ib/In) span the gaps in r and z cylindrical
directions, and for the KL3 flexible housing case, the housing Is represented by 1.75 x 106 N/rn (1.0 x 106
lb/in) springs in r and z at each gap. The reduced stiffness matrices for cases KL1, KI.2, and KL3 were
prepared with ANSYS and read into ROBEAN automatically. Uniform gap values of 0.0050 mm (0.0002 in)
were also supplied for KI.2 and KL3. Additionally, the usual "rigid" bearing Inputs were entered as always.

Results

Preloads of up to 8900 N (2000 Ib) were applied to the bearing In ROBEAN, for the three cases KL1. KL2,
and KL3. A fourth case where gaps never close was also Included for comparison after gap closure of KL2
and KL3. Results from Harris [2], Chapter 6.5, assuming rigid races are presented with the new results in
Figures 7 and 8.

The results show the differences in axial deflection and contact angle for the different bearing types
tudied. In both figures, the nonlinear variations with preload can be seen. Only Hertzlan contact at the

- ball/race interfaces is accounted for In the Harris calculations. Therefore, this bearing model shows the
greatest stiffness in Figure 7. The KL1 bearing model adds outer race bulk flexibility, and its effective
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stiffness is slightly less. Note that the Hertzian deformations already included in the ball load calculations do
no occur In the finite element model because of its mesh coarseness. If they had, KL1 stiffness would be
much less.

The KL2 bearing accounts for a radial gap clearance of 0.0050 mm (0.0002 in). A significant decrease in
axial stiffness Is seen for this bearing before gap closure In comparison to the rigid model. This is due to the
unrestrained growth of the outer race. Approximately 5120N (1150 Ib) of preload is needed to close the gap.
At gap closure, KL2 bearing stiffness is increased, and now essentially matches that of the KL1 case.
However, total axial deflection is greater.

The KL3 bearing stiffness is essentially equivalent to KL2 up to the point of gap closure. The extra housing
compliance results in a smaller stiffness Increase upon gap closure than the KL2 case.

CONCLUSIONS

1. New accurate methods have been developed to Include arbitrary race/housing/deadband structures in
bearing loading analysis. The flexible structures except balls and Hertizian contact are modeled and
substructured using available finite element programs. The effects can be included within existing
Newton-Raphson bearing mechanics program iterations with minimal impact.

2. The new methods are shown to be viable for a preloading example. Axial stiffness is significantly
affected by outer race clearance.

3. The preloading example results indicate a need to investigate more complex loading cases. The
authors will do so and present results in another paper.

4. Although not specifically discussed, the analyst's freedom of gap modeling implicitly allows the new
methods to account for general outer race misalignment or "cocking" within the housing bore,
including full flexibility and nonuniform geometry effects. This only requires more gaps to be defined,
and the formulation Is unchanged.

5. The following effects have been neglected In the development presented, and are still under
Investigation by the authors:

- contact angle change due to flexure and "cocking" induced local rotation only - likely negligible,
because such rotations are much smaller than the contact angle changes.

- change inS9W1,8 0 , raceway curvature, and other size parameters due to flexure - likely negligible,
because flexural changes are small percentage of nominal.

- change in race stiffness due to movement of contact point on the race - possibly non-negligible,
because movement is significant, proportional to contact angle change.
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TABLE 1. Subject bearing speciftcation

Bore 45 mm (1.771 In)
Number of Balls 14
Ball Diameter 8.74 mm (.344 in)
Pitch Diameter 59.44 mm (2.34 In)
Unmounted Contact Angle 18.2411
Outer Raceway Osculation .523
Inner Raceway Osculation .532

Djametral Clearance
or Deadband -2c

Bore
Center

Bearing
Center

FIGURE 1. A bearing with deadband, unloaded

Ur U9

C. FrIncreasing
---- mFr

FIGURE 2. General kmioaddlecilon relationships for a flexible bearing with deadband
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EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF AN EDDY-CURRENT BEARING1

Jorgen L. Nikolajsen
Texas A&M University

Mechanical Engineering Department
College Station, Texas 77843, U.S.A

SUMMARY

A new type of electromagnetic bearing has been built and tested. It
consists of fixed AC-electromagnets in a star formation surrounding a
conducting rotor. The bearing works by repulsion due to eddy-currents
induced in the rotor. A single bearing is able to fully support a short

rotor. The rotor support is inherently stable in all five degrees of
freedom. No feedback control is needed. The bearing is also able to

accelerate the rotor up to speed and decelerate the rotor back to

standstill. This paper describes the bearing design and the
experimentation to verify its capabilities.

INTRODUCTION

The Eddy-Current Bearing described here is based on the so-called
Electromagnetic River suspension for high speed vehicles which was proposed

and demonstrated by Eastham & Laithwaite [11 in 1974. The Magnetic River
was turned into a Journal bearing by bending it into a circular shape (see
Figure 1). The resulting Eddy-Current Bearing was designed and built on

the basis of the Magnetic River behavior reported in the literature (see for
example references quoted in [2] and [31). No analytical work has yet been

conducted. The objective was to determine whether the bearing would
inherit the basic desirable characteristics of the Magnetic River such as

inherent stability, support capability in five degrees of freedom, motoring
capability, and emergency shutdown capability. This paper reports on the

experimental findings to date. Preliminary results were reported in [4].
Additional background can be found in [5]. Work on other types of
AC-electromagnetic bearings has been reported in 16] through [9].

THE EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

Four U-shaped electromagnets are spaced 900 apart in a star formation
to form a 10.16 cm diameter bearing as shown in Figures 1 and 2. The
magnets are mounted in a non-magnetic stainless steel housing. The magnet
cores are made of grain-oriented 0.356 mm laminations with a saturation
flux density of about 2 Tesla. The coils have 58 turns each. They are
wound with two pakallel flat copper wires with a total cross section of

1. This work was supported by the TAMU Turbomachinery Research Consortium.
Rig hardware was donated by IMC Corporation and by Magnetic Bearings, Inc.
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approximately 6.35 mm x 4.32 mm. The inductance of two coils mounted on
one core was measured to be about 3.2 mH.

Each of the four magnets has an electric circuit as shown in Figure 3.
Power is supplied from a 115V 60 Hz single phase outlet. The power is
adjusted by means of the variable transformer. The variable capacitor is
used to adjust the power factor (or tune the circuit) such that a large
current will circulate between the capacitor and the 2oil while only
enough current is drawn from the supply to cover the I R loss in the coils
and in the rotor. The variable capacitor consists of a bank ot oil-filled
capacitors in parallel which can be switched in and out of the circuit
independently. Each capacitor bank consists of 13 1OOuF capacitors and 13
150F capacitors which are connected such that the capacitance can be
varied in steps of 100 pF from zero to 3,25OuF. Fine-tuning of the power
factor is therefore not possible but the reactive power can be reduced
sufficiently to permit the experimentation with the available equipment.
It was generally found that 11 to 13 capacitors needed to be switched in to
minimize the supply current.

Five rotors made of construction aluminum were available for
levitation. Three of these were 15.2 cm long with an inner diameter of
7.62 cm and outer diameters of 9.50 cm, 9.73 cm, and 9.91 cm respectively.
They were used to study the effect of bearing clearance. A 15.2 cm long
solid iron cylinder with 7.62 cm diameter was made to fit snugly inside the
aluminum sleeves to provide extra weight. Two additional aluminum sleeves
with lengths 12.7 cm and 17.8 cm were used to study the effect of sleeve
length. Also, a pure copper sleeve with length 15.2 cm and inner and outer
diameters of 7.37 cm and 9.50 cm was made to study the effect of improved
conductivity. The masses of the three 15.2 cm aluminum sleeves were 1.038
kg, 1.176 kg, and 1.288 kg. The iron core mass was 4.883 kg and the copper
sleeve mass was 3.859 kg.

RESULTS

All three 15.2 cm aluminum sleeves were successfully levitated as
shown in Fig. 2 confirming the inherent stability of the bearing and the
five degree-of-freedom support capability. Contrary to expectations,
slightly larger currents in all four magnets were required to levitate the
large diameter sleeve than the medium and small diameter sleeves (75A [82VJ
versus 60A [65V] in the bottom magnet). The larger current was not
required to lift the sleeve but to provide sufficient support stiffness to
prevent excitation of radial vibrations of the sleeve by the 60 Hz magnetic
flux pulsations. Such excitation otherwise led to rattling of the sleeve
against the pole faces.

With the iron cylinder inserted in the aluminum sleeves, there was
insufficient power available to energize all four magnets for full
levitation. With the bottom magnet excited only, the 6kg sleeve/core
combination could be lifted free of the bottom with 130A 1128V] and 140A
1133V] for the large and medium diameter sleeves respectively while the
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small diameter sleeve was unable to fully lift off at 160A 1142V1 which was
the maximum current available. For comparison, 40A 144V] to the bottom
magnet was required to lift each of the three sleeves without the iron
core.

Although the copper sleeve geometry is almost identical to the small
diameter aluminum sleeve, it suffered axial instability and tried to exit
the bearing when lifted. The long (17.8 cm) aluminum sleeve behaved
similarly suggesting that the copper sleeve could possibly be stabilized by
reducing its length. The short (12.7 cm) aluminum sleeve had the largest
thrust capability of all the sleeves but inferior radial support
capability. This suggests, as expected, that it probably will not be
possible to optimize the bearing with respect to all its capabilities
simultaneously.

The motoring capability was also confirmed. With single phase current
supply, the three 15.2 cm levitated sleeves would rotate in the bearing
when the magnet currents were adjusted to position the sleeve eccentrically
within the bearing clearance. They would stop rotating when brought back
to the concentric position and would rotate in the opposite direction when
brought to a diametrically opposite eccentric position. The larger the
eccentricity, the higher the speed. The maximum speed recorded with single
phase current was about 50 rpm. With 3-phase current, the rotational speed
could be increased to about 750 rpm with the sleeves supported
mechanically. It was not possible to fully levitate the sleeves with
3-phase current, apparently because the strong torque at zero speed would
rotate the sleeves before metal contact could be broken, thus initiating a
backward whirl instability.

After a few minutes of operation, the aluminum sleeves got too hot to
be hand held whereas the magnets remained cool with only a slight
temperature increase to be felt. Also, the copper sleeve did not get as
hot as the aluminum sleeves, attesting to its greater conductivity. An
increase in supply current to one circuit would result in a similar current
in the other circuits, indicating strong mutual inductance between the
magnet coils.

The magnetic support stiffnesses, with the three 15.2 cm sleeves
levitated, were estimated by impacting the sleeves and counting vibration
periods with a stopwatch. The average radial, axial and angular
stiffnesses were found to be in the neighborhood of 80 N/m, 60 N/m, and 0.3
Nm/rad. The damping was also very low, as evidenced by the long time taken
for any vibrations to die out.

Finally, the effect of power supply frequency was studied using a 60
Hz magnet and a 400 Hz magnet. The 60 Hz magnet was identical to the
bearing magnets except that the pole faces were flat. The 400 Hz magnet
had identical geometry but was made of 0.1 mm laminations, and the number
of turns was 15 per coil to achieve the same magnetic flux density as with
the 60 Hz magnet but using a 150V, 400 Hz power supply. According to the
analysis of [81, a frequency increase should result in a significant
improvement of the lift capacity. This did not occur. The main effect was
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that thinner aluminum plates could be lifted with 400 Hz power supply,
presumably because the eddy-current penetration depth decreases with
increasing frequency.

CONCLUSIONS

The experiments have confirmed that the Eddy-Current Bearing retains
the basic advantages and disadvantages of the Magnetic River suspension:

1. A single eddy-current bearing is sufficient to fully support a
short rotor in all five degrees of freedom simultaneously.

2. The bearing provides inherently stable rotor support. No

feedback control is needed.

3. The bearing will act as a motor and as a support simultaneously.

4. The lift capacity and the stiffness and damping achieved so far
are low. Additional damping can be supplied by a simple
eddy-current damper and design optimizations may improve the
stiffness and the lift capacity but it is unlikely that they will
ever exceed those of DC-type magnetic bearings.

5. The efficiency of the bearing is low due to a high 12R loss in
the rotor. This is considered to be the most serious problem
which must be overcome before the bearing finds practical
application. The current thinking is to move the design closer
to a conventional induction motor, thereby further reducing the
load carrying capacity but gaining motoring efficiency. The
bearing could then be used in space-based applications such as
flywheel energy storage systems where it could support the
flywheel and also act as the motor/generator.
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I Rotordynamic Stability Problems and Solutions in High
Pressure Turbocompressors

J. Schmied
Sulzer Escher Wyss Ltd.

Zurich, Switzerland

Abstract

The stability of a high pressure compressor Is Investigated with special regard to the
self exciting effects In oil seals and labyrinths. It Is shown how to stabilize a rotor In
spite of these effects and even increase its stability with increasing pressure.

Notation

B width of oil seals
d damping coefficients of oil seals or labyrinths
D modal damping factor

shaft diameter
f frequency In cps
Fd displacement dependent oil film force
Ff friction force
F reference force for oil film forces (see equation (4))
i imaginary unit, i= r-T
k stiffness coefficient of oil seals or labyrinths
m mass of oil seal rings
n rotational speed
p pressure
r coordinate In radial direction
R shaft radius
Pip radius of the curvature of a pad
so Sommerfeld number, So - FdF"
Win inlet swirl velocity
Wrot  circumferential velocity of the shaft surface
a real part of an elgenvalue
P ratio of width to diameter

dimensionless damping coefficient
1I angle between displacement and displacement dependent oil film forces
6 bearing clearance

seal ring clearance
dlimensIonless radial displacement, e-2r08

* circumferential coordinate
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A. eigenvalue, X - a lv
v imaginary part of eigenvalue
11 oil viscosity

relative clearance of oil seal ring

Wb relative bearing clearance

Vlp relative pad clearance, '4p - (Rp-R)/R

1angular velocity of the rotor

Frequently used subscripts

x subscript for x-direction (vertical)
y subscript for y-direction (horizontal)
r subscript for radial direction
0 subscript for circumferential direction
1 subscript for the direction of the displacement dependent oil film force
2 subscript for the direction vertical to I

1. Introduction

High pressure turbocompressors with a discharge pressure of 600 bar or more are
very sensitive to instabilities because of the very high fluid forces in the seals. Often
these compressors are used in off shore applications and therefore call for wheight saving
efforts like less casing per train hence more stages per rotor. This requires longer
rotors, what makes them even more sensitive to instabilities.

Well known destabilizing effects are:
- Internal damping (shrink fit hysteresis, material damping).
- Oil whip in bearings.
- Oil whip in oil seals.
- Self exitation due to the flow in labyrinths.

Internal damping is a source of self excitation, if the compressor is run above its first
critical speed, as high pressure compressors normally do. This effect however is probably
the least important one of the above mentioned effects. Problems due to it can be avoided by
a proper design (minimization of the friction in shrink fits).

Oil whip In bearings is prevented by using tilting pad bearings and therefore Is not a
real problem any more.

Oil seals for shaft end sealing are often designed as floating seal rings (fig. 3). The ring
is pressed against the casing due to the pressure difference. The friction at the contact
surface Inhibits the radial floating motion. If the ring Is blocked it effects the rotor quite
similarly to a plain bearing, hence can cause oil whip at high rotational speeds (often at
approximately twice the first critical speed). Special care has to be taken of this problem
in case of high pressure differences ( 200 bar or more), since this calls for long rings
causing high oil film forces and also increases the friction enhancing a blocking of the
ring. The danger of blocking has to be prevented by pressure balancing the ring and thus
reducing the friction force. If the friction however is too small the ring can become
unstable.
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The self exciting effect of the flow in labyrinths on Impeller shrouds, hubs and the
balance piston Is the most severe destabilizing effect. Without design features to reduce it
a high pressure compressor normally can not be run. Swirl brakes for example are such a
design feature. Combined with the proper choice of labyrinths they do not only prevent an
Instability but even Increase the stability with Increasing pressure.

In this paper is demonstrated for an example of a high pressure compressor how to
achieve a stable operation of the rotor. The destabilizing effects In the oil seals and
labyrinths are handled In detail. It is also shown how to prevent an Instability of the oil
seal rings. The Investigation Is mainly carried out theoretically. The most important
properties of the labyrinths however are checked by mesured data.

2. Description of the invetigated compressor rotor

The compressor we are dealing with in this paper was designed as a feasibilty study for
a off shore reinjection application. Figure 1 shows the rotor. It has eight stages with an
intercooler after the fourth stage. The basic data are:

Suction pressure 198 bar.
Discharge pressure 700 bar.
Molecular weight of the gas 20.05.
Mass flow 47.5 kg/s.
Rotor mass 265 kg.
Bearing distance 1565 mm.

.. Operating speed 13400 rpm.

The Impeller have just a slight shrink fit for centering. The moment is mainly
transmitted by dowel pins, which also position the Impeller axially. Sleeves are therefore
not necessary. This design minimizes the Internal friction and allows large shaft diameter
hence a stiff shaft.

The rotor is supported on two tilting pad bearings with four equal pads. The data of the
two bearings are shown In table 1. The damping and stiffness coefficients as well as the oil
viscosity are valid for operating conditions. The bearings are Isotropic and have no cross
coupling coefficients

Figure 2 shows the modal damping factors D and the frequencies f of the first two
bending modes (forward and backward whirl) of the rotor for different rotational speeds.
They are determined from the eigenvalues ;.=uxtiv of a Finite Element model of the rotor as
follows:

f = v (2n) (1)
and

D - -i/IMX. (2)

The elgenvalue extraction was carried out with the program MADYN (ref.1). The oil film
viscosity which might change In reality with the rotational speed is assumed to be constant
in the calculation. The Influence of the seals Is not taken Into account here. It will be
considered later.
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The rotational speeds in fig.2 at intersections of the line f-n/60 with the frequenuy
curves are critical speeds. The first critical speed is at 3700 rpm. The corresponding
damping factor is 15%. The critical speeds with the second bending modes have a very high
damping (>30%). Resonances at these speeds therefore will hardly be detectable. The
shown eigenvalues are approximately valid for running up and down the rotor, since the
pressure in the compressor then is low. Under operating conditions however they change
considerably because of the fluid forces in the seals, as we will see later in paragraph 5.

3. Description of the oil seals

Figure 3 shows the floating seal ring of the oil seals. In order to tighten the high
pressure against atmospheric pressure the ring is pressed against the casing by an axial
force resulting from the pressure difference and the surfaces on which the pressures act.
The axial force must not be too small since contact between the ring and the casing must be
guaranteed in spite of pressure fluctuations. However it should also not be too large
because of the friction force inhibiting the radial motion of the ring.

Two extreme assumptions for the determination of the axial force can be made. The
first is, that the outer edge of the contact surface tightens against the atmospheric
pressure. This yields a maximum axial and friction force. Assuming that the Inner edge
tightens yields minimum forces. For our seal these forces are

Maximum axial force: 22267 N.
Minimum axial force: 4517 N.
Maximum friction force: 3565 N.
Minimum friction force: 570 N.

For the friction forces a friction coefficient of 0.16 is assumed.

A Finite Element calculation ( results not shown here ) considering the thermal
deformation of the ring and the deformation due to the pressures showed, that the first
assumption yielding maximum forces seems to be more realistic.

For the linear rotordynamic calculations (see paragraph 5) we assume either Ideally
floating or locked up rings. Reality of course is between these two extreme cases.

For the Ideally floating case we assume that the rings do not affect the rotor at all, that
Is they are not modelled at all.

For the locked up case we assume a centered position of the Ong relative to the static
position of the shaft. This Is realistic, since the compressor is run up with low pressure,
hence the friction force Is low during running up and the ring can center itself very well.
This Is In favor of a uniform gap, which prevents the surfaces in the gap to be damaged by
small particles transported in the seal oil. The self excitation however then becomes a
maximum, If the ring Is blocked due to the increased pressure.

For the latter case the oil seals are modelled by linear damping and stiffness
coefficients in the same way as journal bearings. More accurately explained, they are
considered as short, non cavitating Journal bearings.
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Our ring with a ratio of width to diameter of 0.35 can be considered as short. This
allows to neglect the pressure gradient in circumferential direction for small
disturbances of the centered position. The coefficients then can be calculated analytically
from the Reynolds equation (ref.2).

The bearing is considered as non cavitating, since the axial pressure drop normally
suppresses any cavitation for small disturbances of the centered position.

The thus determined coefficients are:

kxx - 0,

kxy - .kyx  32 F , (3)
dxx - dyy - 2p2 nF ° / (8Q), (4)
dxy = 0,

with
0 - B/D (5)

as the ratio of width to diameter and

F" - DBrqn/%'p2  (6)

as a reference force.

.These coefficients are twice as large as those of a cavitating short bearing (ref.2). The
6' data o' the oil seals to determine the reference force are:

Width B - 38.5 mm,
shaft diameter D - 110.0 mm,
oil viscosity TI = 0.015 Ns/m2,
relative clearance V - 1.36 0/oo.

4. Description of the labyrinth seals

The Investigation Is carried out for the following labyrinth types on the shrouds,hubs
and the balance piston.

Balance piston : Comb grooved labyrinths.
Hub : Straight through labyrinths.
Impeller shrouds : Straight through, comb grooved labyrinths.

All labyrinths are stator labyrinths. Their geometry is shown in figure 4 a,bc.

The gas data of each labyrinth are given In table 2. Data of the hub labyrinth of the
eight stage are not given, since the Influence of this labyrinth Is negligible compared to
the Influence of the labyrinth on the balance piston just following It.

The Inlet swirl velocity of the fluid at each labyrinth Is the main cause of the self

excitation of the rotor. It Is zero for the hub labyrinths because of the diffusor and return
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channel vanes. These labyrinths therefore rather have a damping than an exciting effect.
For the other labyrinths the Inlet swirl velocity Is about 75% of the circumferential
velocity of the rotor surface at the labyrinth inlet. When using swirl brakes it is only
about 15% of the velocity of the rotor. These values were measured on a real compressor
at high pressures in the authors company (ref.3).

The labyrinths are modelled by damping and stiffness coefficients just like the oil
seals. These coefficients are calculated according to the theory of Wyssmann et. al. (ref.4).
Figure 5 shows thus calculated coefficients for the two types of shroud labyrinths of the
sixth stage for two different inlet swirl velocities ( with and without swirl brakes ).

The cross coupling stiffness kxyincreases with increasing inlet swirl. The line for the
comb grooved labyrinth is shifted to smaller values compared to the straight through
labyrinth. For small inlet swirls kxy even becomes negative. Therefore care must be

taken concerning the excitation of backward whirling modes when using this labyrinth
type.

The direct damping coefficient dxx of the comb grooved labyrinth hence its damping

effect is much smaller than the one of the straight through labyrinth. For both labyrinths
it almost does not depend on the inlet swirl. Due to this property it is possible to increase
the stability of a compressor with increasing pressure. The exciting cross coupling
stiffness increasing for higher pressures is reduced by swi.' brakes, whereas the
damping, which also increases for higher pressures, remains unaatered when reducing
the swirl.

The ratio of kxy to dxx is considerably larger for the comb grooved labyrinth, except

in the small region where kxy Is zero or almost zero. Increasing the damping of a rotor by
zn appropriate inlet swirl therefore seems to be easier when using straight through
labyrinths. When using the comb grooved type one has to realize an inlet swirl, where kxy
is almost exactly zero. This is practically impossible.

The direct stiffness kxx for both labyrinth types has considerable negative values for
high inlet swirl velocities. For the relative velocity of 0.75 the direct labyrinth stiffness
(of one labyrinthl) is about 16% of the stiffness of the rigid supported shaft. The shaft
stiffness hereby is defined as a force applied in the middle of the shaft devided by the
deflection at the same location due to this force. It can therefore be expected that the direct
labyrinth stiffness can significantly reduce the natural frequencies of the rotor.

The cross coupling damping dxy Is a conservative term and therefore neither has an
exciting nor a damping effect. It Influences the rotor In a similar way as gyroscopic terms.

In order to check the theory coefficients of a straight through and comb grooved
labyrinth were measured on the test stand of the Turbomachinery Laboratories at the
Texas A & M University. The test stand Is described In detail in reference 5. The
geometries of the measured labyrinths are shown in fig.6. The tests were carried out with
air against atmospheric pressure.

Figure 7 and 8 show measured coefficients for an Inlet pressure of 3.08 bar and a

rotational speed of 9500 rpm as a function of the inlet swirl velocity. For comparison
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calculated coefficients for the lest labyrinths are also shown.The measurements confirm
the following properties of the calculated coefficients:

3The cross coupling stiffness almost linearly depends on the Inlet swirl.
The cross coupling 'stiffness of the comb grooved labyrinth is negative for
small positive Inlet swirls.
The direct damping almost does not depend on the Inlet swirl for the comb
grooved labyrinth. For the straight through labyrinths this property Is not
confirmed as good. It was better confirmed In the measurements presented in
reference 3.
The direct damping for the comb grooved labyrinth is much smaller than for
the straight through labyrinth.
The direct stiffness Is negative.

The experimental uncertainty Indicated In the figures by the vertical lines Is ±3.5
kN/m for stiffness and ±60 Ns/m for damping. Hence the coincidence Is acceptable. The
calculated direct damping values are in tendency too small. This however is not so severe,
since one Is always on the save side when assessing the stability with calculated damping
values. The magnitude of the direct stiffness values also tend to too small values.

5. Stability of the rotor

The stability of the rotor considering the fluid forces in the oil and labyrinth seals Is

assessed by calculated complex eigenvalues . - a t iv of the Finite Element model of the
rotor, respectively the modal damping factors D (see equation (2)). A positive damping
factor means the rotor Is stable, whereas it is unstable for negative damping factors.

Figure 9 a and b shows the damping factor and the frequency of the first backward and
forward whirling bending mode for Ideally floating seal rings. They are shown for the two
mentioned labyrinth types at the operating speed of 13400 rpm without labyrinth
influence, a condition which Is realized in practice for very low pressures, as well as
with labyrinth Influence for the full discharge pressure of 700 bar. One can recognize the
tremendous Influence of the labyrinths on the damping as well as on the frequencies.

It can be seen that the forward whirl becomes unstable with increasing pressure for
both labyrinth types if no swirl brakes are used. When using swirl brakes and straight
through labyrinths the damping of the rotor is considerably Increased with Increasing
pressure. However when swirl brakes are used In combination with comb grooved
labyrinths the backward whirl becomes unstable. This is due to the negative cross
coupling stiffness of this labyrinth type for small inlet swirls (fig. 5).

Figure 10 and 11 show results of the rotor with centrally blocked oil seal rings. The
modes are quite different from those of the rotor with ideally floating seal rings.

In figure 10 damping factors and natural frequencies of the first four modes are shown
as a function of the rotational speed without labyrinth Influence (p - 0). This figure is
shown for a.better understanding of the behavior of the rotor with blocked seal rings,
although in reality a blocking of the seal rings is not possible for low pressures, that is
for rotor speeds below the operating speed.
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It can be seen, that the frequency of mode 1 and 2 almost linearly depend on the rotor
speed. The slopes of the frequency curves hereby are about 0.5. This clearly Indicates that
these frequencies are determined by the oil whirl in the seals, which approximately has a
frequency of half the rotational speed. Mode number 1 becomes unstable at 8000 rpm.
This is about twice the critical speed f1¢ of the rotor without seals (also see figure 2). The

oil whirl here turns Into the well known oil whip.

Figure 11 shows the Influence of labyrinths on the elgenvalues of the four modes In
figure 10 at the operating speed. Results are only shown for straight through labyrinths
since comb grooved labyrinths are not recommendable because of the results discussed in
figure 9.

It can be seen that the labyrinths make the rotor more stable if swirl brakes are used.
The rotor however still is slightly unstable. The seal rings therefore must be balanced at
any rate in order to come closer to the behavior in figure 9.

6. Stability of the seal ring

If the friction force between casing and floating seal ring is reduced too much, the ring
can become unstable. The corresponding mode can be calculated by modelling the rotor
Including unbound floating seal rings without friction forces. In this mode the rotor
practically does not move and the ring describes a circular orbit around the center of the
shaft.

In the following we will calculate limit cycles of this unstable motion taking into
account the nonlinear friction forces and also considering the oil film forces as nonlinear,
since the expected deflections are in the order of magnitude of the seal ring clearance.
Since the rotor practically does not move we consider it as fixed.

The equations of motion of the ring In radial and circumferential direction are
(fig.12):

m(F-rj 2 ) - Fro (7)

m (2r* +r ) - FO, (8)

where Fr and F, are the forces on the ring In radial and circumferential direction. These

forces consist of the oil film force and the friction force. They may be written as follows:
Fr ,,  F dr(r) - drr(r)r - dr,(r)tr - Ffr, (9)

F9 - Fd,(r) - dgr(r)r - d4,(r) ;r - Ff*, (10)

where Fdr, Fd# are the dispacement dependent oil film forces,

drrf, drsr, dorr, d,,;r are the velocity dependent oil film forces

and Ffr, Ff# are the friction forces.
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To determine limit cycles (I. e. stationary solutions of equation (7) and (8)) one has

S- 7 - -o, -11
Ffr- 0, (12)
Ff* M Ff. (13)

Substituting equation (11), (12), and (13) Into equation (7), (8), (9) and (10) yields

mr#2 - -Fdr(r) + dr,(r) r, (14)

0 - Fd,(r) -d,,(r)jr - Ff. (15)

The solution of can be extracted from equation (15):
Ff - Fd (r) .  (16)

rd,,(r)

Equation (16) introduced In equation (14) delivers a quadratic equation for Ff:

m[Ff- Fd(r) 2 + d (r) Ff Fd(r) + F (r) 0. (17)

2The solution of this equation Is

F - F (r) - dr,(r)r + 4(drb(r)r) 2 - 4 mFdr(r)r d (r). (18)
f d 2m 40

The second solution of equation (17) with a "-" Instead the "+" before the square root

in equation (18) physically makes no sense. Since Fdr(r) is always negative (eq.(19)),

the root Is larger than dr,(r)r. Hence a *-" sign would always yield a friction force

larger than the oil film force Fd,(r) and * would become negative according to equation

(16). This means It would have the same direction as the friction force, which Is not
possible, since the friction force Is not the driving force of the motion.

The displacement dependent forces in equation (16) and (18) are (fig. 12):

Fdr(r) - -Fd(r) cos 1(r), (19)
Fd,(r) - Fd(r) sin 7(r), (20)

with .Fd(r) - F" So(r), 
(21)

where F Is 4he reference force according to equation (6) In paragraph 3 and So Is the3 Sommerfeld number.
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The damping coefficients in equation (16) and (18) are

d,*(r) - F/(80) (b2 2sin y cos - - b2 1 sin2y + b12 cos 2y - b1 1sin y cos y) (22) 'boo

d. (r) - F*/(8n) (b2 2 cos 2 y- b2 1sin y cos -f - b1 2 sin -ycos -1 + b1 1sin2Y) (23)

where p22, P21, P12 and P11 are dimensionless damping coefficients in the 1,2 coordinate

system In figure 12.

The Sommerfeld number and the dimensionless damping coefficients are calculated
numerically from the Reynolds equation. A analytical solution by neglecting the pressure
gradient in circumferential direction as in paragraph 3 Is not possible any more, because
the motion of the ring is not only a small disturbance of the centered position.

Figure 13 shows the relative displacement e-2r/6 of the ring and the angle Y for
different Sommerfeld numbers. Fig 14 shows the dimensionless damping coefficients as a
function of F.

Figure 15 a,b show the curves of equilibrium points according to equation (18) and
(16) calculated with the values in figure 13 and figure 14 for a mass of the ring of 5.135
kg. It can be seen In figure 15a, that for friction forces below the maximum force of about
2700 N exist two equilibrium points el and e2 . The first point el Is unstable. For the
friction force zero this already has been staten at the beginning of this paragraph. For
higher friction forces this can be verified by numerically solving equation (7) and (8).
The diagram In figure 15a therefore can be understood as follows. If for any reason E
becomes equal or larger than El the centrifugal force will make the ring snap through to
E2 , where It describes a circular orbit with the eccentricity E2 and the frequency
according to figure 15b.

If the frequency of this motion Is close to a natural frequency of the rotor which is not
damped too strong, the rotor vibration Is affected by the ring motion. The frequency of the
ring motion then can be seen in the spectrum of a rotor vibration probe.

It the friction force is larger than the maximum in figure 15a the ring cannot describe
a non decaying motion on its own, hence It will follow the shafts motion. The ring should
therefore be balanced In such a way, that the friction force Is slightly above the maximum
in figure 1 5a.

It must be mentioned however, that the equilibrium points are very sensitive to the
bearing data which are calculated numerically and therefore must not correspond to a real
situation. The deduced desired friction force therefore can only be understood as a rough
estimation and has to be confirmed experimentally.

7. Conclusions

The stability of a high pressure compressor rotor was Investigated with special regard
to the self excitation In the oil and labyrinth seals. The Investigations were carried out
theoretically. It was shown, that both effects can easily destabilize the rotor, If they are
not treated properly.

For the labyrinth coefficients measurements were also considered. A comparison with

calculated coefficients showed that a theoretical stability analysis Is on the safe side, since
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the calculated direct damping coefficients in tendency are too low. Hence the theory is a
sound approach for practice.

The self excitation in the oil seals designed as floating seal rings can be avoided by
balancing the ring in order to reduce the friction between casing and ring and guarantee Its
floating. If the friction however Is too small, the ring is excited by the oil film force to a
circular motion around the center of the shaft. The minimum friction force to prevent this
unwanted motion was deduced.

The self excitation in the labyrinths can be reduced by swirl brakes. Since the swirl
brakes practically do not influence the damping but only the exciting cross coupling
stiffnesses the rotor can become even more stable with Increasing pressure. To achieve
this however the properties of the chosen labyrinth type have to be taken into account. It
was shown, that a comb grooved labyrinth which has only little damping and negative cross
coupling stiffnesses for small inlet swirls destabilizes the first backward whirling
bending mode when using swirl brakes. An increasing stability with Increasing pressure
was achieved when using straight through labyrinths.
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Table 1 Bearing data (n =13400 rpm)

bearing I bearing 2

Diameter 0.1 m 0.1 m
Width 0.05 m 0.05 m
Relative bearing clearance 'Fb 0.2 °/oo 0.2 01o

Relative pad clearance 'p 0.4 /oo 0.4 /o

Oil viscosity 0.01 Ns/m2  0.01 Ns/m2

Static load 1251 N 1349 N
Stiffness coefficient 7.15 107 N/m 7.23 107 N/m
Damping coefficient 5.16 ,0 4  Ns/m 5.19 104 Nsfm

Table 2 Gas data of the labyrinths

a) Balance piston

mean viscosity 110"4 Ns/m2]  0.47
density before lab. jkg/m31 348
pressure before lab. roarl 682

pressure after lab. [bar] 198

b) Hub

stage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

mean viscosity [10"4Ns/m 2]  0.26 0.28 0.30 0.32 0.41 0.43 0.45
density before lab. [kg/m 3  236 250 262 318 325 332 339
pressure before lab. [bar] 253 311 371 429 496 570 639
pressure after lab. [bar] 239 297 356 419 479 551 618

c) Shroud

stage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

mean viscosity [10 4 Ns/Im 2]  0.26 0.28 0.30 0.32 0.41 0.43 0.45 0.47
density before lab. [kg/m 3j 239 253 264 275 330 337 342 348
pressurerbefore lab. [bar] 239 297 356 419 479 551 618 682
pressure after lab. [bar] 198 253 311 371 429 496 570 633

-.1
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ROLE OF CIRCUMFERENTIAL FLOW IN THE STABILITY5 OF FLUID-HANDLING MACHINE ROTORS

D. E. Bently and A. Muszynska
Bently Rotor Dynamics Research Corporation

Minden, Nevada 89423

SUMMARY

The recent studies of the dynamic stiffness properties of fluid lubricated bearings
and seals by the authors [Refs. 1-7] have yielded most of the generalized charac-
teristics discussed and used in this paper. They include bearing and seal nonlinear
fluid film properties associated with stiffness, damping, and fluid average circum-
ferential velocity ratio. Analytical relationships yield the rotor system's
dynamic stiffness characteristics. This paper shows the combination of these data
to provide the fluid-induced rotor stability equations.

NOMENCLATURE

C Bearing or seal radial clearance

D Fluid film radial damping

Ds  Shaft modal damping coefficient

e Shaft eccentricity ratio

T pert z Circular perturbation force vector

K,K1 ,K2  Rotor modal stiffnesses

KB  Fluid film direct (radial) stiffness

KBo Fluid film direct (radial) stiffness for concentric shaft

KDK Q  Rotor system direct and quadrature dynamic stiffnesses respectively

N Rotor modal mass

Mfi Fluidic inertia effect

z=x+jy Rotor lateral displacement (x--horizontal, y--vertical)

a Force/response phase angle for periodic perturbation

11 Fluid viscosity

A Fluid circumferential average velocity ratio

Xo Fluid circumferential average velocity ratio for concentric shaft

w Precession frequency

wASY  Asymptotic value at whip precession frequency

Wth Precession frequency at threshold of stability

a Rotative speed
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RESULTS OF PERTURBATION TESTING OF ROTORS IN BEARINGS AND SEALS

Dynamic stiffness properties of rotor systems are studied by applying a perturbatior
force of sinusoidal nature to a rotor. The best results are obtained when the force..,*
is circular (sinusoidal in two orthogonal lateral directions) and applied in a plane
perpendicular to the shaft axis. The rotor is held at a constant speed while the
perturbation force frequency is varied from zero to frequencies well above the
rotative speed, in either forward (the same direction as shaft rotation) or reverse
direction (opposing rotation). The frequency, amplitude, and phase of the perturba-
tion force is accurately documented. The amplitude and phase of the displacement
response of the rotor at each perturbation force frequency is then carefully mea-
sured. Dividing the perturbation force vectors by the corresponding response
vectors yields the dynamic stiffness vectors. Plotting these dynamic stiffness
vectors in terms of their direct and quadrature components across wide pelturbation
frequency ranges allows dissection and evaluation of the dynamic stiffne!:s compo-
nents [Refs. 1,2,4,5].

In classical rotor dynamics for laterally isotropic systems, the bearing or seal
fluid film direct dynamic stiffness terms are referred to as combination of direct
(radial) spring, cross damping, and direct mass. The quadrature dynamic stiffness
contains cross spring, direct (radial) damping, and cross mass. (Laboratory obser-
vations up to this time, however, reveal no cross mass term.)

The authors use the same definitions, but there are the following adjustments: (a)
direct spring is shown to be a sum of the fluid film hydrodynamic stiffness plus the
hydrostatic (externally pressurized) stiffness minus a component associated with the
fluidic inertia effect; (b) cross damping is shown to be a component of the fluidic
inertia effect; (c) the direct mass term is a component of the fluidic inertia
effect; and (d) cross spring is a product of the direct damping, circumferential
average velocity ratio, and rotative speed.

For a particular seal or bearing operated at low eccentricity at a particular
rotative speed, with a specific fluid at a known temperature (for knowledge of
viscosity), the results of the combination of a forward and reverse perturbation
runs typically yield the direct dynamic stiffness and quadrature dynamic stiffness
curves as shown in figure 1. Additionally, a steady-state load test can be used to
better evaluate the stiffnesses at a zero perturbation (precession) frequency (w=O)
[Ref. 2].

The general expressions of the fluid dynamic force components applied to the rotor
with coordinate system of +Y up and +X right and counterclockwise (X toward Y)
rotation are:

+Y

For sinusotLal isotropic (laterally symmetric) response, due to circular perturba-
tion force Fpert z at frequency w, the force balance relationship for a concen-

tically rotating shaft at the bearing or seal is as follows:
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tz = [K(w-A) 2MfI+JD(w'd2)+K-'i 2+jDs (1)

where:

z=x+jy is rotor lateral response vector at frequency w.
I pert z is the perturbation force vector of the sinusoidal circular nature.

K B is the sum of the hydrodynamic plus the hydrostatic (externally pres-
surized) bearing/seal fluid film direct (radial) stiffness (the non-
linear character of this term as a function of shaft eccentricity is a
vital relationship for the rotor stability solution.

AE
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ISI I'
w is sinusoidal perturbation frequency (+ for forward, - for reverse).

Later, this same term means also rotor precession rate when instability
(stable limit cycle, fluid-induced whirl or whip) occurs.

D is fluid film direct (radial) damping.
h is the average circumferential component of fluid flow ratio to rotative

speed in the seal, bearing, or rotor periphery. It is also the rate at
which the fluid dynamic force rotates. It has been described in prior
publications [Refs. 5-11]. Most authors assume that this rate is 1/2
[Refs. 14-16]. The major change and improvement documented by the au-
thors is that X is not constant and, in particular, is a nonlinear, de-
creasing function of the shaft eccentricity.

a is rotor rotative speed.
Mfl is a synthetic expression with units of mass, called the fluidic inertia

effect.
C is bearing or seal radial clearance.
e is bearing or seal eccentricity ratio e=Jz/C.
K,M,Ds  are rotor first lateral mode modal (generalized) stiffness, mass, and

and external damping respectively.

From (1) the rotor system direct dynamic stiffness is as follows:

KD = (Fpert z I/z) (cos a) = KB- (w-AQ)2Mfl + K - MU2

The quadrature dynamic stiffness is:

KQ= -(Fpert zIl) (sin a) = D(w-An) + Dsw

where a is angle between the perturbation force and rotor response vectors.

Expanding the binominal terms of the fluidic inertia effect, it may be observed that
the fluid-related dynamic stiffness elements are as follows:

(a) Kxx = Kyy = KB - \212Mfl, so that the possibility of a "negative spring"

exists, as is noted by the authors in prior reports [Refs. 1-5], and is well
known to designers and researchers of squeeze film dampers.

(b) D =y x  +2AM fl. It is important to note that this term is positive in

nature, as is being now reported by all researchers. This has been reported as a
negative term In the 1950 to 1970 era.

(c) 16 = Kyx = MID. The "cross" spring is the stiffness of the fluid wedge

support term which, as can be observed, is the product of the fluid average cir-
cumferential velocity Ws), times the fluid direct damping D. It results from the
rotative character of the fluid dynamic force [Refs. 5,11,14-16]. The term AnD
is the key of the rotor stability algorithm.

Two vital characteristics of the fluid inertia effect are:

(1) The value of the fluidic inertia effect is zero when the precession speed
wPAQ. As most everyone knows, this corresponds, or is near, to one of the condi-
tions of forward fluid-induced instability such as whirl. At the threshold of
whirl, the fluidic Inertia effect term is, therefore, quite ineffective.
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(2) The fluidic inertia effect has the "ghost-like" characteristic because it
disappears with increased shaft eccentricity following increasing radial load.

W Specifically, it is active only as long as circumferential flow is strong and the
force from the "cross spring" term is dominant. This occurs at low through
medium shaft eccentricities. At high eccentricities the circumferential flow is
suppressed, yielding priority to secondary flows (axial and backward [Ref. 10]).
At shaft high eccentricities the direct dynamic stiffness terms, mainly the
hydrodynamic spring, become dominant and the fluidic inertia effect vanishes.

Due to these characteristics, the fluidic inertia has very little effect on stabil-
ity threshold or the orbit amplitude and precessional frequency of whirl or whip
limit cycles. Therefore, it will be neglected in the following analysis.

NONLINEAR CHARACTERISITICS OF BEARINGS AND SEALS

The next required relationships for determination of rotor stability are nonlinear
expressions for the fluid film direct stiffness K versus shaft eccentricity, direct
damping D versus eccentricity, and the fluid average circumferential flow velocity
ratio , versus eccentricity. It will soon be shown that the only vital nonlinearity
affecting the size of whirl or whip limit cycle orbit (rotating eccentricity) is the
direct stiffness term. Typical relationships are illustrated in figures 2, 3, and
4. The nonlinear functions of the eccentricity ratio which are taken into consid-
eration are as follows:

K B Be); KBo = 4000 lb/in (2)
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f FIGURE 2 TYPICAL FLUID FILM DIRECT FIGURE 3 TYPICAL FLUID FILM DIRECT
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.6 - CASE A
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FIGURE 4 TYPICAL FLUID CIRCUMFERENTIAL FIGURE 5 ROTOR/BEARING MODEL. THE
AVERAGE VELOCITY RATIO VERSUS SIMPLEST SYSTEM DEMONSTRAT-
SHAFT ECCENTRICITY RATIO. ING WHIRL AND WHIP PHENOMENA.

D= D ez) z  , Do = 40 lb sec/in (3)

= X0 (1 - e2 )1/5  (4)

These functions qualitatively exemplify the bearing/seal parameter behavior. They
are not locked into a specific bearing/seal geometry, dimensions, or Sommerfeld
number. KBo, Do, and Ao are fluid film radial stiffness damping and circumferential

velocity ratio at concentric shaft respectively.

The experimentally identified variation of A with eccentricity ratio is noted in the
prior reports [Refs. 7, 9, 11]. No clean laboratory test has been found for obser-
vation of A at this time, but a few indirect measurements have been accomplished.
More numerical/analytical calculations, such as in [Ref. 10], will also help to
identify the values of X as function of eccentricity and other parameters.

ROTOR/BEARING SYSTEM

The final set of equations for determination of stability is the equation of the
rotor carrying bearing, seal, or other elements which provide the fluid. A simple
rotor supported in one rigid and one fluid lubricated bearing is illustrated in
figure 5.

The dynamic stiffness, Keq, observed at the mass M of the rotor system in figure 5
is:

Keq = Ki -w2M+ JwD s + -- (5)RB+K2 (5)

where KB is fluid film complex stiffness:
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3 RB =KB + jD(w-Al) (6)

Thus:

K2 (Kl-w 2M)+KB(K+K 2 -w2M)-DsCD(w-;Al)+j[wDs(K2 +KB)+D(w-;Al)(Kl+K
2-w2M)]Keq = K2 

+ KB + jD(w-A f)

In Eq. (7) K1 ,K2 are shaft partial modal stiffneses (first bending mode); M is
rotor modal mass; D is shaft modal external damping. Fluidic inertia effect is ne-
glected. More fornl analysis of this rotor/bearing system is in [Refs. 3 and 13].

ROTOR STABILITY ANALYSIS

From the standpoint of stability, the numerator of Keq represents poles and the

denominator represents zeros. Only those poles are of interest for stability.
Further, since only a steady level of the instability limit cycle orbit, if it
exists, is of interest, the exponentially increasing and the exponentially decreas-
ing orbits (transient processes) are not discussed. This allows the direct and
quadrature parts of the numerator of -dynamic stiffness K (the denominator ofeq
dynamic motions) to be separated and set to zero individually to find the stability
roots. Another way to state this, is that the roots are evaluated at log decrement
of zero. From control theory backgrounds, the root locus shown in figure 6 is
solved only when the direct (real) parts of the roots are zero. The corresponding
quadrature value is the precession rate, leading the system to the limit cycle of
whirl or whip.

Liapounoff contributed strongly to the study of stability. One of his theorems
noted in (Ref. 17] is:

"Liapounoff's theorem states that under certain conditions which are frequently
encountered in physical problems, the information obtained from the linear
equations of the first approximation is sufficient to give a correct answer to
the question of stability of the nonlinear system."

Restated, the linear portions of the direct and quadrature stiffness Keq solved for
their roots yield the answer to the first problem of stability. Once the question
of stability is decided, the next step is to evaluate the amplitude of the limit
cycle orbit and rotor precession speed as a function of the nonlinear character-
istics.

'The direct and quadrature components of Eq. (7) are equalized to zero and solved
for KB and 0 so that:

-K2 (Kj-w
2M)(K 1+K2-W

2M)-w 2D2 K2
KB = (Ki+K2 -w4M)z + wDs (8)

and

WD sK2 2  (9)
+ D[(KI+K'uWZM)2 + wZO .] (
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The right-hand side expression of Eq. (8) for various precession rates, omit-
ting the minor terms with Ds, is illustrated in figure 7.

EXAMPLES

In order to plot the precession speed w against the rotative speed al for a partic-
ular case, it is necessary to choose values and functional relationships for the
various rotor system parameters. The most simple process of solving the problem is
to step the eccentricity ratio "e" gradually from 0 to about 0.9. For each eccen-
tricity the values of K , 0, and k are calculated from appropriate equations such as
Eqs. (2), (3), (4). ?q. (8) is then solved for the precession w associated with
corresponding eccentricity ratio e. Finally, for each rotative speed fl, the
size of the limit cycle whirl/whip orbit eC (where C is bearing or seal radial
clearance), and the speed of precession w, are all established.

As an example, for CASE A the nonlinear terms are stated as follows:

K K80 K = 4000 lb/in (fluid film radial stiffness (10)KB = 1-e7)TKB at concentric shaft)

10,,- 98 rod/a, f,=235 rod/

* - 0.5, K- 9451 Ib/n 110

100 - 101 rod/, -- 400 rod/s
W,,,97 rod/s, ) -0

go. J -, 84 rod/s, f - 400 rod/s
-0. K a- 4000 lb/In

80

O JI 75 rod/a, t 175 rod/8

~50.
hii

40-

10

ROOT REAL PARTS (rod/)

-50 -40 -30 -20 -10 210 30 40 50

-10 .%

FIGURE 6 EXAMPLE OF ROOT LOCUS OF THE WHIRL/WHIP ROOT (wth IS THRESHOLD OF STA-
BILITY).
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D = Do = 40 lb sec/in (constant for this case) (11)

X = ko = 0.48 (constant for this case) (12)

The remaining parameters are chosen as:

K, = 2000 lb/in M = 1.0 lb sec2/in
(13)

=2 38000 lbin D S = 4.0 lb sec/in

The graph of the precession frequency of the whirl and whip against the rotative
speed is shown in figure 8. This figure also shows the whirl and the whip ranges,
and the smooth transition region between whirl and whip. It also shows a few
corresponding whirl and whip orbits at the bearing (or seal) with their magnitude
and frequency, as well as the stability threshold and asymptotic frequency.

/ I
2 2 2  M

2 2 2

9000 .I
BENTLY-MUSZYNSKA

STABILITY ASYMPTOTE-. iI

THRESHOLD (16) 74 + .,,

o W "75.ro d /9
60........................................

60 0 .. .

- ~ -K9 -4000* lb/in
v4 --....-- ---- ---- -- - - -- ----

RANGE OF "1i' CRITICAL" soM .0 0 ... . . " ' ,. ... ......... .... .... .
3000 . ............. I

W.iL .:3- 44.72 rad/ "

0 15 100 150 200
I.IC) PRECESSION (RAD/S)

K K +K2 I
- 3000 . ............ . . . ........................ .

FIGURE 7 RIGHT-HAND SIDE EXPRESSION OF EQUATION (8) VERSUS PRECESSION RATE.
EQUATIONS (10) TO (13) INDICATE VALUES OF PARAMETERS USED IN THIS
EXAMPLE.
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Figure 8 also illustrates the result of CASE B, where X is no longer considered
constant, but A = 0.48 (1-e2)1/5. The result is virtually the same as CASE A, with

constant X.
40

For CASE C, damping is no longer constant but equals D = (1_e 2)2 . It may be noted

in figure 8 that the whirl/whip frequency of CASE C is much more like practically
observed behavior, much closer to the asymptotic frequency/, which is natural,
because damping is always a nonlinear term.

From Eq. (9) the ratio of the precession rate w to rotative speed rate 0 is an
intrinsic function of w:•

1000 . ........................................ ........ . t

950 I

900 
-

850 A0 " "47
25CAMESAAJMO 9

N O . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .

AT 7 5047 rod/9 '

0) 700- 3
"o eso---

I..A.

) g. 1 I- 00. 
........

0AT AT -4-0 red6 r

500 I

00

-450- AT 0-280 rod/,R

400 -. . . .. . ... . ... ,s . ... ...

200" T !1,1118 l/.

< 
•+

50 - P NAMEPLA1E I

0 IS I l l I
0 50 100 150 200

SPRECESSION (rrd/s)

FIGURE 8 ROTATIVE SPEED VERSUS WHIRL/WHIP PRECESSION FREQUENCY FOR THE ROTOR o

ILLUSTRATED IN FIG. 1 (C = 5 MILS, SHAFT CENTERED). WHIRL/WHIP ORBITS.
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= (') D KiJ(14)
[ + D[(Ki+K2.wM)Z' +wZDZ](1

The shaft damping D has a fair amount of control over the actual precession fre-
quency w to rotativi speed 0 as shown in Eq. (14), but has very little control over
the right-hand side expression in Eq. (8). Therefore, dropping shaft damping Ds
from Equation (B) and solving the equation for precession rate w yields

w KIK, + KB(K 1+K2)]
L (KB + K)M J (15)

The lowest precession rate wth that the whirl or whip can have, is at the minimum

KB, which is at KBo for the case of the shaft centered in the seal or bearing con-

sidered in this paper. Therefore, in terms of precession frequency w, the threshold
of stability is:

ft KK2 + KBo(K,+K2)I

th (KBo + K2 )M (16)

Poritsky [Ref. 18] nearly had this threshold more than thirty years ago. He showed
the rotative speed whirl threshold at 24K M. That is excellent for that time. Note
that if bearing stiffness K = 0, shaft damping Ds = 0, and No = 1/2 and thus () =

2w, it would be right on. His paper apparently was subjected to very heavy criti-
cism, so his excellent work was not pursued. The authors privately call the zero
bearing stiffness threshold the "Poritsky threshold." It is useful to observe that
if the outboard shaft stiffness K, (the portion of shaft away from the fluid lubri-
cated bearing) becomes very soft (approaches zero), whirling may occur at extremely
low rotative speeds. The authors demonstrated a laboratory model with this phenom-
enon for several years before fully understanding its rules of behavior.

The asymptotic frequency wASv occurs as rotative speed increases so that the shaft
orbit takes up most of th&'tlearance, and eccentricity ratio e approaches 1. The
limit occurs not with nonlinear terms A, or 0, but with bearing stiffness K. which
goes to extremely high values at high eccentricity so that for Eq. (15)

wASY = ie+17 471(K+K)/t (17)

It should be noted that shaft damping D. was assumed to be 0 for Eq. (15). If
shaft damping D is high enough, it is possible for the rotor system to escape
whipping as sh~n in [Refs. 12 and 13]. Virtually most documented cases from
actual machinery, however, exhibit the asymptotic behavior.
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OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

There are numerous straightforward observations available from these stability

algorithms.

First, while the "criticals" of machinery are often posted on the nameplate as a

fixed frequency, it is obvious that they vary widely due to the nonlinear stiffness
of fluid film in bearings and seals. The whirl/whip root of Eq. (8) shows clearly

that the resonance ("critical") varies from the threshold to the asymptotic fre-

quency wASY as a function of the nonlinear stiffness KB. In the examples shown, it

varies from the threshold of 75 rad/sec (716 rpm) to the asymptotic frequency of

200 rad/sec (1909 rpm) (Figure 8). This fact will probably be met with considerable
disbelief, until the nature of the fluid-induced whirl and whip instabilities become
more widely understood.

Since both of the quadrature dynamic stiffness elements contain the direct damping

term: = wD - AflD the magnitude of the direct damping D has very little effect
on stab lity for rotors operating at low eccentricity. This means that large
direct damping D does not create stability.

Direct damping D is well known to be a function of bearing or seal geometry and
physical dimensions. It also varies directly with lubricant viscosity q. However,
it is not the viscosity in direct damping D which influences stability. It is the
influence of viscosity in the hydrodynamic, as well as the hydrostatic (externally
pressurized) portions of the bearing or seal stiffness term KB that exhibits
influence on stability.

It is already known that antiswirling mechanisms which suppress the strength of
circumferential flow and drive the fluid average circumferential velocity ratio h as
nearly as possible to zero is the proper prevention of fluid-induced whirl and whip
[Ref. 6].

Reasonably well known is that forward preswirling of the fluid will drive the pre-
cession to rotation ratio to higher values [Ref. 6), sometimes well above half ro-
tative speed. A report on a pump [Ref. 19) with a whirl which tracked about 80% of
rotative speed was presented recently. Another verbal report [Ref. 20] on a double
volute pump on an offshore platform noted a whirl which tracked 75% of rotative
speed. A double driven generator connected by hydraulic clutches with two gas
turbines exhibited subsynchronous vibrations with frequency 82.5% to 89.7% of
the rotative speed when the clutches were not entirely engaged [Ref. 21]. An

"inside-out" bearing with a hollow shaft rotating around a stationary post, will
produce A of slightly over 1/2 [Ref. 22].

The pump with seal whirl (Ref. 19] was most unusual, because nearly all rotor/seal
systems exhibit whip only. With good probability, this is because there is a much
softer spring K, in that pump. Usually when the seal is involved, the stiffness K1
is much higher. It may be noted in the discussed example that an increase of the
magnitude of K, leads to the increase of the inception threshold of stability.

It is reasonably well known that any force which moves the rotor to high dynamic
eccentricity, thus raising bearing or seal stiffness, can prevent whirl or whip.
This action and the stability thresholds due to the unbalance force excitation were
previously published [Ref. 3].

It is also well known that steady-state sideload forces, which move the rotor to .,

static high eccentricity in the seal or bearing, are a pallative for fluid-induced
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instability. Newkirk [Ref. 23] made the first pressure dam bearing for that purpose
in 1934. Deliberate sideloading (often by gravity for horizontal rotors) is a very
popular "fix" for stability.

Two errors of first magnitude correlated to steady-state sideloads occur. The first
is the rule that "the heavier the rotor, the better the stability," which has been
published (and apparently believed) for over 30 years. As can be observed from the
stability algorithms, the more the rotor mass, the worse the stability for the
shaft-centered case. However, since the rule surely was meant to apply to hori-
zontal rotors in the gravity of earth, having more mass means more weight, resulting
in higher eccentricity, and thus higher KB, yielding the better stability. (This
assumes no other steady-state sideloading forces, such as caused by misalignment,
which adds or subtracts from the gravity load.) Two stabilizing and destabilizing
factors, namely the weight-related preload and the added mass, are both very effec-
tive, so that which factor wins depends upor. the particular conditions in each
particular case. A formula for stability that utilizes clearance and rotor weight
should be carefully avoided, no matter how popular it has been.

The second big problem of a steady-state sideload application occurs when the rotor
is stacked (not integral), consisting of shrink-on wheels or, especially, when the
rotor is bolted together (known as a shish ke-bab design). The bowing resulting
from the steady sideloading strongly activates the hysteretic internal friction.
Thus, attempts to sideload the rotor may help reduce the fluid-induced instability
by raising K but get the rotor into an even worse problem of hysteretic friction
instability, Vlus possible rotor-to-stator rubs.

There exists another rule which is incorrectly applied by rotating machinery users.
It states: "For stability maintain oil pressure low." This rule generally holds
true when the bearing has a partial fluid film (180 degrees as opposed to 360
degrees lubrication). As long as the partial film is maintained, a regular circum-
ferential flow pattern is not established so that stability is assured. To maintain
partial lubrication, the pressure should be kept low; otherwise the bearing becomes
fully lubricated with stronger circumferential flow, which makes the rotor suscep-
tible to instability. The rule, "Keep oil pressure low," became however, universal,
and thus often incorrectly applied. Experimental evidences, as well as the con-
clusions from the stability algorithm discussed in this paper, show clearly that
fluid highe pressure, which directly increases the fluid film radial stiffness KB,
improves rotor stability.

An interesting sidelight is that with the discussed stability algorithm it is simple
to get some idea of how much torque is developed by the whirl/whip instability
action. With a shaft radius R, and whirl or whip orbit radius eC:

Wedge Stiffness AQD lb in Whirl/Whip Torque AfQDeCR lb in
Tangential Force MIDeC lbs Whirl/Whip Power Loss AODeCRw lb in/sec

For X = 0.5, 0 = 250 rad/sec, D = 40 lb sec/in, e = 0.5, C = 0.01 inch, and R = 10
inches, the whirl/whip torque is 250 lb/in, and the power loss at precession fre-
quency 124 rad/s is 31000 lb in/sec.

Finally, the fluid dynamic force relationships discussed in this paper can success-
fully be used in modelling more complex rotor/bearing/seal systems [Refs. 9,12,
13,22]. The model predicts existence of several whirl/whip regimes and explains
the "jump" phenomenon observed on laboratory rigs and shown in figure 9, as well as
in reported field data (figure 10).
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FIGURE 9 SPECTRUM CASCADE OF THE ROTOR VIBRATIONAL RESPONSE DURING START-UP,
MEASURED BY THE PROXIMITY TRANSDUCER "B." THE PLOT SHOWS A "JUMP" OF
SELF-EXCITED VIBRATIONS FROM WHIP MODE TO THE SECOND MODE WHIRL (JUMP IN
AMPLITUDE AND FREQUENCY). THE SKETCH INDICATES TRANSDUCER LOCATIONS.
OSCILLOSCOPEIN ORBITAL MODE FOR SIGNALS FROM TRANSDUCERS A AND B DISPLAYS
THAT SHAFT AT LOW SPEED WHIRL VIBRATES IN PHASE. AT HIGH SPEED WHIRL
SHAFT VIBRATES AT ITS SECOND MODE (RIGHT- AND LEFT-HAND SIDE SHAFT SEC-
TIONS ARE 90 DEGREES OUT OF PHASE).

The role of the fluid circumferential flow in rotor stability is emphasized. The
fluid average circumferential velocity ratio is the key factor of the "cross spring"
term, which, In turn, represents a portion of the quadrature dynamic stiffness:
= D(w-M)). The value AQ used to be referred to as "bearing resonance" across half%
century. While this resonance is hidden in synchronous perturbation tests, it is
clearly exposed by nonsynchronous perturbation testing [Ref. 1-5]. An increase of
the circumferential flow strength leads to an increase of A, thus a decrease of the
quadrature stiffness of the system. When at the same frequency both K and direct
dynamic stiffness ID equal zero, the instability occurs. This was shown on the root
locus of figure 6. The quadrature dynamic stiffness, combined with the nonlinear
bearing (or seal) stiffness in the rotor system equation, provides the reliable
stability prediction formulas.
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ENHANCED ROTOR MODELING TAILORED FOR RUB DYNAMIC STABILITY ANALYSIS
AND SIMULATION*

R.R. Davis
Aerojet TechSystems Company

P.O. Box 13222
Sacramento, California 95813, U.S.A.

(PRA-SA-ATC 23 Sept 87)

SUMMARY

New methods are presented that allow straightforward application of complex nonlinearities to finite
element based rotor dynamic analyses. The key features are 1) the methods can be implemented with
existing finite element or dynamic simulation programs. 2) formulation is general for simple application to a
wide range of problems, and 3) implementation Is simplified because nonlinear aspects are separated from
the linear part of the model. The new techniques are illustrated with examples of inertial nonlinearity and
torquewhirl which can be important in rubbing turbomachinery. The sample analyses provide new
understanding of these nonlinearities which are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The modeling and simulation of rotordynamic systems with rubbing is generally avoided in the design
verification of turbomachinery, but is receiving more attention because rubbing is becoming unavoidable in
close tolerance designs. Some understanding of general rub behavior has been developed over the years
using simplistic Jeffcot models and various techniques. Ehrich [11 determined stability bounds for full
annular rub of a Jeffcot model with a circular but flexibly supported stator using a limit cycle assumption and
dynamic equilibrium. A number of analyses such as those by Childs 121 and Muszynska [3] have treated the
Jeffcot model with piecewise linear transient analysis or linearized analysis based on harmonic balance
methods. The results are enlightening, but cannot be extended to complex systems without significant
difficulty.

Much work has been recently done to apply harmonic balance methods to more general systems. The
work of Lau, Cheung, and Wu [4) is most notable because it treats aperiodic response by including multiple
time scales in the assumed harmonic components. Unfortunately, all harmonic balance and related schemes
suffer the debilitating requirement that the response frequency content or some fundamental response ratio
be known a priori. Thus, one cannot analyze a given system for general response.

The other remaining option is nonlinear transient simulation. Flexibility in modeling is achieved at the
expense of computing time. However, with recent developments in computing power and well known
methods of modal synthesis and model reduction, nonlinear transient simulation of real rotor systems is now
a reasonable approach. Kascak (5] and Kascak and Tomko (6) have done some of the few analyses
documented of transient rubbing with more complex rotors. Padovan and Choy 17) have more recently
addressed the Jeffcot model with transient rub simulation, but with the added complexity of turbine blades
modeled by static stiffnesses. These analyses have interesting approaches, but their application to general
models Is not discussed.

General approaches to rotordynamic nonlinear problems are lacking. It is the intent of this work to show
how nonlinear effects important In rubbing can be Included in analysis of completely general rotor/housing
systems with minimal effort, using generally available software augmented by relatively simple user-defined
modules. By way of examples, it will be shown that the new techniques can be used to model nonlinearitles
of high complexity without major reformulation of a problem by exploiting the separability of linear and

.This work was supported by Company IR&D funding at Aerojet TechSystems Company. Sacramento,
California, project number NLRDA6, and is approved for public release.
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nonlinear parts. The result is highly productive nonlinear analysis that is modular in nature, and thus easier
to perform for the average rotor design analyst. Method formulation and examples will address the specific
effects of inertial nonlinearity and torque, which invariably occur in rubbing rotordynamic systems.
Incorporating general rub laws with flexible rotor blades and disks will be addressed in a later paper.

NOMENCLATURE

A Dynamical matrix
a Load weighting matrix
cx, cy Bearing damping (N sec/m)
C Linear system damping matrix
CL Load torque coefficient (N m sec/rad)
f System loads (physical and modal)
F System loads (physical only)
Fx , Fy, FZ Forces on body in Cartesian system (N)
I : Identity matrix
I Polar moment of inertia (kg M2)

10 Transverse moment of inertia (kg M2)

kX . ky Bearing stiffness (N/m)
K Linear system stiffness matrix
KA Asymmetric effects matrix (physical only)

K'A Asymmetric effects matrix (physical and modal)
K(T) Rotor stiffness matrix with steady torque T
KTOT Rotor stiffness matrix, total
L Shaft length (m)
m : Disk mass (kg)
M : Linear system mass matrix
Mx, M y, Mz  Moments on body in Euler system (N m)
MX, My. MZ Moments on body in Cartesian system (N m)
0 : Null matrix
q . System displacements (physical and modal)
R Disk radius (m)
s Speed
T Torque vector
T Torque, transient or constant (N m)
To  : Steady torque (N m)
x : System displacements (physical only)

x, y, z Body fixed, except spin, coordinates
X, Y, Z Cartesian translations (m)
Y First order states
i Pseudo-modal matrix
AT +  Incremental torque >T (N m)
AT- : Incremental torque <T (N m)

ex. ey, ez Cartesian rotations (rad)
0, e,: Euler angles (rad)
R : Rotor stiffness gradient matrix

) Time derivative a
( )T Transpose
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THE GENERAL FINITE ELEMENT BASED APPROACH

Today, every turbomachinery design organization has available to it a finite element analysis software tool.
Rotordynamic analysis should exploit this capability to the fullest. Rotor, housing, disk, and blade models
can be constructed using powerful solids modelers. The finite element models can be reduced by linear
modal analysis or substructuring. Such a reduced matrix model, in the form of linear and symmetric mass,
damping, and stiffness matrices, Is an excellent base for nonlinear simulation.

To continue with general rotor analysis, one must have complex eigenanalysis and nonlinear transient
capability, which Is generally available. For some, the finite element program may have this capability, while
for others, one may have a dynamic simulation program (ACSL, CSMP, or others) with these options. It is a
simple matter to format the matrix data between a finite element program output and a simulation program.

It is assumed that the linear model Includes flexibility and mass distribution for rotor, housing, disks, blades
or other subcomponents, and possibly linear symmetric bearing or seal models. The entire system is
described by the linear equations of motion.

M j+C4+Kq=f (1)

where the subcomponents may or may not be connected. Disconnection results in block diagonal form of
the matrices. The displacements q consist of Independent sets of physical or modal degrees of freedom
(DOFs) for each unconnected subcomponent. Since physical motions are preferred for applying
nonlinearities, any modal coordinates may require conversion to the physical domain using user-prepared
pseudo-modal transformations

x =)q (2)
i= N (3)

where x is the full physical degree of freedom set, a different size than q. (b contains some identity matrix
block diagonals for subcomponents described by physical degrees of freedom, and other block diagonals
that are made up of mode shape coefficients. Matrix partitioning is specifically avoided here to maintain
generality of the ordering of q. The physical forces are subject to the pseudo-modal transformation as well,

f = 0T F (4)

The modal transformation can be implemented by the use of linear constraint equations, which are
available in most finite element programs, or by manual coding within the nonlinear evaluation routines that
will be used later. Note that only the physical DOFs to be used for evaluating or applying nonlinear loads
need be treated.

Several simplifications have been made in the foregoing to make preparation of the linear core model
straightforward. The assumption of linearity and matrix symmetry along with an assumption of modes
computed by undamped analysis ensures real and equal left and right eigenvectors, and thus the same real
matrix 40 In all auxiliary equations. This technique is popular and has been used by Noah [8 among others.

Given the linear core model, asymmetric linear effects can now be added directly to M, C, and K matrices.
Examples are linear models of Alford forces, gyroscopics, and bearing, seal, or impeller cross-coupling.
When modes are used, some physical asymmetric effects may require the modal transformation if they act at
physical DOFs that depend on modes. For example, for stiffness,

K- 4) KA (5)

t where the asymmetric fully physical matrix is KA, and the corresponding physical/modal counterpart is K,.
KA can then be added directly to the original symmetric stiffness matrix.
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In the interest of generality, the linear model can be cast in first order form if required for compatibility with
available software such as dynamic simulation packages. This form is

=Ay+Bf (6)-

where

AIy q , A =M J' = (7)

and the auxiliary equations if modal coordinates are used are equations (2), (3) and (4). M- 1 will always exist
as long as the DOFs of the linear model are independent and the problem is well posed.

Arbitrary nonlinear forces can be applied via the physical loads F and can be calculated using any state
variable in x, i, q, l or any externally defined variable such as time, rotational speed, temperature, or
pressure. The states are directly available from integration of equation (1) or (6) provided by the analysis
code used and application of equations (2) and (3). Loads returning to the linear core simulation may need
conversion through equation (4).

As a prelude to the development of specific nonlinear force formulations, consider that all linear modeling
has been done in an inertial Cartesian coordinate system. Possible DOFs are translations X, Y, Z and right-
handed rotations ex. O, OZ .

INERTIAL NONLINEARITY

The Moment Equations

The general equations of motion of a massive rigid body in space are extremely nonlinear in form. Even for
the typical case of a rotor disk, where we may assume axial inertia Izz = I, transverse inertia Ixx = lyy = 10, and
all products of inertia are zero, we obtain the moment equations

MX l (Y- 2 sin~cosO) + 1 ( coso + f) sinO
iytj /10 ( sinO + 2bcosO) - l( cosO + 1 (8)

I (jcos8 - usinO + )

which are written using Euler angles precession #, nutation e, and spin op, and the axes x-y-z follow the body
except spin as shown in Figure 1. It is desired to cast these equations into the fixed Cartesian system of the
linear model. First, the assumption that nutation 9 is small (sine -9 , cose - 1) will be made. This is a very
good assumption for real rotor dynamics problems where shaft excursions are small, and affords great
advantages. Given this assumption, the appropriate moment transformation Is

coso -sino 9siOL 1 My
My = sine cos# 9o~j Iy (9)

(9
Mz J LMJ

The small nutation assumption allows the nutation to be vectorially related to the Cartesian rotations 4x
and dy, since they are also small, and small angles can be vectorially combined. Thus,

OX = Ocos# , and 9y = fsin# (10)

Inserting equation (8) Into (9), collecting terms, and substituting equations (10) and their time derivatives,
the moment equations in fixed Cartesian coordinates are
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IVZ-I ~ 20-I ) yi (11b)

where s Is the total rotational speed, with the small nutation assumption

+ (12)

On the right hand side of equation (11a), only the first term is linear, and should normally be included in
the linear model as lumped transverse inertia. For constant speed, the second term is the familiar gyroscopic
linear skew-symmetric coupling used by most rotordynamicists, the third term is zero, and the fourth term is
nonlinear, depending on nutation angle and rate. The fourth term is only zero for circular precession orbits
0 = 0) or planar motion (8 = 0), and in general cannot be assumed small. Although the portion eOx is quite
small, the portion &6i could be quite large because both 9 and are proportional to speed. The approximate
order of the whole term is order 03 2, and should be compared with other cross-coupled stiffness loads in the
system model to determine significance when general orbits are expected.

The right hand side of equation (11 b) includes the linear angular acceleration term lI which may already be
Included as lumped polar inertia in the linear model. The corresponding DOF already in the linear model, OZ ,
can thus be interpreted as the integral of total local shaft speed. The remaining terms in equation (11b) are
clearly nonlinear. They are zero for circular orbits and planar motion and are not necessarily small for other
orbits, as both terms are of the order e2 s2 .

The Force Equations

The force equation for a rigid body can be written directly in the Cartesian system without resort to the
Euler system, thus

= m j J (13)'X 
0 0

Clearly, these equations are linear and the mass should be lumped in the linear model.

Implementation

The nonlinear inertial effects discussed above could be important in rub analyses because rubs have a
complicated effect on the shaft orbit (nutation) and local shaft speed due to the induced impact and torque.
The nonlinear terms are relatively straightforward to Implement given the equations previously presented and
a few more easily derived from them. Figure 2 shows the procedure to be implemented as a user-defined
"nonlinear Inertia finite element". Note that all required Euler angles and rates are computed from the
Cartesian rotations using the small nutation assumption, and singularities are avoided with logic checks.
Most importantly, since the nonlinear moments are to be Imposed on the model via the load vector F, thetnonlinear terms are flipped in sign from that in equations (11) as if they were moved to the left hand side.
Any number of these "finite elements" could be used to model the inertial behavior of multiple turbine disks
and impellers in the same system model by multiple calls to a subroutine that implements Figure 2.
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Example

To illustrate the effect of inertial nonlinearity, a simple five DOF model was constructed using the
techniques described above. The linear core model is shown in Figure 3, and the matrix form is that of
equation (1) where the DOFs are

qT= X X OX ey OZ (14)

Note the different X and Y stiffness to induce nutation rate and the offset disk to produce nutation angle
under imbalance loading. Note also that the realistic assumption of 1o = 0.51 will negate the last term In
equation (11b). Two cases were run:

1. Linear, constant speed s of 5000 rad/sec, with constant imbalance load of 20 N (linear gyroscopics
included).

2. Full nonlinear, initial speed of 5000 rad/sec, constant imbalance load of 20 N modified during
simulation to follow the new total rotation angle eZ .

Secondary effects on the imbalance load due to slight speed change and disk tilt are neglected here so that
they do not obscure the inertial nonlinearities. Damping was included to settle the orbit more quickly, as
initial position of the shaft was centered. The speed of 5000 rad/sec is near the third critical speed, which
involves mostly nutation.

Figure 4 shows the orbit results for Cartesian translations and rotations. Note that the orbit for rotations is
by definition a polar plot of nutation given the small nutation assumption. The nonlinearity slightly increased
the translation, and increased nutation by a factor of about three. This is despite fairly heavy rotational
damping indicated by the relatively uniform elliptical shape compared to the translation orbits. The net result
is a threefold increase in bearing load at this speed due to nonlinearity. A check of the induced speed
variation showed miniscule effect. Most of the nonlinear effect is directly from nutation, and total neglect o.
the i terms would have given similar results.

Admittedly, the model was tuned (high speed, ellipticity, nutation) for a severe nonlinear condition, for the
sake of illustration. The results do indicate, however, that the nonlinearity of nutation can be important even
for very small nutation. The nonlinearity of variable speed can be better evaluated in rub simulations, to be
presented in a later paper.

INCLUDING SHAFT TORQUE

Formulation and Implementation

Suppose that the disk In Figure 1 has torque applied to it about the z axis such that it follows the z direction
for all time. This is a reasonable assumption for rubbing or for fluid-induced drive or load torques in
turbomachinery. Whenever a nutation angle develops, components of the torque occur along the Cartesian X
and Y. Using equation (9) and a drive torque vector T pointing in the +z direction, the resulting fixed
Cartesian moments are, for small nutation,

rMY] r 1_fo [ 7y + [r X zjln ]n r ° nT ° 0 ] [ Xz°°
Myl CTS = -T 0 0 Dy + (15)
,MZ 1 0 o Z [
Thus, following torque acts as a cross-coupled stiffness effect on transverse rotation. Constant torque can,
In fact, be included In the system model as a linear cross-coupled stiffness. Since equation (15) Is written f
load on the system, the cross-coupled terms should be flipped in sign before adding to the system stiffness --
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matrix. If torque is variable as In rubbing, equation (15) can be used directly to update the system load vector
F.

Example

To show that the small nutation assumption has no significant effect on results, the fully nonlinear model of
Vance [9) was exercised using the new method above for constant load torque (linear cross-coupling). The
nature of the Vance model assures circular orbit and constant speed, so all inertial nonlinearities vanish and
gyroscopics are included as linear cross-coupled damping. Complex eigenanalysis was used to construct
root loci of the torquewhirl system as functions of speed. Figure 5 shows a speed dependent root locus for a
load torque coefficient of CL = +5.625 N m sec/rad (+50 in lb sec/rad). See reference 19] for all other
parameters and definition of terms. The frequency and load torque level (CL times the speed) at the point
where the locus crosses the imaginary axis is the stability boundary.

Upon comparison with the exact solution via Euler's equations, the stability boundary frequency divided by
the speed was found to closely match (within a few percent) the exact whirling speed ratio f for nutation
angles up to about 10 degrees. This was expected, because f (see Appendix A) does not depend on nutation
angle if it is small. The comparison of stability boundary torque computed by both methods also produced a
very good match. This correlation forces disagreement with the comment in reference [91 that the inequality

+ g & icose + (16)

"is central to an understanding of how torquewhirl is produced", because the linearized model assumes cosO
is exactly unity. Rather, it is clear from inspection of equation (15) that torquewhirl is produced by a cross-
coupled rotational stiffness projected into the transverse plane. It is clearly dependent on the mode shape of
the system, which determines the degree of projection achieved. Yim, Noah, and Vance [101 have recently
come to the same conclusion. Another conclusion of reference [101, summarized in Table 1, is supported by

' the current linearized analysis as well.

However, real turbomachinery has both load and drive torques at different shaft locations, so the net effect
cannot be determined without specific analysis. The method introduced here makes such analyses
particularly easy for constant torques at multiple locations on general rotors, without resort to nonlinear
analysis.

Buckling Effects

Ylm, Noah, and Vance [10] and Cohen and Porat [11] addressed the effect of shaft torque on the shaft
stiffness due to a buckling load effect. This effect is separate from the projection effect treated above, but
does lead to similar results in that the previously linear shaft stiffness is modified by symmetric and skew-
symmetric changes that have nonlinear dependence on torque level. To model this effect, the entire stiffness
matrix related to the rotor requires change as a function of torque. This can be done using the methods
presented here, by including the shaft stiffness change and resultant delta Internal forces and moments in the
system load vector F.

Since the stiffness change operations essentially require Individual shaft element influence coefficients,
they can best be done with a finite element program with an enhanced shaft finite element. For torque that
can be assumed constant, the torque-modified stiffness can be directly calculated at the outset and
Incorporated Into the system stiffness matrix, which would then be constant and linear but asymmetric. See
1101 and [11]. Then substructuring (with care) if desired and all the steps outlined previously could be taken
to perform nonlinear analysis.

The case of transient torque requires full reformulation of the rotor stiffness matrix at each time step, which
some finite element programs can perform (ANSYS, for example). As an alternative to full reformulation, one
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could use a linear fit of the shaft influence coefficients about a nominal operating torque To.Thus the total

rotor stiffness could be written

KTOT = K(To) + (T - TO)I (17)

where K(To) embodies the nominal torque effect and is included in the linear model, and

A dK(T)
T IT=To 

(18)

The forces on the system due to the delta variation of T with time can then be included in the system load

vector F by the term

- (T - To)K q (19)

Kcan be easily evaluated off-line by computing K(T) at two values of T around To, and then performing the
operation

K(T o + AT +) - K(T o - AT-) (20)
IC=

AT + + AT-

The method described above is ideal for rubbing problems where rub torques are small compared to steady
drive torque.

In many realistic cases shafts operate far below their buckling limit, and the torque buckling effect may not
be important compared to the projection effect. Since it is now clear how to separate the two effects, the
question deserves further investigation.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Using the power of existing finite element and/or simulation software, quite general nonlinear effects
can be applied to rotor/housing models of arbitrary linear complexity.

2. Casting nonlinear rigid body equations of motion into Cartesian form facilitates the understanding of
the nonlinearities and simplifies their full implementation in general models. The assumption of small
nutation affords great advantages.

3. Inertial nonlinearity can be important In problems with high speed and non-circular orbits, such as
found In rubbing phenomena.

4. Casting the effects of projected following torque into Cartesian form using small nutation greatly
simplifies torque modeling. Constant torque can even be handled as a linear cross-coupled stiffness.

5. Torques have two separate effects: projection of moments and toroue buckling. The relative
importance of each depends greatly on rotor design, specifically on mode shape and torque buckling
margin, respectively. Torque buckling is amenable to relatively simple modeling in cases where
transient torques are small relative to a steady value.

6. The combined effect of the Items discussed in rubbing, blade loss, and other rotordynamic situations
requires further study. This author will continue investigations, including modeling general bladed IN
disks with rubbing.
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APPENDIX A

Stability of an Idealized Rotor with Following Torque

The model of Vance [91. viscous case, was analyzed using Euler's equations with the following results. See [9] for
full definitions.

Nonsynchronous Whirling Speed Ratio:

/2 4(cor,,2,n2J
11 1+ N11 2 + 07(11 ~ 2) M 9+ n) (21)

(as 2 (I1 cosr + 12)

where ws = 4 + 4 = shaft speed

Stability Boundary Torque

TB = -CD C 2 ws f cos9" (22)

Note that neither quantity depends on 0" if 0* is small (small nutation).
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TABLE 1. Following torque stability Influence

Stabilizes Destabilizes
Torque Sense Whirl Whirl

Drive Forward Backward
Load Backward Forward

Z MY

X 0 ) M

\x

FIGURE 1. Coordinates and Euler angles for a rigid body
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FIGURE 3. Simplified rotor model for Inertial nonlinearity example
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FIGURE 4. Response orbits of the simplified rotor model
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High Stability Design for New Centrifugal Compressor
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ABSTRACT

It is essential to realize subsynchronous vibration free for developing high
performance centrifugal compressor.

Mitsubishi developed new high performance centrifugal compressor applying the
latest rotordynamics knowledge and design technique.

(1) To improve the system damping, specially designed oil film seal was developed.
This seal attained 3 times damping ratio compared to conventional design. The
oil film seal contains special damper ring in seal cartrige.

(2) To reduce the destabilizing effect of labyrinth seal, special swirl canceler
(anti swirl nozzle) is applied for balance piston seal.

(3) To confirm the system damping margin, the dynamic simulation rotor model test
and full load test applying vibration exciting test in actual load condition.

INTRODUCTION

Performance improvement of centrifugal compressors for chemical plants has been

a very important subject because they substantially dominate the cost effectiveness
of the plants.

Mitsubishi Heavy Industry has developed[;] a high performance compressor

applying up-to-date techniques in response to these needs. And we have succeeded in
the development of an innovative new type of high performance compressor, and have
demonstrated its high performance and reliability in shop tests under actual load
condition.

This paper describes the rotordynamics works undertaken in developing new
compressor.

DESIGN SPECIFICATION AND POINTS OF NEW COMPRESSOR11]

Design specification of the new compressor is shown in Table 1. This compressor
is for the Ammonia & Methanol Synthesis Process. The specification is typical one

for 1000T/Day ammonia plant where the process gas is a mix of nitrogen and hydrogen.
The total cross section of the compressor is shown in Fig. 1. The low pressure

compressor is back to back type and high pressure compressor contains the gas
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recycle stage.
The distinguished features of the compressor are as follows, and all these

merits are realized by applying high speed rotor system.

(1) high performance: Comparison of required power of compressor between
conventional and new one for 100OT/Day ammonia synthesis plant is shown in Table
2.
The efficiency is significantly improved by applying 3 dimensional high flow
coefficient stages (high speed impellers) shown in Fig. 2.

(2) Compactness: Comparison of new compressor with the conventional type in similar
plant is shown in Fig. 3. The compressor train is simplified and reduced to
half size.

(3) Easy maintenance: As shown in Fig. 3., the both end drive turbine and cartridge
type compressor internal are applied for the new compressor train. These enable
no removing works of compressor casing.

The up-to-date techniques shown in Fig. 4 have been applied to the new
compressor for realizing the features above mentioned.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMPRESSOR IN VIEWPOINT OF ROTORDYNAMICS

The new compressor, having up to nine stages, is operated at the highest speed
in the world for this class of compressor. In spite of compact light weight rotor,
this compressor absorbs relatively high power and handles high pressure high density
gas. In such a high pressure compressor, troubles caused by the nonsynchronous
vibrations have been reported. [2], [3], [4], [8]

Therefore, countermeasures against this kind of vibration is a critical point i
terms of achieving the reliable operation of new compressor.

The forces acting on the compressor are shown in Fig. 5, and vibration stability
of the system depends on the balance of stabilizing force (damping force) and
destabilizing force. Accordingly, increasing the damping force and decreasing the
destabilizing force is an essential solution. For the new compressor, with the help
of our comprehensive research works in this field, the following new techniques have
been put into effect through quantitative evaluation of damping force and
destabilizing force.

The flow diagram of rotordynamics works for this compressor is summarized in
Fig. 6.

ROTORDYNAMICS ANALYSIS

Rotordynamics characteristics of the high pressure compressor is related to many
components such as bearings, oil film seals, labyrinth seals and impellers. The
flow diagram of the applied stability analysis method is shown in Fig. 78]
Evaluation of the component values are done by using accumulated data base and
analytical tools.

(1) Dynamic coefficient of oil film bearings are evaluated by data base accumulated
and qualified by experimental model test and numerical analysis.

(2) The dynamic coefficients of oil film seals are estimated by the analytical
method for oil film bearing.

(3) The destabilizing coefficients of impellers are estimated by the following
equation (Wachel equation modified to Alford force)[2]
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Kc 9583.2 (KW) (MW) . Pd (1)
SD.H.(RPM) Ps

where (KW) is output, (MW) is molecular weight of gas, (RPM) is shaft speed, D
is impeller outside diameter, H is impeller tip opening at discharge, Pd is
density of gas at discharge and Ps is density of gas in suction.
This force estimation must be improved for getting better accuracy.

(4) The destabilizing coefficient of labyrinth seals are estimated by the
theoretical analysis which is recently developed[7] by our research.
The stability analysis of the system was done by modal analysis shown in Fig. 7
or complex eighen value analysis.

DEVELOPMENT OF NEW STABILIZING ELEMENTS

The stability analysis shows that the conventional type rotor bearing system has
no margin for un stable vibration when it was applied for this kind of high
intensity design. Then the new technology had to be applied for getting sufficient
margin from unstable vibration.

The first one is new type of oil film seal with a damper function as shown in
Fig. 8. The new seal has superior effect for supplying damping without any
sacrifice of space and sealing function.

The mechanism of damper seal is constructed by multilobe bearing and squeeze
film damper. The effectiveness of the new seal system was verified by the model
test system shown in Fig. 9.

The newly developed experimental method was applied for verifying the damping
[ capacity of rotor-bearing-oil film seal system. The method is called "Vibration
AExciting Test Method in Working Condition" and this is essential method to reveal

the phenomena of nonsynchronous vibration.
Fig. 10 is an example of measured frequency response for typical two cases

corresponding to conventional system and new system with damper seal.
The speed dependent vibration characteristics for first mode are plotted in Fig.

11. As this figure shows, the test method enables the evaluation for appointed mode
for any rotating speed.

The summary results of the stability evaluation for model system is shown in
Table 3. The following stability coefficient (Modal damping coefficient) is applied
for evaluation.

D = 2mw 2.C (2)

where D: stability coefficient
m: model mass of the mode
w: angular frequency of the mode
C: damping ratio of teh mode

The result shows that the increase rate of damping capacity is about three times of

conventional system.
On the other hand, the special swirl cancel mechanism which is illustrated in

Fig. 12 is developed and applied for this compressor in order to minimizing the
destabilizing force generated by labyrinth seal. The design of the labyrinth seal
was done based on the recently developed theroy and model test which was published

S in NASA Conference publisation in 1986 6]. According to the works, it was confirmed
that the gas flow at the labyrinth seal, particularly inlet swirl has been
recognized as the major cause of destabilixzing force. Then, the design of the
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reliable swirl cancel mechanism was developed. The low destabilizing force by this

mechanism was verified by full load test which is described later.

VERIFICATION TEST IN THE SHOP

To verify the new compressors performance and mechanical reliability, a four
step testing program has been carried out as shown in Table 4.

In addition to normal test and inspection for prototype machine, the special
rotordynamic tests were performed in the shop for verifying the vibration stability
and smooth operation.

Fig. 13 is the photograph of shop test showing vibration exciting test. The
vibration exciting tests were performed for mechanical running test and high
pressure performance test. Fig. 14 shows the measured vibration for high speed
running test and actual load test. Fig. 15 shows the plots of damping V.S. load.

These results show the sufficient stability margin even for full load, full
speed condition.

This fact verified the following two points.

(1) New oil film seal system gives high system damping for any operating condition,
especially for high speed condition.

(2) The destabilizing effect of the compressor which has not ever be found directly
is verified by the difference value between high speed mechanical running test
and actual load test.

The result also verified the marginal instability if the new stabilizing
mechanism had not been applied.

The stability evaluation for the compressor is plotted on the Fig. 16 with
comparison to existing unit. This figure shows a sufficient margin for unstable
vibration.

EVALUATION OF VIBRATION SENSITIVITY TO THE DISTURBANCE
IN NON STEADY OPERATING CONDITIONS.

Fig. 17 shows the vibration level for all speed range. The shaft vibration did
not exceed 10 mP-P including runout. There was no significant critical speed peak
for any speed within maximum speed. These phenomena coinside to the fact that the
system has sufficient large damping ratio[5].

Fig. 18 shows the example of measured data during surge. As this figure shows
that the vibration, pressure pulsation and thrust force are all sufficiently small
values even in the abnormal condition.

CONCLUSION

The rotordynamic works and their results for developii.g high speed high
performance compressor are described.

Newly developed damper seal and swirl cancel mechanism for labyrinth seal
enables highly stable compressor. The prototype compressor verified the high
stability and low vibration sensitivity by many operating tests and special
vibration exciting tests.

The production compressor based on the design of prototype have been operating
smoothly and in high efficiency.
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Table 1 Table of compressor specification

Item Unit Value
Suction flow rate AM 3 /h 5 500 - 6500
Suction press. kgf/cm 2 G 25
Suction temp. 0oc 45
Discharge press. kgf/cm2 G 150 -220
Max. continuous speed rpm 15 540

.41.2

0-

0 10

)O fncreasing
0.1- P speed

0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05- 0.06
Flow efficiency OD

Fig.2 Stage performance vs. flow coefficient
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Table 2 Merit of the new compressor (High performance)

Required power of compressor Reduction in
required power

Conventional unit New unit (Saving rate)

16 500 kW 14 980 kW 1 S20 kW (9%)

Approx. 13000

0' 1-4,,-= ~ ~ i -i Inenlprs

I Main gas pipe released Internal parts
S2 Casing moved disassembly and2. as~i , I Ir vl assembly

J 6850
6850 

Cartridge type
internals,
withdrawal

, 4-m-  'and insertion

Fig.3 Merit of the new compressor (Compactness, ease of maintenance)

Features Design target Applied techniques

High efficiency Performance improvement of Development of high ei;iciency 3-D impeller
Reducton of various losses Manufacturing technique of high quality impeller

Manufacturing techique of high precision diaphragm
Development of loss-minimum flow passage configuration

Compactness High speed Abradable labyrinth -eal

Direct lubrication bearing

Oil film seal with damping function
" ,Swirl canceller labyrinth seal

Ease of Cartridge type internal Silcnelrlbrnhsa
maintenance "structure Stress optimization of impeller

Fig.4 Application of up-to-date techniques
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Fig.1O Typical frequency response for seal test
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Fig.11 Comparison of vibration characteristics
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Table 3 Test results of new oil film seal

RITICAL SPEED IST. MODE
SEAL TEST MODEL Q FACTOR ____FOR UNBALANCE RAPN EQEC QUIVAL

6800 RPM 127.5Hz 0.118 25700

W Q 2.8

- 5600 RPM 387.ZHz 0.075 7650

W Q 3.3

0

Table 4 Table of shop test program

Test step Object

Stati sealtestVerification of dynamic behavior of
Stati sealteatoil film seal and seal oil supply unit

Aerodynamic Verification of compressor efficiencl

Diretio ofperformance test and required power
Droetion ofH igh speed rnechaicai Vilerification of mechanical stability

running test Iduring high speed running

Highpres. peformnceVerification of mechanical stability
Highl t rest eromac and aerodynamic performance

test under actual operation conditions

Layrnt

(Balance piston)

Fig.12 Labyrinth seal wiht swirl canceller
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Fig.13 Vibration exciting test in shop test
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Fig.14 Results of vibration exciting test

(speed vs natural frequency and damping)
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Fig.15 Results of vibration exciting test
(Stability vs. Output)
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Fig.16 Measured stability margin for non-synchoronous vibration
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t-~API tolerance level of vibration 0 Make-up side bearing. H direction

20_-_[Hihspeedmechaniclrunnigtest Make-up side bearing, V direction
20 Hgh seed echaicalrunnng tst Recycle side bearing, H direction

A Recycle side bearing, V direction
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Fig.1T Measured shaft vibration

Measured data Variation Measured wave form

Sucionpres. 6.3 % of
Su to r s . norm al press.El p e ti e I

S Discharge 1.7% of
S press. normal press.

Press. at 3.7% of Satpito ug

8 stage normal press.
diffuser _______

Shaft vibration 7-24 pumP-P

Shiaft position 0.02 mm
(Thrust load) (47Okgf)

Make-up stage surge Suction flow: 91OAm 3/h Suction press.: 71kgf/cm2 A
Speed :15540rpm Discharge press.: 190kgf/cni 2A

Fig.18 Example of measured data during compressor surge
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